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PREFATORY NOTE.

The substance of this book was delivered in Edin-

burgh as the "Croall Lecture" for 1878-9. The

author has not, however, deemed it necessary to

retain in the following pages the form of lectures

—a form which he has found to give rise to arbi-

trary divisions and interruptions of the continuity

of thought.

In addition to the works referred to in the foot-

notes, the author desires to express his obligations

to the followinof books :
—Baur's ChristUche Gnosis

and Dogmengeschichte ; Pfleiderer's Die Religion and

Religionsphilosojyhie ; Vera's Preliminary Disserta-

tions to the French Translation of Hegel's Philosophie

der Religion; Vatke's Die Menschliche Freiheit ; Wal-

lace's Logic of Hegel ; Bradley's Ethical Studies ;

Muir's Sanshrit Texts; Prof. Max Midler's Intro-

duction to the Science of Religion and other works ;

and, above all, Hegel's PJiilosophie der Religion,

a work to which he has been more largely indebted

than to any other book.

University of Glasgow,

Api-il, 1880.
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INTRODUCTION TO

THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.

PRELIMINAEY.

A PHILOSOPHY of Religion starts with the

presupposition that rehgion and rehgious ideas

can be taken out of the domain of feehng or practical

experience and made objects of scientific reflection.

It implies that, whilst religion and philosophy have

the same objects, the attitude of the human spirit

towards these objects is, in each case, different. In

the one they are present to it in an immediate way
as objects of devotion or spiritual enjoyment ; they

come before it at most only in the form of outward

fact or of figurative representation. In the other,

they become the objects of reflection or intellec-

tual apprehension, and are finally elevated to the

form of pure or speculative thought. Feeling,

Indeed, in all cases, involves a kind of knowledge ;

the objects of emotion, whether moral or aesthetic

or religious, nmst be grasped by the subject of
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them with an implicit intelHgence, apart from

which, its relation to them would be no deeper

than that of blind instinct or animal impulse.

But the knowledge which is involved in feeling,

is as yet, only implicit or virtual knowledge ;
it

must become something more and higher before

it truly deserves the name. And that something

higher philosophy claims as its prerogative to

elicit. In philosophy we pass out of the sphere

of immediacy, in which the mind is still, in a

sense, one with its object, in which subject and

object are dissolved in an atmosphere of intuitive

emotion. Abandoning the blessedness of simple

faith, we enter into that colder yet loftier region

in which reason opposes itself to its object, breaks

up the natural harmony wherein no contradiction

of thought has yet betrayed itself, and advances

to the search after a deeper and indissoluble

unity. Nor, in asserting this as its prerogative,

does philosophy admit of any limits to the range
of its activity. Whatever is real is rational, and

with all that is rational philosophy claims to deal.

It does not confine itself to finite thino-s, or con-

tent itself with observing and classifying physical

phenomena, or with empirical generalisations as

to the nature and life of man. Its vocation is to

trace the j)resence and the organic movement or

process of reason in nature, in the liuman mind,

in all social instituh'ons, in the history of nations,
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and in the progressive advancement of the world.

In other words, so far from resting in what is

finite and relative, the ])eenliar domain of philo-

so})hy is absolute truth. It offers to thought an

escape from the narrow limits of our own indi-

viduality, even of our own nationality and age,

and an insight into that which is universally and

objectively true. In all provinces of investigation

it seeks as its peculiar employment to penetrate

beneath the surface show of things, beneath em-

pirical apjiearances and accidents, and to find the

ultimate meaning and essence. Its aim is to

discover, not what seems, but what is, and why
it is

;
to bind together objects and events in the

links of necessary thought, and to find their last

ground and reason in that which comprehends and

transcends all—the nature of God Himself.

According to this view, then, there is no province

of human experience, there is nothing in the whole

realm of reality, which lies beyond the domain

of philosophy, or to which philosophical investi-

gation does not extend, Keligion, so far from

forming an exception to the all-embracing sphere

of p]i!loso])liy, is rathei- just that province which

lies nearest to it, foi-, in one point of view, religion

and philosophy have common objects and a com-

mon content, and in the explanation of religion

philosophy may be said to be at the same time

explaining itself.
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But can this high claim of philosophy be

justified ? Before we yield ourselves up to its

guidance, must not philosophy be asked to prove

that there is nothing presumptuous in this asser-

tion of its universal authority ? Before we admit

the pretensions of reason to treat thus of all things

in heaven and earth, to regard nothing as too

high or sacred to be subjected to its inquiries,

must we not, as a preliminary condition, ask it to

give us satisfactory proof of its capacity to deal

with them ? Without a prior criticism of the

organ of knowledge, can we tell whether in any

given case it may not be entering on forbidden

ground ?

It may be answered, in general, that the only

w^ay in which philosophy can prove its rights is

by philosophising. The capacity or incapacity of

reason to deal w^itli any object or class of objects

cannot be determined by a preliminary inquiry,

for this, if for no other reason, that the inquiry

could only be conducted by the faculty which is

impugned. If the incapacity is asserted on external

authority, it is only reason itself that can judge of

that authority and pronounce on its claims. If

the incapacity is attempted to be proved on rational

grounds, the examination of these grounds, again,

must be conducted by reason itself. In either

case a second preliminary inquiry would be needed

to discover whether the capacity to conduct the
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firrit is not precluded by the limits of human reason.

You cannot, in short, enter on a criticism of the

instrument of thought without taking for granted,

at least, its adequacy for the work of self-criticism.

But this jDresupposition is really the abandonment

of the whole question at issue. For not only might

it be said that the criticism of mind and its capa-

cities is itself the most difficult and subtle task to

which thought can be set, and that the instrument

which is presumed to be capable of that task

needs no further proof of its capacity for any other;

but it must be added that the examination of

mind, regarded as an instrument or organ of

thought, cannot really be dissociated from the

work of thought itself To examine thouofht is at

the same time to examine the things it thinks.

To follow out that examination fully is simply to

enter on the whole range of philosophical research,

and to investigate the capacity of thought to deal

with any class of objects is to furnish the most

complete justification of its claims, viz., by thinking

them.

Whilst, however, the foregoing considerations

may be offered as a general answer to the de-

mand for a proof of the competency of reason to

deal with any province of truth prior to its actual

entrance on the work of investigation, there are

various special grounds on which its competency

in the particular province of religion has been ques-
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tioned. A scientific treatment of religious ideas,

a philosophy of God and divine things, is, according

to one school of thinkers, precluded by the very

nature of human knowledge, which, as essentially

relative and finite, can never attain to the cognisance

of that which is infinite and absolute. By others,

it has been maintained with more or less precision

of thought, that, though human intelligence is not

precluded by its necessary conditions from all access

to the sphere of infinite or absolute realities, yet

the only knowledge which is here possible to it is

intuitive and immediate, not ratiocinative. The

organ of religious knowledge, it is held, is not reason,

but simply feeling or faith, or immediate and unrea-

soning apprehension : with finite objects and relations

it is the province of the human understanding to

deal, but religious truth, because of its very loftiness

and grandeur, escapes the grasp of logic, is not

reducible to definite notions or doctrines, or capable

of being elaborated into a reasoned system or body

of truth. Lastly
—to name no other class of objec-

tions—the claim of philosophy to deal with religious

knowledge has been resisted on the ground that

religious truth diflfers from all other kinds of truth

in this, that it has been authoritatively revealed,

and an authoritative revelation implies the incom-

petence of human reason either to discover or to

criticise its content. It is obvious that if any of

these views is tenable—if religious truth is either
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altogether beyond the scope of himian inteUigence,

or attainable only by intuition and not by rational

insight, or, lastly, forms the content of a fixed

supernatural revelation — the construction of a

Philosophy of Religion, in any right sense of the

words, is an impossible task. It is necessary,

therefore, before proceeding further, to examine

in detail the objections which thus meet us on

the threshold of our undertaking.





CHAPTER I.

EXAMINATION OF OBJECTIONS TO THE SCIENTIFIC

TREATMENT OF RELIGION :—THE RELATIVITY OF

HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.

T>ETW1XT that knowledge which can properly

be termed science, and religion a distinc-

tion in recent times has been drawn by certain

acute thinkers which, if valid, would be fatal

to the claim of theology or of a philosophy of a

religion to be ranked among the sciences. Science,

it is said, deals with nature, religion with the

supernatural. But can we know anything of the

supernatural, or anything, at most, beyond the

bare fact that it is? Is the supernatural accessible

to human intelligence in such wise that you can

build up, by the rigorous processes and methods

with which in our physical investigations we work,

a science that can claim co-ordinate rank with

astronomy, or chemistry, or biology? The answer

which has been given is. No ! we deny the possi-

bility of a science of the supernatural. The fact and
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importaoce of the religious sentiment we admit.

All history and our own experience tell us that

there are irrejDressible instincts which point to

something above the domain of nature—to a realm

of mystery which transcends the finite and pheno-

menal world. When we have done our best in the

field of human knowledge, in the observation and

generalisation of facts and phenomena, we know

that there lies beyond, a vast, unsearchable region

(jut of which all phenomena spring, and we recognise

in this the proper sphere of the religious sentiment,

of those feelings of reverence, awe, submission which

are awakened in every rightly constituted mind in

the presence of the unknown and inscrutable. But

when you try to go further than this—to find in this

region available data of knowledge,-
—both experience

and reason pronounce the attempt to be futile.

And when theologians or philosophers present us

Avith a series of definitions, notions, detailed proposi-

tions and doOTuas with reference to this Avorld of

mystery, in which the existence, personality, and

interior nature of the Absolute, and its relations to

the finite world, are laid down with a show of

systematic precision, and we are asked to accept this

pseudo-science as entitled to rank as knowledge

beside the sciences of observation and experience,

we cannot admit the claim. " Natural theology,"

says one eminent scientific authority,
"

is a

science falsely so called It seeks to weigh
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the infinite in the balance of the Unite It

is to the scientific man a delnsion, to the reHgious

man a snare."
"

If," writes another,
"
reHgion and

science are to be reconciled, the basis of reconciliation

must be this deepest, widest, and most certain of

all ficts—that the power the universe manifests to

us is utterly inscrutable. "^
" We not only learn by

the frustration of all our efforts that the reality under-

l3'ing appearance is totally and for ever inconceivable

by us; but we also learn why from the very nature

of our intelligence it must be so."^
" The office of

theology," a third writer declares,
"

is now generally

recognised as distinct from that of science. . . .

It confesses its inability to furnish knowledge with

any available data. It restricts itself to the region

of faith, and leaves to philosophy and science the

region of inquiry."'^

Now, there is much in this view of the distinctive

provinces of science and religion which we may,

without giving up anything worth contending for,

be ready to admit. If it means merely that the

science of religion is not of the same order, dealing

with the same class of objects, and reaching its

results by the same method, as the physical sciences,

in other words, that it is not an inductive^ science,

this may readily be conceded. For it means no

more than this, that the objects of religious know-

1 Herbert Speucer^s First Frineijjles, p. 46. -
Ibid., p. 98.

3 Lewes' Hist, of Phil., \., p. 17.
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ledge cannoa be perceived by the senses, or general-

ised out of the facts and phenomena which sense

perceives. It means that (iod cannot be seen or

touched or liandled, and that by no mere generahsa-

tion from the finite could you ever reach the infinite.

But if the implied assertion be that human know-

ledge is absolutel}^ limited to things finite and

phenomenal, that thought cannot transcend the

objects which exist in space and time, and take

cognisance of that which eye hath not seen, nor ear

heard, nor imagination in its highest constructive

efforts can conceive, and that theology and specula-

tive philosophy, in so far as they pretend to the

possession of such knowledge, are fictitious and

spurious sciences, this is a view which cannot,

without a surrender of the most cherished convic-

tions, be accepted. It may be that the labour of

countless thinkers in this province of inquiry has

all been labour in vain, that the intellectual instincts

which age after age have attracted the highest

minds to it, have been mere illusion, and that the

results they seem to have reached are altogether

decej^tive and worthless; but if this be so, the very

extent and persistency of the delusion demand the

most careful scrutiny of the arguments of those who

claim to have exposed it.

The view to which I have now referred—the limi-

tation of science to things finite, and the impossibility

of any such science as theology or philosophy of
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religion
—is one which, held perhaps in a vague and

uucritical way by many, has received its fullest and

ablest exposition in the writings of Mr. Herbert

Spencer ; and to his treatment of the subject, resum-

ing as it does, the arguments of previous writers, and

re-statin"- them with much freshness of thouo-ht and

fertility of illustration, I shall in what follows, con-

fine myself. His thesis is, that the provinces of

Science and Religion are distinguished from each

other as the known from the unknown and unknow-

able. Science deals with ascertained phenomena,

their order and relations, and comprehends all knov/-

ledge that is definite and positive. But positive

knowledge does not and cannot embrace the whole

possibilities of existence. Every addition to the

gradually increasing sphere of science does but bring

it into wider contact with the sphere of nescience,

with the unknown and unknowable backofround in

which lies the origin and explanation of all things,

the unascertained something which phenomena

imply but do not reveal. Now this dark impenetrable

background beyond experience is the province of

religion. But the attitude of mind which alone is

possible with respect to this, is, not intelligence,

but simply silent reverence for the unknowable
;
and

this Mr, Spencer maintains is the common essence

of all relio-ions, and that wJiich o'ives to relio-ion the

widest and purest sphere of action. The more com-

pletely our notion of the unknown reality is purified
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from earthly analogies, from anthropomorphic- con-

ceptions and images
— the more, in short, vre

approximate to the state of simple awe before

the altar of the Unknown and Unknowable, the

Dearer do we come to the perfect ideal of religion.

The grounds on which this thesis is maintained

are twofold. Human intelligence can be proved to

be incapable of any absolute knowledge (1) em-

pirically, by pointing out that every attempt to press

our knowledge beyond certain limits, every ultimate

conception, religious or scientific which we try to

frame, gives rise to " alternative impossibilities of

thought" : (2) rationally, by an examination of the

nature of human intelligence, which issues in a

demonstration of the relativity of all human know-

ledge. The empirical or inductive proof, however,

when closely examined, turns on the same principle

with, and is resolvable into, the deductive. I

shall therefore treat mainly of the latter.

Mr. Spencer here adopts and carries to its logical

results that doctrine of the relativity of human

knowledge which, derived as it is supposed, from

Ivant, has been reproduced in this countr}" with spe-

cial application to theology, by Sir W. Hamilton

and Mr. Mansel. It is, in substance, this : that

inasmuch as to think is to
'

condition,' to thinlc

or know the '

unconditioned,' or the infinite and

absolute, would be simply to think the unthinkable.

'

Infinite
'

and ' Absolute
'

are merely terms ex-
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pressive of the negation of the conditions under which

thought is possible. Take the first of these terms :

Tlie very nature of thought implies distinction and

therefore limitation. A tiling can only be thought

by being distinguished from other things, defined

as possessing what others lack, lacking what others

possess. But the Infinite cannot be thus limited,

and is therefore unthinkable.
" A consciousness of

the Infinite necessarily involves a self-contradiction
;

for it implies the recognition by limitation and

difference of that which can only be given as

unlimited and indifferent." Take the other term,

the Absolute, and the same incompetency of

thought wall be seen to apply to it : for thought

is possible only as the relation of the thing thought

of to the thinker, and an object of thought can only

be known or enter into consciousness in relation

to the thinking subject. All human knowledge

therefore is necessarily relative. Things in them-

selves, or the Absolute, or God as He is in Himself,

we can never know. " The conception of the

Absolute thus implies at the same time the presence

and absence of the relation by which thought is

constituted." A science of nature, of man, of all

that this finite world contains, w-e may have; but

a science of God and things divine is nothing less

than a contradiction in terms.

With this proof of the inherent incapacity of

human intelligence to know the Absolute, Mr.
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Spencer, however, with what consistency we shall

see in the sequel, attempts to combine the assertion

that we are constrained to believe in the existence

of the Absolute, and that we can, in a vague manner,

not amounting to positive thought, have a certain

'consciousness' of it. "Though the Absolute," he

says, "cannot in any manner or degree be known in

the strict sense of knowing, yet we find that its

positive existence is a necessary datum of con-

sciousness, and that so long as consciousness con-

tinues, we cannot for an instant rid it of this

datum. "^
"Reality, though not capable of being

made a thought, properly so called, because not

capable of being brought within limits, nevertheless

remains as a consciousness that is positive, is not

rendered negative by the negation of limits."^

On the foregoing argument I offer the following

observations :
—

1. The two elements of the theory are irrecon-

cilable. It is impossible to hold at once that human

intelligence is limited to the finite, and that it is

cognisant of an existence beyond the finite
; or,

otherwise expressed, that all knowledge is relative,

and yet that we know the existence of the Absolute.

It is indeed easy to understand the genesis of this

theory
—the logical necessity which forced the mind

of its author to the combination of two elements

which, when closely examined, are seen to be contra-

^ First Principles, p. 29. -
Essaj/s, vol. iii., p. 273.
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(lictory. The assertion that man's knowledge is

limited to the finite and relative would have no

meaning save by a tacit reference to an infinite and

absolute object to which his knowledge does not

extend. When we say that a thing is only a

phenomenon or appearance, a quality or attribute,

we of course imply that there is something which is

not mere appearance but reality, not a mere quality

but a substance, with whose deeper nature we place

the former in contrast. In order to pronounce that

we know only phenomena we must needs be aware

that there is something other than phenomena, we
must know at least of the existence of things in

themselves, realities lying behind phenomena, from

the knowledge of which, in the full sense of the word,

our intelligence is debarred. If we knew no other

than finite and phenomenal existences, then we should

never know or be able to characterise them as finite

and phenomenal. To pronounce, in short, that our

knowledge is, in any sense, limited, we must have

access to some standard to which that limited know-

ledge is referred, we must be aware, at least, of the

existence of a something beyond the limit, which

is to our intelligence inaccessible.

But whilst the two elements— consciousness of

the limits of human intelligence, and consciousness

of that which transcends those limits—are correlative

and inseparable, it is imjoossible, save by a to//r de

force, for a theorist who holds that human knowledge
B
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can never transcend the finite, to brino- these two

elements together. If we start with the assertion

that thought is by its necessary conditions subjective

and finite, or, on the other hand, that the Absolute

is only another name for that which is out of relation

to thought, we cannot, save by an act of violence,

drag in a consciousness, in any sense, of the Absolute

in order to meet the exigencies of our theory. We
cannot, in other words, denv all consciousness of the

Absolute in order to maintain that human knowledge
is limited, and in the same breath assert a conscious-

ness of the Absolute in order to iustifv our coo-nisance

of that limitation. In so far as the lower animals

are devoid of reason, they are unconscious of their

irrationalit}'-, and it is only ive, in virtue of our rational,

intelligent nature, who can discern their lack of it.

So, it might be possible for another and higher

intelligence, an observer of liuman nature possessed

of absolute knowledge, to pronounce that man's

knowledge is purely relative, that there is a region of

realities from which human thought is shut out, but

it is not jDossible for one and the same consciousness

to be purelv relative and conscious of its relativitv.

Grant the fundamental assumption of the theorist,

and it follows that humanity is not only hopelessly

ignorant of reality, but also absolutely unconscious

of its ignorance.^

2. The proper conclusion from the doctrine of

1 r. uote infra, ij. 32.
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relativity as held by Mr. Spencer and kindred writ-

ers, is, not that the Absolute is unknowable, but that

no such being exists, or, what comes to the same

thing, that the assertion of its existence is meaning-

less. It is true that neither in the speculations of

Mr. Spencer nor in those of the school from which

he derives his doctrine that human knowledge is

only relative and finite, is that doctrine set forth as

subversive of religion, or as depriving religion of any

place or function in the spiritual life of man. On

the contrary, the avowed aim of Sir W. Hamilton

and his theological interpreter, Mr. Mansel, was.

by demonstrating the natural and essential weakness

of human intelligence, to lend new and exclusive

authority to a supernatural revelation, and to super-

sede reason by faith, as the sole organ of religious

knowledge. In Mr. Spencer the doctrine of relativity,

though carried out to the evaporation of all definite

conceptions of God and divine things, leaves still a

field for the exercise of the religious aspirations in

the region of "the unknown and unknowable," and

in the belief in the existence of an Absolute whose

nature is for ever incomprehensible.

But the doctrine of relativity common to both

classes of theorists leaves no room even for that

shadowy and ineflable object of reverence which

is Mr. Spencer's substitute for God, much less for

the communication by supernatural interposition

of that knowledge of spiritual realities for which
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human intelligence is essentially incompetent. For,

as to the latter view, it is to be remarked that

if the disability ascribed to human intelligence were

merely that which, according to the theological

doctrine of depravity, affects the human spirit as

in a fallen, diseased, abnormal condition, in that

case it is quite conceivable that a supernatural

agency might restore the capacity of receiving and

apprehending the knowledge of God. But the

disability or incapacity in question is not of the

nature of a remediable weakness affecting human

intelligence, it is a disability which belongs to

human intelligence as such. If thought is, by

its very nature, imprisoned in the relative, super-

natural aid can no more communicate to it a

knowledge of the Absolute, than it can convey

ideas of colour to a man born blind. Not even

a revelation from heaven can introduce into the

finite mind a kind of knowledge which, without

ceasing to be finite, it cannot attain. If again,

with Mr. Spencer, we reduce the content of religious

thought to a bare consciousness of the existence

of the unknowable Absolute, it is obvious that his

fundamental theory of intelligence is destructive

even of this evanescent residuum of religious know-

ledge. If relativity is the necessary and inalienable

condition of thought, it must apply to the thought

of Being or existence as much as to any other.

If nothing absolute can enter into consciousness.
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but the very act of thinking a thing reduces it

to the rehitive, that which we think of as existence

is not absolute, but only relative or subjective

existence. The being we ascribe in thought to

the Absolute is not absolute being, but being in

relation to consciousness. It is impossible, with

reference to this notion, to transcend that sub-

jectivity which pertains to all notions, or by thinking

to reach, in the case of being, that reality which

is beyond all phenomenal thought. But then this

is equivalent to saying that we cannot predicate

realitv even of the existence of the Absolute, or

that we do not and cannot know that the Absolute

exists. That wliich stands for God in this theory,

the unknowable Absolute, is simply the negation

of tbought, that from which every predicate, even

that of being, falls away. It is in other words

the non-existent, the negation of thought, and there-

fore of being also, in any sense in which we can

use the expression.

3. The principle on which, in this theory, the

unknovvableness of the Absolute rests, is, when

closely examined, nothing more than a false ab-

straction. It first creates or conjures up a fictitious

logical entity, and then charges consciousness with

imbecility because of its inability to think that fiction.

The theorist begins by conceiving of an absolute real-

ity, unconditioned, unqualified, existing in and for it-

self independently of any mind to know it; and then
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he proceeds to conceive of that object, thus presumed

to be outside of thought, as causing or awakening

certain impressions or ideas in the knowing subject.

The latter—the reaUty as it is in or for the subjective

consciousness—is, therefore, something different from

the former, tlie thought of the thing from the tiring

in itself It has lost its absoluteness by descending

into thouirht, it has become coloured or conditioned

by the consciousness that contemplates it. Inas-

much, therefore, as in consciousness, the object is

not the pure independent object, but only the object

as it is for a subject, in itself it must remain for

ever unknown.

But is not the notion which constitutes the basis

or starting point of this demonstration a purely

illusory one, and does not the demonstration consist

in first creating a fictitious and impossible object,

and then pronouncing the mind's incapacity to think

it an inherent disabilitv? What is the Absolute

behind thouQfht which tlie theorist first sets himself

to conceive, and what is that modification or

degradation from reality which it undergoes by

entering into thought? Is there any reality, or is

it possible for intelligence so to escape from itself

as to imaofine or conceive of such a thing as a

reality which is not a thinkable, intelligible reality

—a reality which has not its inseparable correlate

in an intelligence that thinks it ? When we

examine the relation of thought to reality, of
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subject to object, of knowing to being, we shall

find that the unity expressed by these correlatives

is one which is absolutely indissoluble, and that

though by an eifort of abstraction we can dis-

tinguish, yet we can never divide or isolate, the

one from tlie other. We can distino-uish the centre

of a circle from the circumference, the north from

the south pole of a magnet, the one end of a stick

from the other
;
but by no effort of abstraction can

we, in any of these cases, think one of the corre-

latives as an object existing by itself in absolute

isolation from the other—conceive, i.e., of a centre

existing in pure individuality without relation to

a circumference, of a north pole which has in it

no implication of a south, of a stick with only one

end. Nor is it any limitation or disability of finite

intelligence whicli makes this feat an impossible

one, but simply its incapacity to give independent

reality to an abstraction. In like manner, the

endeavour to conceive of an absolute beinof or

reality existing apart by itself and having no

relation to thought is the quest after a chimera.

The words '

objectivity,'
'

object,' carry with them

as their inseparable correlatives
'

subjectivity,'
' sub-

ject,' and to ask us to conceive of an object which

is out of relation to a subject, is to ask us to

conceive of that which is given only iiL relation

as existing out of relation—of that which has no

meaning save in and for consciousness, as existing
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outside of consciousness. To be incapable of

performing such a feat is no more a proof of the

limitation of intelligence than to be incapable of

conceiving a half which is out of all relation to

another half, or an outside which carries with

it no implication of an inside. It is only by a

fictitious abstraction that we suppose ourselves to

transcend the unity of knowing and being, and

to conceive or imasfine a beino' which exists abso-

lutely, apart from all knowing, or which is absolutely

unknowable. What remains when we seorreufate

being from knowing, reality from thought, is not

an unknowable something, but utter non-entitv.

The illusory notion of a reality existing be-

yond consciousness is perhaps due in some measure

to the obvious truth that th^re are innumerable

realities which exist beyond the knowledge or

consciousness of the individual. The affirmation

that all reality is relative to thought is by the

unreflecting mind confused with the obviouslv

absurd assertion that the world exists only as we

think it, that it is our poor thought that creates

( and uncreates the world. But it is one thing to

i say that no reality exists prior to my individual

thought of it, and another thing to say that thought

or intelligence is presupposed in all objective

reality. To deny the former assertion is only to

maintain that the existence of the individual is

contingent and limited in time, and that its know-
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ledge is partial ;
but to deny the latter is to

subvert the fundamental basis of all knowledge

and to reduce the intelligible world to chaos.

Nothing can have any reality for us save as it is

capable of entering into thought or is, in itself, think-

able reality ;
but the thought which is in nature

and in man, in all things and beings, is not a

thouo'ht which we create but which we find in them,

not a system of relations which our minds can

make or unmake, but which we discern or discover

—a rationality which is independent of us but to

which our reason responds. )
All science starts with

the tacit presupposition that nature is intelligible,

that there is reason or thought in things ;
and its

progress is only the ever-advancing discovery of

laws, of rational relations, of a coherent, self-con-

sistent system, in the objects and events of the

material world. The history of science is the his-

tory of mind or intelligence finding itself in nature.

And the same principle applies to the higher

investigations which deal with man and the social

and moral relations of the spiritual world. Here,

too, the presupposition which constitutes the stimu-

lus and the final cause of inquiry is that the world

of mind is an intelligible world, that thought or

reason will find itself—elicit the hidden presence of

rational relations, of an objective reason—in the facts

and events it contemplates. Nor when we rise

above nature and man, above the whole finite world
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to that out of which all its phenomena spring, can

the universal presupposition fail us. If reason is

irresistibly impelled to seek, above and beyond the

manifold and changeful phenomena of the world of

time and sense, a permanent unity, an infinite and

absolute reality that is ever manifesting and realis-

ing itself in 'all thinking things, all objects of all

thought,' it cannot here, any more than at any

previous stage (if it seem to do so, it is only by

being untrue to itself) take up the self-contra-

dictory and suicidal attitude of seeking by thought

an object which has no relation to thought, and of

discovering the final explanation of all rational

relations in the irrational, the basis of all things

and beings in that which is for intelligence a blank

non-entity. On the contrary, we shall see more

fully in the sequel that that which is at once the

presupposition and the final goal of thought is not

and cannot be an Absolute which is simply the

L negp.tion of thought, but rather that which compre-

hends all finite things and thoughts only because

it is itself the Unity of Thought and Being. We
shall see, too, how, so far from suffering any diminu-

tion of reality by becoming relative to finite thought,

this is an Absolute whose very nature it is to

realise itself in the thought or self-consciousness

of finite intelligence ;
and on the other hand how

finite mind or intelligence, so far from meeting here

the dark impassable limit to its activity, finds in
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this Absolute the highest and fullest realisation of

its own freedom and life.

4. The worship of the Unknowable is really an

impossible attitude of mind. The feelings of awe,

reverence, humility, which are supposed to be called

forth by the contemplation of that which lies beyond

the limits of consciousness, are not legitimately due

to such an object.

At first siirht it looks like a kind of intellectual

paradox, that men whose whole life is a life of

thought should select as the supreme object of

reverence that which is the negation of thought
—

that those who are distinguished for the genuine

and enlightened zeal with which they devote them-

selves to the service of truth should suppose them-

selves capable of revering a divinity which is neither

more nor less than the apotheosis of ignorance.

But perhaps it is not difficult, on close inspection,

to detect the source of this misdirected homage.

(The emotions called forth by the mysterious and in-

scrutable have a certain superficial resemblance to

religious feeling.y
It is where science and definite

thought end that imagination finds scope for its

peculiar activity, and in its negative attitude to-

wards the finite it may easily mistake the indefinite

for the infinite. There is a sense in which all

intense feeling transcends the limits of logic, and is

capable of a richness and fulness of content whicli

batiie definition and outstrip the compass of the
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hard and lixed. categories of the understanding. Our

most exalted spiritual experiences are those which

are least caj^able of being expressed by precise

scientific formulas, and when we attempt to express

them, the language we use insensibly takes a nega-

tive form. " In such access of mind—"
are the

words in Avhich a well-known writer describes that

sense of the inettaljle which characterises the mo-

ments of rapt poetic feeling,
—

lu such access of mind, iu such high hour

Of visitation from the living God,

Thought was uot
;
in enjoyment it expii-ed.

Rapt into still communion that transcends

The imperfect offices of prayer and praise,

His mind was a thanksgiving to the Power

That made him
; it was blessedness and love.

'And similarly, religious ins2)iration can only record

its sense of the surpassing glory and splendour of

unseen and eternal realities by describing them as

things which eye hath 7iot seen, nor ear heard, and

f'^ which have not entered into the heart of man; or

1 again when it would tell of the strange ecstasy

J of which, in communion with God, the devout

\ spirit is sometimes conscious, it can only describe its

\ experience as a "peace that passeth understanding,"

I
a "joy unspeakable and full of glory."

If therefore there is an aspect of the religious

consciousness in which its attitude towards the finite

seems to be a purely negative one^and the object of
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its aspirations can be determined only by saying

that it is that which the finite is not, it is easy to

see how, by stopping short at this point of view, a

pkiusible basis is found for the theory of reUgion

which regards the object of it as that of which no

more can be said than that it transcends definite

thought
—that it is that whicli surpasses finite ap-

prehension, the unknown and unknowable.

But whilst, as we shall attempt to show in the

sequel, the logic of religion does contain a purely

nesrative movement, and in the process by which

thought rises to the knowledge of God, the first step

may be said to be the negation of the finite
;
in other

words, whilst it is in the perception of the vanity

and nothingness of earthly and finite things, the

profound sense of the evanescence and imreality of

the world and the things of the w^orld, that the be-

ginning of all religion lies, yet this negative attitude,

so far from being final, (lias
its wdiole value as a step

or stage towards a higher goal. J
From the negative

infinite which is the mere negation of the finite, the

vague indefinite in which thought wanders away

without aim or end, the religious consciousness is

constrained, as we shall see, by an inward impulse

which is a necessity at once of feeling and of reason,

I to rise to that higher and truer Infinite which i-eal-

ises and reveals itself in nature and man, in all the

inexhaustible riches of finite tliought and being, i But

w^ithout anticipating the speculative analysis of the
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religions consciousness, it is easy to see, even at this

stage of our inquiry, that no such emotions as those

to which this theory lays claim can be called forth

by a purely negative object. Religion, by its very

nature, contains, and must ever contain, an element

of mystery ;
but a religion all mystery is an absurd

and impossible notion. Finite intelligence cannot be

the measure of the infinite. The realm of truth is

inexhaustible, and the highest human intelligence at

its furthest point of progress in spiritnal knowledge,

must still see stretching away before it the region of

the unknown, the imfathomable depths of that Being

before whom the befitting attitude must ever be

that of humility, of reverence, of awe and aspiration.

I
But it is obvious that these emotions owe their

existence and their strength to the fact that their

lobject is contemplated as something more than the

unknown, and that we must conceive of that in Him

which lies beyond our knowledge, as, though unknown,

)not unknowable. In order to awaken humility and

awe, or indeed to a^^'aken any emotion whatever, the

object must be something more than the blank

negation of thought. It is because we conceive

of the unknown not as " a mystery absolutely

and for ever beyond our comprehension,'Vbut___as

containing- more of what is admirable to us than

we can grasp,\because our intelligence is confronted

by an object which is immeasurably above it in

its own line, that there is awakened within us
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a sense of our own littleness in contrast with its

greatness. In the presence even of finite excel-

lence—of human genius and learning
—we may be

conscious of feelings of deep humility and silent

respectful admiration
;
and this, too, may be rever-

ence for the unknown. But that which makes this

reverence a possible and a wholesome feeling is that it

is reverence, not for a mere blank inscrutability, but

for what I can think of as an intelligence essentially

the same with my own, though far excelling mine in

its range and power: and the salutary humility which

possesses me in the presence of such minds arises

from the fact that I know and can appreciate the

thing they are, and that I see in it that which dvvarfs

my own petty attainments. In like manner, the

ufraudeur which surrounds the thousfht of the Abso-

lute, the infinite Reality beyond the finite, can only

arise from this, not that it is something utterly incon-

ceivable and unthinkable, but that it is for thought

or self-consciousness the realisation of its hio^hest

ideal of spiritual excellence. The homage rendered

to it is that which is felt for a Being
"
in whom are

hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge," all

the inexhaustible wealth of tliat boundless realm of

truth in which thouglit finds ever increasing stimulus

to aspiration, ever growing food for wonder and de-

lia"ht. Far removed is this reverence from the mere

dumb wonder of ignorance or the grovelling awe of

the supernatural which, as it is exhibited in the
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fetish-worshipper, is the nearest approximation to

the religion of the unknowable. Instead of io-norant

wonder we have here intelligent admiration, instead

of blind submission, trust and sympathy and love,

instead of the paralysis of thought before a porten-

tous and insoluble enigma, the ennobling and ever

renewed impulse to thought which arises from the

assurance that the illimitable realm of truth is open

to us, that " God is lisfht and in Him is no darkness

at all," and that for the human spirit it will be life

eternal to know God.

Note to page 18.

In order to meet the obvious difficulty above

indicated Mr. Spencer has propounded a curious

theory, by which he supjDoses himself to have

demonstrated the possibility at once of denying

the conceivability of the Absolute, and yet of

having a certain undefined consciousness of its

existence.
"
AVhat," he asks,

" must we say con-

cerninof that which transcends knowledo'e ? Are

we to rest wholly in the consciousness of pheno-

mena ? Is the result of inquiry to exclude utterly

from our minds everything but the relative, or

must we also believe in something beyond the

relative ?
"

Repudiating the logical conclusion to

which, unquestionably, the reasonings of Hamilton
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and Maiisel lead, that ^' as the Absolute and Infinite

are merely names indicating, not an object of thought

or consciousness at all, but the mere absence of

the conditions under which thought is possible,"

and that as
" reason cannot warrant us in affirming

the positive existence of what is cognisable only

as a negation, we cannot rationally affirm the

existence of an3^thing beyond phenomena
"—he

attempts to point out a qualification to the arguments

of these writers, which saves us from a sce})ticism

so complete. J\\ the first place, he bids us " observe

that every one of the arguments by which the

relativity of our knowledge is demonstrated distinctly

postulates the positive existence of something beyond

the relative. To say that we cannot know the

Absolute is, by implication, to affirm that there is

an Absolute," and this "proves that the Absolute

has been present to the mind, not as a nothing, but

as a something."^ To which the obvious answer is,

No doubt it does, no doubt our conception of the

finite and relative as such does imply a knowledge

of the infinite and absolute
;
but then, the legitimate

inference is, not that a belief in the existence of

the Absolute is consistent with Mr. Spencer's

theory, but that tlie theory is wrong because it

precludes such a belief A theory which asserts

that our knowledge is, by the necessary conditions

of all knowledge, wholly of the finite and relative,

^
First Principles, p. 89.

C
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and that the Infinite and Absolute are therefore

outside of all possible thought, cannot, by any such

expedient as Mr. Spencer's, escape from the illogical

affirmation of a finite which has in tliouofht no

correlative Infinite, a relative which has in thought

no correlative Absolute. If to think the finite

and relative imply the power to think the Infinite

and Absolute, both elements must be present in

thought with the same reality, and our knowledge

of the one must be as true and real as that of

the other. There cannot be a real knowledge of

the one and only a sham knowledge of the other.

Knowledge of correlatives must, in all cases, be

of the same kind.

But whilst we cannot have a real knowledofe

of the Absolute, we may, it is said, have " an

indefinite consciousness of it,"
" a positive, though

vague, consciousness of that which transcends

distinct consciousness." Mr. Spencer's proof of this

rests on a distinction of the Matter from the Form

of our knowledge. In the case of such antithetical

notions as Limited and Unlimited, Relative and

Non-relative, he maintains that, though in think-

ing the Unlimited and Xon-relative we abstract

or abolish the limits or conditions which con-

stitute the Form, we still leave behind the Matter

or "raw material" of the notion. Impossible,

therefore, though it is
"
to give to this conscious-

ness any qualitative or quantitative expression
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whatever, it is not less certain that it remains

with us as a positive indestructible element of

thought."
^

To this it may be answered :
—

1. That to represent the Infinite or Absolute

as Matter without Form, does not render it in

any way
" a consciousness that is positive," or give

it the reality which is here ascribed to it. From

the fjict that we can distinguish in thought the

elements or moments of a notion, it does not follow,

as we have already seen, that we can ascribe to each

of these elements an absolute or independent exist-

ence. You can think or be conscious of a limited,

conditioned object, of matter having a definite form :

does it follow that, the limits, conditions, form,

being withdrawn, you can have a consciousness

of something that has no limits, no conditions, of a

matter that has no" form whatever ? To imagine

that you can is simply to mistake distinction for

divided or separate existence, to confound abstrac-

tions with realities. Mr. Spencer first, in order

"to maintain that the Absolute is inconceivable,

defines it as that which has no relation to thought ;

and then, in order not to annihilate it altogether,

drags it back half over the boundary of the think-

'able. But he cannot thus play fast and loose with

the object of thought, lit must be either thinkable

or unthinkable—wholly incogitable and therefore

'
Firxt, Prhidphx, p. 91.
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a sheer blank or non-entity, or capaVJe of becoming,

as truly as the finite, a real and positive, though

indeed inexhaustible, object of thought. |

2. Partly, perhaps, the explanation of Mr.

Spencer's idea that we can have a vague con-

sciousness of that which is not an object of definite

/T;hought, lies in the confusion of the unimaginahlc

\with the unthinJcahle. To prove, on the one hand,

that the Infinite is unthinkable, he adduces an

illustration of a thing which we cannot imagine

or definitely picture to the mind. We can think

or form a clear conception of one inch, but

not of the millions of miles that separate us

from the sun, still less of boundless extension.

On the other hand, to prove that the Infinite

does not altogether escape our consciousness, he

points out that that which imagination cannot

conceive or picture to itself, thought may yet in

some measure apprehend. Space, however vast,

even infinite extension, is so far defined to thought

that we can distinguish it from force or duration.

iBut the answer is that the thought which is here

/contrasted with imagination is not vague or indis-

I
tinct, but as distinct and apprehensible as any object

l/of consciousness can be. We can think, in the sense

of understandinof Avhat we mean, what is contained

in the conception of ninety-two millions of miles, as

clearly as in that of one mile, and the relation of the

one to the other is perfectly definite
;
and the same
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mioiit be shown of the notion of extension itself.

li] therefore, there is anything in the illustration,

what it goes to prove is, not that the finite and

relative are clearly thinkable, and that of the

Infinite and Absolute we have only a "
vague

consciousness"; but that in the unity of thought.

Infinite is as clear and positive an element of con-

sciousness as finite, Absolute as relative.

3. It is true that when we think away all

conditions, limits, definite qualities of objects,

something may still be said to be left, but that

something is not what Mr. Spencer designates
" the raw material of definite thought which remains

after the definiteness which thinking gives to it

has been destroyed, something which persists in

us as the body of a thought to which we can

give no shape," and which he identifies with the

Infinite or Absolute, the reality behind all appear-

ances. Abstract from your notion of a thing all

specific determinations, all that by which you dis-

tinguish it from other things, and there is indeed

a something^ left which constitutes the last abstrac-

i tion of thought, viz., the pure unmingled abstraction

J^of Being. But this empty identity, this logical

abstraction, is not a thing of which we have

only a dim, undefined consciousness, a "
reality

which is not capable of being made a thought pro-

perly so called." We cannot, indeed, think of it,

or into it, more than it is, or grasp it with the
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fulness of thought wherewith we think more

concrete objects. But take it for what it is, and

jwe know it as thoroughly as any other object, we

I know all about it that there is to be known. Also,

it must be added, that it is a strange perversion

of thought which takes this caput mortuum, this

logical phantom, and gives it the place of the

highest reality, the object of profoundest veneration,

in bowing down to which science and religion are

to hnd their ultimate reconciliation. For, in so

doing, we are simply turning away from all the

concrete wealth of the world of thought and being,

and deifying the barest, thinnest abstraction of logic.

It is not too much to say that almost any object

of reverence would be more worthy than tliis, and

that in nature-worship, animal worship, even the

lowest fetishism, there is a higher cultus than in

the blind veneration of the philosophic Absolute.



CHAPTER II.

OBJECTIONS TO THE SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT OF RELl

GION, CONTINUED:—THE IMMEDIATE OR INTUITIVI

CHARACTER OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE.

c

rpHE foregoing objection to the scientific treat-

ment of reliofion and reliofious ideas is based,

as we have seen, on the principle that tliought is

essentially subjective and Unite, and therefore

incapable, unless it transcend itself, of attaining

to the knowledge of that which is infinite and

absolute. But not less does Teligion escape the

grasp of philosophy '^vhen its^ objects, /though no

longer represented as absolutely incognisable, are

.held to be cognisable only by an or^an other than

reason or self-conscious intelligence. This is the

doctrine maintained, under various modifications, y

by those who assert that our knowledge of God

and divine truth is intuitive or immediate. Some-

times this doctrine meets us as the principle of a

philosophical school, sometimes in the more indefinite

form of popular teaching. In the former case it

is the expression of a tendency familiar to the
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student of philosophy under the form of theories of

' Innate Ideas/
'

Philosophy of Common Sense,'
'

Primary Beliefs,'
' Fundamental Principles of

Cognition,'
' Intuitional Morality,' etc. In the

latter, it expresses, sometimes the recoil of pious

feeling from the apparent coldness and hardness

of science and systematic thought, and the felt

inadequacy of logical forms to embody the emotions

and experiences of the religious life
;

sometimes

the reaction of the spiritual nature from the doubts

which reason seems to cast on its holiest convictions,

and the instinctive clin«ino" of faith to beliefs

from which the logic of the understanding seems

to be bearing it away. In all such cases alike

the tendency is to seek an escape from the criticism

of reason by denying its jurisdiction. \
Finite truth,

it is felt, can be apprehended by the understanding,

but the organ of communication with God and

divine things is one which transcends the methods

and processes of logic, brings the consciousness into

immediate converse with its objects, and conveys

to us an inexplicable yet absolute assurance of

their reality. Not by arguments, inductive or

deductive, do we attain to a belief in the existence

and character of God, not in the formal definitions

and dogmas of theology can we find the adequate

expression of our spiritual convictions. We believe

in God because we know Him, though we can

neither prove nor define Him, i We feel and
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realise spiritual truth, though in terms and pro-

positions we cannot express it.

In some points of view this revolt of faith

against reason in the province of religious belief

is by no means indefensible. Though its aim is to

silence reason, it is not in itself altogether irrational.

I shall endeavour, therefore, in the first place, to

examine a little more fully some of the sources to

which this tendency to rest in intuitive and imme-

diate knowledge may be traced ; and, in the second

place, to show the inadequacy of intuition or imme-

diate knowledge as a basis of certitude in religion.

I, In general, the theory of intuition, or the

assertion of a knowledge above reason, may be

traced to the reaction of the religious nature from

the seeming incertitude, narrowness, and inadequacy

of rational thought. The attempt to prove, or

find argumentative grounds for, our religious ideas,

seems often to be the abandonment of a higher,

in the search for a lower, kind of certitude. In the

attitude of devotion, in simple faith and communion

with God, the spiritual mind seems to be in

immediate converse with its objects, and to have

the same assurance of their reality which the ordi-

nary consciousness has of the reality of the external

world. The certainty of that which it knows is

bound up with the certainty which it has of itself.

It seems to know God and divine things, not by

the intermediation of any process of proof, but
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because in its own consciousness there is a revelation

of their presence which is beyond the reach of

doubt. It does not ask how it comes to know

God, or how it is possible for the individual mind

to transcend its own limitations and attain to a

knowledge of objective realities ? It does not ask

how it can verify their existence or justify its

own conceptions of them ^ They are there, and

the sense of their reality comes to it with a force

of conviction which it feels no need to define or

defend.

( It is a srrievous descent from this exalted atti-

// ...
/ tude of intuitive and uncritical certitude when

the critical and questioning intellect comes in to

separate between consciousness and its object, and

to place us in the position of external observers

and reasoners. The questioning of the understand-

ing disturbs the intensive serenity of simple faith,

and that which it seeks to substitute in the form of

rational knowledge is, in many ways, unsatisfactory

to the religious mind. \ For, in the first jDlace,

reflection or ratiocination takes away the mind

from the divine realities themselves, and instead

of God, gives us only arguments, notions, and

propositions about Him. '/In the second place,

these notions and propositions, inasmuch as they

are necessarily abstractions, rend the fair and

seamless unity of truth, break \x^ the living reality

into isolated fragments, and since these_, however
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numerous or precise, are at the end only partial

and incomplete, they can never take the place

of the living unity, or restore to thought that

wliicli it had lost. The understanding works by

hxed categories which represent only separate

aspects of truth. What it produces,, therefore, is^

a number of fixed abstractions standing in hard

and fast distinction from each other
;

and the

one thing which it is incapable of reproducing

is that which is the most important of all—
Qhe living link which bound them together and

made them oneTN '-sMoreover, inasmuch as hnite ^

analysis, carried ever so far, cannot exhaust that

which has in it an infinite content, the results

attained by reason must ever fall short of that

which is implicitly given in faith, jntuition takes

in at a glance what scientific definitions, however

numerous, cannot embrace.) We may conceive it

possible for scientific analysis to exhaust the con-

tents of Sijinite object, and then to reconstruct them

into a rational unity. It is not absolutely incon-

ceivable that human knowledge should one day be

able to construct a system of the whole finite world,

and so restore for thought that satisfaction which

the ordinary consciousness possesses in outward

perception. But an exhaustive analysis and ideal

reconstruction of the nature of God, a philosophical

theory which would recreate for reason the im-

mediate satisfaction of faith, is an impossibility.
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The pure in lieart may know God, but the critical

understanding can never comprehend Him. Lastly,

it may be said, pliilosophy, in contrast with intui-

tion, labours under this fatal defect, that the

attempt to prove God is virtually to put something

above Him. A revelation of a higher nature to

a lower, of an infinite to a finite, we may conceive,

but not a finite nature proving, or arguing down

to, an infinite. To derive our knowledge of God

mediately from any principle or ground of argu-

ment is really to make that principle, and the

consciousness that can grasp it, higher than God.

God's existence is the reason of itself and of all

finite things, but to attempt to prove Him is to

try to find in the finite the reason of the infinite ;

it is to make God finite by discovering the necessity

of His being in something outside of itself.

i The conclusion, then, to which these various

objections seem to point is that, not reason, but

intuition or faith, is the legitimate organ of spiritual

knowledge. The human mind, in seeking after a

philosophy of God and things divine, is setting-

out on a vain and impossible quest. Its true

wisdom is to abandon the attempt, and to fall

back on that primary, uncritical certitude and

implicit fulness of knowledge which, in our imme-

diate spiritual experience, we already possess.

Now. waivino' for the moment the criticism of

the pretensions of intuition as the organ of religious
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knowledo'e, let us examine what force there is in

the foregoing objections to the endeavour after a

mediated, that is, a rational or philosophic knowledge

in the province of religion,

I, It may be suggested that these objections are

based, in some measure at least, (on a misajDpre-

hension of the function of reason in religion) in other

words, of the end aimed at by a philosophy of religion.

The contrast between intuition and reason in their

relation to spiritual emotion—between the intensive

satisfaction of the mind in the attitude of communion

with God and the spiritual coldness and unrest of its

rationalising activity
—-would be relevant only if

reason aimed at a directly religious result. But

philosophy does not pretend to make men pious. It

presupposes religion, but makes no claim to produce

it,
"

It no more aspires to create piety than ethics

to create morality or aesthetics to create art.

Philosophy, it is true, would have no power to

deal with religion, if religion were not implicitly

rational. In religion as in all other spheres of

human activity
—in morality, in art, in the social

and political relations of life, in the history of

nations and of the world—there is present that

underlying element of thought or reason which

is the distinctive characteristic of man. But in

all these provinces of human experience that element

ma}^ and at first must, be present without our

thinkins" about it. We act before we reflect and
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philosophise about our actions. We enter into

the relations of life, we create institutions
; silently

and spontaneously the rational force that is in us

gives birth and development to the social organisms

of the family, the community, the state
;
and only

later do we reach the point of intellectual progress

where thought turns back to reflect on the signifi-

cance of its own creations and read into them

their rational meaning. And in all these cases,

if we contrast the attitude of immediate and

spontaneous experience with the attitude of reflective

thought, the former may well appear to be clothed

w^ith an interest, a vivacity, a flow and fulness of

life, which are lacking to the latter. In like manner

the religious nature expresses itself in experiences

which lift man above the things of time and

sense, and in which the spirit rises into aspiration,

reverence, communion with the invisible and

eternal, long before it is impelled by its intel-

lectual instincts to deal Avith religion as an object

of thought. And when it enters on this latter

work, its attitude is, in one point of view, a

lower and less attractive one. It is impossible

to enjoy at one and the same moment the blessed-

ness of devotion and the colder satisfaction of

reflex thought. We cannot have at once that

w^iich belongs to the thought of God and that

wdiich belongs to thinking about our thought of

Him. But this difference between the two kinds
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>

of knowledge, or rather
^the

two stages through

which knowledge passes, cannot in religion, any

more than elsewhere, be urged in proof of the

inferiority of the stage of reflection. / Religion

and theology, intuition and speculation, immediate

and mediate or philosophic thought, are no^ rivals,

and {^heir value is not to be tested by the same

criterion.N

2. It is no valid objection to rational or scientific

thought in religion that it is narrower and more

abstract than intuition, or, in other words, that

faith embraces a wider and richer content than

the explanations of reason can overtake. In the

pursuit of its own high ends, science must begin

by sacrificing the spontaneous unity and harmony

of immediate perception. Science is, no doubt,

the search for unity; J>ut the unity it seeks

in nature, in the human mind, in all thinking

things and all objects of thought, is a deeper

one than that which meets the common eye.") The

highest and richest kind of unity
—that after

which reason seeks—is not superficial sameness,

not that outward and empirical wholeness or

harmony which impresses itself on the senses or

is given unsought to feeling or immediate con-

sciousness. It is tlie unity of principle beneath

variety of phenomena, the unity Avhich is discerned

when opposing elements have been reconciled, and

differences embraced and harmonised— in other
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words, the unity of thought which has broken up the

immediate, external unity into contradictions, and

re-united them in the grasp of reason. Now, it is

this last which is the unity that science seeks, and to

the search for which, in all departments of human

experience, our intellectual instincts prompt. But

the process by which it can l)e reached is obviously

one, the first step of which implies an antagonistic

attitude to its point of departure. Analysis, divi-

/ sion, abstraction, are the instruments with which

science must beofin its work. It must break up the

fair and rounded wholeness of immediate experience,

it must take part from part, mem-ber from member,

narrow and concentrate its attention on a single ele-

ment or limited group of phenomena, broken off from

its relation to the whole. It must, in short, deal

with abstractions and be content to give up that

concrete unity which the world possesses for

ordinary thought. But it is only to the unre-

flecting mind that science has an asf)ect of

crabbedness and narrowness. Nor, indeed, out-

side of the domain of reliofion do we hear science

complained of as hard and cold, as substituting

technical dogmas and freezing abstractions for

the realities of nature and life. The botanist's

herbarium, the collection of classified sj^ecimens

of vegetable or animal life in a museum, have

lost, indeed, the spontaneous beauty of nature, of

delicatelv moulded form and ever varvins^ freedom
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of movement. The science of optics dissolves the

prismatic splendours on which the untaught eye

gazes with wonder and delight, and occupies itselt

with the consideration only of laws of reflexion

and refraction, &c. In the strain which charms

the untutored ear science thinks only of numerical

relations of sounds, regulated periods and intervals,

laws of harmony and the like. In all these cases

it substitutes for the inartificial simplicity which

we intuitively recognise in nature what might be

regarded as repulsive abstractions, bare and rigid

formulee, artificial classifications from which the

life, the harmony, the unity that charmed us are

gone But the sacrifice is one which the com- ^

moil est intelligence condones, as a necessary step

in that progress by which we are to substitute

for the rude unities of popular observation, the

real and profounder unities of thought
—of identity

of principle under diversities of form, of rela-

tion, order, organic development, beneath seeming

disorder and aimless contingency and change. Nor '*''

is it felt to be a valid charge against science

that its results are only partial
—that scientific

analysis falls far short of exhausting that fulness

of content which is given to ordinary consciousness

in the immediate aspect of the world. Nature, in

its concrete richness and vastness, ever transcends

the puny efforts of human investigation, and

the combined results of all the sciences, though
D
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they, each in its own province, help to restore

the secret unities of phenomena, leave us far short

of the final synthesis by which thought, treading

in the wake of the creative intelligence, might

reconstruct the reasoned unity of the world. Never-

theless, partial and incomplete though its work be,

we feel that it is not vain or valueless. Though
the vast context be still undeciphered, it is some-

thing to have infused the lucidity of thought

into a single page of the inexhaustible volume.

Why then, when we turn to that province where

scientific insisfht. the attainment of real and rational

knowledge, would seem to possess the highest value

and interest for the spirit of man, should thought

be arrested because of its seeming ruggedness ;

and impression, feeling, instinctive and uncritical

knowledge, be exalted to the place of honour ?

A narrow, logical dogmatism may be justly charge-

able with the intrusion of finite methods into

the sphere of infinite truth ; and the formulas,

the arid distinctions and dogmas of scholastic

theology may produce results from which religious

feeling turns away with a not unjustifiable im-

patience. But for the barrenness of spurious

science true philosophy is not responsible. And

if, in its endeavour after intellectual satisfaction

in religion
—in the attempt to get beyond subjective

impressions, arbitrary notions, changeful opinions,

and to reacli the firm ground of objective and
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eternal truth—the first results of philosophy should

present to the ordinary mind a hard and forbidding

aspect, this is no more than, from the very conditions

of philosophy or philosophical knowledge, we might

naturally expect.

3. Finally it has been alleged, as we have said,

that any other than an innnediate or hituitive

knowledge of God is self-contradictory, as imply-

ing that we can prove or attain to the knowledge

of God by something that is higher than God, or

at any rate, by something that is regarded as having

an independent truth or reality. We can conceive,

it is said, a higher nature revealing itself to a lower,

we can conceive an immediate revelation of God to or

in the finite consciousness; but a mediate or reasoned

knowledge, that is, a knoAvledge which concludes

to God by the mediation of some other idea or

object, is impossible. The full answer to this

objection implies considerations which can only be

given in the sequel ;
but meantime it may be

indicated, first, that whatever force it contains tells

as much against immediate, as against mediated or

rational knowledge of God. For any intuitive or

immediate knowledge of God that does not ignore all

distinction between the knower and the known, be-

tween the finite consciousness and its infinite ol^ject,

and so reduce the two natures to bare sameness or

identity, must involve the notion objected to, viz.,

that of something conceived of as different from,
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and even in a sense, outside of God. Any kind

of knowledge, immediate or mediate, implies, at

the very least, a conscious relation between the

knower and the being or object known, otherwise

there could be no more knowledge than of one

part of a stone by another. The theory of

immediate knowledge therefore implies the posit-

ing of a finite, conceived of as distinguished

from, and opposed to the Infinite ; and as in

order to the attainment of a relation between

two terms, there must be a third term by which

they are mediated, it follows that immediate

knowledge must virtually include a process of

thought; that is, it must include all that is ob-

jected to in mediated or rational knowledge. But,

secondly, whilst the objection to a knowledge of

God attained deductively, by any process of logical

proof, is, in one point of view, a valid one, inas-

much as God is just the Being who cannot be

deduced, who exists in and for Himself, and

contains within Himself the reason of His own

existence, jet this objection would no longer hold

against a rational or mediate knowledge of God

in which the proof or process of mediation is,

when closely viewed, one ivliich is contained 'within

His own nature. Now, as will be shown here-

after, religion is simply the return of the finite

consciousness into union with the infinite, the

reconciliation of the human spirit with the Divine^.
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and a philosophy of rehgion is, not the thoughts

or reasoninofs of a finite observer as to the

being and nature of God and our relations to

Him, but simply a conscious development of the

process which is given implicitly in religion and

in religious feelings and acts—the process, viz.,

by which the finite spirit loses or abnegates its

finitude and self-sufficiency, and finds its truer self

in the life and being of God. God is not proved

or known by anything foreign to His own being.

He reveals Himself in thought and to it. All

true thought of God is itself divine thought
—

thought, that is, which is not arbitrary and acci-

dental, but in which the individual mind surrenders

its narrow individualism and enters into the region

of universal and absolute truth. If, therefore,

rational or speculative knowledge is, in one point

of view, man's knowledge of God, it is in another

God's knowledo'e of Himself.

II. Having thus reviewed some of the reasons

which lead many to have recourse to intuition in

preference to rational or systematic thought as the

organ of religious knowledge, we may now briefly

examine the validity of intuition or immediate

knowledge as a basis of certitude in religion.

Intuition or immediate instinctive sentiment, it

is maintained, is the ultimate basis of certitude.

For the highest certainty is that which the mind

possesses when in immediate converse with its
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objects. The conviction we reach by arguments

and reasonings can never exceed or even equal in

strength and vivacity that which we feel when,

in the form of immediate fact, the thing is

before us—that certainty, e.<j.,
which, in immediate

perception, we seem to have of the existence and

loality of the external world. When the existence of

God is only the conclusion of a process of reasoning,

when spiritual ideas are attained by elaborate deduc-

tions and embodied in logical definitions and dogmas,

the method of knowledge is one which is liable to

error even in the hands of the trained and scientific

reason er; and to him, alike with those who are least

capable of weighing the force of scientific evidence,

truth so reached fails to convey that full and irresist-

ible sense of reality which the pious spirit feels in im-

mediate converse with thino's divine. That which

I know immediately and intuitively transcends in

certitude all other knowledge, for the certainty of

it is bound up with the mind's certainty of itself.

I can no more doubt what I thus know than I can

doubt my own existence.

Now on this view it is to be remarked—
I. That if the assertion that our knowledge in

religion is immediate and intuitive means simply

that here, as elsewhere, truth is its own witness,

and that only that can claim the character of truth

or reality which appeals to, and finds a response

in, the human consciousness—this is not a principle
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which philosophy has any interest to dispute. To

Sciy that whatever is asserted to be true must be

recognisable by the mind as true, and that there is

no higher court of appeal, no authority outside

of thought, by which truth can be mediated to

thought
—

this, so far from implying the exclusion

of philosophy from religion or any other depart-

ment of knowledge, is rather the very fundamental

principle on which all philoso23hy may be said

to rest. The aphorism of Des Cartes (Cogito

ergo Hum), with which modern philosophy begins,

is, rightly viewed, only the expression of this

principle. For what this aphorism means is,

that all reality is reality for consciousness, that

no existence has any meaning save in relation to

consciousness, and therefore that all other certitude

must ultimately rest on the certitude which con-

sciousness has of itself. It is possible to doubt

everything else save this ultimate relation of reality

to thought. If I try to doubt this, in the very

act of doubting I presuppose it, for the doubt itself

is an emphatic assertion of the reality of thought.

Whatever, therefore, has reality must be capable of

approving itself to consciousness, and an immediate,

intuitive certainty is the first form, for many the

only form, in Avhich this approval expresses itself.

2. But whilst all this may be conceded, the

concession does not by any means imply that

intuition or immediate knowledge is to be regarded,
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in opposition to philosophy or speculative thought,

as the criterion of truth in religion. Though the

intuitive witness of the spirit may implicitly contain

the highest evidence of truth, it does not by any

means always or necessarily contain it. To assert

the unity of thought and reality, or to make

thought the criterion of truth, does not mean that

any thought or sentiment or notion which I find

in my mind, and of which I can give no further

explanation or reason, must be regarded as absolute

truth. But it is this last assertion which, pre-

sented in forms more or less disguised, is really

the fundamental position of the intuitional school.

In all my knowledge, intellectual, moral, religious,

there is of course much that is deductive, that rests

on prior reasonings, judgments, notions ; but—it

is argued
—when I trace back my beliefs or con-

victions in an}^ case to their foundation, I must needs

find some ultimate basis beyond reasoning. The

chain of proof
—to change the figure

—is not sus-

pended in the air. What ultimately I arrive at is

certain primary beliefs or presuppositions, of whicli

I can give no further justification, no reason or

explanation. There are, and must be, beyond all

derivative knowledge, certain underived ideas as to

what is true or right or beautiful or divine; and with-

out dissolving knowledge into universal scepticism,

I must accept these as their own authentication.

Plausible, however, as this view seems to be,
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it is open to these obvious objections :
—

(1) That

immediate conviction is no proof that we have

reached the primary or underivative element of

knowledge, and (2) that even if we had reached

it, the certainty of immediate conviction is purely

empirical. To take for granted that notions or

beliefs which present themselves to the common

mind spontaneously and without any conscious

process of reflection, are to be accepted as ultimate

and underived, and therefore as absolutely true,

would obviously be a very hap-hazard procedure.

For very little consideration is needed to see that

many notions or beliefs which occur to the mind

with an air of spontaneity and self-evidence are the

result of a process of thought more or less compli-

cated
; and, again, that, so far from being incapable

of question or verification, such notions are not

seldom nothing more than unwarrantable popular

assumptions. By a process of arbitrary association,

combinations of ideas may unconsciously be formed

of which the result assumes to the mind the aspect

of an ultimate and insoluble necessity of thought ;

and almost any intense feeling or inveterate belief,

of which the origin is not remembered, or which

has been silently imbibed from the intellectual

atmosphere in which our minds have groAvn up,

becomes apparently its own evidence, and supersedes

all further need of rational proof It is obvious,

therefore, that a feeling of conviction which can be
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artificially produced cannot be adduced as evidence

that, in any given case, we have reached a primary

element of thought. But (2) even if such a primary

underived element of knowledge could be reached,

immediate consciousness of it would not of itself

constitute a sure and absolute ground of certitude.

Immediate knowledge, as being merely empirical

and subjective, cannot be accepted as its own

guarantee. We cannot legitimately rear a uni-

versal and absolute structure on a basis which

is particular and accidental, or conclude from

a fact of experience to the existence of objective

and necessary truth. But the fact that I feel

in a particular way, or find in my mind a notion

or impression of which I cannot get rid, is simply

an empirical fact, a thing which happens, and

nothino- more. It cannot be assumed without

further reason that my moral and spiritual intuitions

are, even for me, a revelation of infallible truth ;

and for the diversified and contradictory beliefs

of different minds the appeal to intuition would be

alike valid. When I assert that I have an intuition

or ultimate sentiment of what is beautiful or

morally right, or that certain religious ideas are

true, because my consciousness intuitively and

immediately responds to them, it is quite a valid

answer on the part of any one who differs from

me, that he has no such intuitions, or that his

intuitions certify to something altogether different
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from the ideas and doctrines patronised by mine.

It is true, indeed, that the upholders of intuitional

morality and religion are wont to claim for their

ideas the sanction, not of the individual mind

only, but of the common sense or consciousness

of mankind. But if this claim could in any case

be made good, the infallibility of notions universally,

or all but universally, received is not a thing

beyond dispute. The members of a community
or society at the same stage of intellectual or

spiritual progress will necessarily coincide in their

general elementary beliefs, and a time has been

when the whole world accepted, on the appa-

rently irrefragable testimony of sense, facts, and

ideas, which the progress of knowledge has

proved to be futile. But, in point of fact,

there are no moral and spiritual ideas or none

beyond the barest abstractions, to which any

such universal consent can be ascribed. On

the most fundamental questions of morality and

religion, on the question of what is right and

wrong, on the question of the existence and

nature of God, it is impossible to point to

any two successive ages or periods of human

culture and civilisation, in which precisely the

same beliefs have prevailed ; or, again, to any

one aofe of the world in which the fundamental

notions entertained on these subjects by all peoj^les

and societies, however different their national genius
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or intellectual and spiritual atmosphere, were

precisely coincident. It is, for instance, only by

thinnins' down the idea of God to an abstraction

which would embrace under a common head the

rudest fetishism and the spiritual theism of Christi-

anity that a consensus gentium can be alleged on

behalf of the fundamental idea of religion. But

of what worth as a criterion of certitude is an

intuition which leaves out of the idea of God to

which it certifies all that can interest the intelli-

gence or elevate the character of the worshipper,

and assures him only of a bare caput mortuum

devoid of all spiritual significance 1 If, however,

the appeal to universal intuition is so modified

as to embrace only the more developed and

cultivated ages and races, whilst the opinions

of all others are set aside as irrelevant and

erroneous, then the answer is, that that which

distinguishes between true and false, irrelevant

and siofnificant intuitions, cannot be mere intuition,

but must be some higher principle. The standard by

which the admissibility of different organs of imme-

diate knowledge is judged must be, not immediate

knowledge itself, but those principles of thought,

education, moral and spiritual culture, by which

the more advanced nations and times are

distin2"uislied from the less advanced. That,

in short, to which we appeal as the ultimate

arbiter in religious truth is not subjective notions
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and impressions, which are variable as the influ-

ences of temperament, tradition, association, to

which the minds of men are subjected; but it is the

objective authority of reason itself, which, in its

universality, its absoluteness, its self-consistency,

alone has the rig-ht to dominate all individual

thought and the power to give irrefragable assurance

of its own deliverances.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that much

of the zeal with which the intuitional theory is

advocated is doubtless to be ascribed to this, that

it is regarded by many as the only alternative

from sensationalistic or empirical theories. If we

cannot consent to hold that the only real element

of knowledge is that which is furnished by the

senses, and that the whole content of thought,

including our highest moral and spiritual ideas,

is an artificial result manufactured out of sensa-

tions b}^ arbitrary association, then it is supposed

we must secure for these ideas the authority of

original and infallible intuitions. If hedonistic

moralists would explain away our ideas of right

and duty as only a factitious product of association,

morality must be saved by claiming for it an

independent authority in conscience, which is

God's voice speaking directly and immediately

within the breast. If theism finds no certain

basis in arguments which would deduce the infinite

from the finite, and cannot on that ground meet
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the assaults of philosophical scepticism, then we

must claim for our theological convictions an

authority which rises above the arguments and

objections of human logic, to grasp at once and

with ineffable assurance the truth in which we

rest.

But the choice of alternatives thus presented is

by no means exhaustive. Denying that our moral

and religious ideas are a mere product of association,

we are not therefore driven to the theory that

they have their source in inexplicable intuitions.

This indeed would be tantamount to the admission

that for our hisfhest convictions we must be content

to give either a bad reason or no reason at all.

There is another, and a truer theory of human

knowledge according to which, as we shall have

occasion hereafter to show, it is possible to give

to our moral and religious ideas an independent

authority, without reducing them to the level of

blind and irrational prejudices. Even over what

have been deemed our primary beliefs it is possible

to extend the domain of reason without depriving

them, in one point of view, of their primary and

fundamental character ;
it is possible to explain

them rationally without explaining them away. For

the highest explanation and justification is given to

any idea or element of thought a\ hen it is showai to

be a necessary moment of the universal system, a

member of that organic unity of thought, no part of
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which is or can be, isolated or independent, or

related to any other accidentally or arbitrarily, but

wherein each idea has a place or function involved

in its own nature and in its necessary relations to

all other ideas and to the whole. Nor does this

mean that the proof of any idea or belief is its place

in a process of syllogistic deduction. We may
admit that there are notions, ideas, beliefs, which

cannot be deduced syllogistically, which the logic

of tlie understanding cannot justify, and yet main-

tain that by a profounder logic, which enters into

the genesis and traces the secret rhythm and evolu-

tion of thought, they can be shown to rise out of,

and be affiliated to, other ideas, and to form

constituent elements in that living process of which

all truth consists. And as the life of any member

of a living organism may be said to be proved by

this, that it is an essential part of the system, that

it is at once means and end, implying and implied

in all the rest; so, of any moral and spiritual idea

it is the only and all-sufficient justification
—that

which lends to it the highest necessity
—that it can

be shown to be a necessary moment of that organic

whole, that eternal order and system, of which

universal truth consists, and which is only another

name for Him who is at once the beginning and

the end, the source and consummation of all thought

and being.



CHAPTER III.

OBJECTIONS TO THE SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT OF RELI-

GION, CONTINUED :—RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE GIVEN
IN A POSITIVE REVELATION.

TF immediate is opposed to mediate or scientific

knowledge, not less, it would seem, is that know-

ledge which is positive or given on authority to that

which is apprehended in its grounds or principles bj

the activity of thought. Are not the ideas of

revelation and science reciprocally exclusive? Is not

philosophy excluded from the province of religious

truth in so far as the latter is communicated to us

in a positive, authoritative revelation ? If there is a

department of human knowledge which is fenced

off from all question or criticism, if there are certain

propositions or doctrines with respect to which

the only legitimate attitude of reason is that of

absolute passivity, of unconditional submission to

external authority, have we not here obviously a

privileged territory into which philosojDhy may not

enter ? In all with Avhich philosophy deals reason

must find itself. Facts which remain arbitrary
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and isolated, ideas which rest on no objective

ground save that of testimony or tradition, pro-

positions and formuLas wliich do not justify them-

selves to thought
—with these pliilosophy can have

nothing to do. Does not, then, the content of a

supernatural, authoritative revelation lie, by the

very nature of the thing, outside of that domain

of which reason can take cognisance ?

Now, undoubtedly the notion of revelation, nay,

rightly understood, of a supernatural revelation is

presupposed in the notion of religion, or forms

the inseparable correlate of it. There can be

no elevation of the finite spirit into communion

with the infinite which does not imply divine

acts or a divine process of self-revelation.

Neither thouglit nor the aspirations of the

religious nature can be satisfied with the ration-

alistic notion of a merely subjective religion
—

of opinions and beliefs wrought out by the purely

spontaneous activity of the human mind, and imply-

ing nothing more on the divine side than is involved

in the original creation of man's rational nature.

A^God who does not reveal Himself ceases to be

God : and reliscious feelinof, cravinsf after a livino-

relation to its object, refuses to be satisfied with

a mere initial or potential revelation of the mind

and will of God—with a God who speaks once for

all, and then through the whole course of history

ceases to reveal Himself.
E
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But whilst revelation is the necessary presupposi-

tion of reliofion, the idea of revelation is not

necessarily exclusive of the activity of reason.

Instead of thwarting or quelling or limiting thought,

it may be so conceived of as to be in harmony

with the free play and development of thought.

It is not necessary to think of revelation as a

source of knowledo^e which is either contrarv

to reason or above reason—which either revolts

human intelligence or reduces it to absolute

passivity, or leaves it no other function than the

formal one of orammatical construction and logical

interpretation and arrangement. On the contrary,

it would not be difficult to show that the true

idea of revelation, that which is most honouring

to God, is at the same time that which is most

ennobling to man—the idea, that is, of a revelation

which addresses itself, not to the ear or the logical

understanding only, but to the whole spiritual

nature, which does not constrain us mechanically

to receive the truth, but enables us to know

it, which does not tell us merely what God

would have us believe, but raises us into con-

scious intelligent sympathy with His mind and

will. What, however, we are here concerned to

show is, simply, that any conception of revelation

which excludes the activity of human reason in

the province of religion is untenable.

1. The cleft between reason and revelation may
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be supposed to be absokite, so that what revela-

tion asserts reason denies, and vice versa; in which

case, of course, all speculation and philosophy in

the province of religion are at an end. But no

such absolute dualism between reason and revela-

tion has ever been maintained, save as a rhetorical

exaggeration on the part of religious writers, or as

a form of covert cynicism
—a sarcastic device

for the insinuation of doubts which could not

be openly expressed. The paradox expressed

in the well-known phrases. Quo absurdius eo

verius, and Credo quia impossihile, could never

embody the conviction of any sane mind

save with the tacit reservation that the ab-

surdity or impossibility asserted was only relative,

and that there is an absolute standard by which

truth and possibility can be measured. There may
be men of taste so dej^raved that their admiration

might be taken as an infallible sign of ugliness,

their disgust as a test of beauty. In like manner,

the mistrust of Church teachers in man's unre-

generate reason may have expressed itself in the

paradoxical form that a dogma is the more probable

the more absurd and irrational it seems to be, and

that when an article of faith appears to fallen

reason absolutely contradictory and impossible, we

may conclude it to be certainly true. But even

here the paradoxical rejection implies the real recog-

nition of reason as the ultimate standard. Wo
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are to conclude a thing to be true because it seems

absurd, and to believe it because it seems impossible.

What, however, in such cases we are really called to

believe is not itself the absurd or impossible, but a

truth which we are capable of thinking, and apart

from our knowledge of which the words ' absurd
'

and '

impossible
'

would have no meaning. If, in

religion or anywhere else, the absurd could be true,

or the imjDossible real, then tlie above-quoted say-

ings would be tautological. They would be simply

the assertion that religion is, of all things, the most

absurd and impossible. Sceptical writers, again,

such as Eayle and Gibbon, assuming a tone of defer-

ence for the doctrines of religion, have sometimes

conceded that, though contradictory and irrational,

these doctrines might nevertheless be true, inas-

much as the organ of religious belief is not reason

but faith.
' This Church dogma, this article of the

creed, this doctrine of our holy faith, seems to

reason's eye, not only incomprehensible, but alto-

gether self- contradictory and incredible ; but that

is because it does not really belong to the province

of reason ; it comes to us certified, not by the carnal

understanding, but by a higher authority, which

it would be impious to question.' Perhaps, too,

this is an attitude of mind into which, consciously or

unconsciously, not a few sincerely religious men have

a tendency to fall. There may be doctrines claiming

the sanction of revelation wliich yet seem to them
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glaringly inconsistent with the fundamental prin-

ciples of justice and equity, or, again, which appear

to be belied by the undoubted results of philosophic

thouofht or of scientific research. But instead of

attempting an adjustment in thought of the appar-

ently conflicting deliverances of reason and revela-

tion, they try to allay their disquietude and to silence

their doubts by the device of treating reason and

revelation as entirely independent authorities.

They will let science and philosophy go their own

way and work out their results by their own

principles and methods
;
but whatever those results

may be, the pious mind will not let its faith be

shaken in those doctrines which seem to rest on

the authority of a divine revelation.

It is obvious, however, that this way of settling

the relations of religion and science is an impossible

one. The human spirit is not a thing divided against

itself so that faith and reason can subsist side by side

in the same mind, each asserting as absolute prin-

ciples which are contradicted by the other. If it were

so, then either there must be a higher umpire than

both to decide between them, or thought and know-

ledge are reduced to chaos. For, in the first place,

we must have rational grounds for the acceptance of

a supernatural revelation. It must verify its right

to teach authoritatively. Reason must be competent

to judge, if not of the content, at least of the

credentials, of revelation. But an authority prov-
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ing by reason its right to teach irrationally is

an impossible conception. The authority which

appeals to reason in proof of its rights commits itself,

so to speak, to be essentially rational. To prove to

reason a rigfht to set reason at defiance is self-con-

tradictory, inasmuch as the proof itself must be one

of the things to which that right extends. To try

to convince me that I ought to distrust my natural

reason and believe things that revolt it, involves the

same practical paralogism as the attempt to prove

to an insane man that he is insane. In the

second place, reason itself lies nearer to us than any

external authority, and no other or outward evidence

can be suflftcient to overturn its testimony. An ap-

peal to the senses or the imagination can only, at

most, be presumptive and provisional
—an indication

that truth maij be present, though we do not see

it, but never in any case a proof that it is present,

still less that it is present where we see only inco-

herence and contradiction. Even a miracle, which

is possible only as a breach of an order that is not

absolute, could never be accepted as proof of a breach

of an order which is absolute. There can be no such

thing as a moral or metaphysical miracle, and cer-

tainly a physical wonder could not prove its

existence. The attempt therefore to maintain an

unreal ecjuilibrium between faith and reason—be-

tween a reverence which accepts, and an intelligence

which rejects, the same things
—can only issue in
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one of two results, practical unbelief or the violent

suppression of doubt. No adjustment of the difter-

ence can be satisfactory save an adjustment in thought.

Either the doctrines of positive religion must be

shown to be in harmony with reason, or, at least,

reason must be silent as to their truth or falsehood.

Thought must, with intelligent insight, pronounce

for them; or it must be shown why, from their very

nature, thought can pronounce neither for nor

against them.

2. It is then virtually a contradiction in terms to

say thtxt a revelation of what is contrary to reason

should be received as true. But the content of a

revelation, it may be said, though not contrary to

reason, may be above reason. And in point of fact

this last is the notion which, since the time of

Leibnitz, has been the favourite apologetic device of

ecclesiastical writers. Nothing can be accepted as

revealed which contradicts reason, yet revelation

may communicate to us what transcends reason. A
revelation may contain divine mysteries

—doctrines

which surpass the compass of human intelligence,

but which, as not being inconsistent with other

known truth, may be accepted on sufficient autho-

rity. Finite reason could not discover these

doctrines, nor even, when discovered, can it com-

prehend them
;
but it does not contradict them

;

and if they are announced on satisfactory evidence

of their authority, it may and ought to believe
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in tliem. As not contrary to reason, human intelli-

gence may receive them ; as above reason, it cannot

philosophise about them. Let us briefly examine

this distinction between what is contrary to reason

and what is above reason as applied to the content

of our religious belief.

1. The ideas or doctrines to which this distinction

is applied are above reason. By this what is meant

is not that they are essentially irrational, but that

they are above the grasp oi finite reason. With a

higher reason than ours, with infinite wisdom, they

are perfectly accordant. This can only mean that

reason is divided into a higher and lower which are

to be distinguished quantitatively, but w^hich, quali-

tatively considered, are one and the same. That

this is so is obvious, not only from the impossibility

of thought conceiving of a kind of thought outside

of or essentially difl:erent from itself, but also from

the concession that if the doctrines in cpiestion

could be shown to be contrary to human reason,

they must be rejected ; since, otherwise, if there

were two kinds of reason, inconsistenc}^ with

the one would be no sufficient ground for rejecting

what might be coherent with the other. Is, then,

this notion of a quantitative division of that

reason oi* thought which is in itself essentiall}^

one, at all tenable ? Where or how is the line of

division to be drawn \ How shall I know that

any given doctrine belongs to the prohibited
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domain ? Is it only by experience of its insoluble-

ness ? or is there an absolute definable limit which

finite reason cannot cross ? If the former,—if

the proof of any revealed doctrine being above

reason is merely that the endeavour to penetrate

with spiritual insight into it has hitherto proved

vain, this would be equivalent to the assertion that

all yet unsolved problems are insoluble, or that

nothing whicli has once bafEed human reason can

ever yield to persistent inquiry, or, in short, that,

unlike everv other kind of knowledo-e, relio^ious

knowledge is unprogressive. If, on the other hand,

the limit is alleged to be an absolute one, which

yet thought can define, or, at least, which it is

capable of discerning ;
then to this assertion there

is the fatal objection which has been already urged

with reference to the doctrine of the relativity of

human knowledge, viz., that the capacity to posit

an absolute limit to thought implies that tliought

has already virtually transcended that limit.
^

2. What is above reason, in the sense implied

in the alleged distinction, is really what is con-

trary to reason. We know of no other reason

than one, and what can never be brouo-ht into

coherence with that reason is to us equivalent to the

absurd or self-contradictory. Of what is in itself

knowable, though beyond our present knowledge,

we can pronounce that it is not contrary to reason.

'

V. supra, p. 10 ft'.
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But we cannot say the same of that which is above

reason in the sense of absolutely transcending human

intelligence, of that which can never be construed by

human thought. What lies beyond reason in this

sense is simply the irrational or nonsensical. If it

does not appear to contradict reason, it is only be-

cause a proposition, the terms of which are absolutely

unintelligible, cannot be said to be false. To make

it an argument in favour of any doctrines that they

are not contrary to reason, they must belong to the

province of that reason to which they are not

opposed. To be not contrary to our reason proves

nothing for doctrines which, by supposition, belong-

to a different order of reason, and which may, for

aught we know, be contrary to that.

3. The revelation of a mystery, in the sense of a

doctrine altogether transcendent, relating to things

outside the sphere of finite thought, is self-contra-

dictory. A partial knowledge may be conveyed to

us of thing's that are in themselves within the

compass of human thought. Ideas which we are

as yet incapable of grasping in their highest form

may reach our minds in a form which, though

less adequate, is still essentially true. But no

revelation from heaven can disclose to us what is

absolutely supra-rational, or even so much concerning

it as to enable us in any real sense to believe in it.

According to the notion of a revelation of things

above reason, we are to know so much about the
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mysteries of religion as to make it possible to believe

them, whilst yet we are absolutely incapable of

rationally apprehending them. But any such com-

bination of knowledge and ignorance, if we examine

what we mean, will be seen to be contradictory and

impossible.

The revelation of a mystery, if by that we do not

mean merely the revelation of the fact that there is

much in the universe which we do not know, must

be the revelation of something which can be con-

strued by the mind, which is conveyed to it in terms

of human thought, which can be expressed in co-

herent propositions. Now it is quite possible, no

doubt, to construct any number of propositions con

cerning things absolutely unknown so as not, on the

face of them, to involve contradictions. If the sym-

bols X, y, z represent unknoAvn objects, it does not

contradict reason to predicate any number of relations

between them—to say, e.g.,
that x + y = z, or that

3^' = y, etc. The doctrine of the Trinity is no such

unintelligible combination of symbols, but a doctrine

which may be shown to be the central truth not only

of Christian faith, but of Christian philosophy. But

if it related to objects altogether transcendent, such

as, in the view of some theologians, are the objects

represented by the terms ' Person
'

and '

Substance,'

there would be nothing contrary to reason, nor there-

fore unbelievable, in the assertion that in the Godhead

there are three Persons in one Substance. Or again.
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if the term '

Procession/ as applied to the interior

nature of the Godhead, expresses a relation absolutely

incomprehensible, reason can have no difficulty on

the score of non-contradictoriness in accepting the

proposition either that the Third Person joroceeds

from the First, or that He proceeds from the First

and Second together. Not only may all this and

much more be received on the authority of super-

natural revelation, but it may be received on, or

without, any authority whatever. For when we

examine what such propositions mean, they resolve

themselves into this, that any relations may be

expressed between unknown symbols without self-

contradiction, or still more simjDly, into the propo-

sition that the unintelligible is not self-contradictory.

It may be said that this is not an adequate

account of what is contained in the revelation of a

mj'stery. For a doctrine may express known rela-

tions between unknown objects. Though, for in-

stance, we do not and cannot comprehend the re-

alities represented by such terms as Person and

Substance, we do know what is meant by the words
*

unity,'
'

plurality,' and the like. What therefore,

in this view of it, the doctrine of the Trinity conveys

to us is the information that of the unknown ele-

ments of the divine essence we can predicate the

intelligible ideas at once of unity and trinity, or of a

trinity which is consistent with unity. But, waiving

other considerations, the utmost which such a reve-
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lation—the reveLation, viz., that of a nature which h%y>^
we do not and cannot know, phirality can be predi- ? *

cated in a sense not inconsistent with unity
— con-

veys to us, is that the nature of God is not self-

contradictory. Surely, however, this is neither a

doctrine above reason, nor even one which, by its

own unaided light, reason is incapable of discerning.

Finally, it may be held that, though relating to

objects above the sphere of human reason, a reve-
,

lation may yet communicate to us a measure of

knowledge concerning them through finite types

and analogies. It may therefore contain truth that

is comprehensible with respect to realities which in

themselves, are incomprehensible. We may receive .

and derive spiritual benefit from a revelation which

conveys to us figures of things in the heavens,

though the things themselves are to us inaccessible.

And, no doubt, this account of the function of

revelation is, to a certain extent, true. There is

a kind of knowledge of divine things which, in

a practical sense, is fir more valuable than philo-

sophic knowledge, and which is accessible to minds

that are incapable of and never aspire to the latter.

And to all minds knowledge, whether it ever reach

the philosophic form or no, must first come couched

in the forms of feeling, of immediate perception,

of representations which are not absolute truth,

but truth strained through finite images and

materialised conceptions. But of all such represen-
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tations, unless they are purely illusory, it must hold

good that, implicitly and in undeveloped form, they

contain rational thought, and therefore thought

which human intelligence may ultimately free

from its sensuous veil. The simplest sensuous

intuition of the outward world, the half-imagina-

tive generalisations which compose the knowledge

of ordinary minds, are far short of speculative

insight, but they are prophetic of it. They are true

so far as they go ;
but tliey are so only because a

truth underlies them which in a purer form the

4 philosophic mind can grasp. And, in like manner,

J^ eternal things may be disclosed to us under finite

Forms and representations ;
but between the earthly

tigure and the heavenly reality there must be a

real relation. If a representation is a true repre-

sentation, it must belong to the same order with

the thing represented. The relation between them

is a thinkable relation and one which, though

immature individual intelligence may not apprehend

l^l'^ it, thought or intelligence in general is capable of

^apprehending. Nothing that is absolutely inscrut-

*s

i
=^

V:>

'' able to reason can be made known to faith. It

J\ i is only because the content of a revelation is

implicitly rational that it can possess any self-

evidencing power, or exert any moral influence

over the human spirit.

But if the contents of revelation be no lonofer

regarded as above reason, then human reason not
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only may seek, but ought to seek, all the light which

reverent and thoughtful investigation can throw

on them. It may endeavour to verify them, to

disengage them from what is accidental, to develope

their organic unity, to trace their connection with

the other elements of its knowledge, to give them,

in short, that form of knowledge which we designate

philosophic thought.



CHAPTER lY.

THE NECESSITY OF RELIGION.

TN all religious experience there are involved

feelings and acts which are possible only to

spiritual and intelligent beings, which are grounded

in certain necessary relations of the human spirit

to the Divine, and which, therefore, do not arise

accidentally, but in unconscious obedience to the

hidden logic of a spiritual process. Now% it is the

work of philosophy to unfold these relations, and

to trace out the steps of that process by wdiich

the finite spirit transcends its own finitude and

rises into communion with the things unseen and

eternal—to show, in other words, how it is necessary

to mind, as mind, to rela-te itself to God, and to

determine that idea of God which its religious

experience involves. It is in performing this work

that philosophy show^s the necessity of religion.

The phrase
'

necessity of religion
'

does not, it

need scarcely be said, imply anything so obviously

untrue as that every individual man must needs
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be religious. To show that religion is necessary for

man as man, we are not required to show that no

huuian being has existed who has not felt that

necessity. We speak of the necessity of religion as

we speak of the necessity of morality or law or

science or philosophy. It is possible to maintain

that morality is based on principles which are not

arbitrary but which rise out of the very essence of

reason, and in the recognition and realisation of

which every rational being finds the fulfilment of

its own nature, whilst at the same time we admit,

as we cannot help admitting, not only that many
individual men are vicious, but that there are

individuals and even races at so low a point of

human progress as to have scarcely any, or only the

most rudimentary, notions of right. It is possible,

aoain, to hold that there is a science of Esthetics,

capable of being logically evolved from necessary

principles, without at the same time ignoring the

fact that there are multitudes of human beings in

whom the sense of beauty is either dormant or

depraved. So also, it may be possible to show that

religion has in it the highest necessity^
—a necessity

involved in the very nature of reason, and therefore

of all rational beings as such, though in the

development of the individual there may be an

element of contingency or arbitrariness, which

makes it possible for him to fall short of his

true nature and destin}^
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Nor, again, in maintaining the necessity of reli-

gion are we required to show that the rehgious ideas

of all men or of all races and agj^es liave been coinci-

dent ; or, conversely, that that only is necessary in

reliofion in which all men and aofes have concurred.

Universal truths are not truths about which all men

asfree. The universal element in relioion is not

reached by leaving out from the various positive

religions the special characteristics which distinguish

them from each other, and retaining only those ideas

or beliefs which are found to be common to all.

For, not only would such a process
—a process by

which, for instance, that only in Christianity would

be held to belong to the essence of relio-ion which it

has in common not only with the great historical

religions, but Avith the lowest fetishism or idol-

worship
—reduce religion to a vague sentiment or

abstraction of the most meagre and indefinite

character, but it would take no account of that

in the hiofhest relis^ion which constitutes its most

valuable element. It is not that which is com-

mon to barbarism and civilisation which is most

truly human, but precisely that in which civilisa-

tion differs from barbarism. As in the case of

the individual, so in that of the race, there are many
ideas which are essentially true, which yet are

capable of being grasped by the human intelligence

only at a certain stage of its intellectual progress.

It is therefore conceivable that there may be in a
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religion ideas or doctrines which are essentially and

absolutely true, whilst yet, in the actual experience

of the world, the knowledge of them may have come

at a late period of history, and even then only to a

limited section of the race. Moreover, it is obvious

that wherever we are obliged to introduce the

notion of growth or development—wherever that

which we contemplate is a thing which reaches its

perfection, not by the accretion or accumulation

of like materials, but by gradual evolution, from

the germ or embryo to the perfect organism
—

there the true idea of the thing cannot be got by

findinof out what is common to the lowest and

highest, and to every intermediate stage of its

existence. To leave out of view the bud or

flower or fruit, or to consider only what is

common to these with the seed and stalk or

stem, would not help us to the essential idea of

the plant. If, therefore, in the religious history

of the world we can discover any indications

of a progressive development, it is not by leaving

out of view what is peculiar to Christianity
—those

ideas or doctrines which constitute its special glory

and excellence, and taking account only of that

which it has in common with the earliest and

rudest nature-worship, that the essential idea of

religion is to be extricated. If we accept the

notion of an organic development in religion,

there is indeed a kind of necessity which is
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predicable of the lowest as well as of the highest

religions of the world. The former contains some-

thing which cannot be left out of the perfect idea

of religion, something which is its necessary pre-

supposition ;
and the highest religion, while it

transcends, at the same time must take up and

comprehend all that is true and valuable in the

lowest. But, if this be so, so far from the universal

truth in relioion beino- that which is common to

all religions, there is not a single idea in the highest

or perfect religion which remains what it was in

those which preceded it. In all organic develop-

ment the perfect organism, w^hile it comprehends

and absorbs, at the same time annuls and trans-

mutes all that pertained to the earlier and imperfect

stages of its life. Manhood presupposes, but does

not retain, physically or mentally, the charac-

teristic qualities of youth or childhood or infancy.

That which really is common to all the

stages of human life is therefore not to be

reached inductively, but by grasping that idea

which gives to all its successive forms and aspects

the character of one oro-anic whole. In like

manner, a merely empirical consideration of the

various religions of the world, or even of their

historic succession and relations, however mi23ortant

as supplying the materials for a '

science of

religions,' does not in itself constitute such a

science, or give us that which is really universal
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in religion. To reach that, we must be able to

go beyond the mere historical forms and to see

Vjeneath thejii the idea which is ever advancing to

its fuller realisation—-which, at each successive

stage of its progress, loses nothing but leaves

nothing unchanged, and fulfils the past only by

transmuting the past. The perfect or absolute form

of the idea, so far from giving us that which is

common to all other forms, will thus retain in it

unchanged not a single element which belonged to

them. While it explains the latent sio-nificance of

all that was true in the imperfect religions, it

will transcend, and by transcending, annul or

destroy them.

To show the necessity of religion then is to

show that the religious relation— the transcendence

of all that is finite and relative and the elevation

of the finite spirit into communion with an Infinite

and Absolute Spirit
—is a thing which is involved

in the very nature of man. Already we have dis-

cussed the theory of Nescience, and have attempted

to prove that the alleged impossibility of a knowledge

of God was based on that hard opposition of the

finite and infinite, the relative and absolute, which

belongs to an imperfect metaphysic. What, on

the other hand, we have now to show, is not'

only that the finite mind may, but that it must

rise to the knowledge of God. Not only is

thought not precluded by its own conditions from
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the knowledge of God, but there is a sense in which

it may be maintained that thought could not be

thought without that knowledge, latent or explicit.

So far from finding in the finite the only sphere

of knowledofe and reg-ardingf a knowledg^e of the

Infinite as only illusion and error, we may, on the

contrary, assert that finite knowledge, as finite, is

illusory and false, and that all true knowledge con-

tains in it an absolute or infinite element, apart from

which the whole complex of finite knowledge and

experience would be reduced to chaos.

When, however, we attempt to examine the

grounds on which the necessity of religion is

maintained, and the steps of the process by which

we are led to it, we are met by a theory, which,

if true, would preclude all such attempts. If

the world can be explained in terms of matter

and of material sequences and la^vs, if the whole

system of things, life and intelligence included,

can be reduced to mechanical force and its trans-

mutations, there is not only no need for, but no

possibility of, that higher explanation which is

involved in the idea of God and of the relations

of the human sj^irit to Him. AVhat, as we shall

see, the phrase
'

necessity of religion
'

implies is

that in the nature of man as an intelligent self-

conscious being there is that which forces him to

rise above what is material and finite and to find

rest nowhere short of an Infinite, all-comprehending
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Mind. What, on the contrary, the theory in question

implies is that there is no call for any such explana-

tion, inasmuch as the phenomena of the natural,

and also, with high probability, those of the spiritual

world, admit of explanation without it, and on

principles which are more simple as well as

more scientific.

The idea of the necessity of religion has often

been obscured by the false issue on which the

arguments of controversialists have turned. At-

tempted refutations of Materialism and Positivism

have proved ineffective, because the Theist has

tacitly accepted as his own the untenable

position ascribed to him by his opponents. The

real weakness of the Materialist does not lie

where the Theist often thinks to find it, nor

his own strength in that which he labours to

maintain. When the former tries in various

ways to explain the world in terms of matter and

material sequences or laws—to reduce the whole

system of things, life and intelligence included,

to molecular changes and mechanical force, and

so to eliminate God from the world—the neces-

sity for that explanation which religion involves

is pitched too low when it is represented as the

necessity for an '

Almighty Creator
'

or an ' All-

wise Desio'ner and Governor of the World.
'

Against such a conception it may, as we shall

see more fully hereafter, be justly objected that
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it is essentially dualistic. Not only is the God

who is conceived of as an external Creator or

Contriver reduced to something finite, but the link

between Him and the world is made a purely ar-

bitrary one, and the world itself is left without

any real unity. You cannot begin with the exis-

tence of matter or a material world, and then pass

by a leap to the existence of a spiritual, intelligent

Being conceived of as its external Cause or Con-

triver. Betwixt two things thus heterogeneous the

category of causation establishes no necessar}^ bond.

Nor again, can you give real or systematic unity to

the world by any theory of it which requires re-

peated interpositions of a 2:)urely arbitrary power.

If our conception of the world is such as to re-

quire the interposition of a fresh creative act in

order to account for organic and vital pheno-

mena, and for each new group or species of

organisms, and again for the existence of intel-

ligent, conscious beings ; and if, finally, to account

for the innumerable relations between these various

orders of existence and especially those in which we

discover the connection of means and end, we must

have recourse to the notion of a perpetual series of

new supernatural acts,-
—if this be our conception of

the world, and of the w^ay in which it calls for

a God to explain it, there would be some ground

for the assertion that it is essentially a dualistic

concei^tion, and that it fails to give any rational
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or systematic unity to the world. For system

there cannot be where we have a succession of

isolated elements Avith the gaps or interstices hlled

up by an arbitrary factor, or the perpetual recur-

rence of inextricable knots, with a deus ex maclnnd

brought in to cut them.

Over this explanation of the world, the simplicity

of the materialistic theory gives it many advan-

tages. Viewed generally, it is a theory which

attempts to give unity, coherence, and completeness

to our conception of the universe by regarding all

its phenomena as ultimately resolvable into the

dynamical action of atoms or particles of matter.

When we have determined the nature of these atoms

and the laws of their motions, we shall, it is sup-

posed, have before us the secret of the whole know-

able world. Physical science has now ascertained

that the phenomena with which it deals are only dif-

ferent modifications of a common energy. Heat, light,

electricity, magnetism, are but different modes of

motion produced under different conditions, and they

are all either directly or indirectly convertible into

each other. And as motion itself can only be

conceived of as the effect or expression of force, all

physical phenomena are ultimately resolvable into

manifestations of force. Further, it is the obvious

tendency of modern investigation to resolve chemical

into mechanical problems, that is, into questions of

molecular physics. When we advance a little higher,
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we find, indeed, that science has not yet been able

to trace the production of vital j^henomena in the

plant and animal to the operation of known physi-

cal or chemical laws. But w4ien it is considered

that phenomena so different as those of light, heat,

electricity, &c., are proved to be but various modifi-

cations of a common energy, each of which is the ex-

act quantitative equivalent of that from which it has

been transformed
;
and further, that the so-called

vital energies of plants and animals are dependent

on the chemical interactions of the food they con-

sume and the air they breathe, and that therefore

there is no energy in organised substance which

has not formerly existed in the form of chemical

or physical energy ; and, finally, "when we perceive

that, according to the latest biological specula-

tions, protoplasm, the ultimate basis of life, is

simply a combination of chemical elements, acting

and reacting on each other, and is found to be, as to

form, function, and substantial composition, identical

in all organisms from the lowest to the highest,
—

the result, it is maintained, to which we are led by
the strongest presum2:)tive proof, is that life is sim-

ply transformed phj^sical or chemical energy, and

is therefore ultimately resolvable into molecular

force. Lastly, though it is admitted that there

is still an unbridofed g^ulf between oro-anisation and

thought, yet when we reflect on the close and in-

separable relation that subsists between the various
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mental activities of conscious beings and the physical

organisation with which they are connected; when

we consider that of the thoughts and emotions wdnch

in endless multiplicity and variety constitute our

conscious life, there is not a single one which is not

correlated to some physical change or modification

in the brain matter of the thirds:er, may it not be said

that the conclusion to which scientitic investigation

points is that thought itself is but a function of

matter, or the highest expression of the same mole-

cular force which has its earliest expression in the

phenomena of inorganic nature '?

'•

I can discover,"

are the well-known words of one of the most eminent

of modern biologists, "no logical halting-place be-

tween the admission that such is the case {i.e.,
that

' the vital actions of a fungus or a foraminifer are

the properties of their protoplasm and the direct

result of the nature of the matter of which they are

composed '),
and the further concession that all vital

action may, with equal propriety, be said to be the

result of the molecular forces of the protoplasm

which displays it. And if so, it must be true, in

the same sense and to the same extent, that the

thoughts to which I am now giving utterance, and

your thoughts regarding them, are the expression of

molecular changes in that matter of life which is the

source of our other vital phenomena,'"
'' Is there

not a temptation," is the language of a kindred

^

Huxley's La^ Sermoyis, p. 138.
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scientific authority,
" to close to some extent with

LucrctiLis when he affirms that ' nature is seen to

do all things spontaneously of herself, without the

meddUno- of the Gods !

'

or with Bruno when he

declares -that matter is not ' that mere empty capa-

city which philosophers have pictured her, but the

universal mother who brinofs forth all thino^s as the

fruit of her own womb ?
'

Believing as I do in the

continuity of nature, I cannot stop abruptly where

our microscopes cease to be of use. By an intellec-

tual necessity I cross the boundary of the experi-

mental evidence, and discern in that matter which

we, in our ignorance of its latent powers, and not-

withstanding our professed reverence for its Creator,

have hitherto covered with opprobrium, the promise

and potency of all terrestrial life."
'

What, then, is

claimed for this theory is, that it gives us a view of

the world and of all the various orders of being con-

tained in it, which is simple and self-consistent, which

represents all phenomena as the expression of certain

known principles or laws, and furnishes us with an

explanation of them w^hich is independent of any

arbitrary factor. It does not require or admit of

any supernatural interposition either at the begin-

ning or at any subsequent stage of the process for

which it professes to account. It is a theory, there-

fore, wdiich is absolutely exclusive of that explanation

of the world on which religion is held to rest—of the

'

Tyndall's British Association Address, p. Jo.
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idea of God, and of that conscious relation to Him
in which reho-ion consists.

Now, I do not believe tliat the argument of the

materialist can be adequately met, or the necessity

of religion maintained, by having recourse to the

notion of an anthropomorphic Creator or Designer.

An external and arbitrary omnipotence solves indeed

all difficulties, but it solves them only too easily ;

and even when we add to omnijDotence the intelli-

gence and wisdom which moulds the materials it has

created out of notliino- into ino'enious relations and

adaptations to preconceived ends, the conception of

God thus suggested, apart from other objections, is

one which falls far short of that infinite all- embracing:

intelligence after which our religious aspirations crave.

There is, however, another point ofview from which

at once the weakness of the materialistic, and the ne-

cessity of the religious conception of the world may,

as I think, be conclusively shown
;

—the former, inas-

much as it may be demonstrated that the basis from

which materialism starts, and on which it seeks to

construct the world, is no real basis, but one which

is reached only by a false abstraction
;

the latter,

because it may be shown that, when we begin at

the real beofinning-—when thouo-ht starts where alone

it legitimately can start—it is forced onwards, from

step to step, by an irresistible inward necessity, and

cannot stop short till it has found its goal in the

sphere of universal and absolute truth, or in that
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Infinite Mind which is at once the beginning and

the end, the source and the final explanation of call

thought and being.

Followino- the train of thoucjht thus suofofested, I

shall now endeavour to show, in the first place,

what is that inherent weakness which vitiates the

materialistic point of view, and renders it impossible

to rest in materialism as an adequate explanation of

the world
; and, secondly, what is the necessity of

thouQfht which forces us onward to the absolute

point of view of religion.

The inadequacy of all materialistic theories of the

world may be said to be twofold: (1) Professing to

exclude mind, or ultimately to reduce it to a function

of matter, they really presuppose or tacitly assume

it at the outset
; (2) The principle which they

employ as the master-key to all the phenomena of

the world—that of force or mechanical causality
—

is applicable only to inorganic nature, is inapplicable

to organic or vital phenomena, and utterly breaks

down as an explanation of consciousness or intelli-

gence.

1, The tendency, as we have seen, of modern

materialistic speculation is to reduce mind to a

mode, mental activity to a function, of matter. The

principle of the convertibility of force is, it is Mdth

more or less explicitness suggested, applicable to
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the phenomena of consciousness and thouglit, in

common with those of material nature. As mechan-

ical force is transformable into chemical, and tlie

latter may be shown in any given case to be the

exact equivalent of the former, so, in like manner,

vital force is but transformed chemical or mechanical

force
; and, finally, we reach only another stage of

the process when we find vital energy converted

into sensation, volition, and the other phenomena of

consciousness.

Now, waiving for the moment other objections,

the fundamental fallacy which all such representa-

tions involve is, that they tacitly presuppose, and

must needs presuppose, at the beginning, what they

profess to reach at the end. You cannot get to

mind as an ultimate product of matter, for in the

very attempt to do so you have already begun with

mind. The earliest step of any such inquiry involves

categories of thought, and it is in terms of thought

that the very problem you are investigating can be

so much as stated. You cannot start in your investi-

gations with bare, self-identical, objective facts, stript

of every ideal element or contribution from thought.

The least and lowest fact of outward observation is

not an independent entity
—fact minus mind, and

out of which mind may, somehow or other, be seen

to emerge ;
but it is fact or object as it appears to

an observing mind, in the medium of thought,

having mind or thought as an inseparable factor of
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it. Whether there be such a thiiigf as an absolute

world outside of thought, whether there be such

thino-s as matter and material atoms existino- in

themselves before any mind begins to perceive or

think about them, is not the question before us.

If it were possible to conceive of such atoms, at

any rate you, before you begin to make anything

of them, must think them
; and you can never,

by thinking about atoms, prove that there is no

such thin Of as thouo^ht other than as an ultimate

product of atoms. Before you could reach

thought or mind as a last result, you must needs

eliminate it from the data of the problem with

which you start ; and that you can never do, any
more than you can stand on your own shoulders or

outstrip your own shadow.

The vicious circle which materialism involves is

traceable to a common illusion to which all minds

are subject, of which many educated minds cannot

wholly disabuse themselves, and which it is the

function of philosophy to correct. The ordinary

and unreflecting observer seems to himself to be

confronted by a world of realities existing in

themselves, just as he jDerceives them, and of

which he is simply the passive spectator. All

he knows of these outward realities,—their soliditv,

extension, figure, number, weight, measure, their

permanent identity, their likenesses and differ-

ences, nay, their varied colours, sounds, tastes, &c.,
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—are to him objective facts, existing in nature

just such as they are reflected in the mirror of

his own consciousness. The more cultured observer

has, of course, got beyond any such Wind sensa-

tionahsm, admitting, as he does and must admit,

that something at least of what ordinary thought

ascribes to nature and external objects, exists only

relatively to the sensibility of the observer. But

he, too, not seldom, in a more elaborate though
still unconscious way, is betrayed into the same

error of transferring to the phenomenal world, or

to outward experience, what is due to, and presupposes,

the originating power of thought. He will look

at the actual w^orld as it is before him. He Avill

accept nothing that is not given by observation

and experience. Nothing for him shall have any
farther import or validity than it can be shown

to have from the most careful observation of nature.

He will simply record, at most classify and generalise,

her facts and phenomena, and have nothing to do

with empty abstractions and subjective fictions.

Yet here too there is often the same illusion to

which I have referred. The empiricist or materialist,

while supposing himself to be dealing with hard

material facts and experiences, is found employing

such abstractions as force, law, matter, as if they

were on the same level with sensuous things, and

treatinof them in his investiofations and reason-

ings as real entities, immediately given, apart
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from the activity of thought to which they truly

belong. Or again, while contemning all that is

supersensible, he is continually using, and cannot

advance a single step without using
—

though often

in a hap-hazard and uncritical manner—such cate-

gories as unit
II, midtvplicity, identity, difference,

cause, effect, syhstancc, i^roj^erties, &c., which are

pure metaphysical forms, unconsciously adopted,

without warrant or justification, from that realm

of ideas which he ignores or denies. The empiricist,

in short, is, and cannot help being, an uncon-

scious metaphysician, the materialist an unconscious

spiritualist.

To illustrate this briefly:
—All our knowledge of

nature, let it be conceded, is derived from experi-

ence. But experience involves something that is

not given in sensation, and without which experi-

ence itself could not exist. It is by our organs of

sense that we converse with nature. The utmost,

however, which, by their means, we can attain is

simply isolated and transient sensations. But isola-

ted sensations are not knowledge. If this were all,

our consciousness would be but the stao^e athwart

which flitted an endless series of fugitive impres-

sions—transient, unrelated, incoherent, chasing and

obliterating each other, incapable of being arrested

so as to be comjDared or combined, incapable not

merely of being built up into a solid frame-

work of science, but of constituting the smallest
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object of real knowledge. No repetition or repro-

duction could make these dumb phantoms articulate;

for there would be nothing to give them the capa-

city of self-identification, the power of reporting or

explaining their own recurrence. We must have

the presence of some unifying, concentrating power
amidst the flux of impressions, in order to reclaim

them from chaos, to identify, relate, compare,

co-ordinate them into coherent objects of know-

ledge. And this constant amidst the variable,

this unifying power, is, and can only be, that spiri-

tual self, that self-conscious Ego, which is not given

by sense, which is not in this or that sensation but

common to all sensations, to which they are each

and all referred, and which locks them together

in the unity of thought. In one word, to constitute

the reality of the outward world—^to make possible

the minimum of knowledge, nay, the very existence

for us of molecules and atoms—you must needs

])resuppose that thought or thinking self, which

some would persuade us is to be educed or evolved

from them.

The originating power of thought is thus implied

or presupposed in order to gain even that point of

departure for science which is involved in the exis-

tence of outward things, since no relations are

predicable save of objects that have each a definite

identity. It is only a wider expression of the same

principle when w^e connect things together in an
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ordered system by the notion of Cause and Effect.

The particular sciences are only a deliberate and sys-

tematic following out of the process by which, at

the outset of experience, thought correlates isolated

sensations. That notion of Force or Physical

Causality, from which the materialist w^ould con-

struct the Avorld independently of mind, is itself

a creation or category of mind, and instead of

looking for thought or mental energy as the final

product into which force is convertible, we must re-

gard force as itself something which exists only for

thought. It is true that what the empiricist under-

stands by Causality is nothing more than the regular

co-existences and successions of phenomena which

sensible experience gives, and that he regards any

bond of necessity between them as a mere subjective

fiction or metaphysical illusion. But, that causality

is not an illusive notion superimposed on experience,

is proved by the fact that no experience, and

especially no scientific or systematic experience,

would be possible without it. The notion or

belief in the uniformity of nature, on which all

science rests, is not built up by experience, but

is presumed in every single act of scientific observa-

tion. For in the endeavour to account for an}'

change, we imply that it is a change in an order

which is, by supposition, constant, and it is only

on that presupposition that there is any need to

account for it. Alteration that is not referred
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to what does not alter is the alteration of nothing.

That there are sequences which are not arbitrary

but invariable—linked together by a bond of absolute

necessity
—is a foregone presumption in every investi-

gation or experiment by which we seek to discover

and register the conditions under wdiich phenomenal

change takes place. In other words, science, in

order to its very existence, rests on an idea, not

indeed brought to or superimposed on nature, but

perceived in nature, yet which mere sensible experi-

ence could never give us—the idea, namely, of

necessary causation. And so we recur again to the

principle that you cannot evolve thought out of the

forces or material energies of nature, seeing that in

order to any knowledge of these, nay, to the very

existence of these—if the word existence is to have

any meaning for us—thought is already presupposed.

All materialistic explanations involve the vicious

circle, that matter which is the object of thought is

that which produces thought. To make thought a

function of matter is thus, simply, to make thought

a function of itself

2. The second vice involved in materialistic

theories is, as I have said, that of attempting to

make mechanical causation the master principle by

which all the phenomena of the world, from those

of inorganic nature up to conscious intelligence,

are explained. Chemical relations are, it is suggested,

only a special form of molecular physical relations,
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vital relations are simply specially conditioned

chemical or molecular relations
; and, though the

proof is yet wanting, it will one day be the triumph

of scientific investigation to find in sensation, feeling,

volition, in all the phenomena of mind, that which

is only a function of material organisation, and there-

fore only a new manifestation of the universal, all-

dominating agency of mechanical force.

But is this principle, when we closely examine

it, thus capable of universal application ? Can we

extract from it any intelligible explanation, not

only of organisation, but of life and thought ?

In the first place, are the phenomena of organ-

isation adequately explained by the action, under

any conceivable conditions, of mechanical and

chemical forces ? When we pass from the

relations of inorganic to those of organised

existences, is there no demand for any new and

higher conception in order to the apprehension

of the latter ? Now, without pretending to

deal with the question from the point of view

of the scientific investigator
—

nay, even con-

ceding to him that a time may come when

the evolution of life from inorganic substances,

apart from the influence of pre-existing life, shall

be no longer a conjecture
— I think it may be

shown that there is here a gap, a solution of

continuity, which it is impossible by the help of the

supposed master-principle of force to bridge over.
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From the purely scientific point of view, in

opposition to physical theories of life, biological

writers have called attention to such facta as

these :
—that no single instance has as yet been

adduced of the production of life from purely

chemical constituents; that therefore generatio cequi-

voca, or, the evolution of life independently of the

influence of preceding life, is still an unsupported

hypothesis ;
and that protoplasm, the supposed phy-

sical basis of life, cannot be placed on the level of

mere chemical compounds. The protoplasm which

can be analysed, and of which the chemical consti-

tution is known, is not living but dead protoplasm,

whilst that protoplasm which can be designated liv-

ing, though containing similar elements with that

which is not living, manifests qualities or functions

that are totally new, and which, therefore, cannot be

ascribed to its merely chemical or physical composi-

tion. If a substance manifests, at one time, qualities

which are purely mechanical or chemical, and at

another time, such qualities as the capacity of

building itself up into an organised structure, and

such functions as those of assimilation and repro-

duction, the legitimate inference, it is argued, is

that, in the latter case, the new phenomena are

due to the presence of a new factor, which was not

present in the phenomena we designate mechanical

or chemical.

But leaving such considerations to those who
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are competent to deal with them, there is, I think,

another point of view from which the inadequacy

of the theory in question may be shown. Conceding

that there is a sense in which matter may be said

to contain in it the potentiahty of hfe, and even

that, as above said, under certain conditions of

inorganic matter or certain modes of the activity of

inorganic forces, hfe may begin to manifest its

presence, it still remains as impossible as ever to

embrace organic under a common category with

inorganic nature, or to apply the principle of

mechanical causation to the phenomena of life.

For, when we reach life, whatever the antecedent

physical conditions of its evolution may be, the phe-

nomena before us demand a new and higher concep-

tion to grasp them. Here the thought or intelligence

that is present in nature, and without which the

world would be unintelligible and science an imj^ossi-

bility, breaks forth into a new and higher expression

of itself, reveals itself in a phenomenal form M'hich

it needs a new principle of intelligence to interpret.

In the simplest forms of life, and more palpably

in the more highly developed organisms, there

meets us that which compels the mind to pass

from the conception of force or efficient causation

to the altogether more complex concej)tion of self-

causation or self-development
—of a cause which

dominates and co-ordinates other causes and bends

them towards the attainment of a common end.
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In other words, the highest idea which inorganic

nature or the sphere of physical causation reveals

is that of force—of a unit}' which appears succes-

sively under different forms
;
what the inorganic

world or the sphere of life reveals is not the idea

of a unity which passes away in one form to re-

appear in another, but of a unity which perpetu-

ally goes out into differences and returns upon

itself, or, in more formal language, a unity which

maintains itself by continuous self-differentiation

and integration. Now^ what we have here to insist

on is, that, whether the phenomena of organisation be

empirically the consequent of inorganic phenomena or

no, they can be understood only by the aid of a new

and higher category. In them we have intelligence

disclosing itself in a richer movement, and therefore

demanding a higher activity of our intelligence to

grasp it. What more, then, let us for a moment

inquire, does this richer movement or expression

of thought involve ? It involves, I answer—not

to dw^ell on other points
—at least these three

ideas :
—

(a) The idea of system or systematic unity ;

(h) The idea of a systematic unity which is

immanent or self-sustained
;
and

(c) The idea (perfectly manifested, indeed, only in

the yet higher stage of thought or intelligence) of a

unity which exists not merely for you, the observer,

but also for the orcranism itself
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(a) In all organisms there is involved the new

conception of systematic unity. With certain

apparent exceptions, the unities of the inorganic

world — those unities which are produced by

mechanical and chemical forces—are either mere

unities of aggregation, in which the parts are

related to each other only externally, and the

whole is indifferent to the parts ;
or unities in which

the whole is produced by the annulling of the indi-

vidual existence of the parts or elements of which

it is composed. The parts of a stone are only

repetitions of each other
; they exist, so to speak,

outside of each other, and are only accidentally

combined in a mass which is held together by
external or mechanical force. If any part is struck

off, the diminished mass remains a unity as com-

plete as the original whole. /But a living organ-

ism is not a mere aggregation of independent parts,

but a systematised unity of members, each of which

has its individual place and function.) If any one

member be severed from such a system, both the

whole and the lopped-off member cease to be unities

and become fragments ; they descend into the lower

stage where there is no unity but that of mechani-

cal aggregation. The totality here is something

more than the sum of its parts ; there are infused

into the parts the invisible elements of order, pro-

portion, diversity of form, distribution of function

accordinof to a ofeneral idea or end. And so, if
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you break up the organic structure into isolated

parts, that which constituted the essential existence

of the organism is gone.

But
(/>)

in organic structures we iind not only

the idea of system, but also the idea of system

which is self-developed
—in other words, not only

of a unity of diversified parts or elements correlated

by one principle, but of a unity which is due to the

self-activity of that principle. We can conceive in

mere inorganic matter a systematic order imposed
from without and maintained simply by the action

of inorganic forces. Every human construction, such

as a house or a piece of mechanism, is an order of

this kind, for it is the arrangement of many dissimilar

parts for the realisation of a common idea or plan.

But in all such constructions, the idea or plan is

something foreign to the nature of the separate

parts or materials by means of which it is realised
;

and, in order to produce it, these parts must surrender

or be deprived of their individual existence and

value. The stones, the wood, the lime, which com-
'

pose the house have nothing in themselves which

makes it necessary that they should be combined in

the house
; the iron, steel, brass, and other mate-

rials of the watch or steam-engine, have not any-

thing in their own nature which is unfulfilled

until they come together in the skilfully-planned

machine. There is, indeed, thought in them—the

thouo-ht which even mechanical force involves—but
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the furtliGr tliousflit that has couibined them into

a common artificial unity, is not in them, but imposed

on them arbitrarily and, so far as their ov.'n essential

nature goes, accidentally and externally. Instead

of fulfilling their own nature in producing that

end, they are used up to produce it. In a complex

living organism it is quite otherwise. Here we

come upon the conception of a unity in which the

idea or end is not arbitrarily imposed from without,

on certain independent materials, but is the result

of an internal spontaneity or self-activity, working

out diversities of member, form, function, from its

own inherent self-producing energy, and, at the

same time, in the very act of difierentiating, re-

integrating its diversities into the common unity.

Here, also, instead of the end being outward and

accidental to the means, it is their own immanent

end; instead of the parts being used up for the

production of the end, we have a membered totality

in the production and maintenance of which the j^arts

have their own natural fulfilment or realisation. In

mechanical phenomena, the force which we conceive

of as cause loses itself in the effect : the motion

that is in the impinging ball passes away from

it into that on which it impinges ; motion that

produces heat ceases to exist in its original form,

&c. In chemical compounds, again, though we

find different elements united according to the laws

of affinity, yet in the neutral product we have a
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unity or totality in which the elements or extremes

ceA.se to possess any distinct individuality, the

properties which constituted that individuality hav-

ing vanished in the result they have gone to pro-

duce. But in an organic structure the relation of

the members to the whole can no longer be con-

ceived under the category of physical causation.

For here we have a cause which does not pass

away into, but lives and maintains itself in, its

effects
; and, on the other hand, we have effects

which reflect themselves back on the cause, and

in their very existence produce and perpetuate it.

Every member or organ lives, maintains itself, has

its own worth and development in the energy it

gives forth
;

it is for ever giving up itself, only for

ever to receive itself—losino- itself to save itself.

Instead of ceasing to possess what it gives away, it

would be marred or cease to be, if its giving away
were interrupted or arrested. We have here, in

short, cause which is its own cause, whicli is at

once cause and effect. Or—to state what is the

point we have really reached—we have here an

object of thought to which the conception of

physical causality is inapplicable and for the

interpretation of which it is altogether inadequate.

We have reached a class of phenomena which

demand a new conception or category to embrace

them ; or, stated otherwise, we find here tliat

thought which is in Nature, which, indeed, Nature
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is, and which alone makes science or a knowledge

of nature possible, rising to a new stage in the

process of its self-revelation, flashing out upon us,

so to speak, a new and deeper expression of its

presence and powder.

The third element in the conception of life which

transcends the category of force will be better under-

stood when we pass, finally, from the phenomena of

life and organisation to those of thought and self-

consciousness. If even organisation cannot be con-

ceived as the expression of molecular changes or

embraced under the category of force, it is obviously

impossible that thought or intelligence can be em-

braced under it.
'*

Thought," it has been confidently

asserted,
"

is as much a function of matter as motion

is." ''I believe," writes Mr. Huxley,^ ''that we

shall arrive at a mechanical equivalent of conscious-

ness, just as we have arrived at a mechanical equiva-

lent of heat :

"
and again,

" Even those manifesta-

tions of intelligence and feeling which we rightly

name the higher faculties, are not excluded from this

classification" (i.e., of jDhenomena resolvable into

muscular contraction), "inasmuch as, to every one

but the subject of them, they are known only as

transitory changes in the relative positions of parts

of the body." "As surely," again he w^rites, "as

every future grows out of the past and present, so

will the physiology of the future gradually extend

' Marmillan^'i Magazine, vol. xxii., p. 78.
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the realm of matter and law until it is co-extensive

with knowledge, with feeling, and with action."^

It is indeed conceded by this eminent writer, and

others of kindred tendencies, that there lies be-

tween physical and mental phenomena, between

''muscular contractions" and "irritations of ner-

vous tissue"—the molecular chansfes of oro-anised

matter which are the physical antecedents of

thought
—and the feelings, ideas, volitions which

are their result, an impassable gulf.
'' How it

is," says Mr. Huxley,
" that anything so remark-

able as a state of consciousness comes about

as the result of irritating nervous tissue, is just

as unaccountable as the appearance of the Djin

when Aladdin rubbed his lamp in the story."

*'The passage," says Mr. Tj^ndall, "from the

physics of the brain to the corresponding facts

of consciousness is unthinkable." But if we reflect

for a moment on the two propositions, first, that

mind or mental activity is a mode or function

of matter— that our feelings, ideas, volitions are the

results of molecular changes in our physical organi-

sation
;
and secondly, that, nevertheless, the con-

nection between the two is absolutely unthinkable,

I think we shall see that the inconceivability in the

latter case is simply the result of the impossible pro-

blem involved in the former. If you first lay down

the principle that heterogeneous and incommensurable
'

Lay Sermom^, p. 142.
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classes of phenomena are to be embraced under a

category applicable only to one of them, you need

not ^Yonder if, afterwards, you can discover no

connecting link between them. If you resolve

that the relations of mind and matter are to be

brought under a category applicable only to material

sequences, what can you expect but that the inade-

quate category should furnish no explanation of these

relations ? In truth, the alleged mystery of the

connection of matter and mind is both less and

greater than is by these writers supposed. It is

less ;
for if material phenomena can be observed and

known by the mind, there can be no absolute and

impassable gulf between the two. If it is a mental

movement, a process of thought, by which we have

any cognisance of molecular changes in the brain,

or by which such changes have for us any mean-

ing or existence, then it is obvious that the latter

cannot be absolutely foreign to, or separated by a

hard impassable barrier from, the former. The

gulf between the two is not "
intellectually im-

passable," seeing that, in knowing or taking cog-

nisance of material phenomena, the intellect actually

passes it. On the other hand, the mystery of the

connection of matter and mind is greater than the

theory of these eminent physiologists represents,

inasmuch as it is a connection which physical causa-

tion is altogether inadequate to explain. As in the

transition from the inoro-anic to the orefanic world.
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so now when we pass from all the phenomena that

belong- to unconscious nature to the realm of con-

sciousness or intelhgence, we reach a point where

our previous data can no longer suffice for the

aj)prehension and exphmation of the new elements

that present themselves. We may fumble at the

lock with the old categories, but we need another

key to fit the wards before the door to the realm

of consciousness will open to us. And the reason

is not difficult to see. Partially, in the phenomena
of life, but much more in those of consciousness or

thinking intelligence, we have a result which it is

impossible to co-ordinate with their physical ante-

cedents. Material things have an existence which is

purely objective ; they exist, so to speak, not for

themselves, but for us who observe them. But in

feeling or sensation in the lower animals, and, much

more completely, in thought or consciousness in man,

we have a kind of existence which is subjective as

well as objective, we have objects which exist, not

for an outward observer only, but also for themselves.

In the inorganic world we have existences—atoms,

aggregates of rnatter, compounds,
—the parts of which

are outside of each other. In the organic world, but

most of all in the realm of consciousness, we have a

kind of externality which is at the same time inter-

nal, which is grasped by, and, so to speak, dissolved

into itself In the case of an animal organism the

demand is made on thought to conceive not merely
H
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a totality of parts gathered up into the unity of a

slagle life, but a unity which in sensaton and feeling

realises, and in a sense becomes aware of itself. In

a mind, again, which feels and thinks and wills, we

are forced to think, not only a multiplicity of differ-

ences which, as in organism, though constituting a

self-centred unity, have still nevertheless an exter-

nal, spatial existence, an outwardness which neither

life nor feeling can dissolve
;
but we have also the

absolutely new and higher result of a multiplicity

of differences wdiich are wholly retracted out of a

spatial outwardness. Here the faintest residuum

of self-externality disappears and is dissolved into

the perfect unity of self-consciousness. In self-

consciousness we reach a point where the notion of

force or the category of causation has lost all rele-

vancy, for here we pass into a region where there

are no longer any things divisible into parts, any

objects existing outside of each other and so capa-

ble of being outwardly related as causes and effects.

The indivisible unity of self- consciousness or of

the self-conscious ego, transcends all differences,

both external and internal. No external force can

be the cause of thought, for every such force or

agent exists in relation to thought, and the effect

to be produced is already pre-supposed in the cause

that is supposed to produce it. Nor, internally, can

you conceive of one part of consciousness as the

cause or force which gives rise to another, for in
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every part of consciousness the whole is present ;

in all the phenomena of mind, the ego or self is

the universal and constant factor. You may at-

tempt, as has often been done, to appl}^ material

analogies to mental phenomena-— as when moral

action is represented as the result of the force of

motives acting on the will. But the analysis here is

a purely fallacious one. It is only by an imaginative

abstraction that one bit of mind or one '

faculty' of

consciousness is thus, as if by a spatial division,

sejDarated from another. The mind that is to be

acted on in volition is already present in the motives

that are supposed to act on it. It is the mind that

is moved which constitutes or o-ives their constrain-

ing power to the motives that are conceived to

move it. In no single moment of its experience

can thought be entirely passive, for the activity to

which it yields is an activity which thought itself

creates and constitutes, an activity, the form of

which thought itself has already determined.

The objections we have now urged seem to be

fatal to that false simplicity which materialism at-

tempts to give to the world by reducing all things

to expressions of force. To find unity, system, con-

nection, continuity, in all things, is indeed the true

and proper aim of science. But it is in vain that

we attempt to realise it by seeking the explanation

of a highly complicated system in its lowest and

meagrest factor. The true explanation is to be
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found rather by reversing the order, by seeking the

key to the beginning in the end, not to the end

in the beginning. It may still be true that "
in

matter we have the promise and the potency of all

terrestrial life," bat it is in the sense in which it is

also true that in the first prelusive note we have

the promise and the potency of the whole symphony,

in the first faint touch imj)ressed on the canvas by

the hand of genius the promise and the f)otency of

the magnificent and finished work of art. In every

great work of thought, the ideal in all its complete-

ness governs the whole process ;
and there is not,

from the very outset, one arbitrary stroke, one note

or touch, that is not instinct with the power of the

whole, and prophetic of its fulfilment. So, if we are

ever to get at the true explanation of the world, it

will doubtless be one according- to which there will

be no irrational gap or breach of systematic con-

tinuity between one order of existences or one class

of forces and another, but the transition from the

inorganic to the organic, from lower to higher forms

of life, and, last of all, from all inferior orders of

being to the self-conscious mind that thinks them,

will be seen to be that of intelligible secpience and

evolution—in other words, of a succession of ele-

ments so rigidly concatenated that the very lowest

and least shall be in determinate relation to, and

contain in it the prophecy and foreshadowing of, the

last and highest, and the highest shall involve in it
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the lowest as its necessary presupposition. But if so^,

if we are in one sense to find in the lower the ex-

planation of the higher, it will not be in the lower as

lower, or in any qu.ilities that sj)ecially pertain to

it, but because the power of the higher is already

working in it. If vegetable or animal life shall everi,

]je shown to be evolved from inorganic matter, it>

will be only because inorganic matter contains in it
^

something more than that which we designate inor- 1

ganic
—

viz., that latent capacity of self-development /

which becomes explicit in the plant or animal. If

thought can in any sense be said to be evolved from

organisation, it can only be because the animal

organisation contains in it implicitly something

more than animal, higher than organic relations,

viz., the germ of that perfect return upon itself,

which mind in its self-consciousness for the first

time explicitly reveals; and so, if you insist on

seeinof in matter the cause of mind, it is because

you have already conceived of matter as more than

matter, as containing in it virtually all that mind

is. But a materialism w^iich starts from a matter

which is virtually meutal or spiritual, ceases to be

materialism in anything but the name. What it

really means is, not that matter conceived of as

something independent is the cause of mind, or that

thought is only material force transformed ;
but that

mind in the germ is that from which mind springs,

that intelligence has its origin in that which is
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implicitly intelligent. But this is a view of the

world which spiritualises matter rather than ma-

terialises mind : for in the whole realm of being

down to the lowest existence in outward nature, it

leaves nothing absolutely foreign and heterogeneous

to thought, nothing which, either actually or virtu-

ally, thought cannot claim as its own.

II.

Having now attempted to show in what respects

the materialistic conception of the Avorld is inade-

quate, we shall now endeavour to show what is that

inward or rational necessity which forces the mind

to rise to the point of view of Keligion, in other

words, which constitutes what we have called the

Necessity of Religion.

We have seen that a theory which makes mind

the final result or last development of nature is

untenable, inasmuch as consciousness, which this

theory represents as last, is also first. It cannot be

resolved into anything that does not already involve

itself^ it is the presupposition and all-embracing-

element of that material world from which it is sup-

posed to be evolved.

But when we have reached this point, we still

seem to be far short of our professed aim. The

disproof of the materialistic reduction of all things to

the expression of mechanical force does not furnish

any proof of God or any justification of the religious
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attitude of mind. Priority of thought or mind does

not seem to prove the priority of Infinite or Abso-

lute Mind, or to involve the necessity of that relation

of the finite mind to it which religion implies. To

prove the necessity of religion, it must be shown that

that elevation of the human spirit above the finite,

that upward movement of mind, which is involved in

religion, is contained in the very nature of mind, is

necessary to mind as mind. In the preceding

section we have traced a certain progressive move-

ment of thought according to which we are com-

pelled, in our knowledge of the world, to proceed

from lower to higher categories, embracing its

phenomena under relations of ever deepening unity,

as we advance from the mere co-existence of material

objects in space, to their connection by mechanical

force, then to their deeper reciprocal relationship

under the notion of organic, self-differentiating, self-

integrating unity, until we reach the highest finite

unity, that of thought or self-consciousness in man.

Can it be shown that not even at this point is the

upward impulse arrested, but that by a like necessity

we are driven beyond the finite, to find the ultimate

rest of thought no where short of that which is In-

finite and Absolute ? To have shown that thought

is the piius of all things is not enough, unless we can

further show that the thought of w^hich we thus

speak is not individual or finite thought, but that

the mind is impelled onwards by its own inward
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dialectic until it finds its goal in a thought which is

universal and absolute—a thought or intelligence on

which all finite thought and being rest. This is the

task which is involved in the attempt to prove the

necessity of religion.

1. In the very notion of a spiritual, self-conscious

being there is already involved what may be called

a virtual or potential infinitude. The first breath of

spiritual life is indeed, in one sense, the realisation

of this capacity, but in another sense, it is only the

beginning of a realisation which is itself incapable

of limitation. We are rational and spiritual beings

only in virtue of the fact that we have in us the

power to transcend the bounds of our narrow indivi-

duality, and to find ourselves in that which seems to

lie beyond us. As contrasted with Nature and with

other and lower orders of being, it is the prerogative

of mind to be in virtual possession of a kind of infini-

tude ; and its true life may be said to consist in the

ceaseless endeavour to render that actually, which is

from the beginning virtually, its own. Both Nature

and man are finite; but when we consider the import

of the terms '
finite

'

and '

infinite,' it is obvious that

the finitude which belongs to the latter is very

difterent from the hard and fast limitation which

must be ascribed to the former. The finitude of

material Nature is that of things which, by their

very conception, are reciprocally exclusive, each

individual existence lying outside of all others in
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space, absolutely bounded by tliem, and ca2:)able only

of being externally related to them. But the finitude

which pertains t(j a spiritual, self-conscious being is

the finitude of a nature which is limited only by that

which is essentially one with itself, and which finds

or realises itself in all by which it is limited. The

individuality of Nature is an individuality which

asserts itself against all that is without. The in-

dividuality of Mind is an individuality which is

ever discovering in what is without—in all things

and beings external to it—the means of its own

progressive development. At first sight man seems

to be bounded on all sides by a world of beings

external to hira, by forces which impose upon him

conditions wdiich he cannot escape, by laws which

he cannot control or modify. Not only materi-

ally and physically is he subject to the same limi-

tations which aftect every other part of material

Nature, but even in his inner and spiritual being he

seems to be equally bounded. The very awakening
of the consciousness of self is at the same time the

awakening of the consciousness of a world without,

to which, it would seem, the mind's relation is a

purely passive and receptive one—a world which

is continually pouring in upon it through the chan-

nel of sensation, experiences, and influences which

it can neither make nor unmake, and which consti-

tute the sole materials and the absolute limit of its

knowledge.
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When, however, we look more closely into the

spiritual nature of man, we discern in it a peculiarity

which distinguishes it from the finitude of Nature,

and which is the silent prophecy or presentiment of

that infinitude to which it aspires. For a spiritual

nature is one to which, as above said, it essentially

belono's to find or realise itself in that which lies

beyond itself, Every atom of matter lies outside of

every other. Even organised substances have parts

outside of parts^
—

parts characterised by an external-

ity or reciprocal exclusiveness which not even feel-

ing or sensation in the animal can wholly overcome ;

and beyond the individual animal nature there is a

whole world of existences which are to it absolutely

impenetrable. But it is the characteristic of a

spiritual, intelligent being, that it is not and cannot

be shut up in its own individuality, that it shares in

the life of the world without, in the life of Nature

and of all other spiritual beings, so that it is its

growing participation in their life that constitutes

the measure and the value of its own. Thus, when

we examine more closely into the origin and nature

of human knowledge, we find it im^Dossible to rest

in that representation of it which conceives of a

world in absolute separation from us—of matter

without as something essentially different from mind,

and of the latter as only passively receiving impres-

sions from the former. So far from that, our know-

ledge of Nature is really the breaking down of every
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barrier between mind and that which is objective

or external to mind, and the discovery in all the

objects and events of the outward world of a being

and life that is essentially akin to our own. What,

for instance, science finds in Nature is not some-

thing foreign to mind, but that which, as essentially

rational, is a discovery to mind of its ow^n latent

wealth. It is not only a revelation of the world to

the observing mind, but of the observing mind to it-

self. We not only see the mirror of Nature, but we

see ourselves in it. Those unities which we call laws

of nature and by wliich its individual objects are

linked together in order, system, coherent relations,

are nothing foreign to mind : they are things of

thought, rational relations, discoveries to the intelli-

gence that grasps them of the treasures of a realm

which is its own, and in which it is free to expatiate.

And when we turn from the realm of Nature to that

of spirit, still less does thought find here a foreign

element, an alien matter which limits its freedom

or resists its progress. On the contrary, if we find

ourselves in Nature, still more profoundly do our

social relations become to us a revelation of our-

selves,
' another which is not another,' a means of

realising the latent wealth of our own spiritual

being. Of all that is meant by such words as

love, sympathy, affection, trust, of all the treasure

of moral ideas which are contained in our relations

to the family, the community, the state, we should
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never, if isolated in our own individuality, become

the conscious possessors. Considered from a merely

individualistic point of view, the social institutions

amidst which we live are, every one of them, limits

to our freedom. But considered from a higher point

of view, it is just here, most of all, that there is

provided an escape from the narrowness and poverty

of the individual life, and the possibility of a life

which is other and larger than our own, and yet

which is most truly our own. For, to be ourselves,

we must be more than ourselves. What we call

love is, in truth, the finding of our own life in the

life of another, the losing of our individual selves

to gain a larger self. And as the scope of our

sympathy widens till it embraces the more com-

plex life of the family, the nation, the race, at

each successive step we are simply expanding the

range of our own spiritual life, escaping farther and

farther from the finitude of the individual self, and

aj)proximating more and more to a life which is

unlimited 'and universal. It is true that this process

is never a completed one. In the intellectual and

spiritual life the limits of our natural finitude are

broken down, but even there the limit is one whicli

ever re-appears. Our finitude, if it has not the

fixed limitation of Nature, jet ever returns upon
us in the sense of a limit that is continually

removed only to be continually replaced. There

is ever a boundless world beyond, which though
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a possible, is never for us an actual possession.

The perfect unity of the ideal and the actual, of

the universal and the individual life, is never

reached by us, it is a goal that ever vanishes as

we pursue it. We never are, but are ever only

becoming, that which it is possible for us to be.

We never enter into full possession of that which,

as spiritual beings, is our rightful inheritance. And

yet, in another point of view, we already possess

and enjoy it
;

in the very fact that we can feel and

know it to he our ideal inheritance, there is to

us a revelation of the Infinite and of our essential

relation to it. For it is to be considered that the

distinction betv/een knowing and being, between

the ideal and the actual, between aspiration and

experience, is one which is made by thought, and

which therefore thought can transcend—nay, in

the very act of making it, has already transcended.

We cannot express the full meaning of our spiritual

Hfe unless by speaking of ourselves in one moment

as striving after that, of which, in another moment,

we can speak of ourselves as already in possession.

Whether in our intellectual or our moral life, to

distinguish between our actual selves and the object

or end after which we aspire, is possible only

because we are implicitly conscious of a relation

to that object or end : and in the very distinction

is presupposed the identity that is beyond the

distinction. That we are capable of a perpetual
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progress in knowledge and goodness, and yet that

every actual attainment leaves us with an ideal

that is still unsatisfied ; that we are conscious that

our knowledge is limited, whilst yet we can set in

thought no absolute limit to our knowledge, that we

are conscious of our moral defects and, nevertheless,

can feel that there is no point of moral advancement

beyond which we may not asj)ire;
—in this boundless

possibility of advancement, combined with a latent

standard of excellence which throws contempt on

our highest actual attainments, we have that in

our nature, as conscious spiritual beings, which

constitutes what we have termed a potential

infinitude. In other words, when we examine into

the real significance of the rational and spiritual

nature and life of man, we find that it involves

what is virtually tJie consciousness of God and

of our essential relation to Him.

2. The same idea may be regarded from a some-

what different point of view by recurring to the

principle that the knowledge of a limit implies a

virtual, and, in some sense, an actual transcendence

of it. We can only, it may be maintained, be

conscious of imperfection because we have within

us, latent or explicit, a standard of absolute i:)erfec-

tion by which we measure ourselves. It is our

implicit or virtual knowledge of God, the relation

of our nature as spiritual beings to Him, which

alone gives reality to our partial knowledge, and
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makes us aware that it is partial. It may indeed

be said that no such conchision is involved in the

principle to which we have referred. Nothing so

vast, it may be urged, as the knowledge of an In-

finite Being is needed in order to awaken in us a

sense of our finitude. The consciousness of our

own imperfection may arise in us from something

far less than the presence in our minds of the idea

of absolute perfection as the standard of self-criti-

cism. All that is required to produce it is simply

the consciousness of that which is in any measure

greater than ourselves—the consciousness, at each

stage of our progress, that something lies beyond

us. The sense of obstructed effort is sufficient

to teach me the limitation of my own power, and

all that is needed for that is that the obstruction

be only a shade more powerful than myself The

conception of my own imperfect knowledge is

forced on me by the presence of any intelligence

relatively greater, however imperfect in itself Not,

therefore, a knowledge of the Infinite, but a know-

ledge of any thing or being that is less limited than

myself, is, it would seem, all that is needed to bring

home to me the sense of my own finitude.

But to this it must be answered that the standard

to which, in the consciousness of our imperfection,

we implicitly appeal cannot be itself a finite one,

inasmuch as it is not applicable only to one or

more stages of human attainment, but to all stages
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alike. It is a standard which, however far I

advance, or can conceive myself to advance, would

still reveal to me my finitude. It is an ideal for

the finite as finite, and one, therefore, which must

itself transcend the finite. All knowledge, even

the most elementary, rests on the tacit assumption

of an absolute criterion of knowledge
—the assump-

tion that we have as the basis of our consciousness

a final standard of truth, an ideal of what is

knowable, an ultimate ground of certitude which

is the measure of all individual opinion, and which

itself cannot be questioned without self-contradiction.

I do not ultimately measure my knowledge or

become aware of its limited and imperfect character

by comparison with any other man's knowledge,

for that also may be erroneous and imperfect,

and to no finite or f^illible authority can I render

that submission which is due to absolute truth.

But the secret or imj^licit conviction on which

all knowledge rests, and to which all individual

opinions and beliefs are referred, is that absolute

truth is, or, in other words, that though my
thought may err, there is an absolute thought or

intelligence which it is impossible to doubt. That

this is so, that the secret ground on which all

finite intelligence rests is the consciousness of an

Absolute Intelligence, or of an Intelligence in

which absolute trust is to be reposed, will be

obvious when we consider that our very doubts
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and uncertainties imply the consciousness of an

absolute standard to which our doubts are referred.

To extend our doubts to this is impossible, or pos-

sible only by the subversion of all consciousness,

including the doubt itself. Absolute scepticism

is suicidal, for it at least asserts its own truth,

that is, it asserts as a truth that there is no such

thing as truth
;

in other words, it implies a negation

of the very standard to which it brings particular

beliefs, and by which it condemns them. No

assertion, no single experience or act of conscious-

ness, is possible save as presupposing an ultimate

intelligence which is the measure and the ground

of all finite thought. Even in maintaining that

the human mind is incapable of absolute knowledge

the sceptic presupposes in his own mind an ideal

of absolute knowledge in comparison with which

human knowledge is pronounced defective. The

very denial of an absolute intelligence in us could

have no meaning but for a tacit appeal to its

presence. An implicit knowledge of God, in this

sense, is proved by the very attempt to deny it.

The same thing may be otherwise expressed by

saying that all human knowledge, when we examine

closely into its nature, will be seen to rest on or

involve the pre-supposition of the unity of knowing

and being, or of a unity which embraces all thought

and existence. The ultimate basis of consciousness

is not the consciousness of self, for the individual's
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consciousness of self would have no meanino: if it

did not rest on a more universal consciousness which

lies beneath it. The consciousness of self is given

only in relation to the consciousness of that which is

not self. We cannot separate, in any act of thought,

the two factors or elements—the object perceived or

thought of, and the subject or mind which thinks it.

We may distinguish, but we cannot divide these

two, or for a moment conceive an object or thing

in itself apart from a thinking subject, or again the

latter in abstraction from objects thought of. Sub-

ject and object are correlatives as indivisible as the

notions of outward and inward, motion and rest,

parent and child, &c. But the very fact that the two

elements are insejDarably related proves and rests on

the consciousness that there is a unit}^ which lies be-

yond the distinction. In relating my individual self

to an outward object, I at the same time necessarily

presume that the two, I and the object, are not only

distinguishable as terms in the relation, but that

there is a wider unity in which the}^ are both alike

embraced. In other words, the distinction between

self and not-self, between the individual mind and

the world of outward objects, is a distinction which

thought, by the very fact that it can make it, shows

that it can transcend, and has already virtually tran-

scended. The consciousness wdiich apprehends both

self and its object cannot be confined only to one

side of the contrast. When we think, we rise above
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our individual existence as limited by the outward

world, to an existence which is not so limited,

which comprehends both all individual selves and

the world. We do not think, that is, as individual

beings, but as passing over to and sharing in a

universal thought or reason. Were we shut up in

our own individuality, our life would be that only

of the animal, or that to which the animals are sup-

posed to be confined—a thing of isolated sensations,

without any consciousness either of a permanent

self or object, or of a universality beyond and com-

prehending both. But it is our prerogative as

spiritual beings, that we can rise above the feeling

of the moment, above all that is isolated and

individual. We can make our own individual

selves objects of thought quite as much as other

individual selves. We can enter into a sphere of

thought which has no relation to our individual

selves. We can think of a time when we did nc)t

exist, we can think away our own and other indi-

vidual existence, but Ave cannot think away thought

or conceive of its non-existence. If w^e try to

annul all existence, to think that nothing exists,

the nothing is still a thinkable nothing, a nothing

that is for thought, or that implies a thought or

consciousness behind it. Thus all our conscious life

as individuals, rests on or implies a consciousness

that is universal. We cannot think, save on the

pre-supposition of a thought or consciousness which
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is the unity of thought and being, or on which all

individual thought and existence rest.^

We have seen then that the nature of man as a

spiritual being involves these two things : (1) the

capacity of transcending his own individuality, of

finding or realising himself in that which lies beyond

I

him and seems to limit him
; (2) the latent or im-

plicit consciousness of the absolute unity of thought

and being, or of an absolute self-consciousness on

which all finite knowledofe and existence rest. In

these two principles
—-the first of which implies the

never-ending impulse to transcend ourselves
;
the

second of which points to a Universal or Absolute

Mind as that in which the efibrt to transcend our-

selves finds its ultimate explanation, we discern,

deep laid in man's nature, that which constitutes

the basis of religion.

' This argument is more fully developed infra, cli;i,p. viii.



CHAPTER V.

THE PROOFS OF THE EXISTENCE OF GOD.

rriHE view which I have now attempted to express

may be further developed and explained by a

brief examination of the so-called proofs of the exis-

tence of God. For these proofs, in so far as they

possess any real significance, are simply expressions of

that impossibility of resting in the finite and of that

implicit reference to an Infinite and Absolute Mind,

which we have seen to be involved in our nature

as rational and 82:)iritual beings. Considered as

proofs in the ordinary sense of the word, they are

open to the objections which have been frequently

urged against them
;
but viewed as an analysis of

the unconscious or implicit logic of religion, as

tracing the steps of the pi'ocess by which the human

spirit rises to the knowledge of God, and finds

therein the fulfilment of its own highest nature,

these proofs possess great value. This, by a brief

review of them, I shall now attempt to show.^

' See ou this subject Professor Edward Caird's Critical Account of
the Fhilvsophij of Kant, chajj. xviii.
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Taken in their natural order, the proofs of the

being of God are the three following : (1) The Cos-

mological, (2) The Teleological, (3) The Ontological;

and when we examine them we shall see that, stated

ill this order, they unfold the successive steps in the

process which I have called the implicit or uncon-

scious logic of religion,

1, The first, or Cosmological argument, is the argu-

ment from the contingencn of the world. Reduced

to its briefest expression, it is simply this :
—The

contingent world exists, or, the world of our imme-

diate experience is contingent, therefore an abso-

lutely necessary Being exists. It starts from the

thought that the world as presented to our imme-

diate experience has in it no substantiality or inde-

pendence. Its existence cannot be explained from

itself; and the mind in trying to account for it is

forced to fall back on something outside of it, and

finds rest only in the idea of a Being who is neces-

sary, self-dependent, substantial. The movement of

thought which this argument involves may be stated

in various forms or under different categories. It

may be put as an argument from the world viewed

as phenomenal, to an absolute substance out of which

all phenomena spring ;
or from the world viewed as

an effect to a First Cause ;
or more generall}^ from the

world viewed as finite and relative to an infinite and

absolute Being on whom it rests. But in all these

and other forms, the gist of the argument is the
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same. If we take it, for example, in the form in

which it turns on the idea of causahty, it is the

argument, that whatever does not exist necessarily

exists only through another being as its cause, and

that again, if itself not necessary, through another' :

and as an infinite regress of Unite or contingent

beings related as causes and effects is unthinkable,

the mind is compelled to stop short and place at the

head of the series a First Cause, a Beingf which is

its own cause, or which exists unconditionally and

necessarily.

Translated out of this abstract form, this argument
is simply the expression of the fact that the first

dawn of religious feeling may be traced to the im-

pression which our experience of life forces upon us

of the transitory, unsubstantial, evanescent charac-

ter of the world on which we look and of which we

form a part.
" The world passeth away and the

lust thereof" : "The things that are seen are tem-

poral
"

:

" Our life is but a vapour that appeareth

for a little and then vanisheth away
"

:
—such words

as these express a feeling old as the history of

man, which the fleeting, shifting character of the

scene on which we look, the transiency of life,

the inadequacy of its satisfactions, the insecurity of

its possessions, the lack of any fixed stay, of any-

thing enduring and real on which our thoughts and

desires can rest—which, in briefer terms, the con-

tingency and unsubstantiality oi:' the world and the
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things of the world inevitably awaken in the mind,

and which impels us to seek after a reality beyond
the world of shadows, an enduring and eternal rock

on which, amidst the stream that bears us away, we

may plant our feet.

Now in this very feeling of the instability and

illusoriness of the world, there is somethino- which

betrays the presence in the mind of what may be

called the germ of the idea of God. The very con-

sciousness of our finitude, as we have seen, indicates

that we have already transcended it. If we were

wholly finite we should never be conscious of

our linitude. We could have no sense of imper-

fection but for the presence in us of a standard of

perfection. The discernment of vanity and illusion

is already the implicit recognition of a truth and

reality by which we measure the world of appear-

ances. That we regard the world only as the

domain of "the things seen and temporal," implies

at least a latent reference to the idea of an in-

visible and eternal life, an existence in which is no

variableness or shadow of turninsf.

But when we attempt to translate this experience

into the language of formal reasoning, and to give it,

as above, the form of a syllogistic proof of the exis-

tence of God, we altogether misinterpret its meaning,

and our argument becomes open to the objections

which have been urged against it.

The most imjDortant of these objections is, that
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the result which, in strict logic, it gives is purely

negative, and that the positive result which it

pretends to give is not legitimately reached. You
cannot in a syllogistic demonstration put more into

the conclusion than the premises contain. Begin-

ning with an infinite or absolute cause, you might
conclude to finite effects, but you cannot reverse the

process. All that from a finite or contingent effect

you can infer is a finite or contingent cause, or

at most, an endless series of such causes. But if,

because the mind cannot rest in this false infinity,

you try to stojD the indefinite regress and assert at

any point of it a cause which is not an effect,

which is its own cause, or which is unconditioned

and infinite, the conclusion in this case is purely

arbitrary. True, indeed, it is through the negation

of the finite or contino-ent that thouo-ht rises to

a higher conception
—to the idea of that Being

who is really a causa sul, in whom cause and effect

are united. But in a process of deduction such a

transition—such a leap from a lower to another

and higher idea or principle
—is of course inad-

missible. To drag in, because of a mental incap-

acity to go on thinking that false infinity which is

merely an infinite series of finites, a name that

seems to indicate a true infinity, is simply to conceal

under a phrase the brciik down of the argument.

Another way of stating the objection is to

point out that, from the nature of deduction.
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the infinite or necessary Being of this argument

is not really infinite or necessary. He is not

infinite : for the world from which v/e conclude

to him, inasmuch as its existence remains as a

positive existence outside of the supposed infinite,

constitutes a limit to it or reduces it to something-

finite. He is not necessary : for he is related to

the world as a cause to its effect ; but in the relation

of cause and effect, the cause is as much conditioned

by the effect as the effect by the cause. Even

if this argument proved necessity, it would not be

a necessity of existence but merely a necessity of

causation. You may form a conception of two

beings of which, if they existed, one would be the

necessary cause of the other ; but this does not

prove that the former, though it has a necessity

relatively to the latter, possesses any absolute

necessity of existence.

Though, however, the argument fails as a logical

demonstration, it has, in another point of view,

a real and deeper value. It is, as I have said,

a step in the process by which the mind is led

to the realisation of that Infinite Beino-, of whom,

in its very perception of the world's evanescence

and finitude, it shows itself implicitly conscious.

We deny the finite because, as spiritual beings,

we secretly know the Infinite and are under an

irresistible inward impulse to seek after Him.

The conception which in this first movement of
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thought we reach is not so much false as inadequate.

The idea of an infinite which negates or annuls

the finite, however insufiicient, is true and necessary

as a stepping-stone towards a higher idea. And
when we have taken this first step, the same

necessity forces us on to a second, the hidden h^gic

of which is that which is represented to us in the

second of the arguments above enumerated, viz.,

the Teleological, or, as it is commonly called, the

Argumentfrom Design.

2. Considered as a logical proof we have seen that

the Cosmological argument fails, but that its truth

and significance consist in this, that it is the first

step of the movement by which, according to the

secret logic of religion, thought advances to a higher

and richer idea. That advance may be represented

by saying that the Infinite we reach by the denial

of the finite is not the true Infinite, for the true

Infinite must embrace or explain the finite, instead

of annulling it. At first, indeed^, the mind, in the

search for an absolute reality, seeks it in the

mere negation of the unreal and transient. When
we cannot find the real or substantial in the

world of immediate experience, we naturally look

for it in that which is the opposite or contra-

dictory of that world. But an Infinite which

is merely the negation of the finite, a necessary

Being who is merely the negation of the contingent,

is not truly infinite or absolute. The idea thus
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attained contains in it nothing positive ;
it is derived

I'rom and determined by that to which it is opposed.

If we cannot think the contingent save in relation

to the necessary, neither can we think the necessary

save in relation to the contingent. The latter

depends as much on the former as the former on

the latter. And, on the other hand, though we

have reduced the world of experience to a mere

appearance or accident, yet, as appearance or

accident, it has an existence which still needs to

be accounted for. Say that it is but a vain show,

a vapour that appeareth for a little and vanisheth

awa}'' ; yet, the question still arises, Whence came

it ? Why is it ? What is the reason of its existence 'I

If we are such stuff as dreams are made of, yet

our very dreams have a relation to a real and wak-

ing life, and even the vagaries of slumber, in their

extravagance and fleetingness, point to a something

more substantial of which they are the reflection.

The world of experience may be insubstantial and

phenomenal, still, in the reality which we seek

beyond that world there must be something that

accounts for it, and does not merely annul it ; and

that is rjiore infinite, if we may use such an expres-

sion, which contains and explains the finite, than

that which denies or ignores it. That necessity

is higfher which contains in it the reason, both

of itself and the contingent, than that necessity

which is merelv the contradiction of the continofent.
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By its own necessary movement, therefore, thought

goes in quest of such an idea—the idea of an

Infinite whose existence explains both itself and

the existence of the finite world.

Now, in the attempt to reach such an idea,

the first solution is that which is represented

by the argument which conceives of the relation

of God to the finite world as that of Creator

and Contriver. The transition to this idea is

explained by the need which the mind feels to

get beyond the alternatives of Contingent and

Necessary, and the first eftbrt to satisfy that need

is expressed by the notion of a necessity which is

not conditioned by the contingent, which is com-

plete in itself and self-determined. In the idea

of an all-wise Creator or Desio^ner we have the

conception of a cause which is not merely the

correlate of an effect outside of itself, but which

is self-conscious and self-determined before it deter-

mines anything else. God is thus thought of as a

Being, self-conscious and self-contained, who freely,

or of His own will and pleasure, creates and works

out certain purposes or ends in the world ; and as

these ends indicate skill, contrivance, ingenious

adaptation of means to the accomplishment of a

foreseen plan, we infer in Him not only infinite

power but also infinite wisdom or forethought.

Now, it is to be noticed that that which gives

to this argument its plausibility and attractiveness
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to the popular mind is just that which greatly

impairs its force for the scientific mind. To the

former, the most striking manifestations of spiritual

power are those in which it brings about arbitrarily,

by the mere exercise of will, results which the

materials en^ployed have no natural tendency to

produce. The ingenuity and deftness of a human
artist are shown in moulding into accordance with

a preconceived plan rude material elements which

could never by any possibility, from their own

nature, have so shaped themselves. If stone and

wood and mortar had any natural tendency to

grow into houses; or iron, brass, zinc, and other

metals, into watches, steam engines, electric machines,

the mechanist would lose his credit for contrivance

and dexterit}^ or would be entitled to only the

inferior honour of the gardener, who takes advantage
of the natural capacities of seeds and plants to

produce fruits and flowers, or of the teacher who

successfully educates a mind rich in natural gifts.

In the former case, it is because, as it is said, the

mere pieces of dead matter could not shape them-

selves into correlations of means with useful or

beautiful ends, that the skill of the external designer

is rendered so striking. In like manner, when Ave

see the rough materials of the world, which have

no inherent tendencv to frame themselves into

such results, wrought up into planetary systems,

vital organisms—into innumerable and diversified
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structures, each often in itself, in form and function,

a marvel of exquisite combination and contrivance,

and finding itself also in wondrous correspondence

with the other existences around it—this view of

a world in which things having no natural connection

are adjusted, in a marvellous way, to each other

for a definite purpose, at once suggests to us the

presence of an External Designer of infinite power

and wisdom, by whose agency alone such results

can be conceived possible.

But thouofh there is much in this view which,

taken as a pictorial or popular representation, may
furnish materials for pious feeling, yet, regarded as a

logical argument, it is by no means unexceptionable.

For the relation of God to the world on which

it turns is a relation which, in the first place, is a

merely external, and, in the second place, a purely

arbitrary one.

(I.)
The notion of an external designer is some-

thing far short of perfect or absolute wisdom and

power. It is beset by limitations wliich pertain to

its very essence, and render it incapable of applica-

tion to a Being, by supposition, infinite. A human

contriver works on materials prepared to his hand
;

the thouo-ht or idea which he works out is some-

thing that is in him and not in them. In dealing

with these materials he is limited by their inherent

nature, and his ingenuity is displayed either in over-

coming their intractableness, or in taking dexterous
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advantage of their natural qualities, so as to

impose upon them an ideal form foreign to their

original nature. When, again, the human designer

has completed his machine, his thought and power
do not continue any longer with it

;
he commits

it to the custody of ' laws of nature,' of natural

forces and energies which are altogether foreign

to the thought and power that were at work in

its construction. It cannot be said that these are

limitations which apply only to a human or finite

designer and which vanish when the designer is to

be conceived of as himself both creator and sustainer

of the materials with which he works. On the

contrary, they are limitations which cling to the

very conception of an external designer, and which

do not admit of correction by the rude device of

supplementing the notion of design by the addi-

tional notions of creation and providence. Our

admiration of the power and skill of a human

designer is, as above said, enhanced by the supposed

intractableness of the materials with which he

works ; but when the divine designer is conceived

of as himself the creator of these materials, he

must, according to this anthropomorj^hic notion, be

himself responsible for that original intractable-

ness which he is supposed afterwards to manifest

his skill in overcomingf. Where difficulties are of

one's own creating, no credit for wisdom can be

due to the act which evades or vanquishes them.
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Even when the designer is conceived of, not as

overcoming the resistance of matter, but as taking

advantage of natural tendencies and laws, the

thought which he brings to bear upon them has

still the character of an afterthought. There is

nothing in these supposed original tendencies^—no-

thinof in matter as matter—which makes it neces-

sary that it should develope into the organised

structures and systems of nature
;

if there were any

such necessity, the whole force of the argument would

be gone. The form of thought, therefore, under

which we are forced to conceive of this designer is,

at best, that of an agent who comes in with a second

idea, or a subsequently struck-out device, not present

to him in his original or creative thought ;
of one

who improves upon or corrects his first conception.

Finally, though by the supplementary notion of

Providence, we get rid of the limitation above

referred to in the case of human contrivers, viz,,

that their thought and power cease to be in or

with their work as soon as they have finished its

construction and surrendered it to the keeping of

the ordinary laws of nature, yet this device does not

wholly purge the primary idea of its finitude. The

Providence that comes in to sustain the mechanism

which the Divine Contriver has completed is some-

thing outside of that mechanism itself, and therefore

limited by it. The work has a definite nature

of its own, apart from the power that merely props
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it up or keeps it going. As we cannot think of

the Divine Contriver as going on perpetually re-

creating the same work, but must think of the

completed work as having a particular character

and form of its own which He has merely to

sustain, it is obvious that there must be something

in the work which lies outside of or apart from

Him.

There is, indeed, another kind of teleology
—what

may be designated as inner or essential teleology—

to which the foregoing objections are not applic-

able, and of which, as I formerly said, we have an

example in the animal organism. The thought

or design which is at work in the growth and de-

velopment of organised structures is not a mere

mechanical power or cunning acting from without

—
shaping, adjusting, putting together materials

prepared to its hand, constructing them according

to an ingenious plan, after the manner of a maker

of machines. Here, on the contrary, the idea or

formative power goes with the matter, and con-

stitutes the very indwelling essence of the thing.

Instead of coming in as an afterthought, to give

to existing materials a new use and purpose not

included or presupposed in their own original

nature, the idea or design is present from the very

beginning, inspiring the first minute atom or ceil

with the power of the perfect whole that is to be.

Nor, for the building up and completing of the
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structure, is there any call for the interposition

of external agency. From first to last it is self-

formative, self-developing ;
the life within resists all

merely outward interference, and subordinates all out-

ward conditions to its own development. In this case,

therefore, we do not need to go beyond or outside of

the thing itself in seeking for the explanation of it.

The thought or reason that explains it is within itself,

nay, is its very self; so that to perceive or know the

thing at all, is to perceive or know the reason and

ground of its existence. Nor, lastly, can we here

separate the notions of existence and preservation

—the nature of the tiling, and the providence that

keeps it up
—so as to make the one a limit to the

other. The idea, or active formative thought, in

which an organism lives, needs no second or foreign

idea to preserve or sustain it. It is, in a certain

sense, its own providence. Tlie continuous existence

of the organism lies in the perpetual activity of

the vital principle, which is, so to speak, ever

re-creating it, ever engaged in that j^rocess of

continuous self-differentiation and integration, the

cessation of which would be the extinction of its

very existence.

Now, if it were possible to extend this teleo-

logical idea to the whole finite world, we should

be able to see in the world the manifestation of a

kind of design to which the objections urged against

the ordinary design argument would no longer be
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applicable ;
for what we should then have before

us would be one vast, self-consistent system, one

organic whole, one self-evolving, self-realising idea,

infusinof the luciditv of reason into all thino-s,

potentially present in the lowest order of exist-

ences, slowly advancing itself, without cleft or

arbitrary leap, from lower to higher ; so that the

lower, though not the cause, would be the presup-

position and the unconscious prophecy of the higher,

the higher the explanation of the lower, and the

highest of all that in which the meaning, end, or

aim of the whole would be clearly seen. Such a

teleological view of the world would not involve

a representation of Divine Intelligence as an arbi-

trary agency brought in from without to fill up

gaps or improve on its original products, nor as

a power acting in different isolated capacities
—

now as creator, now as contriver, now as sustainer

—but as the inward life and reason of all thinsfs

anticipating and foreshadowing the end from the

beginning, and moving onwards in its own continu-

ous, self-conditioned process to an end which itself

determines. But whilst it may not be impossible for

us to rise to such a conception of the world and its

relation to God, vet it is obvious that this is not an

idea which can be reached empirically or by any such

method of proof as that on which the design argu-

ment proceeds. We cannot conclude to the final

clause of the world from any special adaptations or
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ingenious correspondencies which its particular

phenomena exhibit ; for the very notion of a final

cause implies that, short of itself, no such perfect

adaptations exist, that all lower ends are incom-

plete and imperfect viewed in themselves, and that,

so far from furnishing independent proofs of the final

order or Divine thought, they are themselves only

intelligible by means of it. It is only in the light

of the Divine idea that for the first time we see

the design or end of nature and man
;
how then

can we build our belief in (Tod on any prior per-

ception of design or end in them ? The God we

could logically infer from any or all of them would

only be an imperfect (jrod, inasmuch as it is their

very nature, viewed as individuals, to be incomplete,

and to find their complements, each in the other parts

of the system to which it belongs, and all alike in its

])erfect realisation. Even if the argument were

otherwise unexceptionable by which we infer a

design in each of the innumerable instances of

adaptation with which the world abounds, yet a

thousand hnite designers would never make up the

idea of that Being, of whom and through whom
and to whom are all things.

2. A second defect of the Design argument is,

as I have said, that according to the view it gives,

the relation of God to the world is a purely arbi-

trary one. To see in the world a manifestation

of infinite wisdom, both the existence of the world
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and all that is in it must be traceable to something

in the nature of God, and not to mere arbitrary

will and power. If we knew beforehand the nature

of God we might conclude, even where we could

not trace the connection between that nature and

His works, that everything in them is consistent with

perfect wisdom ;
but we cannot reverse the process.

We cannot conclude, apart from any discernment

of the reason and meaning of the thing, that the

inexplicable or anomalous must be grounded in

infinite wisdom and goodness. Unsolved enigmas

and contradictions are inadmissible in an emj^iri-

cal induction. Knowing you to be good and

wise, I may believe that conduct of which I

cannot understand the reason, or which, at first

blush, seems to be unwise and perverse, must yet

be somehow in perfect consistence with goodness

and wisdom
;
but if I know nothing of you save

through your actions, if I am to divine your

character only from these, unmeaning or ambiguous
actions either tell me nothing about it, or tell me

that it is so far imperfect. At best, amidst con-

fiicting or inexplicable manifestations of character,

I can only suspend my judgment. And this diffi-

culty has still greater force when, as in the case

before us, we have not to determine from his

actions the character of a Being we know, but to

discover whether the Being we call God actually

exists. Now, it is obvious that from a merely
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arbitrar^f product
—^from works or actions that are,

by supposition, the result simply of will or power—
we can infer nothing as to the essential nature of

their author. A result which is not necessarily

involved in the nature of its cause, but which we

try to connect with it by the notion of mere creative

will, proves nothing as to that cause, not even so

much as its existence. Having convinced ourselves

from independent reasons of the existence of an

Infinite Intelligence, we may be content to ascribe

the existence of the world to such a Being, though
its creation be to us a notion altogether incompre-

hensible. But when we attempt to demonstrate

the existence of Infinite Intelligence from the

existence of the world and its contents, a final

appeal to an inexplicable creative will and power
vitiates the argument. It will not suffice to say,
'

Matter, or a material world, could not make itself,

therefore it must have an all-wise Creator ;

'

for

this is not to find the proof of Infinite Mind in

the world, but merely, when the traces of mind fail

us—when we cease to see reason in thino-s finite— to

substitute assertion for reason, or to call in, to aid

our otherwise incomplete proof, a deus ex machina

of arbitrary power.

The imperfection of this idea of the relation of

Infinite Mind to the world may be seen by compar-

ing it with that which is involved in the Christian

doctrine of the Logos. For, according to the latter,
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God is not a mere abstract lufinite shut up in

barren self-sufficiency, but an Infinite which, by

its very nature, must reveal itself in, and com-

municate itself to, a world of finite existences.

F]"om such a point of view, the creation of the

world becomes not a mere arbitrary inexplicable

ajt, but a thing grounded in the nature of God,

having its reason in the very nature of Infinite

Reason ; and a proof of Infinite Mind from the

existence of the world is impossible, unless we

can thus perceive that Infinite Mind would not

be what it is without it. This, however, is a

point of view beyond that to which the Design

argument can bring us. For not only is it impos-

sible to trace everywhere the marks of design amidst

the seeming imperfections and terrible anomalies of

the present system of things ; but, as we have seen,

all the adaptations and contrivances of which the

argument speaks presuppose the existence of matter

or material forces, of which it can give no other

account than to ascribe them simply to creative will

or power. But though the result we reach is thus,

in one point of view, a failure, yet, as in the case

of the Cosinological. argument, it is a failure which

leads us to something better, or which constitutes a

necessary step in the mind's progress to a higher and

truer idea. The first argument, the argument a con-

tuigentia mundi—in which the mind rises from the

perception of the transitory, contingent, finite charac-
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ter of the world to the notion of an absolutely necessary

or Infinite Being
—

is, we haveseen, inadequate, because

the Infinite or necessary Being to which it points is

simply the negation or contradiction of the finite;

and the perception of this inadequacy impels us to

seek after a higher notion of the Infinite, as that

which embraces or explains, instead of denying or

annulling, the finite. In like manner, the logical

flaws which vitiate the Teleological argument—in

which we rise from the world as a manifestation of

design to an all-wise Designer
—become, in their turn

the impelling motive towards another and higher

solution of the problem. That solution we seek

therefore, finally, in the last of the above-enume-

rated arguments, the so-called Ontological argu-

ment, the form and significance of which we shall

now briefly consider.

3. The Oatoloylcal Argument, as commonly

stated, finds in the very idea of God the proof of

His existence. The thought of God in the mind

demonstrates His Being. This conclusion from

Thought to Being constitutes the gist of the argu-

ment, though it is presented in different forms by

difierent writers. Sometimes, as we hnd the argu-

ment stated by Anselm and others, the idea of an
"
absolutely perfect

"
Being or "most real" Being,

which, it is said, we have in our minds, is held

to prove His existence, on the curious and, at first

sight, not very conclusive ground, that if such a
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Being did not actually exist, we could conceive of

another who does exist, and who would therefore be

more perfect. Or again, with a shght variation of

form, it is maintained that, Existence being one of

the attributes which must be ascribed to an absolutely

perfect or infinite Being, the Being of whom we think

as absolutely perfect, if He did not actually exist,

would lack one of His essential attributes. Once

more, the argument, as in the representation given

of it by Descartes, takes the form of an argument
from effect to cause; and the idea of infinite perfec-

tion, inasmuch as nothing in the finite world could

originate it, is held to imply the existence of an

infinitely perfect Being as its author or inspirer.

At first sight, this mode of reasoning involves tlie

most glaring of paralogisms, and scarcely admits of

serious criticism. To argue that, because a notion

in my mind includes existence as one of its ele-

ments, therefore a Being corresponding to it must

actually exist, seems to be only a foolish play upon

words. If the mere fact of my thinking anything

does not prove its actual being, the proof does not

become any better when the thing 1 think of is

what I call
'

existence.' A notion or conception of

existence is not a proof of actual or objective exis-

tence, any more than a notion of food or clothing

can conjure a banquet on to an emj^ty table or per-

suade us that a naked body is warmly clad; or—as it

is put in Kant's w^ell known illustration—any more
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than the notion of three hundred dollars in my mind

proves that I have them in my purse. If existence

is an element of perfection, no doubt the idea of

a Perfect Being must include the idea of His exis-

tence; but the presence in my mind of the idea of

existence or of anything else, says nothing as to its

objective reality.

It is difticult, however, to conceive that an argu-

ment of which the refutation seems so easy and

obvious, could have imposed itself on thinkers such

as those above-named : and on closer examination we

shall find that, imperfect as may be the form in

which it has often been presented, the principle of this

argument is that on which our whole religious con-

sciousness may be said to rest.

It is quite true that there are many things of

which, from the mere idea or conception of them in

our minds, we cannot infer the objective existence.

If existence means, as in the case of Kant's dollars,

the accidental existence of particular objects for

sensuous perception, such an existence we cannot

infer from thought. It is, indeed, of the very

nature of such things that, regarded simply in

themselves, they either may or may not be
; and

to infer their necessary existence from the idea of

them would be in direct contradiction with that

idea. But there are other ideas with respect to

which this does not hold good ;
and there is

especially one idea, which, whether we are explicitly
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or only implicitly conscious of it, so proves its

reality from thought that thought itself becomes

imj^ossible without it. Its absolute objective reality

is so fundamental to thought, that to doubt it im-

plies the subversion of all thought and all existence

aUke. In a former chapter I attempted to point

out the self-contradiction ultimately involved in

materiaHstic theories of mind, viz., that in making

thought a function of matter, they virtually made

thought a function of itself. In other words, they

make tliat the product of matter which is involved

in the very existence of matter, or which is the

pHus of matter and of all other existences. Neither

organisation nor anything else can be conceived

to have any existence which does not pre-suppose

thought. To constitute the existence of the out-

ward world, or of the lowest term of reality w^e

ascribe to it,
—

say in
'

atoms,' or '

molecules,' or
'

centres of force
'—

you nmst think them, or con-

ceive them as existing for thought; you must needs

pre-suj^pose a consciousness for which and in which

all objective existence is. To go beyond, or at-

tempt to conceive of an existence which is prior

to and outside of thought,
' a thing in itself,' of

which thought is only the mirror, is self-contra-

dictory, inasmuch as that very thing in itself is

only conceivable by, exists only for, thought. We
must think it before we can ascribe to it even an

existence outside of thouoht.
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But whilst it is true that the priority of thought,

or the ultimate unity of thought and being, is a

principle to doubt which is impossible, seeing

that, in doubting it, we are tacitly asserting the

thinof we doubt ; vet it must be considered, further,

that the unity thus asserted, when we examine what

it means, is not the dependence of objective reality

on my thoughts or yours, or on the thought of any

individual mind. The individual mind which thinks

the necessary priority of thought can also think the

non-necessity of its oivn thought. There was a time

when we were not
;
and the world and all that is

therein we can conceive to be as real though we,

and myriads such as we, no longer existed to per-

ceive and know it. All that I think, all objective

existence, is relative to thought in this sense that

no object can be conceived as existing except in

relation to a thinking subject. But it is not inif

thought in which I am shut up, or which makes

or unmakes the world for me; for in thought T

have the power of transcending my own individu-

ality and the world of objects opposed to it, and of

entering into an idea which unites or embraces both.

Nay, the unity of subject and object, of self and

the world which is opposed to it, is implied in every

act of thought ; and though I can distinguish the

two, r can no more divide them or conceive of their

separate and independent existence, than I can think

a centre existing without or independently of a cir-
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cumference. In thinking myself, my own individual

consciousness and an outward world of objects, I at

the same time tacitly think or pre-suppose a higher,

wider, more comprehensive thought or consciousness

which embraces and is the unity of both. The real

pre-supposition of all knowledge, or the thought

which is the priiis of all things, is not the individual's

consciousness of himself as individual, but a thought

or self-consciousness which is beyond all individual

selves, which is the unity of all individual selves and

their objects, of all thinkers and all objects of thought.

Or, to put it differently, when we are compelled to

think of all existences as relative to thought, and

of thought as prior to all, amongst the existences to

which it is prior is our own individual self. We can

make our individual self, just as much as other

things, the object of thought. We can not only

think, but we can think the individual thinker.

We might even say that, strictly speaking, it is

not we that think, but the universal reason that

thinks in us. In other words, in thinking, we rise

to a universal point of view, from which our

individuality is of no more account than the in-

dividuality of any other object. Hence, as think-

ing beings we dwell already in a region in which

our individual feelings and opinions, as such,

have no absolute worth, but that which alone has

absolute worth is a thought which does not per-

tain to us individually, but is the universal life of
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all intelligences, or the life of universal, Absolute

Intellicrence.

What, then, we have thus reached as the true

meaning of the Ontological proof is this, that as

spiritual beings our whole conscious life is based on

a universal self-consciousness, an Absolute Spiritual

Life, which is not a mere subjective notion or con-

ception, but which carries with it the proof of its

necessary existence or reality.

And now, finally, if we consider what is involved

in the idea of God and of His relation to the world

which we have reached as the true meaning of the

Ontological argument, we shall find that we have

here the deepest basis of religion and that in which

lies its necessity for man as a spiritual self-conscious

being. If we think of God merely as an Infinite

which is the negation of the finite, or which is

related to a finite world only by the bond of

arbitrary will, there is no room under such a

conception for any religion which is spiritual or

which involves a conscious relation of the human

spirit to the Divine. But if we conceive of God as

Infinite Mind, or as that universal infinite Self-

consciousness on which the conscious life of all finite

minds is based, and whose very nature it is to reveal

Himself in and to them
;
then we have before us a

conception of the nature of God and of the nature

of man which makes religion necessary by making

it, in one sense, the highest realisation of both.



CHAPTER VI.

THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS.

TN the foregoing Chapter we have found that the

basis of reUgion Hes in the very essence of

man's nature as a thinking, self-conscious being.

We are rational or spiritual beings only in virtue

of our power to transcend our individuality, to rise

above the region of feeling and sensation, and to

enter into communion with that w^iich is universal

and objective. The conscious self is that which

remains constant in its pure universality through

all particular, changeful experiences, and, in its

relation to outward objects, it is not only conscious

of itself and of a world of objects opposed to it,

but it has in it the capacity to transcend that

opposition and to think a higher unity which

comprehends both these elements. As a thinking

being I can make my individual self as well as

the world which is external to it, the object of

thought. In thought, in other words, the hard

opposition between self and not-self is broken down,

we rise above our petty individuality
—above the
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iiari'ow limits in which the mere creature of passing

impressions and impulses is confined—and we enter

into a recfion which is universal and infinite. We
feel as individuals, but we tliuih only as sharing in

the universal life of reason. It is thought, as the

activity of the universal, which gives to man the

capacity of that self-abnegation and self-surrender

to an infinite object in which religion may be said

to consist.

But whilst it is true that the basis of relio^ion

lies in man's rational or intelligent nature, or that

it is thought or intellio-ence which makes himO CD

capable of religion, this is not equivalent to the

assertion that religion is a purely intellectual thing.

To say that man is religious because he is rational,

is not the same thing as to say that religion has its

seat in the intellectual part of man's nature, as

distinofuished from the emotional or the active. In

truth, the question about which so much has been

made, as to what special faculty or division of

human consciousness it is to which religion dis-

tinctively belongs,
—whether, in other words, religion

is characteristically a thing of knowledge, or of

feeling, or of volition and action,
— is one wliieh

rests on a false or defective psychology. The

spiritual life and consciousness of man cannot be

broken up, as this inquiry implies, into independent

divisions or departments existing side by side, or

into separate powers and faculties having a common
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substratum in something whicli is called
' the

mincl
'

;
noi' is it possible to assert with respect

to any of the concrete manifestations of man's

spiritual nature, that it is confined to any one form

of activity to the exclusion of other and cognate

forms. There is no feeling or volition which does

not contain in it implicitly an element of knowledge,

nor any kind of knowledge which does not pre-

suppose feeling, or in which the mind is m an

attitude simply passive and receptive, without any

element of activity. A spiritual unity cannot be

conceived of as a repository, like a case of in-

struments or a box of tools, in which so many

things are placed side by side, but rather as a unity

of which the various elements necessarily involve

each other or are the correlative expressions of

a common principle. And if we ask wdiat is

that central principle v/hich is present in all the

many-sided asjDects of our spiritual life — in our

sensations, feelings, desires, imaginations, concep-

tions, notions, &c.—and of which these are but the

various or successive specifications, more or less

concrete, the answer can only be, that that principle

is llioufjlit. Thought, intelligence, self-conscious-

ness, is not one among many co-ordinate faculties,

having its own peculiar functions, its own particular

times and ways of action, but it is that which runs

through, characterises, gives organic relation to, all

our spiritual activities. That v»diich makes the sim-
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plesfc essentially one with the most complex of these

activities, that which gives a distinctive character

to the rudest impressions and impulses of a human

being and makes them different from the impres-

sions and impulses of an animal, is that they are

referable to a conscious self, or contain in them,

at least implicitly, an element of thought. I feel,

1 desire, I imagine, I reflect
;

but through all

these changing experiences the unchanging element

is the "
I," the conscious, thinking self, to which

they are all alike related. It is as a thinking

being, and not as an animal, that I feel, or desire,

or will, or act. And in an especial manner must this

hold good when the object Avith which any human

experience is concerned is itself universal,
—when, as

in religion, we have to do, not with that which is

particular, accidental, finite, but with a Being who

transcends all that is finite and phenomenal. A uni-

versal object appeals to and can be apprehended only

by an organ which is itself universal. God and divine

things may touch our feelings, kindle our emotions,

awaken in us desires and impulses, dominate our

practical activities : but underneath and throughout

all these there must be present the activity of that

oro-an which alone can raise us above ourselves,

which alone can bring us into relation to the things

unseen and eternal, and that organ is thought.

But admitting that it is thought, or the intel-

lic-ent, rational nature of man, which makes rehgion
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possible for him, the question may still be asked

what is the special form of thought to which religion

belongs ? In religion, as in all the experiences

of a rational, self-conscious being, an element of

thought must be present, but its presence does

not necessarily take the form of pure thought
—of

ideas or doctrines scientifically apprehended, and

developed into a reasoned system. As it is possible

to reason correctly without being -able to trace and

logically defend the intellectual process by which

our conclusions are reached ;
as the idea of beauty

or of goodness may manifest its power over many
a mind which has never translated its experience, or

is incapable of translating it, into an explicit theory

of morals or a3sthetics
;
so it is conceivable that

religious ideas may implicitly dominate the heart

and life, even when the subject of them has not

grasped, and cannot grasp them in the form of

objective thought. And it is a question by no

means unimportant, whether and to what extent

this is actually true,—whether, in other words, the

ideal element of religion may be wholly implicit or

unconscious ; or, if not, to what extent religious

ideas must be consciously and definitely appre-

hended by the mind that is swayed by them. May
religion manifest its reality and powder simply in the

form of Feeling
—of sensibilities that are touched

and affections that are moved, blindly and all but

instinctively, without any intelligent recognition of
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the nature of their objects, or rational proof and

determination of the ideas which underHe them ?

Or, on the other hand, is Knoivledge of the essence

of reHgion 1 Can there be no reality in rehgion

without the presence of definite and accurate notions

concerning God and divine things? Does ignorance

or intellectual error vitiate religion, or, if not, to

what extent may they intrude without affecting

that which constitutes its real essence ? It will

enable us to answer these questions if we examine

briefly the nature of the religious consciousness—
the various ways, that is, in which religious objects

or ideas can be present to our consciousness—and

some of the theories which have been held as to

that which constitutes the peculiar province of

religion.

I. In the first place, it has often been maintained

that religion is exclusively a matter of Feelinrj. Its

seat is not in the understanding
—in that form of

consciousness which deals with terms, propositions,

arguments, with logically defined notions or sys-

tematically arranged doctrines; nor again, though

religion leads to practical activity and indeed

constitutes the leading principle and motive of

human conduct, does it primarily lie in the will or

in the province of practical life
;
but its distinctive

essence is in a condition of the heart or the

emotional nature. We are religious, not in virtue

of thinking accurately or willing rightly, but simply
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and essentially in virtue of a certain state of our

feelingfs and affections towards God.

The ofrounds on which this view is based have

been partially discussed above in our examination

of the theory of immediate or intuitive knowledge,

and need here only be briefly referred to. That

the essence of relisfion lies in Feelino' is held to be

proved, either (1) simply by an appeal to ordinary

popular convictions, or (2) by certain considerations

of a more scientific character.

(1.) We need not go beyond the ordinary con-

sciousness of men to be convinced, it is said, that

neither knowledge nor outward practical activity con-

stitutes the measure of piety. The logical or scientific

faculty, we instinctively feel, is not the organ of

communion with God, nor, by its greater or less

acuteness and activity, can a man's spiritual state

be tested. It is possible to possess ratiocinative

powers of the highest order—keen and penetrative

intelligence, capacities of observation, comparison,

reflection, the cultured intelligence which renders

a man a competent literary and historic critic, a

subtile apologist, a deft framer of theological dogmas

and systems of divinity ; and yet with all this in-

tellectual ecjuipment, to lack that element of '

living

faith,' that state of the heart and affections, which

constitutes the essence of true piety. On the other

hand, we are constrained to recognise the presence

of that element in minds at a very low point
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of intellectual development
—in natures which may

1)6 profoundly sensitive to spiritual objects, with-

out the capacity to verify their own convictions,

to analyse the process by which they have reached

these convictions, or to define, in intelligible

form, a single doctrine of the faith in which they

believe. Indeed, if religion is a thing possible

for all, if it is a relation of the soul to God not

conditioned by any special gifts or arbitrary acquire-

ments, its essence must obviously be altogether

independent of that intellectual ability and culture

which are far from universal. It must come to the

human spirit in a way possible for the simplest and

rudest alike with the most acute and cultured in-

telligence. Religion thus cannot be identified with

knowledo-e or reg;arded as havino- its seat in the

intellect. But as little, it will be said, can its

essence be found in action or in the sphere of

practical activity. For not only is outward activity

dependent on the accidental conditions and oppor-

tunities of life, but it obviously takes its complexion

from the inward principles and motives of which it

is the expression. And if, as already shown, the

inward principle of religion is not an intellectual

one, where can it lie but in the region of feeling

or emotion ? The principle of human activity is

not in the will itself, but in the affections, desires,

sentiments, which lie behind it and impel it. It is

the fire of genius, the susceptibility or sentiment of
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the beautiful, which constitutes the true artist, not

the scientific knowledge of the principles of art,

or practical skill and deftness of hand in deahng
with the outward materials of art. And so, the

ultimate source and secret of the religious nature

is to be found neither in the philosophic intelligence

nor in the sphere of external achievement, but

in the feelings of self-abnegation, of conscious

dependence, of awe, reverence, aspiration
—in that

disposition or attitude of the heart towards God,

call it what you will, which often gives moral ele-

vation to the humblest intelligence, and sheds

spiritual grandeur around the homeliest and ob-

scurest life.

(2.) But, setting aside these and similar con-

siderations, which lend popular attractiveness to

the view that identifies relifyion with feelinsf, the

same thesis may be defended on more scientific

grounds.

Religion is defined as the elevation of the

human spirit into union with the Divine. But

this, it may be maintained, necessarily implies

that the principle of religion lies in feeling.

For it is here, and here only, that the deep-

est union between difierent natures can be

achieved. It is only in feeling that any object

ceases to be merely external, and becomes impli-

cated with the very nature and consciousness of

the subject itself. So long as a thing is merely
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known, it is still something- outward and foreign

to my consciousness. Knowledge implies the dis-

tinction of subject and object. In knowing I

put myself in opposition to the object
— I coolly

contemplate and examine it. But in feeling, this

opposition vanishes, the determination of the object

becomes one with the determination of my own in-

most nature, so that, in a sense, they are no longer

t\\o, but one. When a being or object reveals itself

to feeling, it, so to speak, loses any vestige of foreign-

ness or estrancrement, and becomes blended with the

consciousness to which it is revealed. The nature

of the object is not argued about or inferred, but is

reflected in the inward movement of the spirit, the

joy or satisfaction, the awe or aspiration or ecstatic

elevation, of which it is immediately conscious. In

other words, knowledge, strictly so called, can never

be immediate, but is attainable only by the medi-

ation of grounds or reasons or steps of proof. But

when an object is given in feeling, its existence

is no longer a thing reached only by intermediate

steps, as the conclusion of an argument or the

result of a process of thought. Above all is this

true of the highest object, God. It is not when

He is set before us as an object to be thought of

or reasoned about that we have the deepest con-

sciousness of union with Him. It is when His

presence penetrates the soul with love, joy, ad-

miration, when boundless exultation or ecstasy
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suffuse the spirit, that all division and intermedia-

tion are at an end. For then we are through and

through determined by the object, it takes posses-

sion of us, the assurance of its existence becomes

identified with the certainty of our own, it becomes,

in a sense, spiritually one with us.

Now tiiere is much in the foregoing arguments

which we are not concerned to dispute. It may be

admitted that knowledo-e without feeline- is not

religion, nor the measure or criterion of religion ;

and ao'ain that, inasmuch as relimon is for all, and

cannot be conditioned by any special gifts or attain-

ments, whatever element of knowledo-e enters essen-

tially into the nature of religion, must be a kind

of knowledge possible for all men alike. What we

dispute is, that these and similar arguments afford

any ground for restricting the essence of religion

to the sphere of feeling, to the exclusion of intelli-

gence and will
;
in other words, for leaving out of

religion, as such, the elements of knowledge and of

practical activity. That we have valid reasons for

den^'ing any such limitation the following consider-

ations may serve to show.

(1.) To place the essence of religion in feeling

is self-contradictory, for a religion of mere feeling-

would not even know itself to he religion. Without

a distinct conception of, or reference to, a known

object, religious feeling is incapable of discrimin-

ating itself from any other kind of feeling, of
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ascribing to itself cany special character, or justi-

fying- its own existence. What, within the sphere

of feeling, I am conscious of is sini[)ly the ftict

that I have such and such emotions of pleasure

or pain, joy or grief, elevation or dependence,

etc. What the objects of these feelings are, or

whether, indeed, there be any objects to which they

are referable, or whether these objects are good or

bad, worthy or ignoble, real or imaginary
—as to

all this the feelinofs themselves o-ive me no infor-

mation. The objects which call forth feeling may
be of the most different kinds, but unless I have

had some intelliofent insisi-ht into the nature of

these objects, and on rational grounds have qualified

and distinguished them, the mere feelings they

excite give me no right to characterise them, or

to say anything about them, save, at the most,

that they are the unknown counterpart of certain

subjective emotions. I cannot say of any one

class of feelings that they are moral or religious,

in distinction from another class which are purely

sensuous; for, apart from a conscious reference to

and definition of their objects, the utmost that I

know of the feelino's is that one feelino- is more or

less vivid, more or less pleasurable or painful than

another. Within the sphere of feeling, the rapture

of the sensualist and the devout elevation of the

saint are precisely on a level ;
the one has as much

justification as the other. If there be no common
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criterion, outside of feeling, to which we can apjoeal,

any one man has as much right to his own rehgion

as any other.

It may be said that, without going beyond the

spliere of feehng, the varying intensity of our

feehngs does supj^ly us with a measure of the

nature and worth of the objects which excite

them.. But the answer is, that—even if distinc-

tions of feehng were possible without an appeal

to some higher standard—wdien we attempt to

graduate feelings simply by their greater or less

intensity, it might with some show of reason

be maintained that the keenest and most vivid

feelino's are those wdiich are most closelv connec-

ted with our sensuous nature, that the more intel-

lectual or rational the source of feeling, the more

subdued and passionless does it become, and that

thus the real elevation of the object is by no means

to be measured by the vivacity of the feeling it

creates. Besides this, it is to be considered that

the intensitv of feeling is determined as much

by individual character and temperament as by the

nature of the object. The same object calls forth

feelinofs of different deo-rees of liveliness in different

minds and in the same mind at different times.

What gives keen pleasure to some, is indifferent and

offensive to others. Natures of a soft, pliant, sus-

ceptible texture are ready to respond to every breath

that sweeps the chords of feeling; they are elated or
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depressed, attracted or repelled, roused into super-

ficial rapture or plunged into despondency and des-

pair, on occasions when colder or deeper natures

remain unmoved. And in reliofion as little as else-

where can we extract from a thing so variable and

capricious as feeling a criterion of objective worth..

If intensity of emotion proves reality, or if religions

are to be graduated according to the liveliness of

the feelings excited in the breast of the worshipper,

the purest Christian ftiith will have no advantage,

not only over the more corrupt forms of the same

religion, but over any other religion down to the

grossest nature-worship or fetishism. 'My religion

must be true, for I feel it to be true
'

: 'Of tliis

or that doctrine I am convinced, because it

touches and thrills my heart
'

:

' The irrefragable

reality of my idea of God is certified to me

by this, that it penetrates with strange emotion

the inmost depths of my being, fills my spirit

with unspeakable wonder and joy, or rapture

and elation
'

:
—this is a kind of arsfument which

the adherents of all religions alike can employ,

and the more sensuous and materialistic reliofions

with even greater force than the more rational and

spiritual. In short, feeling in religion merely shows

the religion is mine, that it is pai-t of my experi-

ence. But the value of this experience, as an

evidence for any religion, depends on the stage of

moral and spiritual culture I have attained. That
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/ feel anything, supplies no objectiv^e criterion till

you first determine who or what the 'I' is. There

is indeed some element of truth in all relioious feel-

ing, not because it pertains to a being wlio feels, but

because the feeling is that of a spiritual or self-con-

scious being : for religious feeling, as such, is beyond
the range of the merely sensitive or feeling subject.

(2.) As a further consideration fiital to this theory

it might be shown that if religion be a relation

between the human spirit and the Divine, and if,

therefore, Ave are in search of that on the human

or subjective side which most fully corresponds to

the infinite object, then least of all can we find that

which meets this requirement in mere feeling.

For that side of my nature, the characteristic of

which is to be individual, variable, accidental, can-

not be that which corresponds to, or is capable of

entering into relation with, an object the very idea

of which is to be universal, immutable, necessary.

On this ground also, it is impossible to claim for

feelino' the character of the exclusivelv or distinc-

tively religious faculty.

II. The foregoing considerations lead obviously

to the conclusion that in its essence religion must

contain in it an element of Jcnoicledge, or that religous

feeling must be based on objective truth. Religion

must, indeed, be a thing of the heart; but in

order to elevate it from the region of subjective

caprice and waywardness, and to distinguish
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between that which is true and false in religion,

between the lowest and most corrupt and the

highest and purest forms of religion, we must ap-

peal to an objective standard. That which enters

the heart, must first be discerned by the intelligence

to be true. It must be seen as having in its own

nature a right to dominate feeling, and as consti-

tuting the principle by which feeling must be judged

and regulated.

But if this be so, the question immediately arises.

What is that form of knowledge which is of the

essence of religion ? Is it that to which alone, in

the highest sense, the v/ord can properly be applied

—scientific or speculative knowledge, truth grasped

in its absolute necessity and coherence as an organic

system or process ;
or again, is it that form of

knowledge which we commonly understand by

the w^ords
'

dogma,'
'

dogmatic theology
'—that in

which the logical understanding educes from

given materials precisely defined notions as to

the nature of God and His relations to the world,

carefully determines the point where in each case

dogmatic accuracy is to be discriminated from

heretical error, and sets forth the whole content of

faith either as a series of independent propositions

or articles of belief, or woven together into a con-

nected system or body of divinity ? Or, if we are

constrained to admit that the religious is something

essentially different from the philosophical or the
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logical attitude of mind, is there, it uiust be further

asked, any lower or less elaborate form of knowledge

which is possible for all men, and in which spiritual

truth may be conceived to become the possession of

every pious mind ?

Now there are various ways in which a mind,

by supposition incapable of grasping spiritual truth

in a scientific form, may yet attain to a knowledge

of it which is substantially true, and which may

suffice for moral and religious ends—nay, may
for these ends be more potent and inspiring than

scientific or purely speculative knowledge. To

a spiritual, self-conscious being, to whom by the

very idea of his nature truth is already, from the

beoinning, an implicit or virtual possession, it may
be apprehended in a representative form—in the form

of fact or figure
—

long before it is seen, or, failing the

capacity to see it, in a purely scientific form. Many

things of an outward, finite character may become

the vehicles of truth, may have power to touch the

springs of thought and to awaken in us conceptions

ftir transcending their own immediate content and

significance. Material objects, things in space,

actions and events in time, may become to us the

images or symbols through which we contemplate

things infinite and eternal. They may, in a certain

figurative, pictorial, suggestive manner, embody and

enable us to rise to the apprehension of spiritual

realities.
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In so fjir, for instance, as the earlier nature-

religions contained any element of truth in them,

it was truth which reached the human spirit through

Avhat may be called the suggestive power of outward

and sensuous things. Even the stock or stone, the

rudest fetish before which the savage bows, is at

least, to him something more than a stock or stone;

and the feeling of fear or awe, or abject dependence

with which he regards it is the reflex of a dim, con-

fused conception of an invisible and spiritual power of

which the material object has become representative.

In the more advanced nature-worship of the early

Indian religions, again, the grander forms, objects,

and aspects of nature were fraught with a spiritual

significance, became in a subtile, unconscious way,
the suggestive symbols of divine realities to the

gradually developing religious consciousness. It

was not that l)y any process of proof, by any syllo-

gistic demonstration after the manner of the modern

Natural Theology argument, men inferred the exist-

ence of an anthropomorphic creator and designer

adequate to the production of observed results
;

but simply that nature, natural objects and appear-

ances—the bright and cloudless firmament, the

starry heavens, the dawn, the rushing wind, the

teeming earth, the shimmering sea—had for the

awakening spiritual consciousness a representative

significance inuneasurably transcending anythino-

that could be educed from them by formal proof.
M
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It was not the notion that tlie heavens and earth

needed an omnipotent architect to construct them

that awoke the religious susceptibiUties of the In-

dian worshipper hymning the praises of Dyaus and

Prithivi, of Mitra and Indra and Varuna
;
but then

as now, men, impressed with the sense of human

weakness and dependence, and groping about

unconsciously for something permanent, unchange-

able, universal, amidst the iinitude and fleet-

ingness of earthly things, found in Nature that

which, in an undefined yet wonderful way, was

the symbol of what they sought after— found

in the overarching sky and the ever-expanding

horizon and the inexhaustible earth, images of

invisible and eternal realities. And at all stasfes

of spiritual culture, in modern alike with primitive

times. Nature and natural objects are, in this

indeterminate way, the symbols of spiritual ideas

and the vehicles of reliijfious thoug-ht.

But again, spiritual truth may be rej^resented,

spiritual ideas called up in the mind, not merely

by material objects in space, but by events in time.

The actions and events of the individual life, the

facts of history, may become to us the embodiment

of ideas of a richer and more complex character

than those which are conveyed to us by the objects

and appearances of Nature. The moral signifi-

cance which the ordinary consciousness discerns in

the actions of individual men, and in a vaofue
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and indeterminate way, in the events of lii.storv,

thougli it is not apprehended by any process of pliilo-

sophical reflection, constitutes a kind of knowledge

far transcending anything which, viewed in them-

selves, these facts and events contain. Literally

construed, one series of facts is of no higher or more

spiritual significance than another. Every such series

is merely a certain succession of phenomena occurring

ill time. But however we explain the process, the

ordinary consciousness can and does read into such

outward phenomena of human history conceptions,

notions, ideas, which possess something of that

universality and self-consistency, that absoluteness

and necessity, which are the characteristics of truth.

When, for instance, from the outward incidents of

an individual life we rise to an idea of character—
of purity, integrity, lieroism, self-devotion—these

incidents become to us representative of spiritual

I'ealities far beyond their literal compass. We
are weaving them into a unity, supplying to

merely isolated things the hidden link of spiritual

continuity and coherence, penetrating beneath the

outward husk of facts to a something deeper,

richer, more permanent, which underlies them.

It may be possible for philosophy to justify in

a speculative way the ideas we have thus reached

and to give them the higher form of necessary

truth, but the knowledge we have gained is not

less entitled to be characterised as knowledge,
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though it is not in the form of speculative truth.

Thus, the events of the life of Christ are for the

Christian consciousness the outward representation

of a spiritual content. Considered as mere facts,

they are of no more value and significance than any

other series of events in the individual lives of his

own or other times. But wliat a new impulse have

they given to the moral and spiritual consciousness

of mankind, to what a world of new spiritual ideas

have they given birth in the common thought of the

world I What the meanino- of that life is for ethical

science, in what respect the Christian ideal contains

moral elements in advance of the ideas of pre-Chris-

tian times—these and similar questions it may be the

function of philosophy to investigate. But to the

thousands of minds for which such investigations

have neither meaning nor interest, the life of Christ

has been the symbol and suggestion of the richest

treasure of moral ideas. It has supplied to them,

not abstract principles of morality, but an ideal of

moral beauty which not only captivates their affec-

tions, but, passing into the spiritual intelligence, con-

stitutes for them the absolute standard of perfection.

It is true indeed that for the religious mind at

the stage at which we are at present contemplating

it, there is no formal distinction of the fact or

symbol from the idea which it represents. The

universal principle or idea is not in any conscious

deliberate way separated from the material object,
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the historical event, the individual personality,

which is the inunediate object of thought. But

though the universal and particular are thus blended

or confused together, yet, in a certain unconscious

way, through the particular the universal is really

present to the mind, and its attitude is no longer

that of subjective feeling, but of knowledge.

There is yet another way in vv^hich it may be

shown that the ordinary consciousness is capable

of an apprehension of spiritual realities, which,

though it falls short of science or speculation, is yet

entitled to the designation of Knowledge. The

popular as distinguished from the scientific or specu-

lative consciousness dwells, as we have seen, in the

region of images, symbols, ligurate or pictorial

representations of ideas under a sensuous form.

But even popular thought is capable in one way
of rising above the mere figurative or metaphorical

reference of the signs it uses, of emancijDating

itself from what is sensuous, empirical and acci-

dental in its own representations, and so, of

elevating them into a nearer approach to the

universality of scientific thought. Language even

in its ordinary and unscientific use, may become

an organ of thought which deals with ideas, no

longer through the medium of material images, but

in their own pure and ideal form. When in the

language of connnon life we speak of things spiritual

and supersensuous, we use expressions derived from
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the world of sense, based on material types and

analogies. But though the instrument of thought

is pictorial or metaphorical, we need not, in em-

ploying it, think metaphorically. From much of

common speech the material or ^jictorial basis has

died away; its terms have ceased to be metaphorical ;

the mind in using them is no longer conscious of

their sensuous reference, but has elevated them

into the immediate exponents of spiritual or super-

sensuous things. The very words, for instance,

by which in various languages thought represents to

itself that wliich is its own principle or essence,

spirit, 4^^x*h TTuev/ixu, animus, Geist, etc., though origi-

nally expressing the effort to depict that which is

above sense by the aid of that which in the world of

sense is most impalpable and etherial, have lost,

even for popular thought, almost every reference to

their material origin, and have become endowed with

a certain ideal sio-nificance. So aofain, when we

use as the signs of mental and spiritual acts and

processes, such words as attention, reflection, con-

sideration, aspiration , or, in the province of religion,

such words as repentance, conro'sion, regeneration,

sanctification, etc., or when we speak of things or

ideas as 'producing an impression on our minds,' or

'softeninof or hardenino- our hearts,' of the 'enlighten-

inu:, subduino- transforming, influence of divine

truth,' of '

turning from sin to righteousness,' of

'

beholding the face and the glory of God,' it is
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obvious that such forms of speech have disengaged

themselves, in a great measure, from the pictorial

or figurative element that hirks in them ; they

have become clothed from the inner resources of

thought with a real though supersensuous signifi-

cance which renders them fit expressions of things

transcending the outward and the sensuous.

Again, it is obvious that very much of what is

anthropomorphic in the form of our religious ideas,

receives a silent corrective from the advancing

religious consciousness, till finally no suggestion

of anthro])omorphism remains attached to the

language in which such ideas are expressed

save what pertains to the truth itself. I^an-

guage which, literally construed, would ascribe to

the Divine nature the conditions of space and

time, the physical and mental limitations, the

ignorance and changefulness, even the desires and

passions of our finite sensuous nature, is tacitly

stripped of its primary and grosser import, and

transformed into the expression of purely spii'itual

ideas. Even in earlier times, when mythological

personifications were not impossible objects of

belief, the conception was ever something more

elevated than the coarsely humanised form in which

it was expressed ;
and as the religious education

of the world advances, it becomes impossible to

attach any literal meaning to those representations

of God and of His relations to mankind which ascribe
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to Him huinan senses, a^jpetites, passions, and

the actions and experiences proper to man's lower

and finite nature. When we read of a Divine

Being who has eyes to behold the righteous, ears

to listen to their pra3'er, to whom the smell of

incense or the savour of sacrifice is sweet
;
when

He is represented as seated on a throne, according

a place of honour at His right hand, having a local

dwelling called heaven, coming down or despatching

emissaries from heaven to earth ; as working, being

fatigued and takiiiQf rest : or asfain, when we are

told of His wrath as being roused or abated, of

His avenging personal insults and offences, of His

repenting of former acts or intentions^ of His being

induced by persuasion, intreaty, or interposition, to

give up His former purposes, of His making and

revising schemes, contracts, covenants, with mutual

stipulations and penalties for breach of bargain ;
—

in all these cases, even in its most immature stage of

spiritual culture, the religious mind passes beyond

the anthropomorphic figures to seize, in an in-

definite but not unreal way, the hidden spiritual

meaning. The representation conveys a general

impression which is of the nature of knowledge,

though, literally construed, it expresses what is

untrue. Finally, when we use as expressive of the

essential nature of the Godhead such terms as

Fatlier, Son, First-horn, Only-heyotten ; when we

speak of God as ' the Father of spirits,' and of all
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men as ' His offspring' ; when He is represented as

forming the body of man ' out of dust,' and as

conjmunicating hfe by the act of '

breathing into his

nostrils
'

;
when we conceive of Him as a LegisUitor

or Governor who forms a code of laws, gives them

due pubhcity, keeps a record of criminal offences

and affixes to them appropriate penalties, and who

finally sunnnons all mankind to a solemn function

of justice, opens books, examines witnesses, and

passes sentences of acquittal or condemnation—there

is in all this much which, even when religious

feeling is absorbing the latent nourishment con-

tained in it, is perceived to belong to the domain

of materialised and figurate conception. The

paternal and filial relation cannot be literally pre-

dicable of the divine nature or of divine ' Per-

sons'; God is not and cannot be maker or ftither,

or ruler, or judge, in the sense in which human

beings fulfil these functions
;
nor does the religious

mind, in dwelling on such representations, accept

them as exact equivalents for spiritual realities.

What it does is simply to let them suggest, or in

the way of imaginative indication, awaken in us

conceptions of spiritual things. The knowledge

thus obtained, though, considered simply as know-

ledge, it is limited and defective, is yet ade-

quate to the wants of the religious nature. It

rescues religion from the purely subjective and

accidental character which would pertain to it were
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its essence placed merely in feeling, and it gives us

an objective standard to which feeling must con-

form, and by which it can be measured. In esti-

mating the religious character of individuals, or

the point of progress which at any time has been

attained by nations or races in the religious history

of the world, the fundamental inquiry is, therefore,

as to the objective character of their religious

ideas and beliefs, The first question is, not how

they feel, but what they think and believe—not

whether their religion is one which manifests itself

in emotions, more or less vehement and enthusiastic,

but what are the conceptions of God and divine

things by which these emotions are called forth.

Feeling is necessary in religion, but it is by the

content or intelligent basis of a religion, and not

by intensity of feeling that its character and worth

are to be determined. In other words, in consider-

inof what is the nature of the relip-ious conscious-

ness, Ave must regard as of primary importance, not

the element of feeling, but the objective character

of that about which we feel
;
Ave must look beyond

feelino- to that intellectual activitA'' bA^ Avhich feel-

ings are determined.



CHAPTER Vir.

INADEQUACY OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE IN THE
ORDINARY OR UNSCIENTIFIC FORM.

rr^HERE is, we have seen, a mode of appre-

hending spiritual things, to which, though it

differs from philoso})hical or specukitive thought, the

term '

knowledge
'

may be applied. We have seen,

further, that this kind of knowledge—the know-

ledge of which ordinary thinking, embodied in the

language of common life, in a great measure con-

sists—may and does enter as an essential element

into the idea of Religion. But ordinary thinking

consists, for the most part, of generalised images,

of conceptions derived from the outward and phe-

nomenal world, and charged more or less witli the

inherent characteristics of their sensuous origin.

Now, though the spiritual mind rises in a certain

instinctive and unconscious way above the poverty

of the medium it employs, yet that medium, con-

sidered in itself, falls far short of that which is

required in the instrument of scientific thought.
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It may .suiiice fur practical piety, but it iss insulii-

cient for the purposes of philosophy. If it is pos-

sible to advance from faith to science, in other

words, to attain, in the sphere of religion, to know-

ledo'e in the philosophic sense of the word, there

must be an organon of thought by means of which

we can perceive and correct the inadequacy of ordi-

nary thinking, and apprehend spiritual realities in

their purely ideal form. Before, however, we at-

tempt to show that there is such an organon, and in

order to prepare us for understanding more clearly

the function it has to fulfil, it is necessar}^ to con-

sider a little more closely wherein the inadequacy

of ordinary or unscientific thought consists.

The relation between popular and scientific

thought in religion
—between those conceptions of

spiritual things which are accessible to the ordinary

consciousness and those which are possible only

to speculative or scientific insight
—may be said to

be this, that thev agree in substance or content,

but differ in form. It is the same distinction which

we have before our minds when we speak of

the difierence between illustration and argument,

between description and definition, between the

picture of a thing addressed to the eye or repro-

duced in the imagination and the idea of it grasjDed

bv the mind. In both cases thought is present, but

in the former it is apprehended through a medium

that is outward or foreign to itself; only in the latter
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is it apprehended as thought. The transition from

the one to the other may be imperfectly exemplified

by that which oar view of an object undergoes when

instead of merely understanding the description of

it, we come to apprehend the law or principle of its

being ; when, c.;/.,
instead of merely looking at the

sections of a material cone or the diagrams which

represent them, we come to know in each case the

equation of the curve—to grasp, so to speak, its

genetic idea, and to produce or re-create it for

ourselves.

To understand this distinction more clearly
—to

see, in other words, wherein that representative

knowledge which suffices for ordinary thought dif-

fers from that higher knowledge which it is the aim

of philosophy to reach^—it is necessary, in the first

place, to consider in what respects the former is an

imperfect or inadequate form of knowledge ;
and

then, secondly, to trace the steps of the process by

which this inadequacy is corrected, and thought,

emancipated from every foreign element, attains to

the purity and freedom of scientific knowledge.

The defects of that representative form of know-

ledge which is, as we have seen, the highest to

which ordinary thought can attain, may be said to

be chiefly these three :
—

1. Its material or sensuous origin still clings to

it, and tends to betray the n)ind into illusion and

error ;
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•2. It fails to give real or organic connection and

unity to the objects with Avhich it deals;

8. It is incapable of* solving the contradictions—
of reconciling the seeminglv antagonistic elements—
which, closely viewed, all thought contains. To

state these defects more briefly, ordinary thinking

is, or tends to be, (1) Metaphorical, (2) Abstract,

(8) Self-contradictory.

1. It is the characteristic of that knowledge

which is the highest attainable by ordinary thought,

that it is sfot through the medium of images or

illnstrations. We see, for instance, in the example

above given, that thought, at this stage, has not

grasped the genetic law of the curve, but that what-

ever knowledge it has of the circle, ellipse, parabola,

etc., is derived from, and dependent more or less on,

the perception of diagrams or figures in space. And

although, as above shown, what thought here

discerns is ever something more and deeper than

the mere sensuous sign
— though outward facts

and events, regarded in their bare externality,

are but the suggestive materials on which the

imaginative and generalising intelligence builds its

conceptions
—

yet thought, whilst it thus rises above

what is merely outward and sensuous, is seldom

wholly emancipated from the limiting and illusory

influence of the means with which it works. What

it gives us is a spiritual content under a sensuous

form : but it is ever in danger of carrving the con-
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ditions of the form into its a})preliension of tlie con-

tent, of ascribing to spiritual objects the limitations

that belong only to the world of sense and sight.

That by means of which thought rises above sense is

itself a thing of sense; the wings by which it seeks

to soar above matter are themselves material, and

they tend to become a burden and to drag it back

into the world to which they belong. Thought,

indeed, at tliis stage, is unconsciously trying to

work itself clear of the sense-image, to drop from

its content tliat which is not universal; but its effort

is never wholly successful. The idea is beginning

to subordinate to itself the material form, but it

never completely subdues it, and we are still apt to

be led into error by unconsciously introducing into

our conceptions of things spiritual, conditions which

apply only to the things of space and time.

Of this tendency to substitute metaphors for

thouofhts, and of the erroneous results to which it

leads, the history of philosophy and of theology

supplies many illustrations. Thus, in the inquiry

concerning the origin and nature of human know-

ledge, many of the errors and misconceptions

into which sensationalist theorists have been be-

traved, are traceable to the latent influence of the

metaphor or materialised conception which lurks

under the term '

impressions,' employed as an ex-

planation of the relation of outward objects to the

mind or thiidving subject. Under this %ure, mind
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and its object are conceived of as related to each

other in the same external and spatial manner as,

e.g., the wax to the seal, or the paper on which

letters and words are
'

impressed
'

to the printer's

types. But, obviously, in whatever way the origin

of ideas, or our knowledge of an external world is

to be ex2)lained (and with that question we are

not here concerned), no real explanation of a men-

tal or spiritual process can be got from a theory

which treats the subject
' mind

'

as capable of being-

acted on by physical impact, or of receiving dints,

marks, spatial deepenings and elevations, in the

manner of a softened or prepared material sub-

stance. When we speak of 'the deep impression

made on us
'

by an external scene or event, or of

a past impression as being
'

indelibly imprinted on

our memories,' or as 'becoming fainter and fainter,'

etc., such expressions may serve well enough, in

a figurative, analogical way, to embody a know-

ledge which suffices for practical purposes ; but

when regarded as exact accounts of a jDsycho-

logical process, they are either attempts to explain

a relation of two things essentially different, in

terms only of one of them, or they presuppose and

insinuate a materialistic theory of the nature of

mind. Thus the philosophic systems above referred

to, while seeniing elaborately to demonstrate a

particular theory or doctrine, are in reality onl}^

bringing out in abstract terms, and with an air of
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demonstration, the theory which was assumed at the

outset in a metaphor. The same tendency to carry

metaphors, or materialised conceptions, into the

domain of ideas, and so to apply the laws and con-

ditions of matter to spiritual things, shows itself in

the controversy as to the freedom of the will. The

human will is subject to conditions in common with

the falling stone, or the ball which moveswhen another

impinges on it. But when you say that force is the

cause of motion, and that education is the cause of

temperance, avarice the cause of theft, revenge the

cause of murder, or in general, that certain 'mo-

tives'—appetites, desires, passions
—are the causes

of human volitions and actions, it is only to the ear

tliat there is any similarity between the two kinds

of relations, and only by an unconscious confusion of

what is physical with what is spiritual, that we can

argue as if relations so different could be embraced

under a common formula. By a false analysis of

the supposed phenomena of the will into motives

and volition we are led to represent the former as

something spatially external to and acting on the

other-—motives as pushing, impelling, restraining

the so-called faculty of will in the same fashion in

which one physical agent acts on another. But,

in all this, we are really imposing on ourselves by a

fiction of externality and necessity ;
and the results

which we reach by such a method ai-e not true of

things sjiiritual, but only of things spiritual dressed
N
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up to our minds in the semi-pictorial forms of

things physicaL

The same unconscious fallacy, to give one other

example, besets many of our theological contro-

versies as to the nature of what is called
'

grace
'

—whether, e.g., it is to be conceived of as ordi-

nary or extraordinary, supernatural and sovereign,

or natural and common, prevenient or co-opera-

tive, etc.—and in general the theological treat-

ment of the relation between di^ane and human

agency in the spiritual history of man. Arguments
on such questions gain often a superficial clearness

and conclusiveness from no other cause than the

material and mechanical significance with which the

language of the controversialist is charged. One

mind or one spiritual being is conceived of as related

to another under conditions which are only applicable

to inorganic matter. Thus it is supposed to lend

elevation and grandeur to our idea of God, to con-

ceive of Him as dwelling in some supernal, celestial

space, from which He acts on and sways finite

intelligences, w^hich are conceived of as occupying
terrestrial space ;

it is regarded as more manifestly

a divine operation or agency, or as indicating a

more special interjDosition of God, if He thus acts

from above, and in some immediate way moves

and sways the human spirit, than if He were

present merely in the normal processes of thought,

in the ' natural
'

influence of truth over the mind
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and heart. Now, in the case of an inteUigent

agent, it is obvious that that infiuence which is

conceived of simply as inexphcable, supernatural

force, is really lower and less divine, because more

material and mechanical, than the ordinary and

intelligible suasive power of moral and religious

ideas. It would, indeed, be impossible to think

otherwise were it not that, insensibly, we carry into

oar theoloQfical reasonina^s a criterion or measure

of power which is really derived from the material-

istic metaphors under which our spiritual conceptions

are couched. A force that controls other forces is

physically greater than these, Ijut a force that con-

trolled minds and overruled moral and spiritual

motives, would be not greater, but lower and

meaner than they; and its successful interposition

would imply, not the exaltation, but the degrada-

tion both of the agent who exerted it and of the

nature on which he operated.

2. Ordinary representative thought has this fur-

ther defect that, from the necessary conditions under

which it acts, it is incapable of apprehending that

land of unltjj which belongs to spiritual things. If

there is a kind of unity which is that not of things

existing in juxtaposition or in succession to each

other, but of elements which internally involve or

contain each other, so that no one element can be.

known truly in abstraction or isolation from the rest,

then that is a unity which, from its very nature,
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ordinary or fio-urative tliouo-ht has no means of

apprehending, and which needs for its apprehension

the deeper insight of speculation or philosophy.

The materials of ordinary thought are, as we have

seen, generalised images derived from the external

world. Its whole repertory consists of materialised

conceptions got from the sphere of the senses, and

they are to the last subject to the conditions of sen-

suous intuition, to that reciprocal exclusion which

pertains to objects in space and events in time.

" To the last," I have said
;

for even though at

this stage the aid of logic
—of the abstracting, gen-

eralising, classifying powers of the logical under-

standing
—may be called in to give a kind of external

order and unity to our popular conceptions, yet the

inherent inadequacy of representative knowledge, its

incapacity to grasp and exhibit the real internal

unity of spiritual things, is not to be overcome by

any such aid. Instead of solving the differences

and oppositions of the spiritual world, logical

analysis only brings them into harsher promi-

nence. This ineradicable inadequacy of represen-

tative thouQfht will be better understood if we con-

sider for a moment \^hether and how far it is

possible by means of sensuous images to repre-

sent to ourselves the complexity of mental or spiri-

tual objects. It is possible, as ^ve have seen, for

truth to clothe itself in a sensuous form, but by the

very fact that it does so, it must submit to the limi-
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ting conditions of sense; and the question recurs, Is

there a point beyond which the forms of sense cannot

go, a range of ideas which they are inadequate to

express 'i Can we find in the reahn of nature

images, forms, figures, which will adequately repre-

sent things spiritual and supersensuous
^—^the ob-

jects, relations, ideas, which belong to the realm of

spirit '? Now the forms of sensuous intuition, and

of the imao-ination which deals with the materials

supplied by it, are iijxwe and time. But under

these forms the only way in which we can think of

objects and events is as existing outside of each other,

and taking place after each other. In other words,

the general characteristic of sensuous or imaginative

intuitions is that they are absolutely isolated or

self-exclusive. They constitute a vast multiplicity

of individual terms or units, each having an existence

distinct and sejDarate from the rest, and incapable of

any other unity than the unity of the atom, or that

which is produced by a merely external and artificial

combination or aggregation of atoms.

But when we try by means of such materials to

set forth or picture to ourselves spiritual objects,

the poverty of the representative medium at once

betrays itself. For, in mind or spirit, in the

feelings, ideas, experiences of self-conscious beings,

in their relations to each other and to the Infinite

Mind, there emerges a new kind of unity
—a uniti/

of differences, in which all trace of that self-exter-
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nality which pertains to nature and the world of

sense has disappeared. In the reahn of mind, in the

spiritual life of conscious beings, there is infinite

multiplicity and diversity ; but it is a multiplicity

or diversity which is no longer that of parts divided

from each other, each of which exists and can be

conceived of by itself in isolation or segregation

from the rest, or in purely external relations to

them. Here, on the contrary, the multiplicity

and diversity is that of parts or elements, each

of which exists in and tJiroucjh the rest, has its

individual being and significance only in its vital

organic relation to the rest, or each of which can

be known only when it is seen, in a sense, to he

the rest.^ You cannot, for example, take the com-

bination of two externally independent tilings in

space and employ it as a representation of the

relation of mind and its object, or of love and the

being who is loved, or of the union of one soul with

another, or of all finite spirits with God. For, though

thought be distinguishable from its object, it is

not divisible from it
;
the thinker and the object

thought of are nothing apart from each other, they

are twain yet one
;

the object is only object for

the subject, the subject for the object ; they have no

meaning or existence taken individually, and in their

union they are not two separate things stuck to-

gether, but two that have absolutely lost or dissolved

^ This point is more fully treated infra, chap. viii.
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their duality in a higher unity. The same thing is

true of spiritual feeling and its object. You cannot

represent or figure to yourself the union of souls by
the combination of things that have an existence

outside of each other
;
for a being into whose nature

the element of love, sympathy, self-surrender, enters

as an essential characteristic, is not intelligible as an

isolated thingf, or without takino- into our notion of

it the other beings to whom it is related. We do

not get first the idea of man, and then add to it

the further idea of society or the social union
;
for

man is not man, the idea of liuman nature cannot

be expressed apart from the social relation in which

alone that nature is realised. The existence of a

spirit in pure individuality apart from other spirits

is not conceivable, for a spiritual being is one that

finds itself only in what is other than itself
;

it

must lose self, its isolated individuality, in order

truly to find or be itself. And still more vain

would be the attempt to find in images borrowed

from external things an adequate representation of

the relation of all finite souls to God. Religion is

not the pantheistic identification of the finite spirit

with the Infinite
;
on the contrary, it is in religion

that the individuality of each human spirit reaches

its intensest specification. But as no adequate

conception of the individual human spirit can be

formed apart from its relation to other finite spirits,

so must any representation of the finite spirit be
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inadequate and incomplete apart from its relation

to the Infinite. As rational, spiritual beings we

have in us a nature which rests on the universal

inhnite reason—on a spiritual life which compre-

hends and transcends all individual lives, and apart

from their relation to which they are themselves

unintelligible. You cannot represent the finite

sjDirit or its religious experience in terms of the

finite, for in the very act of thinking that which

is deepest and most real in the finite, you must

think at the same time of the Infinite. You

cannot, by any combination of things which are

purely individual, adequately set forth a relation

which is at once the most intense assertion of in-

dividuality and its absolute surrender and sacrifice.

The reliofious relation is not conceivable as that of

two terms limiting each other, for the very idea of

each of the terms, in this case, is that which implies

the other, and their true relation is that in which

the limit is removed.

It is true, indeed, that even in the region of

thing's finite and sensuous there are to be found

shadows and reflexions of that deeper unity which

belongs to the spiritual world ^—
attempts, so to

speak, of nature to break away from that re-

ciprocal exclusiveness or externality which is the

law of things natural, approximations to that self-

transcendence which is the essential characteristic

of the spiritual life. In chemical affinity, and still
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more in organiHation and animal life, as we formerly

saw, nature begins to overcome that spatial out-

wardness which is the condition of inorganic matter,

and to become prophetic of a life which lies beyond

it. In the animal we have not a unity which is

a mere mechanical aggregate, for along with that

spatial outwardness which still pertains to the

matter of the organism and which matter, as such,

can never wholly transcend, we find in the animal

a unity in which each part or member is bereft of

all individual oy isolated existence, and has its

meaning and life only in its active relation to the

other members and to the whole. Accordingly,

when religious thought endeavours to find an

image to express spiritual ideas and relations, it

is here, in this highest reach of the realm of

nature, where it borders on the realm of s|)irit, that

the least inadequate representations may be found.

Spiritual relations are less imperfectly represented

by expressions which turn on the conception of life

and of corporate or organic unity than by those

which are based only on the conceptions of outward

contiguity, of mechanical construction and combina-

tion. When we speak of our relations to God in

terms expressive of spatial distance or nearness, of

subjection or resistance to external force, of physical

transformation and transmutation
;
when we conceive

of spiritual beings as related to each other as the

stones of a building or as a building to its inhabi-
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tauts,
—in all such cases the form of our conceptions

is derived from an order of things foreign to the

content, and the representation is necessarily poor

and inadequate. Spatial measures are not apphcable

to moral and spiritual relations : distance or nearness

has no more to do with the relations of two spiritual

beings than with the relations of two irreconcilable

or congruous ideas. And when we attempt to

express relations so heterogeneous in terms of each

other, the representation necessarily falls far short

of, or only vaguely and dimly adumbrates, the thing

represented. But when spiritual ideas are ex-

pressed in forms derived from the phenomena of

life—when, for example, the relation of the unde-

veloped to the developed, or of the Unite to the

Infinite spirit, is pictured in terms of the relation of

the seed or germ to the plant, of the vine to the

branches, of the vital principle to the members of

the body ;
or when the origin of rehgion in the soul

is represented as the infusion of a divine regenera-

tive princij^le, and its progress as the growth or

development in us of a divine or eternal life
;
when

the action of new spiritual ideas is conveyed in terms

expressive of the assimilation of food, and even a

divine agent is conceived of as operating not as an

external mechanical power or force, but as the 'bread

of life,'
' the living water

'

which becomes inwardly

incorporated with the very nature and being of the

recipient,
—in these and similar cases spiritual ideas
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are Htill expressed under sensuous forms, but these

forms are derived from a region where sense is

ah'eady transformed into something half-spiritual,

and its forms are instinct with the life of that world

whose hidden things they symbolise. They are not

indeed one with it, they have not become altogether

freed from the alloy of sensuous outwardness ;
for

even in the organism there is that which is not

taken up and dissolved into the self-inclusive unity of

organic life. But in employing this medium of expres-

sion,we are at least aj^proximating towards that higher

mode of apprehension in which thought becomes its

own organ, abides with itself, and in all its activity

moves in the region of ideal purity and freedom.

3. Closely connected with that defect which we

have just noticed as necessarily clinging to thought

which is yet at this semi-pictorial stage, is this

further inadequacy, that it is incapable of solving the

contradictions or reconciling the seemingly contra-

dictory elements of the spiritual world. If it is in-

capable of giving unity to the differences of thought,

still more obviously incapable is it of apprehending

in their unity its oppositions and contradictions.

From the conditions under which the ordinar}^ con-

sciousness acts, the antagonistic tendencies which are

the very life of the spiritual world can only be repre-

sented by it as irreconcilable opposites ;
and whilst

simple feeling may be unconscious of their inconsis-

tency, when reflexion has once been awakened to
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the presence of such contradictions, the resource to

which it usually betakes itself is either, with a

narrow rationalism, to reject one of the contradictory

aspects of thought, or to give up the problem as

insoluble.

The spiritual world, we have seen, differs from the

outward and natural world in this respect, that it

cannot be conceived of as made up of individual things

independently existing and only externally related

to each other. Its lowest terms are not absolute,

self-identical units, but unities which are the inte-

gration of diverse elements. It is only a further de-

velopment of the same idea to say, that the lowest

terms or unities of the spiritual world are unities

which embrace and are the solution of opposite and

apparently contradictory elements—complex unities

the factors of which can be grasj)ed, not in separate

or successive affirmations, but each only by means of

that which is its own negation. It is a world the

harmony, the very existence of which, can be under-

stood only as the perpetual play and reconciliation of

antagonisms, as the harmony of discords. For when

we examine the process of thought by which any true

idea is reached, we find that it includes a negative

as well as a positive movement, and that a spiritual

truth cannot be grasped as a bare affirmation, but only

as that which holds in it both negation and affirmation.

This is true, for instance, of the very notion of

mind or intelligence itself. The idea of self is only
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possible as the counterpart of tliat wliicli seems to

contradict it, the idea of not-self. Mind or spirit

can be known only in opposition to that which is

given as non-spiritual. A mind without a world of

external objects, an external world without a mind to

think it, are equally incogitable. Materialism and a

superficial idealism or spiritualism are only vain at-

tempts to evade the solution, by denying one side

of the contradiction ;
a true idealism is that which

recognises both the contradictory elements, yet rises

above them to lay hold of a higher principle in view

of which the contradiction vanishes. It is but a

foolish travesty of idealism to represent it as the

doctrine that there is no such thing as an external

world, and that the external world and all that

looks so real in it is merely a phantasm or illusory

creation of the mind. What, for any sober thinker,

idealism does mean is, that both mind and matter,

self and not-self, intelligence and its objects are,

taken in isolation, nothing more than abstractions,

that they have no conceivable existence save in

opposition and therefore in relation to each other,

and that a self which does not refer itself to that

wdiich is not-self, a not-self which is not for a self,

is as much an impossible notion as an inside without

an outside, an upper without an under, a positive

without a negative. Thought or self-consciousness

is that which at once posits and in its own higher

unity solves the contradiction.
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Take again an idea of a different kind—that of

moral and spiritual freedom—and in this case too

we shall find that the truth is one which involves

or is reached only by the correlation of seeming

contradictories. If we attempt to conceive of ab-

solute freedom, a freedom which has no conditions

or limits, which is not in any way determined either

from without or by the nature to which it pertains,

we are in search of a chimeera. Such a conception

of freedom runs away into vacuity and non-entity.

The thought of the jDurely indeterminate is the

thousfht of nothinof. When we think of freedom

we must think it as the freedom of something or

somebody, of that which has a nature of its own,

of which freedom is predicated ; and that nature,

at least, is a limit to mere abstract, unconditioned

freedom. In general, the notion of freedom, in

order to be grasped at all, must call up that

of limit, of conditions, of non-freedom
;
and the

true idea, when it is reached—whether it be that

of self-determination or self-activity, or liberty

accoi'ding to law, or conscious realisation of the

law or idea of one's beino-—must be one which

contains or subsumes under it its own opposite,

the idea of necessity.

In like manner the words Finite and Infinite

are only correlative terms, each of which carries

with it a reference to the other
;

and the idea

expressed by each is intelligible only when appre-
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hended in the light of that which apparently denies

it. As we have already seen, the consciousness

of our finitude implies that we have virtually

transcended that finitude. All relisfion starts from

a sense of the insufficiency, vanity, unreality of the

finite ;
and this would be an impossible experience,

if in the very feeling- of our finitude there were

not contained a latent consciousness of that Avhich

denies and contradicts it. And when religion has

reached its highest and jDurest form, that of the

conscious self-surrender of the human spirit to

the Divine, its deej^est explanation is to be found

only in the combined affirmation and denial by
the finite of its own finitude, in the conscious-

ness of a nature which finds itself only in losing

itself, and which can express its experience only

in such language as this,
'

I live, yet not I, but

"God liveth in me.' On the other hand, equally

impossible is the notion of a bare self-identical

Infinite, of an Infinite which does not embrace in

it that which seems to contradict it. A spiritual

infinitude which merely fills, or spreads itself out,

so to speak, through the universe, to the exclusion

of all other being but its own, would not be truly

infinite
;

for it would be an Infinite incapable of

that wdiich is the highest attribute of spirit
—

incap-

able of sympathy, of love, of self-revelation, of a life

in the being and life of others. An Infinite, in

other words, which is limited only by that Avhich
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makes love possible, is, so to speak, higher, onore

infinite, than an Infinite, which is nothing but the

boundlessness or absence of all limits. Nor,

aofain, can we reach the true idea of the Infinite

by merely exalting it immeasurably above the finite

world, by conceiving each of the two in hard unmedi-

atecl opposition to the other. For the ver}^ existence

of an external finite destroys by limiting the notion

of infinitude. The true Infinite is that which

implies, or in the very idea of its nature contains

or embraces the existence of the finite.

Now it is this characteristic of the things of spirit

(viz., that they are only to be grasped in a thought

which embraces and solves contradictory elements)

which renders impossible any other than a merely

analogical or pictorial representation of them to the

ordinary consciousness. The language of the ordi-

nary consciousness, as we have seen, is competent

to express the nature of those things which are

subject to the conditions of time and space. It

lends itself naturally to that mode of thought in

which the world is regarded as made up of individ-

ual existences, each of which has a nature of its

own, self-identical, self-complete. But when we

rise to a spiritual view of things, when it becomes

necessary to apprehend objects wliich are no longer

self-identical units, but each of which is, so to

speak, at once itself and other than itself, when

you cannot afiSrm without at the same time
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denying or deny without affirming, when seeming
contradictions interpenetrate and give reahty and

hfe to each other—here obviously the resources

of ordinary thought break down. Pious feehng

may indeed rise, in an instinctive way, to this

exalted region and furnisli a practical solution of its

contradictions. And so lono: as we remain in the

sphere of feeling, or are content with that form

of knowledge to which the ordinary consciousness

can attain, contradictory elements may be accepted

without any sense of their contradiction. At most

they will betray their presence only by that para-

doxical and mystical form of expression in which

religious experience spontaneously clothes itself

"He that loseth his life shall find it"; ''When

I am weak then am I strong
"

;

" We know God,

or rather are known of God "
;
"I live, yet not I,

but Christ liveth in me"; "I in them, and thou

in me, that they may be made perfect in one
"

;

" We which live are alway delivered unto death, that

the life of Jesus might be made manifest in us
"

;

" As deceivers and yet true, as unknown and yet

well known, as dying and behold we live, as sorrow-

ful and yet always rejoicing
"

;
—he who so speaks is

one who has in his own experience realised the

intense and incessant play of conflicting tendencies

by which the spiritual life maintains itself, and who,

at the same time, has found in the unitv and

permanence of that life their practical reconciliation.

o
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But when reflection is awakened, and reason begins

to seek its own satisfaction, that satisfaction is one

which neither pious feehng nor the representations

of the ordinary and unscientific consciousness can

supply. In the endeavour to give inner connection

and unity to the manifold and seemino-ly conflictino-

contents of rehgious belief, the first step we

naturally take is to call in the aid of the logical,

systematising faculty, we try to meet the craving

for intellectual satisfaction by constructing theolo-

o^ical definitions and dop-mas, and weavinof them

into systems freed from anything that wars with

logical self-consistency. But we speedily find that

the unity of the spiritual world is a thing which

lies beyond the scope of formal logic, and that

instead of reconciling, our rationalising efforts only

bring into harsher opposition and discordancy, the

differences we seek to solve. Nor, from the nature

of the thing, can it be otherwise. If the sphere of

spiritual reality be that in which nothing exists as

a self-identical entity, how is it possible that formal

logic, whose fundamental principle is the law of

identity, should be other than bafiied in the en-

deavour to grasp them ? Or how can an organ of

thought which tests all things by the so-called law

of contradiction, compass, or in the attempt to

compass, do anything else than misrepresent, the

realities of a world where analysis is ever revealing'

oppositions which, taken abstractly, are contradic-
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tions, and whose absolute opposition can only vanish

in the light of a higher synthesis ? The only resource

of the rationalising intellect, in order to attain

self-consistency, is to explain away or sacrifice one

side or aspect of trnth to another with which it

seems to conflict, or to select some supposed fun-

damental principle or dogma as its starting point,

and force everything else in the many-sided world

of thouo'ht into external coherence with it. The

only method, in other words, which logical ratio-

cination has for attaining unity is that of abstraction

and generalisation
—^that which proceeds by the

elimination or excision, rather than by the har-

monising, of differences. In Philosophy, for in-

stance, it seizes hold of one of the indivisible ele-

ments in the duality of consciousness, and rejects

the other equally necessary element. It tries to

evolve all things out of the objective element, and

so produces a system of sensationalism or material-

ism
;

or insisting, wdth equal one-sidedness, on the

subjective element, it is led into a spurious kind

of idealism. In ethical controversies, it poises

against each other the alternative notions of freedom

and necessity, rejects everything that seems to con-

flict wdth a liberty of indetermination which is noth-

ing more than an abstraction ; or, becoming aware

of the difficulty or rather impossibility of such a

notion, it falls over into a mechanical necessity which

is either equally incogitable or reduces mind to the
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level of matter. In the province of Religion and

Theology the same tendency to pass all things in

heaven and earth through the sieve of a narrow

rationalising logic, leads to analogous results. The

only Infinity of which it can conceive is that which

is the negation of the finite, and therefore the only

theory of the universe possible to it is either a

Pantheism which reduces the world and man to an

illusion, or a Materialism or Individualism which

leaves no place for God. A free finite intelligence

and will conditioned by an infinite or absolute

thought and will is a contradictorv notion, and

accordingly, we have either a theology Avhich,

starting from the idea of divine sovereignty and

foreknowledge, denies to man any real spiritual

life
; or, on the other hand, a theology which, in

order to protect human responsibility, virtually

limits and lowers the idea of God. The concep-

tions of the Divine and the Human are reciprocally

exclusive or contradictory, and if we try to get rid

of the contradiction, it is possible, according to this

method, only by marring and undeifying the Divine,

or by virtually annulling the Human. Hence we

have, on the one hand, a shallow Deism clinging to

the notion of a God who is but an abstract numerical

unit ; and on the other hand we have, through the long

lapse of ages, controversialists spending the resources

of a subtle logic in attempts to modify or ]-efine away
to a mere docetic phantom the human side of Christ's
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person so as to make it capable of union with the

Divine. Lastly, to name no t)tlier example, the

same attempt to apj^ly to spiritual realities a method

inadequate to their subtlety and depth is exemph-

fied in those theological devices or ' schemes
'

by

which diflerent attributes of the Divine nature are

supposed to be harmonised. Certain qualities or

attributes, such as Righteousness and Mercy, are

treated as independent entities, each having a fixed

and definite existence and meaning of its own
;
and

as, when taken thus abstractly, they seem to involve

conflicting results—Righteousness being a principle

which demands the infliction of deserved penalties,

Mercy a principle which seeks their remission^—a

crude attempt is made to solve the contradiction

by hypostatising both attributes, and inducing the

one personified quality to accept fictitious conces-

sions or compensations in order that the other may

have its way. Obviously however, here as else-

where, the unity which is attained is got not by any

real conciliation of diflerences, but by explaining

away one side or aspect of a complex truth, in order

to hold by another with wliich it seems to come

into collision.

In p-eneral, the conclusion we reach is that instead

of giving any real unity to the diflerences of the

spiritual w^orld, logical ratiocination only serves to

exaggerate them. It may dissect and exhibit in

isolated detail the various members of the organic
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whole of truth, but it can no more reproduce the

Uving unity than the anatomist can re-unite in

harmonious vital action and reaction the disjecta

membra of the oro'anism he has dissected.

Is there any higher method of reconciliation i

Has thought any organ by which it can not only

reveal the differences and contradictions of the

spiritual world, but cause them to vanish in a richer

and deeper unity 1 Can we attain to a point of view

from which every spiritual idea can be seen to be, from

its very nature, a unity of differences—an ideality

out of which, by an inherent necessity, diversities

and contradictions evolve themselves, only by

another equally necessary step to be reintegrated

in the identity of another and higher idea 1 In

short, is thought capable of grasping divine truth

in such wise that all its constituent elements shall

be seen, not as isolated notions, but as correlated

members of an organic whole
;

in such wise that

no element shall be conceived to have any independ-

ence or opposition to other elements of the whole,

save an independence which is only a step in the

process by which all independence vanishes, an

opposition which is but a seeming discord in the

universal harmony ? That such a view is })ossible,

it shall now be our endea^'our to show.



CHAPTEK VIII.

TRANSITION TO THE SPECULATIVE IDEA OF RELIGION.

rilHE inadequacy of ordinary thought has been

shown to consist chiefly in this, that it does

not rise above those external and accidental rela-

tions which belong to the sphere of the finite. Hence

when it calls in to its aid the categories and methods

of the logical understanding, the only result is to

bring to light and give definite expi-ession to the

contradictions that lurk in our popular conceptions

and beliefs, without furnishing any true reconcilia-

tion of them. Now, the definite notions of the

understanding, if they may be said, in one point

of view, to mark an advance upon the simple

unreasoned conceptions of our first religious con-

sciousness, yet in another seem to involve a retro-

gression in the spiritual life. They carry us a step

onward in the necessary movement of thought, but

if that movement were arrested at this point, it

would only have deprived us of the satisfaction of

uncritical and unquestioning faith without enablino-
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us to reach that deeper satisfaction after which

reason aspires. The highest ideal of knowledge,

the only knowledge in which thought can rest as

the realisation of its own demands, is a knowledge

from which these defects have vanished,—in which

the form is no longer foreign, but adequate to

the content, and the ideal element is grasped in

its purity, and in its internal coherence and har-

mony. It is only another way of stating the same

thing to say that the highest and only adequate

form of knowledge is that wdiich lias the character-

istic of necessity. For necessary truth is that from

which every external or given element has vanished,

in which we not merely see that things are, but

discern that they must he; and further, in wdiich

the constituent elements of knowledge are appre-

hended, not as isolated and independent terms or

notions, accepted each on its own evidence, but as

related to or flowing out of each other, so that, one

being given, the others follow, and the whole body
of knowledge constitutes one organic system.

In the last chapter w^e have indicated in a general

way the incompetency of the ordinary logic as an

organon of knowledge. Spiritual realities, it has

been shown, are related to each other in subtler

ways than its forms and methods can grasp, and the

ultimate problem of thought is one which lies beyond
its scope. We shall now proceed to consider a little

more closely the reason of this incompetency', and to
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inquire whether, by any more adequate method, it is

possible to reach that higher and only perfect form

of knowledge which the logical understanding fails

to attain.

The failure of the understanding as a final organon

of knowledge may be said to be due to this, that it

starts from presu2:)positions which make the unity

of knowledge an impossible problem. It begins by

so disinteoTatintr the universe that it can never

restore its scattered elements to unity. It postulates

for all thhigs and beings a self-identity, a reciprocal

exclusiveness, which by no ingenious machinery of

external relations it can ever overcome so as to bring

them together again in one rational system or whole.

In this view the reality of each thing or being consists

in this, that it is, and ever remains, one with itself,

that it has a sameness or self-identity which lies

beyond and excludes from itself all difterence, so

that, when we think of it, we must think of it by

itself, as itself, and no other than itself Thus

Nature, Man, God ;
Matter and Mind

;
the world of

finite beings, and the Infinite or Absolute Being,

have each an inde])endent identity, a separate, self-

contained reality, and whatever relations we may

go on to predicate of any one of them towards the

rest, we must, in the first place, think of it as what

it is in itself, and altogether independently of these

relations. But there is unity in the world as well

as diversity ;
individual things and beings through
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all their varieties of form and function arc continu-

ally betraying relations to each other and to the

whole which embarrass or baffle the attempt to tliink

them as self-identical units. Hence, in the contem-

plation of the multiplicity of finite objects, even the

ordinary consciousness refuses to be content with

taking up each by itself in succession, passing on from

one to another in interminable series
; and the diffi-

culty becomes greater the more the reflective intelli-

gence is awakened. The understanding is therefore

driven to search for expedients by which it may
reconcile unity with difterence—may apprehend each

individual existence as one, despite of its incessant

phenomenal changes
—may show how the unity of

God is consistent with the boundless variety of

determinations, which we must ascribe to the

Divine nature—may be able to ascribe to each

finite spirit a being of its own, without at the same

time tampering with the idea of the infinitude

of God. Let us examine for a moment some of

these expedients by Avliich, consistently with its

fundamental canon of identitv, the understandino-

attempts to give unity and self consistency to its

knowledge of individual objects and of the universe

as a whole.

1. The slightest reflection makes us aware that

many of the things and beings which present them-

selves to the unreflecting observer as separate indi-

vidual unities are really not simple, but complex.
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They are made up of parts which he outside of each

other in space; they do not remain absohitely the

same through successive moments of time
; they are

continually betraying new phenomenal asj^ects when

brouii'ht into new relations with the other existences

around tliem. Even the lowest existences of the

inorganic world, and a fortiori those possessed of

life and intelligence, are not absolutely self-identical

units, but existences which contain in them an

element of complexity or difference. How then

can we continue to think of them as individual

things, how can we prevent our knowledge, either

of particular objects or of the world as a whole,

from fallino" asunder into a chaos of isolated

points '\

The answer often, given is that we can combine

diversity with unity in our conceptions of things

by thinking them as individual existences each en-

dowed with manifold qualities. They are substances

which possess various properties
—

extension, solidity,

weight, colour, mechanical attraction and repulsion,

chemical affinity, etc. Or they are subjects to wdiom

belong capacities of sensation, feeling, perception,

memory, imagination, etc., or who are endowed with

attributes of power, wisdom, goodness, etc. How-

ever numerous therefore the differences which we

must connect in our thought of such individual

existences, we can thus conceive of each of them as

being a unity of which a variety of determinations
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may be predicated, but which, through all that

variety, remains one and the same.

But, apart from other considerations for which

this is not the place, this device obviously fails to

give us any real apprehension, even of the simplest

individual existence, and is found to be utterly

inadequate when applied to the realities of the

spiritual world. In trying to give unity to a

number of unconnected determinations by ascribing

them to a common substance, what we really do

is only to add to these determinations one more

determination equally isolated or unconnected with

the rest. When we ask what is the coniiection

between the difierent properties of a material

object, or how" extension, impenetrability, weight,

coh)ur, etc., unite to make up one thing,
—to

answer that they cohere in one substance is not

to explain or give a rational idea of their unity,

but merely to reassert that they are one. It is

impossible to explain the known by the unknown :

but whilst we know, or suppose we know, the

different qualities, of the substance which, we say,

unites them, we know and can say absolutely nothing

beyond pronouncing the word substance, and repeat-

ing the assertion that it is that which makes them

one. To apprehend the unity of different qualities,

to think them as one, what the mind demands is

that we should think or liave a rational notion of

the relation of each to each, that we should discern
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liovv the existence of any one involves and is in-

volved in the existence of the rest and how all are

so connected that this particular quality would not

exist, except in and throvigh the whole to which it

belono-s. If we are to have an idea of the thino^

which is more than a mere enumeration of its

parts or properties, we must discern the principle

from which this manifoldness of parts and proper-

ties necessarily arises, which has its very existence

or being' in them, and which thus links together

in thought the differences that spring out of it.

But to say that there is a common substance in

which they cohere or of which they can be pre-

dicated, instead of making them one for thought,

is only to tie them together with a string, and that

too, a fictitious string. If in this case substance

be for us any more than a blank term round which

we string the various predicates, it is only a

name for the bare abstraction of being or existence.

And whilst it is, no doubt, true that when we

abstract from any concrete object all its several

qualities or determinations, there is still left, as

the ultimate logical abstraction, the element of

being or existence which is common to them all
;

yet in this abstraction we have nothing that could

give to a particular object the unity which thought

seeks ;
for the foi-ni or category of Being is com-

mon to all conci-ete objects alike, and cannot

tlierefore be the notion which explains the unity of
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any particvlo)' object or combination of qualities.

In short, instead of enabling us to think a given

object as a unity of differences, to say that they

are the differences of one substance is merely to

say that the differences exist, or have existence

in common.

It is, however, when we lise to the consideration of

spiritual realities that the inadequacy of this method

of thought becomes most pal]3able. It does not in

any measure enable us to apprehend the spiritual

unity of man's nature, still less does it give unity

to our conceptions of the Divine nature, to think of

mind or spirit as a substance with various capacities

or attributes. For, in the first place, here as in

other cases, the several qualities or attributes are

left in mere outward contiguity and are only acci-

dentally and arbitrarily connected with each other

and with the unknown substance to which thev

are attached. Feeling, memory, imagination, rea-

son, etc., or power, wisdom, righteousness and other

predicates, remain, so far as thought is concerned,

as unconnected as the separate stones in a heap,

and the order in which they come, the fact that it

is this precise number of items, neither more nor less,

which come together to constitute the totality, is

as much a matter of accident in the one case as

in the other. Why the so-called powers or attri-

butes differ from each other and yet are united

together, is left as unexplained, as much a mere
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result of external and fortuitous conditious, as the

coagulation of a certain number of bits of fjuartz

and other pebbles in a mass of conglomerate. But

furthei-, in the case of rational and spiritual beings,

there is tliis special reason for the failure of the

notion of substance to give unity to the differences

of things, viz., tha.t ai^ elemenf ot<l{f}'<'reiice eiitevf^

into the vevfi idea, or if we may so speak, into the

ver>/ suhfitance itself of mind. You cannot think of

niind as one single substance beneath all diversities

of powers and attributes ; for when you chase this

very substance back to its furthest retreat, you find

it to be not one, not a bare unit, but a complex unity

which is the combination or inter-action of elements

distinct yet indivisible, We are debarred from

thinking of a spiritual nature as a substance

behind all diversities, a unity which is and re-

mains simple and unchangeable amidst all changes

and differences
;
for spirit cannot be conceived save

as containing in it an element of diversity, and

the only unity we can ascribe to it is, not a

unity heyond differences, but a unity which mani-

fests itself in them. When we try to form a notion

of mind or spirit as distinct from other existences,

the most abstract, the least complex identity we

can ascribe to it is that not of bare being, but of

intelligent or self-conscious being. But self-con-

sciousness is not a simple notion or one which can

be thought of as excluding from itself all difference-
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Tt includes in it of necessity two elements, a

self which is conscious and a self which is the

object of consciousness, a self which thinks and a

self which is thought of; and these two not added

to each other or in external contig-uity, but in in-

separable correlation. You cannot get farther in

your elimination of difference, you cannot abstract

either of these ultimate factors and think it by

itself as the substance of mind, or get beneath

them both and think of a substance or self of

which they are only the properties. If you try

to do so, if you say, ejj., I can conceive of myself

as a spiritual substance or self prior to any mental

act by which I make myself or anything else

an object of thought, I can conceive of the sub-

stance of my nature in its orio'inal and untroubled

simplicity or unity ;
the answer is, either that what

you are really thinking of here is not mind or

spirit, but the mere blank 2:)otentiality of mind

which slumbers in the unconsciousness of the em-

bryo, which is not the 'self that continues and

lives through your life as a rational and spiritual

being, but that from which you must emerge in

oixler to be spirit, and wdiich, if it continued,

would not be the self of an intelligent being,

but of an animal or an idiot
; or, if this is not

what you are thinking of, tlien in the very act of

conceiving or picturing to yourself this supposed

simple, abstract substance or self prior to all con-
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sciousriess, you yourself are reclaiming it from its

abstractness, tacitly eudowiug it with your own

subjectivity, and by making it an object of thought,

contributino- to it that other factor which is neces-

sarv to its existence as mind or self-consciousness.

Lastly, and as a further development of the same

thought, tlie impossibility of conceiving of a

spiritual being as a self-identical substance distinct

from all other substances, a unity apart from all

differences, will be seen by considering that it is

of the very essence of mind or spirit to contain

within itself I'elation to other beings, and especially

t(j other spiritual beings. Self-consciousness implies

not only, if we may so speak, an internal dualism

or difference, a self which is opposed to or object

to itself, and so, distinguished from itself, l)ut

also an externa/ diiference, a self which knows or

realises itself only through its consciousness of

that which is not self. You cannot define mind

or spirit as a substance which exists by itself,

prior to or apart from its relations to other sub-

stances, for its very nature and essence is to exist

in and through its relations to other substances.

They are a part of its being. It discovers or

realises its own nature only through natures that

are foreign to or outside of itself Its whole life

((s spirit consists in taking into itself that out-

ward world which it at first opposes to itself. The

very beginning, the earliest dawn of that life, is
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the awakening of the consciousness in one and the

same indivisible act, of a self and a not-self, of a

world without as opposed to a world within : and

the whole subsequent development of that life

consists only in the reclaiming or gathering back

into the inner self of the rich content of that

world which it first posits as foreign or external

to itself, or, what is the same thing from the oppo-

site side, in the unfolding or evolution of the con-

sciousness of self, through the mediation of nature

and other spiritual beings. Mind or spirit cannot

be thouQfht of as a substance distinct from all other

substances, for it has no reality apart from them ;

or as an identity prior to all differences, for its very

life and being is in differences. It is not a unity

behind differences, but it is a unitv in differences,

and of differences. ( )n this point, as we shall imme-

diately recur to it, it is unnecessary at present to

insist further.

2. We have seen then that the logical under-

standing;- fails as an oro-an of knowledgfe in thisO O O

respect, that it cannot apprehend in their unity

the differences which present themselves in individ-

ual things and beings. But its inadequacy be-

comes still more apparent when we pass from the

differences which even individual existences contain

to the deej)er problem which is involved in the

relations of these individualities to each other

and to the whole. Rational knowledge cannot be a
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knowledge merely of an unconnected succession of

isolated objects, or of discordant, or even arbitrarily

related elements of thought. To be rational, our

knowledge must be coherent and systematic ;
our

ideas, e.g., of matter and mind, of things natural

and things spiritual, of the world without and the

world within, our ideas of Nature and Man and

Ciiod, of the Finite and Infinite, must, in order to

be held together in thought, be, not merely not dis-

cordant and contradictory, but so related to each other

by necessary links of thought as to constitute one

self-consistent body or system of truth.

Now so long as we look at things from the point

of view of the log-ical understanding' and under

those laws of Identity and Contradiction which it

adopts as its fundamental principles, it is impossible

to attain to any such coherence and unity in our

apprehension of the various objects of knowledge.

All real knowledge is systematic knowledge, but

the abstract logical method makes system impossible.

Matter and mind. Nature and Man and God are

thus isolated from each other, each in its own hard

self-identical individuality, and must be regarded

as independent entities existing side by side, or

only outwardly and mechanically related to each

other
;

and their co-existence in one universe,

though it may be held as a fact, is not a co-existence

for thought. The understanding, indeed, attempts

to pass beyond individual existences and to give
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unity to its apprehension of the different objects

of knowledge ; but, as it cannot break through the

hard self-inchision in which at the outset it has

shut up each individual object, the only expedient

to which it can have recourse is that of abstraction

and generalisation. Observing certain aspects or

qualities in which individual things or beings re-

semble each other, it neglects or leaves out of

view the points in which they differ and invents

general names for those which they have in com-

mon. Thus it gives a kind of unity to its ideas

of red, green, violet, etc., by the general term or

abstract conception of colour, it unites the various

individuals of the vegetable world by the conception

of plant, those of another class by that of animal,

those of a third by that of mind or spirit, etc. But

very little reflection is needed to see that this ex-

pedient fails to attain the end at which it aims.

The particular things or beings embraced under a

general conception are not really, but only formally

united. In themselves they remain different as

they were, what unites them is only something

in us. Their difference, their isolated particular

existence, is the reality, and that which gives

them unity is only a fiction of the observer's mind.

There is no such thing in reality as an animal which

is no particular animal, a plant which is no particular

plant, a man or humanity which is no individual

man. If plants, animals, men, are united by the
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general iiotiou it is only in the arbitrary world of

logical abstractions
;

in their own real existence

they are still left, for anght that the nnderstanding

can discover, in their hard, self-included, reciprocally-

repellent individuality. Generalisation, so far from

apprehending reality, is a process which takes us

away from it, and the further it advances, the

more abstract our thought becomes, the further do

we recede from the real, objective truth of things.

But thought is capable of another and deeper

movement. It can rise to a universality which

is not foreign to, but the very inward nature

of things in themselves, uot the universal of an

abstraction from the particular and different, but the

unity which is immanent in them and finds in them

its own necessary expression ; not an arbitrary

invention of the observing and classifying mind

unifying in its own imagination things which are

yet essentially ditterent, but an idea which expresses

the inner dialectic, the movement or process towards

unity, which exists in and constitutes the being of

the objects themselves. This deeper and truer uni-

versality is that which may be designated ideal or

organic universal it
i/.

The idea of a living organism,

as we formerlv saw, is not a common element which

can be got at by abstraction and generalisation
—

b}^

taking the various parts and members, stripping

away their differences, and forming a notion of that

which tliey have in common. That in which they
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differ is rather just that out of which their unity

arises and in which is the very hfe and being* of the

organism; that which they have in common they

have, not as miembers of a livino- organism, but as

dead matter, and what you have to abstract in order

to get it, is the very hfe itself. Moreover the

universal in this case, is not last but first. We
do not reach it by tii'st thinking the particulars,

but conversely, we get at the true notion of the

particulars onlv throuo'h the universal. What the

parts or members of an organism are—their form,

place, structure, proportion, functions, relations, their

whole nature and being—is determined bv the idea

of the organism which they are to compose. It is it

which produces them, not they it. In it lies their

reason and ground. They are its manifestations or

specifications. It realises itself in them, fulfils itself

in their diversity and harmony. Nor, again, can

you reacli this unity merely by predication or

affirmation, by asserting, that is, of each part or

member that it is, and what it is. On the con-

trary in order to apprehend it, with your thought

of what it is you must inseparably connect that

also of what it is not. You cannot determine the

particular member or organ save by reference to

that which is its limit or negation. It does not

exist in and bv itself, but in and through what

is other than itself—through the other members

and organs which are at once outside of and with-
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in it, beyond it and 3'et pra't and portion of its

being. It can exist only as it denies or gives up any

separate self-identical being and life—only as it

finds its life in the larger life and being of the

whole. You cannot apprehend its true nature

under the categor}' of '

Being' alone, for at every

moment of its existence it at once is and is not;

it is in giving up or losing itself; its true being

is in ceasing to be. Its notion includes nega-

tion as well as affirmation. Lastly, in a still

deeper way does negation or a negative movement

of thought enter into the idea of an organic whole.

Its ideal nature is not immediate, but is reached bv

a process of growth or development. But the notion

of development is one which cannot be apprehended

merely by affirmation or by a series of affirmations,

but only by a process which includes affirmation and

negation, or more precisely, perjDetual affirmation,

perpetual negation, solved in re-affirmation. At no

moment of its progressive existence is it possible to

determine a living organism merely as that which is,

or to com})ass the idea of it by any number of posi-

tive predicates. A succession of affirmative pre-

dicates can no moie give us the unbroken continuity

of life, than a series of separate points the idea of a

straight line, or a series of infinitely minute straight

lines the idea of a curve, or than the successive posi-

tions of a body at infinitely minute intervals of time

can give us what is equivalent to the idea of the mo-
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tion of a projectile. At every stage of its growth, and

at every minutest portion of that stage, the organism

not only is, but is passing away from, that Avhich it

is. And when you have reached the perfect idea—the

idea of the completely developed or perfect organism
— it is found to be, not the sum or collection or affirma-

tive generalisation of all its successive states, but the

result of a process of perpetual affirmation and nega-

tion, which, whilst it has annulled all the prior stages

of its history, at the same time has absorbed and

re-affirmed each and all of them in its own perfect

unit}'. Here then we have a kind of universality

which is altoofether different from the barren and

formal universality of generalisation, and the indica-

tion of a movement of thought corresponding to an

inner relation of things which the abstracting,

generalising understanding is altogether inadequate

to grasp.

Now, it is by the application of this principle to

religion and religious ideas that we are enabled to

apprehend these ideas in their essential nature, their

reciprocal relations, and their harmony and unity as

a whole. The attraction of Pantheism and of pan-

theistic systems of philosophy lies in this, that they

meet the craving of the religious mind for absolute

union with God and of the speculative mind for

intellectual unity. But what Pantheism gains b}^

the sacrifice of individuality and responsibility in

man, by depriving the finite world of reality and
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reducing Nature, Man and God, to a blank, colour-

less identity, a true philosophy attains in another

and deeper way. It gives us a principle in the light

of which we can see that God is all in all, without

denying reality to the finite world and to every

individual human spirit, or without denying it ex-

cept in so for as it involves a life apart from God
—a spurious independence which is not the protec-

tion but the destruction of all spiritual life. Let us

briefly endeavour to show how it may attain this

result.

Nature, the finite Mind, and God or the infinite

Mind, are not discordant or irreconcilable ideas,

but ideas which belong to one organic whole or

system of knowledge. It is with the last two

that a philosophy of religion is specially concerned
;

for religion is that practical solution of the differ-

ence between God and man, between the Infinite

Spirit and the finite, which it is the problem of that

philosophy to explain. But the principle which

solves the difference between the finite mind and

Nature is the same which finds its higher appli-

cation in the solution of the difference between

the finite mind and God : or rather the movement

of thought by which Nature relates itself to finite

intelligence is only a lower stage or exemplification

of that by which finite intelligence rises into union

with the Infinite Mind. A brief consideration,

therefore, of the relation of Nature to Finite Mind
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will prepare us for the analogous but higher prob-

lem of the relation of the Finite Mind to God.

(a) To the ordinary consciousness there is differ-

ence but no disharmony between the various ele-

ments of its knowledge, for they are all embraced in

the uncritical and undoubting unity of immediate

belief. The difterences of things as they present

themselves to outward observation, are instinctively

recognised and their harinony or unity is tacitly ac-

cepted as a matter of fact. The ordinary con-

sciousness does not inquire what these differences

really are, nor how they can be solved, not

merely empirically, but for thought. Nor does it

ask, again, how nature and man, things and

thought, the world without and the world with-

in, are related to each other, what is the dis-

tinction between them, and how that distinction is

overcome. Things are before us—matter and

material objects existing apart in themselves just

as I perceive them—a world of realities indepen-

dent of any mind to know them : and on the

other hand, I who perceive that world am here in

my own equally complete and independent exist-

ence. Matter is matter, and mind is mind
;
and

there is no thought of inquiring what each really

is, or how consistently with their essential differ-

ence and independent reality, knowledge, and that

communion which knowledge implies, are possible.

It is the province of philosophy to solve this
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problem ;
but very often philosophic writers have

been satisfied with formulating the uncritical as-

sumptions of the ordinary consciousness, and re-

statinsf in formal lanofuasre as an ultimate belief the

hard opposition of mind and matter, thouo'ht and

things, in which common sense instinctively rests ;

or, if they have gone further, they have evaded

the difficulty by explaining away one or other of the

opposed terms, and thus have fallen into Materialism

or into a merely subjective Idealism. Aware, for

instance, that much of that which the ordinary con-

sciousness ascribes to Nature is really contributed

by the observer's own mind, such writers set them-

selves to analyse our knowledge of Nature in order

to discover how much that contribution includes.

The 'secondary qualities' of matter they give up as

purely relative, the creation of our own sensuous

organism ; but they still assert that extension and

solidity are actually and objectively in Nature just as

we perceive them. Or again, finding this j^osition

untenable, and constrained to concede that what the

mind is conscious of is simply its own sensations,

they enlarge the subjective contribution to knowledge
and reduce to its minimum that indej^endent reality

beyond thought which they still ascribe to Nature.

Of that vast complex of realities which to the ordi-

nary consciousness appear to exist in Nature just

as we perceive them, it is now conceded that much

the larger part is due to mind. What is given
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tVuiii witliuLit is only the raw material which .sen-

sation supplies ;
and the rest—the Avhole fabric of

our seeming objective knowledge
— is reared up out

of sensation, either, according to one school, by
certain mental laws of association, or according to

another, by the activity of the understanding, guided

by its own forms and categories. But all this w^on-

derful system, whatever its value, is composed, not

of realities but only of ideas about them. Behind

and beyond our ideas lie the things in themselves,

the unknown cause or source of sensuous impres-

sions, the hidden reality of Nature, the world as it

is in itself, indejjendent of thought, irrespective of

any mind to know it.

But even this last residuum of a world foreign to

and independent of mind, it is, as we formerly saw,

impossible to retain. For, whatever it is, it cannot

even be imagined save by giving it relation to

thouoht. The existence we try to ascribe to it

beyond thought is itself a thought. Being or

existence has no meaninQf save as being or existence

conceived or thought about. To say that thought

itself can think an existence behind thought, or

which has no relation to thought, is a contradiction

in terms. Even if there were such a thing as a

world beyond thought, we, at least, could never

know anything about it, even the bare fact of its

existence ;
for that w^ould be equivalent to knowing

what we do not know, to knowing and not knowing
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in one and the same mental act. Startinof, theie-

fore, with the presupposition of the independent

existence, both of the world without and of the

world within, and inquiring what contribution mind

o-ives to our knowledw of the former, we find mind

successively claiming for itself one element after

another of that knowledge, until at length the whole

has been brought within its own province, and the

last unresolved fraction, the ultimate residuum of a

reality beyond thought, has disappeared.

Are we then driven to the conclusion that the

external world is but a phantasm, the illusory

assumption of common thought, which philosoj)hy

shows to be nothing more than the creation of the

individual mind, coming into existence and vanishing

with the thouo-ht of the mind that thinks it? As

materialism tries to evolve all things, mind included,

out of matter or material force, does idealism succeed

in showing, on the contrary, that the whole objective

world is but the phantasmal creation of mind \ And

if not, if we refuse to be argued out of our

conviction that there is a real world which our

thought neither makes nor unmakes, and which

would exist without our existing to think it—if

this be so, where lies the fallacy of the idealist's

arofument ?

The answer is that it lies in the false presupposi-

tion with which he started, the presumption, namely,

that Nature and Mind, the world without and the
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world within, constitute two fixed independent

\ realities, each by itself, complete in its own self-

\ included beinof. And the true solution of the
f . .

I problem lies in the surrender of this false Identity

for that principle of Organic Unity which we have

above attempted to explain. Beginning with two

isolated existences separated by the impassable gulf

of a rigid self-identity, no theory can ever force

them into rational union or coherence. The only

logical conclusion to which, from such premises, we

can come is, either that there is no external world,

or if there is, that we can never know even the fact

of its existence. But when we cease thus arbitrarily

to bar any solution by giving impossible conditions

to the problem; when we begin to see in Nature

and Mind not two independent things, but two

members of one organic whole, having, indeed, each

a being of its own, but a being which implies, and

finds itself in living relation to, the other^—then and

then only can we bring the two factors or members

into that union which any real knowledge of Nature

implies. Nature in its very essence is related to

Mind, Mind to Nature ;
therein lies the possibility

of their coherence in one system. If Nature were a

mere chaos, without law^ or order or intelligible

constitution, knowledge would be impossible, thought

could find in the outward world nothing to grasp.

But it is because law, rational order and sequence,

in one word, because reason exists in Nature, that
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Nature yields itself up to thouglit or intelligence.

On tlie other hand, Mind or intelligence is no mere

abstract entity, self-contained, having its whole

reality in its own self-included being; and a con-

sciousness that is conscious of nothing
—a thinking

subject to which no object of thought is ever

present, would be a mere blank—not mind, but

only the unrealised possibility of mind. On the

contrary, as Nature is realised Mind, so Mind finds

itself in Nature, and in converse with Nature has

awakened in it the consciousness of its own manifold

content. The speculative solution of the problem

which the opposition of Nature and finite Mind

presents is, therefore, that Nature is not the hard

antithesis, but the reflexion of Mind, and that Mind

discovers itself in Nature tanquam in specula.

Further, it is only by self-negation or self-renuncia-

tion that the Mind enters into that relation to

Nature which constitutes true knowledge. For it

is but a spurious idealism which makes the world

without only the illusory creation of the individual

mind. Rather the truth is that the individual mind

must renounce its own isolated independence, must

cease to assert itself, must lose itself in the object

l)efore it can attain to any true knowdedge of Nature.

Scientific knowledge is the revelation of a world

of objective realities which only he who abnegates

his own individual fancies and opinions before the

absolute authority of truth can apprehend. In order,
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therefore, to attain to the universal Ute of reason

that is in the world, it is an indispensable condition

that I renounce my own individuality, my particular

thought and opinion, and find the true realisation of

my own reason in that absolute reason or truth wdiich

Nature manifests. On the other hand if we natur-

ally begin by opposing the outward world to our-

selves, if, in other words, the first step which the

finite mind takes is to affirm the independent objec-

tive existence of Nature in opposition to itself, the

last is to deny that independence, to bring back

Nature to unity with thought, to discover that

Nature is essentially rational or that throughout the

^vhole realm of Nature tliere is nothing irrational

or unintelligible, nothing Avhich thought may not

claim as akin to itself. The principle, in fine, that

solves the difference between Nature and Finite

Mind is, that their isolated reality and exclusiveness

is a figment, and that the organic life of reason is

the truth or reality of both.

(h) The principle which, as we have thus seen, en-

ables us to apprehend Nature and the Finite Mind,

at once in their difference and their unity, we may
now^ apply fo the solution of the higher problem of

Keligion, or of the relation of the Finite Mind to

God. Here, too, it will be seen that the under-

standing, which clings to the hard independent iden-

tity of either side, inasmuch as it starts from essen-

tially dualistic conditions, renders any true solution
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impossible. If the law of iioii-eontradiction is car-

ried to its lo<^ieal results, the only alternatives in

which the mind can rest are, either Pantheism,

which denies spiritual reality and life to man, or

Anthropomorphism, which makes religion a mere

subjective fiction and God the self-imposed illusion

of the worshipper's own mind. A true solution can

be reached only by apprehending the Divine and the

Human, the Infinite and the Finite, as the moments

or members of an organic whole, in which both exist,

at once in their distinction and their unity.

To see this, let it be considered, in the first place,

that even in the case of our social relations—of the

relations of the individual to other individuals, Ave

find it impossible to hold fast by that notion of indi-

vidual identity with which popular thought contents

itself. Just as the hard and fast distinction between

matter and mind which is the unquestioned pre-

sumption of ordinary thought creates an impassable

gulf between us and the outward world ;
so the

ordinary conception of self-identity isolates the in-

dividual from his fellow-men. But as in the one case,

so in the other, the attempt to follow out the con-

ception to its logical consequences speedily discloses

its insufiiciency. The abstract individual is not

truly man, but only a fragment of humanity, a

being as devoid of the moral and spiritual elements

which are of the essence of man's life, as the ampu-
tated limb of participation in the vital existence of

Q
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the organism. The social relations are a necessary

part of the being of the individual. He cannot

realise himself within himself, but only in and

through those who are other than himself; and it

is only by the negation or surrender of his indi-

vidual self, of his own isolated being and life, to a

larger or universal self, that he comes to realise the

true meaning of his nature as a spiritual being.

It is not by supposing in the first place a number

of individual human beings, each complete in

himself, and then combining these individuals,

that w^e reach the idea of the Family : rather must

we first think the Family in order to know the indi-

viduals. The abstract individual, isolated from all

other human spirits, would lack elements which enter

essentially into the idea of humanity, would be

nothing more than the undeveloped germ of Ijumaii

nature, the possibility of a spirit that has never

become actual. Here, as elsewhere, the universal

is the ijvius of the particular. Yet the universal

must not be conceived as having any reality apart

from the particulars, any more than the body apart

from its members. The true idea is reached only

by holding both together in that higher unity which

at once comprehends and transcends them, that

organic unity, wdiether of the Family or the State,

which is the living integration of the individual

members which compose it.

But man has relations not only to other finite
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beings, but also to that which transcends the finite.

If in order to understand aright the nature of the

individual, we must take into account other finite

beings and his relations to them, still more necessary

is it, in order to know the meaning of his nature, that

we take into account that Infinite and Absolute

Being which is at once the presupposition and the

end of all finite thought and life. And here again

when we examine the relation, we shall find that it is

intelligible onl}^ as one of organic unity, that the

terms held apait are only abstractions, and that they

find their truth in that higher idea which at once

denies and includes them. The true Infinite is not

the mere negation of the Finite, but that w^iich is

the organic unity of the Infinite and Finite. What

therefore we are now required to show is (1) that

Finite Spirit presupposes or is intelligible only in

the light of the idea of Infinite Spirit, and (2) that

Infinite Spirit contains, in the very idea of its

nature, organic relation to the Finite.

(1.) The religious impulse, the aspiration after

God and after union with Him as the soul's true

life, is grounded in the very nature of man as a

rational and spiritual being. Something more than

the mediation of Nature and of other finite minds is

needed in order to the unfolding of the latent

content of my spiritual nature. My life as a rational

and spiritual being would be impossible and my
relations to nature and society would be baseless save
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on the presupposition of an Infinite and A1)solute

Intelligence on which all Unite thought and being

rest.

At first siofht, indeed, when we consider merely

the logical opposition expressed b}^ the terms Infinite

and Finite, it would seem that so far from the

latter implying the former, it must be simply

suppressed or annulled by it. If God be the

absolutely unlimited Being, if there be no ex-

istence that is independent of Him. if all reality

is comprehended in Him, where is there room for

any such existence that is not a mere shadow and

semblance ? The contradiction may be softened and

a place apparently found for the Finite, by repre-

senting God, not simply as Infinite, but under snch

notions as ' First Cause
'

or ' Creator and Governor

of the world;' but these expedients do not really suf-

fice for the end in view. If for example we conceive

Him as '

creating the "world out of nothing,' we do not

by this device escape the dilemma of a Finite which

either limits or is suppressed by the Infinite. For

by the act of creation either the Creator calls into

existence something external to Himself, something

absolutely new and which is, so to speak, an addition

to His infinitude, and then, neither before nor after

the creating act can He be called infi.nite
;

or the

^ created world is not a new existence, an addition to

the pre-existing sum of reality
—not really an exis-

tence different from its source—and then it becomes
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incapable of any relation to God, seeing it is not

distinguishable from Him.

But wlien we pass from this mere opposition of

the terms Infinite and Finite to view the opposition

as that of Infinite and Finite Sj^irit, the contradic-

tion is no lonoer one in which each term is the

negation of the other, but one in which each is

necessary to, and realises itself in and through the

other.

Finite Spirit or Mind, so far ironi being incom-

patible with Infinite Spirit or Mind, presupposes it,

and can realise itself only through it. As all scien-

tific investigation proceeds on the tacit presumption

of the uniformity of Nature, and as it is only on

this presumption that any knowledge of Nature

becomes possible, so all finite thought rests on

and becomes possible only through the tacit pre-

sumption of the existence of an Absolute and

Infinite thought or mind
; and, as the former

belief constitutes not only the condition of all

inquiry but the secret impulse to every endeavour

after fuller knowledge of Nature, so the latter

belief constitutes the perpetual spring and motive

of allspiritual life. In all thought, even the most

elementary, we presuppose an absolute criterion

of thought, an ideal of knowledge, an objective

truth or reality, to which our thought must conform

itself, and without which thought itself would dis-

appear in a mere chaos of sensations. Science
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is nothing else than the gradual realisation by us

of a self-consistent whole of truth, the objective

reality of which, from the outset, every investigator

must presuppose. In the very beginning of know-

ledge the mind has implicitly grasped the goal or

end of knowledge, and has tacitly asserted that it

is infinite and absolute. It would, indeed, be

absurd to say that every inquirer sets out with

the conscious recognition of this idea, but the

principle here maintained is that, unconscious or

vaguely cognisant as the mind may be of the

ultimate basis of its own activity, yet in all thinking,

in all mental action, in all inquiry and reasoning,

there is involved the assumption of the ultimate

unity of being and thought, and that it is the end

and aim of finite intellio'ence to realise it. How then

are we to conceive of this ultimate basis of thought,

this reality on which all intelligence rests ? This

fundamental question is a question which cannot be

answered directly, seeing that all human knowledge,

which is the gradual bringing of this reality to

self-consciousness, may be said to be the never-

exhausted answer to it. But even from the g-eneral

point of view in which we here contemplate the

subject, two things may without difficulty be proved,

viz., that this ultimate reality is an Absolute Spirit

whose existence is presupposed in all finite existence,

whose thought is the one condition of all finite

thoughts ;
and conversely, that it is only in com-
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munion with this Absohitc Sj)irit oi- Intelligence

that the finite spirit can realise itself. It is

absolute
;

for the faintest movement of human

intelligence would be arrested if it did not presup-

pose the absolute reality of intelligence, of thought

itself. It is not the product of human thought, for

no thought could ever begin to be, save on the assump-
tion of it. Behind all finite thought lies a reality

which is inaccessible to doubt or denial, seeing that

doubt or denial themselves presuppose and indirectly

affirm it. Even the wildest scepticism appeals to a

criterion of certitude which its doubts, unless they

annul themselves, can never touch. Thought of any

kind, positive or negative, doubting or asserting postu-

lates itself—postulates, that is, not the thought of

the individual thinker, but a thought or self-con-

sciousness that is prior to all individual thinking,

and is the absolute element or atmosphere in which

it lives and breathes. When I pronounce anything

to be true, I pronounce it, indeed, to be relative

to thought, for, as above said, that thought should

think or conceive of a truth or reality that is

beyond or outside of thought, is a contradiction

in terms
; but not to be relative to mij thought or

to the thought of any other individual mind.

From the existence of all individual minds, as such,

I can abstract, I can think them aw^ay. But that

which I cannot think away, that to which every

other thought is secondary, the pre-condition that
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makes possible any thought whatever, even the

thouo-ht of the nothinsfness of finite thoutrht is

thought or self-consciousness itself, in its independ-

ence and absoluteness, or, in other words, an Absolute

Thought or Self-consciousness. On the other hand,

it is just in uniting ourselves with this Absolute

Thought or Self-consciousness, and in so far as we

do, tliat we realise ourselves as rational and spirit-

ual beino's. That which raises man above the

animal, and provides for him an escape from the

limits of his own individuality, is that he can,

and even, in a sense, that he must, identify himself

with a Consciousness that transcends all that is

particular and relative. If he were only a creature

of transient sensations and impulses, or if his con-

sciousness were, so to speak, the theatre of an ever

coming and going succession of intuitions, fancies,

feelings, then there would be in his nature nothing to

raise him above himself, nothing could ever have for

him the character of objective truth or reality.

Beyond the empirical fact that such modifications

of his consciousness happen, he could not go. His

spiritual life would be broken up into fragments,

without continuity or coherence, and witnessing to

nothing beyond themselves. Even if the opinions,

tastes, feelings, fancies of a merely sensitive sub-

ject could testify to so much as the fact of their

own existence ; yet in the conflict of different

individual opinions, there being no objective stan-
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da id to appeal to, each would have the same

right to his own as another. But it is the pre-

rogative of man's spiritual nature that lie can rise

above himself as this particular being, that he can

cease to think his own thoughts, or be swayed by
his own impulses, and can yield himself up to a

thought and will that are other and infinitely larger

than his own. As a thinking self-conscious being,

indeed, he may be said, by his very nature, to live

in the atmosphere of the Universal Life. From

the first dawn of consciousness in which sense is

already for him transformed into thought, he has

entered into this life ;
and all spiritual progress is

to live more and more in the conscious realisation

of it. As a thinking being, it is possible for me to

suppress and quell in my consciousness every move-

ment of self-assertion, every notion and opinion

that is merely mine, every desire that belongs to

me as this particular self, and to become the pure

medium of a thoajj'ht or intelligence that is universal

•—in one word, to live no more my own life, but let

my consciousness become possessed and suffused by
the Infinite and Eternal life of spirit. And yet it

is just in this renunciation of self that I truly gain

myself, or realise the highest j30ssibilities of my
nature. When in the language of religion we say,
'

I live, yet not I but Christ livetli in me,'
' It is God

that worketh in me to will and to do of His good

pleasure,' pious feeling is only giving expression in
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its own way to that which philosophy shows to be in

strictest accordance with ths principle of man's

spiritual nature. For whilst in one sense we give up
self to live the universal and absolute life of reason,

yet that to which we thus surrender ourselves is

in reality our truer self. The life of absolute

truth or reason is not a life that is foreign to us. If

it is above us, it is also within us. In yielding to it

we are not submitting to an outward and arbitrary

law or to an external authority, but to a law that has

become our own law, an authority which has become

enthroned in the inmost essence of our being. It is

the fulfilment and the freedom of every spiritual

being to become the organ of Infinite and Absolute

reason. When we attain the ideal perfection of

our nature, the self that is foreign to it is foreign to

us too, it has become lost and absorbed in that

deeper, higher self with which our whole life and

being is identified. It is our highest glory that

every movement of our mind, every pulsation of our

spiritual being, should be in harmony with it, and

that apart from it we should have no life we can call

our own.

(2.) We have now attempted to show that Finite

Spirit or Mind, considered by itself and apart from

Infinite Spirit or Mind, is a mere abstraction, that

the former presupposes and is intelligible only in the

ligfht of the latter. But now turnino- to the other

side of the opposition, we shall find that an abstract.
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self-referent lufiiiite must, equally with an abstract,

self-referent Finite, yield to another and higher idea.

The Infinite of religion cannot be a mere self-iden-

tical Being, but one which contains, in its very

nature, organic relation to the Finite
;
or rather, it

is that organic whole which is the unity of the

Infinite and Finite. In other words, an Infinite

which does not extiny-uish the Finite as its bare

contradictory or negation, must contain in itself the

determination of the Finite.

If religion means that only in union with God can

my spiritual nature fulfil or realise itself, it follows

that there must be something in the nature of God

on which the religious relation is based. A necessary

relation cannot be one in which there is necessity

only on the one side and mere arbitrary will on the

other. But this would be implied in conceiving

of God as a mere abstract Omnipotence, and of the

creation of the world as simply the act of His ' mere

will and pleasure.' According to this conception,

as there is no reason in God why finite spiritual

beings should exist rather than not exist, there can

be nothino- in man which is unfulfilled and un-

satisfied save in union with God. To be spiritually

united to God, is to find in God the end and reason

of my being ;
and to say this is equivalent to saying

that the existence of a finite world or of finite

spiritual beings cannot be ascribed to a mere

arbitrary creative will, but springs out of something
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in the very nature of God; oi- that the idea of God

contains in itself, as a necessary element of it, the

existence of finite spirits.

Now, that the true idea of the Inlinite does

contain in it the idea of the Finite, or in less

formal terms, that the nature of God would be

imperfect if it did not contain in it relation to a

finite world, may be shown in various ways. The

simplest way in which we can make this thought

clear to ourselves is by considering that, conceived

as a mere abstract, self-identical Infinite, God

would lack that which is one of the most essen-

tial elements of a spiritual nature—the element

of love. Without life in the life of others, a

spiritual being would not be truly spirit. To go

forth out of self, to have all the hidden wealth of

thought and feeling of which I am capable called

forth in relations to other and kindred beings, and

to receive back again that wealth redoubled in

reciprocated knowledge and affection— this is to

live a spiritual life
;
not to do this is to take from

our lives all that makes them spiritual. But all this

we leave out of our idea of God if we conceive

of Him as a self-identical Infinite, complete and self-

contained in His ov/n beino-. Nor does it mend the

matter to say that we can separate in thought the

capacity of love from the actual manifestation of it,

and that, as we can think of God as possessed of

creative povv^er anterior to the actual exercise of it.
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so we can still think of Him, anterior to tlie exis-

tence of any iinite intelligfence, as liavinijf in Himself

1)onndless capacities of goodness and love and mercy
—of all those elements of spiritual excellence which

are only revealed, not created, by His relations to a

finite world. For a latent capacity or possibility of

spiritual perfection is to a perfection which has actu-

ally realised itself, as the undeveloped intelligence

of a child is to the intelliofence of a mature-minded

man. All the future of the plant is, in a sense, pre-

sent in the germ, all the rich content of the cultured,

scientific intellect slumbers in the nature of the infant

or the embryo; but the full-grown plant is something

more and hio'her than the seed or a^erm, and the

mind that has aw^akened to self-consciousness and

self-command, and through the mediation of nature,

of society, of the history and experience of the race,

has entered, in some measure, into actual possession

of its oriofinal birthriofht, is somethino- more and

higher than the same mind whilst it is as yet noth-

ing more than the blank unconscious possibility

of intelligence. Nay, we may go farther and say

that, inasmuch as it is of the very essence of intelli-

ofence to be conscious of itself, inasmuch as to hnoiD

oneself is truly to he oneself, and as that which has not

yet entered into my thought is that which for me

does not as yet really exist, so it is only that in my
nature wdrich has passed out of possibility into actual

self-conscious thought, that can be said to be reclaimed
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from non-entity and to have become a spiritual real-

ity. And this is a principle which is applicable, not

merely to human intelligence but to all intelligence ;

it enters into the very idea of spirit as spirit, and

therefore into our idea of the nature of God. If

it were possible, by any rude application to the

Divine nature of the conditions of time, to think of

a time anterior to the creation of the world when

as yet the treasures of wisdom and love and goodness

of which that world is the revelation, lay hid in

God as an unrealised and unrevealed capacity, then

it would also be possible to say that there was a

time when God was less than He is now, and that

the God of creation, providence, and redemption,

is greater than the solitary, self-sufficient God, the

abstract Infinitude of the eternal jDast. But if we

shrink from appl3dng such coarse conceptions of

growth or development to the nature of God, if we

must think of the knowledge of God as eternally

adequate to the being of God, if He for ever realises

Himself in all the infinite riches of His nature, then

in the very idea of God is included all that of which

a world of finite intelligence is the manifestation
;

in other words, the true idea of the Infinite is that

which contains in it organic relation to the Finite.

Now this idea of the Infinite, if we apprehend its

true imjDort, is simply the idea of God as Absolute

Spirit. Under no other category than that of

Thought or Self-conscious Mind can we conceive of
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(Jod as an Infinite who manifests Himself in the

differences of the finite world, and in these differences

returns upon or realises Himself. It is in Thought
or self-consciousness alone that we have a subject

which is limited by nothing outside of itself, for

here the only limit is a determination that is capable

of being wholly retracted into that \\ hich it limits

or determines. It is only in the Absolute Thought
or Self-consciousness that we reach a sphere where

the object is one with the subject, where the knower

is also the known. In finite thouofht the beino- of

the object is still posited as something external to

the subject, and the knowledge of the object is

something distinct from its knowledge of itself.

But infinite Thouo^ht or Self-consciousness rises

finally above this separation ;
the last element of

foreignness, of external limitation or finiteness

vanishes; the object becomes a moment of its own

being, the knowing, thinking spirit becomes object

to itself All other categories than that of Thouaiit

or Self-consciousness are still categories of the finite,

and when we endeavour to apprehend God by means

of them, we leave in our idea of Him a still un-

resolved element of finitude. If, for instance, we

think of Him as the infinite Substance of all, we

must either conceive of Him as that unknown and

unknowable substratum which lies behind the finite

world, a unity which underlies all differences, but

to which these are something external, and thus
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the predicate of ciir definition is left in unsolved

contradiction to tJie subject ;
or we must reduce the

finite world—Nature and the human spirit
—to the

mere evanescent accidents of His being, shadows of

that substance which is the only permanent realit3^

If, again, we think of God as the absolute Cause or

Creator of the world, inasmuch as, under this cate-

gory, either we must think of the cause as having a

certain indej^endence or indifference towards the effect,

and so as something sejoarate from it. or we must

think of it (as in the scientific doctrine of the con-

vertibility of force) as that which wholly passes into

and loses itself in tlie effect
;

it follows that here

again our idea of God is either vitiated by an

unresolved element of finitude, or becomes pan-

theistic. It is only when we think of C4od as

Absolute Spirit or Self-consciousness that we attain

to an idea of His nature which, while it gives to the

finite the reality f»f an object ever distinguishable

from, never lost in the subject, 3''et
refuses to it

any independence or individuality which cannot be

brought back to a higher unity. In the light of

this idea we see that the world and man have a beino-

and reality of their own, even that highest reality

which consists in being that whereby God reveals

or manifests Himself; but we see also that their

being is no limit to God's infinitude, inasmuch as

the highest realisation of that being is found in the

absolute surrender of any independent life, in its per-
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feet return to God and atonement with Him, There

is no higher creation of God than a spirit that is

made in His own image, and in that spirit there is

nothing higher than the knowledge and love of God.

But what, as we have already seen, the knowledge
and love of God mean, is the giving up of all

thoughts and feelings that belong to me as a mere

individual self, and the identification of my thought
and being with that whicli is above me, yet in me—
the Universal or Absolute Self which is not mine or

yours, but in which all intelligent beings alike find

the realisation and the perfection of their nature.

If therefore we think of God as the Creator of man,

as calling into being finite spiritual natures distinct

from Himself, we see also that it is the very

principle and essence of such natures to renounce

their finitude, to quell in themselves the self that

divides them from God, and to return not into

pantheistic absorption, but into living union with

Him from whom they came. There is therefore a

sense in which we can say that the world of finite

inteUigencies, though distinct from God, is still, in

its ^eal nature, one with Him. That which God
creates and by which he reveals the hidden trea-

sures of His wisdom and love, is still not foreion

to His own infinite life, but one with it. In the

knowledge of the minds that know Him, in the

self-surrender of the hearts that love Him, it is

no paradox to aflirm that He knows and loves Him-
E
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self. As He is the origin and inspiration of ev^eiy

true thought and pure affection, of every experience

in which we forget and rise above ourselves, so is

He also of all these the end. If in one point of

view religion is the work of man, in another it is the

work of God. Its true significance is not appre-

hended till we pass beyond its origin in time and in

the experience of a finite spirit, to see in it the

revelation of the mind of God Himself In the

language of Scripture
—' It is God that worketh in

us to will and to do of His good pleasure;' 'All

things are of God, who hath reconciled us to

Himself.' The history of the world is but the

manifestation of ' the eternal purpose which He

purposed in Himself,' the consummation to which

it advances is that ' God may be all in all,' and

the most exalted of religious natures finds its

consolation in passing away from the contradic-

tions of the finite, from the enigmas which human

life and history present, and in rising to that loftier

point of view where they vanish away in the thought

of Him,
' of whom and through whom and to whom

are all things ; to whom be glory for ever.
'

|jL



CHAPTER IX.

THE RELIGIOUS LIFE : RELATION OF MORALITY
AND RELIGION.

XN the idea of a spiritual, as distinguished from

a merely natural being, is involved the notion

not only of self-consciousness but of self-deter-

mination. Not what I am or find myself to be b}^

nature, nor ^vhat I am made to be by any foreign

or external power, constitutes my spiritual life,

but that which, by conscious activity and will, I

make myself to be. This does not imply that a

spiritual nature is one which is absolutely self-

created, or that the spiritual life of the individual

has no limits or conditions imposed upon it fi'om

without. But it does imply that, so long as there

is anything within or without—any element of my
inner life which is simply and immediately given,

and not taken up, transformed, and, so to speak,

re-created by the free self-assertion of the rational

will, any outward conditions which constitute a limit

to my nature, and which have not become the means
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of its self-development and self-realisation—so long

and to that extent I have not attained to the true

life of spirit. The life of Nature and of all things

and beinofs that belong;' to the realm of Nature is a

purely immediate or objective life; at best, it is a life

which contains only faint foreshadowings of the self-

activity that belongs to the realm of spirit. Nature

and natural existences neither know themselves nor

have any share in the production of their own being.

Inorofanic substances have an existence that is

simply and absolutely given and determined from

without. They do not exist for themselves. What

they are they are made to be, and the changes they

undergo are imposed upon them by external forces

which they can neither resist nor modify. In living

organisms we have indeed the beginnings of self-

activity— of an existence, that is, which is not

complete from the first, nor wholly imposed and

determined from without. A plant is causa su.i in

a sense in which a stone is not. The germinal

matter is not the unresisting slave of external

forces. It has an inner law and life of its own,

in virtue of which it is not the mere plaything

of external conditions, Ijut so relates itself to the

world without as to subdue and transform what

is external into the materials of its own self-

development. Its future is, so to speak, of its

own making ; the ideal perfection of its nature
^

is a potentiality which is hidden from the first
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within itself, and which it realises or makes actual

by its own self-productive activity. But the self-

activity of plant or animal is only, at best, a faint

foreshadowing of that free self-development which

is the prerogative of the spiritual life. Here, too,

we have an existence, the basis and conditions of

which are given from without ; here, too, we have a

life wdiich exists at the first only implicitly or

potentially, and the ideal perfection of which is

reached only by passing through the stages of a

progressive self-development. But, besides other

points of difference to which we need not here

advert, there is one essential distinction between the

spiritual and all inferior kinds of life
;

—tlieir triumph

over Nature is itself only natural. The plant or

animal maintains and developes itself by the subju-

gation of external conditions to the law of its being,

but it neither knows nor wills its own conquest.

Neither the idea of its own future, nor the nisus

which at each successive stage it puts forth in

order to reach that idea, is consciously present

to it. Its struggle with Nature is, from this point

of view, only the struggle of one blind natural

force with other and weaker forces. It is, on the

other hand, the essential characteristic of a spiritual

self-conscious being that the opposition between

itself and the world, and between its empirical and

its ideal existence, is a conscious opposition, and

that the confiict by whicli it developes itself is
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not the conliict of one blind force with other bhnd

forces, but the deeper strife of impulse with reason,

the inward war with self which is possible only for

a nature allied on one side to that which is universal

and infinite, on the other controlled by the brute

forces of instinct and appetite. In all organic life,

indeed, contradiction and conflict are involved. But

in the animal organism the contradiction is a com-

paratively superficial one, and its solution is one which

is accomplished tranquilly. The forces of external

Nature are at war with and ever striving to break

up that unity of diflferences which the animal nature

is. But inasmuch as that unity does not exist for

the animal itself, or only reveals itself in the feelings

and sensations of the moment, it is, at most, simply

in the feeling of physical pain or want that it is

itself aware of the strife of which its being is the

prize. In the animal organism there is, further,

the contradiction which all development implies

between the actual and the ideal, the phenomenal

and the real
;
between that which is and that which

is to be. But here again the contradiction is one

which gives birth to no internal strife. The ideal

perfection of the animal is not present to itself,

it is an ideal which moulds and dominates its

progressive existence in a purely unconscious way.

Nature in it, as Aristotle says, wills an end of

which it knows nothing. The animal feels no

bondage in the chain that binds it to the imme-
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cliate life of appetite and desire. Its whole ex-

istence is in each successive impression, each iso- u^
lated sensation and feeling. It is wholly identical

with its impulses, and absorbed in each transient,

fragmentary experience. It is never conscious of a

self that is more than these—of a higher nature,

with claims and aspirations of its own. The animal

nature is therefore not divided against itself; its

development is not a victory won, inch by inch,

by a nobler contending with a meaner self, but

is rather an unconscious and unimpeded progress

towards an unknown goal. In a spiritual being, /

on the other hand, the contradiction which develop-

ment implies is a far deeper one, and no such easy

solution of it is possible. It is of the very essence

of a self-conscious nature to be divided against itself

and to win its perfection, its ideal freedom and har-

mony, as the result of a fierce and protracted inter-

nal strife. The very dawn of self-consciousness is

the awakeninof amidst the natural desires and iui-

pulses of a consciousness which is other and larger

tlian these desires, which cannot fulfil itself in them,

and which is capable of satisfaction only by break-

ing away from their bondage and becoming a law

to itself. Yet these conflicting elements are both

included within the circle of one and the same

conscious being
—enemies who cannot be at peace

and yet can never part. The appetites and im-

pulses of the animal are mine, part and parcel
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of my nature, elements of it which I can neither

annihilate or abjure. And yet, no less mine, or

rather me, my truer, deeper self, is that spiritual

consciousness which is something* more and wider,

not only than all my sensuous desires and impulses,

but than all the experiences of my phenomenal life,

and which in the rudest and most undeveloped
nature is the silent prophecy and foretaste of a

sjoiritual perfection to which it is ever urged to

aspire. Thus the conflict of nature and spirit, of

impulse with reason, of the lower with the higher

self, is one from wdiich, for a rational, self-conscious

being, there is no escape. But it is just through
this conflict that its spiritual development is at-

tained. Moral and spiritual perfection does not and

cannot come to us by nature, but only as the result

of struggle and self-conquest. 'That is not first

which is spiritual, but that w4iich is natural, and

afterw^ards that which is spiritual.' It is in the

reaction against nature that the higher life of moral-

ity and religion is developed. We shall endeavour

briefly to trace the ste]3s of the process by which

this spiritual development takes place
—
by which, in

other w^ords, man rises out of the life of nature, first

into the moral, and then into the relieious life.

I. Let us look a little more closely into the

nature of that division or discord in man's being, of

which morality is the partial, religion the perfect

solution. The possibility for man of a moral life
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lies, I have said, in the fact that there is in him a

universal nature, a self which transcends all particu-

lar experiences. He can distinguish between himself

and his particular feelings, he is conscious that he

is more than his desires and passions, that there is

in him that which underlies and remains beyond all

isolated gratifications^ of appetite and sense, and

which these do not exhaust or fulfi]. The merelv

animal nature has in it no such universal element.

Its life is identical with and lost in the successive and

isolated experiences of appetite and sense. There is

no spiritual link which, for it, binds them together,

no self-consciousness that interpenetrates and sur-

vives them and can think itself apart from them.

The animal passes from one impression or impulse,

from one immediate gratification to another, without

comparing or comprehending them or bringing them

together in any continuous, conscious history. It is

without any past whose experiences are treasured

up in tlie present and remain to determine the

future. And though you, the observer, can think

of its life as a unity, it is a unity of which itself

is all unconscious.

If in man there were nothing more than this, he,

too, would be caj^able, in the gratification of his

natural tendencies, of a life of happiness undisturbed

or disturbed only by outward causes. Or if the

rationa,l element in him were only one other natural

and spontaneous tendency added to the rest, the
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harmony of his nature would be still unbroken, he

would be only a greater animal, an animal capable of

a wider range of enjoyments than other animals.

There would be no heterogeneous element to mar

the unit^^ and simplicity of his nature or to disturb

its serenity and innocence. In point of fact, there

is a period in the history both of the individual and

of the race when the division between the spiritual

and the natural life can scarcely be said to have

emerged, when the immediate unity of the natural life

is all but unbroken. Such a jDeriod w^e may picture

as a time when spontaneous impulse was yet an all-

sufRcient guide : imagination may dwell fondly on

the golden child-dream of a state of innocence yet

undisturbed by the fatal boon of knowledge, of a life

of unsought happiness in which man, because he

was little more than the child of Nature, was in

harmony at once with Nature and himself But the

new element of thought, reason, self-consciousness,

has this as its distinctive characteristic, that it not

only claims a satisfaction different from that of all

the natural desires and impulses, but that from its

very nature it sets itself in antagonism with them,

and can never be at rest till it has subdued and

transformed them. That this antagonism is an in-

evitable one, in other words, that reason is, by an

inner necessity, at war with the appetites and desires

of our lower nature, may be shown by a brief exami-

nation of these two sides or elements of man's nature.
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In the first place, the objects of natural desires and

impulses are particular and limited, while the end to

which reason points is universal and boundless. The

appetites and desires look not beyond themselves and

their immediate satisfaction. Each particular desire

claims to absorb me, looks neither before nor after,

seeks to bind me down to the feeling of the moment.

In each particular gratification appetite or desire

finds its fulfilment; and though the craving of appe-

tite revives again and again, it revives only as another

isolated experience, to imprison the subject again

in a similar self-included, self-complete satisfxction.

On the other hand, whilst the natural tendencies

are thus particular and limited, reason is essentially

universal. Even in the least developed spiritual

nature the consciousness of self, the capacity to

say 'I,' 'Me,' 'Mine,' is a consciousness which

lifts it above all particular experiences, all passing-

desires and satisfactions, a consciousness which at

once comprehends and transcends them. However

poor and imperfect a man's actual intellectual and

spiritual attainments, thought or self-consciousness

is in him a capacity which no conceivable multipli-

city of particular experiences can exhaust, it is the

form of an infinite content.

Moreover in this very fact that thought is the

form of an infinite content is involved this further

contrast with the tendencies of the lower nature,

that whilst the latter are self-contained and self-
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sufficing, thought is the silent prophecy of an ideal

which makes satisfaction with the present or the

actual (or rather with the present or the actual

into which no deeper signification has been infused)

for ever impossible. Appetite and desire have no

ideal. The cloyed appetite is for the moment

perfectly content. Satisfaction is fully adequate

to demand. If man's animal desires were the

beginning and end of his nature, there would be

in him no element of unrest
;
or at least, rest and

peace, the rest of satisfied desire, the peace of

browsing cattle, would be within easy reach. But

that which makes man a spiritual being makes him

also a restless being. Reason is the secret of a

divine discontent. Amidst all actual attainments,

it is the implicit revelation of a future to which

they are immeasurably inadequate, the call to be.

adequate to an ideal which dwarfs every realised

height of knowledge and goodness, and which is

perpetually breaking the bonds that appetite and

desire would bind around the spirit.

Lastly, to name no other point of contrast, the

tendencies of the lower nature seek their ends

blindly; reason knows its own end or is ever seeking

to know it. Appetite and desire grope in the

dark, and are content to grasp instinctively at theif

destined satisfaction. But it is of the very essence

of self-consciousness that it comes to see and know

the end to which it surrenders itself, to find itself
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in its objects, to apprehend that by which it is

apprehended. Reason, indeed, alike with appetite

and desire, has an end or object in union with which

it fidfils itself. But the consummated union of

appetite and desire with their objects is achieved by
a merely outward and natural necessity. The union

of reason or self-consciousness with its end is never

consummated till it sees and wills itself therein—•

till the liofht of truth without flashes back in re-

sponse to the light of thought within. The relation

of spirit to its object is a necessary one, but the

necessity in this case is identical with the highest

freedom.

Here then we discern some, at least, of the

PTounds of that internal division or antaofonism

which marks man's nature as a beino- at once of

sense and spirit, of natural impulse and rational

self-consciousness. No man can serve two masters,

even wdien the two are kindred and cong-enial.

But here, bound up together within our very being-

are two which seem to be essentially antagonistic.

A being goveiTied at once by reason and passion

would seem to be at one and the same time, blind

and seeing, limited and unlimited, fettered and

free. To serve both principles, I must be at

once the unreflecting creature of each transient

impulse and the sharer of a universal life, conscious

of an infinite hunger and cloyed with every iso-

lated, shallow satisfacti<jn, living in the light and
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liberty of the spirit and shut up in the darkness

and bondaofe of sense.

But the discord in man's nature is something
more and deeper than this. We cannot represent

it simply as the conflict between two independent

principles
—the universal principle of reason or self-

consciousness and the particular tendencies of the

lower or animal nature. For, the moment the higher

principle of self-consciousness is awakened, the lower

tendencies lose their simplicity and become capable

of a new and intensified hostility to the higher. To

know my impulses is to make them more than im-

pulse. To become conscious of natural and spon-

taneous desires is to transform them into something

deeper than desire. The spontaneous life dies the

moment I begin to thinh it. Confronted with self-

consciousness, the natural tendencies lose their

simplicity and innocence. If they continue still

to dominate my nature, they assume the new and

more complex character of conscious self-indulgence.

They draw down into them, so to speak, from the

liigher nature, a kind of illegitimate universality,

and in the strife with reason become armed with a

force stolen from the power with which they are

at war. Considered in themselves, the appetites

and impulses of nature, though they point to

different ends from that highest good which, as

spiritual beings, we must seek, are not directly

hostile to it. In themselves they are devoid of
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any moral significance. They are no more anti-

rational, no more immoral or irreligious, than the

forces of Nature or the phenomena of vegetable

and animal life. But in a self-conscious being

these natural tendencies lose their moral neutrality.

They are no longer merely natural tendencies seek-

ing their own ends, but natural tendencies related

to a permanent self, and so reduced into forms of

its will, modes of its self-manifestation. The merely

animal nature is incapable of sensuality or selfish-

ness
;

for these vices imply a relation of particular

desires to a permanent, conscious self. The satis-

faction of animal appetite is limited to the moment,

it penetrates no deeper than the sensuous nature,

and passes away without leaving any reflex in-

fluence behind it. But in a self-conscious nature

the satisfactions of appetite and desire cannot thus

lightly come and go. The thinking self that runs

through and gives unity to all man's empirical life,

is present to them, knows itself in them, can recall

and reflect on them, anticipate and plan for their

repetition, and so clothe them with something of its

own universal and ideal character. Though, there-

fore, in itself, sensuous pleasure is as transient a

thing in man as in the mere creatures of appetite

and sense, it is capable of receiving in his experience

an illusory realit}^, a deceptive show^ of permanence,

and therefore of becoming to reason the rival of its

own higher ends. Sensuous pleasure, raised by re-
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flection and imagination to a fictitious universality, is

thus an end to the pursuit of which it is possible for

a conscious nature to abandon itself And, though

man is infinitely more than any particular desire,

though no repetition of sensuous gratifications can

ever be commensurate with spiritual aspiration, and

the keenest joys of appetite and sense leave the

infi.nite void still unfilled, yet the illusion is one

which ever-recurrino- failure does not serve to dis-

sipate. It was not the mere momentary satisfaction

—the thrill of the nerve, the titillation of the palate

—which was the object of attraction, but that ideal

capacity of delight with which imagination invested

transitory objects ;
and therefore even when the

shallow and transient character of these satisfactions

has ao'ain and asfain discovered itself, the ideal

capacity is attributed to new objects, and remains to

fascinate the imagina^tion of the sensualist and to

stimulate his wdll to a renewal of the vain jDursuit.

The same remarks apply to those desires and

passions, such as avarice and ambition, which are

less immediately connected with the sensuous nature.

In these the self-conscious nature finds still more

easily that fictitious perfection which tempts it to

self-abandonment. Wealth, power, fame, as being

objects more ideal, more conunensurate apparently

with man's universal nature, lend themselves more

readily to the illusion which draws that nature away

from its own ends. If we cannot really serve God
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and Mammon, yet Mammon, in its seeming per-

manence and absoluteness, its mastery over time and

space, its capacity to represent an unlimited range
of enjoyments and to spread itself over the whole

compass of human life, is more like the God we seek

than those lower objects of desire Avhich perish in

the using. And therefore it is possible for man to

surrender himself to the passion for gain with an

abandonment even more intense and lasting' than

the purely sensuous desires can ever call forth.

Yet it is obvious that this infusion of a universal

meaning into the animal appetites and desires only

serves to deepen the discord in man's nature. For

what we have now to contemplate is not two ele-

ments, a higher and a lower, side by side wdth each

other, but a higher confronted by a lower wdiich

usurps its own inalienable rights. Keason has no

controversy wdth the merely animal tendencies as

such, any more than w^ith the forces of inorganic

nature. But it is in conflict with these tendencies

when they would absorb man's whole being, and

demand that entire surrender of the infinite sub-

jectivity, which is due only to the higher ends of

reason itself. As a spiritual being man is conscious

of an end which transcends all particular and finite

satisfactions, of a life above and beyond them, of

being his own end and law. But the secret power
of sensuality and kindred vices lies in this, that

by the false universality they give to their objects.
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they seek to possess themselves of man's whole being,

to imprison it in the finite, to leave it no higher life

beyond. Yet, as man, without ceasing to he man

and sinking back into the life of the brute, cannot

cease to be rational; as the conscious spiritual self,

with its indestructible claims and possibilities, can

never be extinguished within him, there arises in

his nature the terrible discord, the strain and

strife of two selves, the higher and truer self of

reason and self-consciousness, and the lower self of

appetite and passion. The conflict here is no

longer the conflict simply of spirit with nature, but

of spirit or reason with nature rationalised, with

appetite and passion armed with a spurious force of /

reason. And what lends its special character to this

conflict is that the combatants are not two, but one.

They cannot fly apart. They are locked up in the

same consciousness. The particular and the universal

self are both mine. It is / who am the self

that condemns sensuality and passion ;
and it is

/ who am, at the same time, the self that is con-

demned. It is I who abandon myself to the satis-

factions of the animal
;
and it is I who, conscious

of an infinite ideal, regard these satisfactions with

shame and self-disgust. Nay, inasmtich as con-

sciousness in its unity embraces all that passes within

it, it may be said that I am at once the combatants

and the conflict and the field that is torn with the

strife—the serf who struo-oles to be free, the tyrant
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that enslaves liim, and the scene of the internecine

conflict between them.^

How then can this division in man's nature be

healed "? How can the contradiction between the

lower and hiofher elements be solved ? It is the

answer to this question which furnishes the key to

man's life as a moral and sj^iritual being. In other

words, we have here, as we have already said, the

great j)roblem to which morality or the moral life

furnishes a partial solution, but which only religion

can finally and completely solve.

II. Morality or the moral life may be described

as that solution of the contradiction between man's

higher and lower nature which is accomplished by
the transformation of the lower into the organ or

expression of the higher.

Can reason be a law to itself, realise its own

universality and freedom, and yet leave to the

natural desires scope for their proper activity ? Can

we live a life which is at once universal and par-

ticular ? The answer to this question lies in the

principle, on the one hand, that the highest realisa-

tion of our individual nature with all its tendencies

and desires, is to be attained not directly, by making
itself its own end, but by absolute surrender to a

higher or universal end; and, on the other hand, that

1 Ich bin nicht Einer der im Kampf Begritfenen, sondern Ich bin

lieide Kiiinpfende vuid der Kami)f selbst. Ich bin das Feuer und

Waaser, die sich beriihreu, iind die Beriihrung und Einheit dessen,
was sich schlechtin flieht, etc.—Hegel, Phil, der Rel., I. 64.

\y
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reason or the universal nature, though it is the form

of an infinite content, cannot reahse itself by abstract

self-assertion, but only through the mediation of the

particular desires and the acts into which they enter

as motives. Now this can be shown to be not

merely a fact of experience, but a principle grounded

in the necessity of the case, as will be manifest if

we consider what the hisfher or universal life of

man is, or in what way it can be realised, and then

how it reacts on the tendencies of his lower nature.

That I am capable of a universal life, a life trans-

cending the limits of my own individuality, 1 learn

practically in my relations to other human beings,

when I find it possible so to identify myself with

them as to make their life my own. The capacity

of love and self-sacrifice is the capacity so to escape

from the limits of the particular self that the happi-

ness of others shall become my happiness. Morality,

or the moral life may be described as the renunciation

of the private or exclusive self and the identification

of our life with an ever- widening sphere of spiritual

life beyond us. That I am more than this self-con-

tained individuality, capable of a larger and fuller life,

I realise, in the first place, when my private, personal

self expands into a self that is common to all the

members of the corporate unity of the family. Here

the latent capabilities of love and sympathy are

liberated, and the pulse of my spiritual life begins

to beat with the movements of an organic life into
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which many individual lives now enter. We speak

of certain duties which the individual has to perform

as parent, child, brother, sister; but these duties are

based on the fact that it is in and through the rela-

tions so designated that the true nature of the

individual expresses or realises itself. Then only do;

I truly perform my duties when they are no longer

a law imposed on my will, but a law with which

T feel and know myself to be identified. And
the same thing is true of the more comprehensive

social relations—the relations of the individual to

the community, the state, the common brotherhood

of humanity. In one sense the members of the

social organism in which I live, the institutions,

the civil and political organisation of the community
to which I belong, are outside and independent of

me, and tliere are certain duties and obligations

which they authoritatively impose on me. They
constitute a moral order, an external or objective

morality, to which I must submit. But, in another

sense, they are not foreign to me, they are more

truly me than my private self. Apart from them I

have no real self, or only the false self of a fragment

taking itself for a whole. It is when the moral life-

of society flows into me that my nature reaches a

fuller development ; and then only are my social

duties adequately fulfilled when they cease to have

the aspect of an outward lavv' and pass, in love and

self-devotion, into the s23ontaneity of a second nature.
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For one who felt thus, selfish indulgence at the

expense of others would be a greater self-denial,

a thing fraught with a keener pain than any private

suffering ;
it would be an injury done to a dearer

self for the sake of a self he has ceased to care for,

nay, which in one sense has ceased to exist. For

I social morality reaches its ideal purity only then

when the individual not merely loves others as him-

self, but can scarcely be said to have any other or

exclusive self to love. Few indeed are they who

have realised this absolute merging of the individual

in the universal life, but for the nobler spirits who

have nearly approximated to it, pain and pleasure

are words which almost cease to have any private

or personal significance. It is no longer any pleasure

to do what they please, and pain and sacrifice have

become touched with a new sense of sweetness.

There have been times when, by such men, their

country's humiliation and loss have been felt with

a far keener pang than personal suftering, and for

them the offering up of life itself has had a

strange sweetness in it, if the sacrifice could avert

or retrieve her ruin. Finally, the capacity of a

universal life finds its highest realisation when the

individual rises above even the organic life of the

community or state, to identify himself with the

moral life of the race. The higher and more

developed the organism, so much the richer and

fuller is the life which fiows into each individual
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member of it. If there is an escape from selfish

isolation when the individual identifies himself with

the larger unity of the family, or again, if his

spiritual life is still more expanded and enriched

when his happiness is implicated with the welfare

and progress of the wider organism of the state,
—

then most of all will the individual nature become

enlarged when the love of kindred and of country

expands into an affection yet more comprehensive,
—

the love of humanity, and the life and happiness

of the individual becomes identified with the

spiritual life and. perfection of the race. It is true

indeed that, with most men, moral sympathy loses

in intensity what it gains in width, and that, in

comparison with the filial, fraternal, and other do-

mestic duties, the obligation of universal philanthropy

is but feebly felt. To be personally interested in

the moral progress of the race, or in the w^elfare

of men and nations connected with us by no bond

save the bond of common humanity would, to

many men otherwise good and virtuous, seem but

a fantastic cosmopolitanism, at best a humanitarian

enthusiasm which only exceptional natures can

be expected to feel. Nevertheless it is the indi-

cation of a true moral progress when nationality

has ceased to be the limit of individual sympathy,
when the oppression or degradation of nations

however remote begins to appeal to us with a

sense of personal injury ;
or Avlien, as has sometimes
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happened in modern times, the story of a great

act of cruelty or injustice done to a single human

soul breaks down for the moment the barrier of

national and individual exclusiveness, and evokes

from all lands a cry as of pain and indignation for

a universal wrong. In such incidents there is a wit-

ness to the capacity of a universal life which every

human spirit contains, and to the slow advance of

mankind towards that ideal of goodness w^iich all

1
Christians have recognised in One who loved all men

^ with a love more intense than the love of kindred

and country, and who offered up life itself a sacrifice

for the redemption of the world from evil.

And now, having seen that in morality or

the moral life there is a realisation of the ideal

or universal side of man's nature, let us inquire

whether this view throws any light on that contra-

diction or discord in man's nature of which we

have aflfirmed that morality is at least the partial

solution. When I heg-in to live not for self but

. for others, does impulse cease to be at war with

reason ? In rising above my private self into

identification with the organic life of the world,

or, in plainer terms, in self-devotion to the good of

mankind, do I find that my nature is no longer at

war with itself ? Do I find that reason can be a law

to itself, while yet the natural desires and impulses

are neither in antagonism with it nor unnaturally

suppressed ? That we can answer this question in
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the affirmative—that the Hfe of duty does, and must

bring to us self-harmony
—is what we must endea-

vour to show.

Now, in the iirst place, may it not be said that,

here as elsewhere, in that which gives me the con-

sciousness of contradiction or discord there is already

contained a virtual solution of it? It is only iuf

beo-innino- to live the hio-her life that we become'

aware of the bondage which the lower imposes on

us. The selfish instincts betray their existence

only in hostility to the unselfish aspirations and

affections that are awakening within us. If we

were wholly natural—creatures of appetite and im-

pulse, sunk in the bondage of natural necessity
—

we should never know it as a bondage. It is the

awakening of the higher life, the dawning con-

sciousness of its claims and possibilities that breaks

up the superficial unity and simplicity of the spon-

taneous life, and creates division and conflict within

us. But the very emergence of the contradiction in

our consciousness is at the same time the silent pro-

phecy of its solution : the annulling of the difference

is involved in the very act w^hich reveals it. For i

here, as in other cases, that which knows or feels
I

division or discord must be a unity which transcends '\

division or discord. It is only by the latent refer- ;

ence of the opposed elements to a w4iole which

embraces them that we know or feel their opposi-

tion. The '

I
'

which is conscious at once of itself
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and of the impulses which Hmit and resist it must

be an '

I
'

which is beyond their difference, a unity
which comprehends and annuls it. It is to itself

the tacit witness to a whole or harmony of man's

nature, which is presupposed in the antagonism
of desire and reason, and which is the prophecy
of its final reconciliation. As, on the theoretic side

of consciousness, the knowledge of an external world

in distinction from ourselves, of a not-self in opposi-

tion to self, is only ]iossible through a unity of self-

consciousness which transcends the distinction; so,

on the practical side, the consciousness on the one

hand of that blind natural necessity which is the

characteristic of our desires and impulses, and on

the other hand of a spiritual life which they cramp
and limit, is possible only through a self-determina-

tion in which necessity and freedom are embraced.

In other words, the consciousness of contradiction in/'

my nature is itself the proof of its potential unity .1

It rests on a deeper consciousness for which the

contradiction no longer exists, and which
contain,'^

the impulse and energy to work out its reconcilia-l

tion.

But, in the second place, not merely does the

moral consciousness, which brings to light the con-

tradiction in man's nature, contain in it the virtual

solution of that contradiction
; but, further, we can

see how, from its very nature, it is a consciousness /

in which the contradiction or discord vanishes. If
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morality were attainable only by the suppression or

extirpation of one of the antagonistic elements, it

would not be the solution but the evasion of the

problem which man's nature presents. Now, in the

moral life there is indeed an extinction or annullinsf ^
of the individual, private self, with all its desires -

and impulses ;
but it is an extinction or annulling

which takes place not by extirpating these desires,

but by transmutinof them. In the life of love we die

to self, or, to express it otherwise, the self as a thing

of particular, exclusive inclinations and interests, ^

dies out
; but the death is one not of annihilation,

but, so to speak, of transmigration. The extinct

tendencies are not killed out, but transfigured by the

subduing, dominating power of a new and higher

principle. If we consider for a moment what the

development of a spiritual, self-conscious being

means, we shall see that it is a development in which

the lower natui'al tendencies have an indispensable .

part to play, and that, with all their apparent dis- j^

cordance with the ideal of man's nature, the realisation \ l

of that ideal would be impossible without them. The

higher self presupposes and rises out of the lower or

natural self In many ways, as we have seen, they

are in contradiction with each other
;
but it is only

by the emergence of the contradiction and the an-

nulling of it that the perfection of the higher self

is attainable. And that perfection when it is

reached, is not the impossible perfection of an

/
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abstract Bpiritaality (which is as inconceivable as

the notion of affirmation without negation, of a

positive pole without a negative), but a perfection

in which both elements are at once annulled and

preserved
—annulled in their isolation or abstraction,

preserved in a highei* and richer unity.

If we examine the moral and spiritual history of

man, we shall find that the attempt has often been

made to solve the problem which man's nature

presents in a summary way, by ignoring or sup-

pressing one of the seemingly contradictory terms.

As a false or subjective idea,lism evades instead of

solving the contradiction which knowledge seems

to involve, so an ascetic morality is the endeavour

to bring back unity to man's inner life, not by the

solution of the antagonism, but by the sujopression

of one of the conflictino' elements. And the mis-

take is by no means an unnatural one. The possi-

bility of a moral life for man lies in the con-

sciousness of a self that transcends his particular

desires. But if we hnotv this self by abstracting

from our desires, why should not we realise it

in the same w^ay ? If the spiritual self is essen-

tially greater than these lower tendencies, why
should it not assert itself independently of them ?

If it is desire and passion that drag me down

from my ideal life, why should I not escape from

their thraldom, and seek, apart from them, the

realisation of the boundless possibilities which the
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ideal life contains ? It is the conditions which

my animal nature imposes on it that thwart and

enslave my higher nature
; let me fly from these

conditions, and shall I not at once be free ? Snap
the ties that bind me to the satisfactions of the

moment, that absorb me in the transient and perish-

able, and shall not the universal nature gain at a

bound its own proper sphere ? So thinking*-, the

ascetic, weary with the conflict of the flesh with

the spirit, the law in the members with the law in

the mind, begins the impossible efibrt after an

abstract spirituality by the suppression of natural

desires
;

so tliinking, the mystic dreams, by the

silencing of all that binds thought and feelino- to

the world of sense and sight, to soar at once and

immediately into communion with the Infinite.

But the attempt is and ever must be an abortive

one, and the reasons of its failure are obvious. We
cannot if we would, effect any such violent and

forced self-diremption ; and if we could, the result

would be, not the fulfilment but the extinction of

our moral life. To seek perfection in a life with-

out desire and passion is to seek the ideal moral life

by the destruction or elimination of that which

makes any moral life possible. Morality is con-

ditioned by the natural tendencies, first, because

apart from these, it would not be a reality, but an

abstraction ;
and in the second place, because it

presupposes relations created by the natural desires.

U
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and of which thev furnish the material basis. As
to the former point, it is to be considered that to iso-

late the spiritual from the natural is to attempt to

divide elements or factors which can only be ideally

distinguished ;
it is to give independent reality to that

which exists only as an element of a concrete whole.

An ideal or universal nature, a moral will which has

no relation to particular desires is but the blank

form of moral life without any positive content or

the possibility of acquiring it. Though reason is its

own end and law, it is by particular acts that the

blank form of rationality, receives any actual content.

Reason cannot realise itself merely by willing to be

rational ;
it can only do so by willing jiarticular

acts that express or come under the form of ration-

ality. But no particular act can be done merely

from the general desire to be rational : along with

or underlying that general principle, in every act

we must seek some special end, be moved by some

particular desire, without which the activity of reason

would swim in the air. The lower nature is, it is

true, the seeming opposite or contradictory of the

higher, but it is that very opjDosition M'hich con-

stitutes it the means to the realisation of the

higher. The one is particular, limited, blind; the

other has in it the characteristics of universalitv,

freedom, self-determination. But a universality,

which is simply universal and nothing more is an

impossible notion. A real universal is reached only
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by the opposition of the particular and the negation

of that opposition. The higher self, the moral

nature, realises its own universality only by tlie

opposition to it of a particular or private self, with

its particular impulses and desires, and by the nega-

tion or absolute surrender of the latter to the former.

So again, a freedom which is only freedom and

nothing more, is as unreal and impossible as a lever

without a fulcrum, a balance without a counterpoise.

The higher self can only realise its moral freedom i

by the strain or opposition of tendencies which have '

the character of natural necessity, and by the annul-

ling or absorption of that necessity. The moral will

is a law to itself, but it cannot assert itself in and

by itself To know or realise its autonomy it must

overcome and infuse its own inherent powers into

the blindness and passivity of the natural desires.

In the second place, the moral life, though more

and higher than the natural, presupposes relations
,

created by the natural desires and rises out of

them as its material basis. A living organism is

more than inorganic matter, but the idea or prin-

ciple of organisation presupposes inorganic matter

with its mechanical and chemical conditions and

laws, and would be nothing without them. But

the matter of which the organism is composed, when

taken up into its membered unity, no longer retains

its orisfinal form, but becomes assimilated, trans-

formed, suffused with the presence and power of a
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new and higher principle. In Hke manner, the moral

life presupposes the natural life, and could not exist

without it. To live a human life at all is to live a

life of natural wants, of relations to nature and man,

which call forth and are possible only tlirougii the

mediation of natural appetites and desires. If

morality be conceived of as the identification of the

individual with the universal life, the surrender of

the private to the social self, it implies the existence,

as the raw material out of which it is to be wrought,

of the individual self and of the various social rela-

tions, and therefore of all the natural tendencies out

of which these relations rise. But here, too, the

lower elements, when taken up into the higher

organic unity, are not left as they were. The

natural self does not continue to exist in all its

original crudeness side by side with the spiritual,

as if in separate compartments of a common nature.

It still lives, with all its feelings, appetites, desires,

passions, in the higher self,
—not in outward or me-

chanical combination with it, but transformed into the

organ of its spiritual life. The family union through
which the individual first realises himself as capable

of a life beyond himself, has its external basis in appe-

tites that are common to man with the brute. But the

new life which rises out of this union, and of which

the merely animal nature is incapable, reacts on the

crude material out of which it emerofes. Love and

self-surrender transfigure appetite into a spiritual
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affection, and iiurge it of its baseness. Appetite in

a rational nature cannot remain what it was in a

merely animal nature. The very capacity of a

universal life changes its character. The rational

being either sinks lower tlian the animal, because

of the spurious universality which reason lends to

nature, or rises infiuitely above it by the elevation

of tlie animal tendencies into essential unity with

the universal asj^irations and ends of reason.

Tlie spiritual nature is not mechanically severed

from the carnal, any more than the plant from

the common earth out of which it rises, but it

transfigures the carnal into its own essence as

truly as the life of the plant transmutes into

fruit and flower the grossness and foulness of

the soil from which it springs. And the same

thing is true of all the natural desires and passions.

The moral life is not a passionless life. Benevo-

lence, patriotism, heroism, philanthropy, are not the

unemotional pursuit of abstractions, virtues which

live in a vacuum. The noblest moral natures, the

men who live most and do most for mankind, are

not strangers to feeling, untouched by the desires

and passions that move the common heart. On the

contrary, their very greatness is often clue, in part

at least, to the keenness and quickness of their

susceptibilities, to the intensity of that original

element of impulse and feeling which is the natural

basis of their spiritual life. But though neither
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the sensuous appetites and imjiulses, nor the wider

and more comprehensive desires, such as the love

of wealth or honour or power, are extinct passions

in the nature that is governed by moral principle—
they have lost in it their original character.

They are no longer impulses either blindly seek-

ing their own ends or seeking no other or more

general end than individual pleasure and satisfac-

tion. The universal nature now seeks its own

higher ends through them, and so rationalises and

ennobles them. They lose their merely natural

character as impulses by relation to the life of the

individual viewed as a whole, still more by regard-

ing that whole as an organic part of a wider whole.

Wealth, honour, power, and the like objects lose their

narrowness and sordidness when sought after only

as resources for the advancement of that other and

larger self in which our individual self is merged,

when they are surrendered to that end or sacri-

ficed for it. They may even be said to undergo a

still more subtle transformation when the desires

of these and kindred objects are felt only, so to

speak, as reflected jDassions of the larger organic

self; when, e.g., the love of power or honour is

transmuted into moral ambition for the oreatness

of country or nation, or better still, when the heart

thrills only in response to the advancement, the

welfare, the happiness of mankind.

III. In the moral life, then, we find the solu-
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tion of the contradiction between the natural and

spiritual, the actual and ideal, the individual and

universal nature of man. But morality is, and from

its nature, can be only the partial solution of that

contradiction; and its partial or incomplete character

may be said, in general, to arise from this, that

whilst the end aimed at is the realisation of an

infinite ideal, the highest result of morality is only

a never-ending approximation to that ideal. It

gives us, instead of the infinite, only the endless

neo'ation of the finite.

The spiritual life of man, we have said, rests on

the fact that reason or self-consciousness is the form

of an infinite content, and has in it the never-ceasino-

impulse to make the actual life adequate to its ideal

form. In other words, the spiritual nature of man

has in it a potential infinitude in this respect ;
not

that there is nothing which limits it, but that

nothing by which it is limited or determined is or

can be foreign to itself, and that it is ever finding

or realising itself in all things and beings that seem

to limit it. As on the theoretical side, thought,

whatever it thinks, can never go beyond itself, and

ever as it advances in knowledge is only reclaiming

the inheritance of which from the begiiming it is

virtually the heir : so, on the practical side, what-

ever I will and do for the good of others, I am still

and ever willinof and doim^ that which reveals and

realises my own true nature. I am not one in-
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dividual in a world of individuals, havino- a will of

my own which is not theirs, as they have wills

which are not mine, so that where my will ends

their will begins; but on the contrary, it is in

ceasing to have a will of my own—to will only

what pertains to my own private, exclusive self, in

entering into the life, identifying my will with the

will and w^elfare of others, that I realise my own

spiritual nature and become actually what, as pos-

sessed of a moral will, I am potentially. All truth

is knowable as m,}j knowledge, all good willable as

my will
;
and in the impossibility of being deter-

mined by anything foreign to my own thought

and will, of being negated by any thing or being

in which I am not at the same time affirmed, lies

the infinitude of man's spiritual nature.

But wlien this has been said, it is only a partial

solution of the problem in question which we have

gained. Social morality, even at the best; love and

self-sacrifice, even if they readied the point of the

absolute extinction of any private self-will, are the

identification of our individualitv, not with an in-

finite, but only with an indefinitely progressive life,

not with the Infinite whole, but with a definite

form of its objective realisation. Though the

member of an organism may be unlimited in the

sense that the other members which seem to limit

it are really a part of itself, and that its own life

is one with the life of the Avliole ; yet if that
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whole, if the organism itself be limited, the un-

limited or infinite life of the member is only a

relative infinitude. The individual, at any period

of human history, may identify himself by absolute

self-devotion with the life of the family, the state,

with the organic life of the world, but that life

itself is ever far short of perfection. Beyond the

corporate life of mankind there is a wider life of

which all nature and history, all finite existences

present and future, are the manifestations. Beyond
the highest point to which the moral life of our

age has attained there is ever a far-oflf goal which

recedes as we advance. There is thus an infinite

ideal which neither society, nor the individual who

refiects its moral life, has attained—an ideal which

it would seem to be man's everlasting destiny to

})ursue, and which therefore must remain for ever

unrealised.

Is there, then, no solution of the contradiction

between the ideal and the actual 'i Is there no way
in which man's spiritual nature can become more

than the blank form of an infinite content, or in

which the impulse to make our life adequate to its

ideal can ever be satisfied. We answer. There is

such a solution, but in order to reach it we are

carried beyond the sphere of morality into that of

religion. It may be said to be the essential charac-

teristic of religion as contrasted with morality, that

it changes aspiration into fruition, anticipation
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into realisation ; that instead of leaving" man in the

interminable pursuit of a vanishing ideal, it makes

him the actual partaker of a divine or infinite life.

'Whether we view religion from the human side or

the divine—as the surrender of the soul to God, or

as the life of God in the soul
;
as the elevation of

the finite to the infinite, or as the realisation of the

infinite in the finite—in either aspect, it is of its very

essence that the infinite has ceased to be merely a

far-off* vision of spiritual attainment, an ideal of

indefinite future perfection, and has become a

present reality. God does not hover before the

religious mind as a transcendental object which it

may conceive or contemplate, but which, wind itself

ever so high, it must feel to be for ever inaccessible.

The very first pulsation of the spiritual life, when

we rightly apprehend its significance, is the indica-

tion that the division between the spirit and its

object has vanished, that the ideal has become

real, that the finite has reached its goal and become

suff'used with the presence and life of the Infinite.

But is not the religious life, alike with the moral,

a progressive life "? Do not imperfection and sin

cling to the holiest of men
;
and even at its highest

conceivable point of advancement, must not the

finite spirit be still at an immeasurable distance

from the Infinite ? Is not the attitude of humility,

reverence, aspiration, that which is and must be

for ever proper to the most exalted finite spirit
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before God ? Is not, therefore, endless approxi-

mation to God the only and the highest possible

destiny for man ?

To this we answer : the religious life is indeed

a progressive one, bat if we examine what is the

nature of religious progress, we shall find that it

is in no sense inconsistent with the assertion that

religion is the sphere in which the contradiction

between the ideal and the actual has vanished,

in wliich the infinite ideal is no longer a for ever

distant goal, but a realised end. If a finite nature

could reach or realise its ideal only in the way of

adding ^perpetually to the sum of its spiritual attain-

ments, then, indeed, that ideal would be for ever

unattainable. Continuous progression could no

more bring us nearer to a c[uantitative infinite than

continuous motion could brino- us to the end of

space, or endless additions of years and millenniums

enable us to exhaust eternal duration. But to con-

ceive thus of the religious life and its ideal is simply

to substitute for God a metaphysical figment, and

for spiritual perfection the solution of an arithmetical

puzzle. That the finite can never attain to such

an infinity is only to say that the finite can never

attain to that which has no other meanino" than the

negation of the finite. A quantitative infinite, a

perfection made up of endless additions of finite

magnitude, is a contradiction in terms. There can

be no such thing as endless or infinite quantity,
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for such a notion involves an absolute contradiction.

Quantity is always that which is finite and bounded,

always tliat which has an end. What is real in the

notion of infinite quantity is only the finite ; and the

epithet we attach to it does not make it cease to be

finite or ended, but only puts the end farther off. It

is not the greatness of such an ideal which causes its

unattainableness, but simply its incoherence or impos-

sibility. On the other hand, as we have frequently

seen, the true infinite, the only infinitude that can per-

tain to the sphere of spiritual existence, the infinitude

of thought, of love, of goodness, is not that which has

no element of finitude or determination in it, but that

which is determined by nothing external or foreign to

itself, that which in the object of thought or love only/

realises itself or the latent riches of its own being]

Now, this is the ideal of religion,
—

not, therefore,

an ideal which is for ever unattainable, because

attainable only by interminable progression, but an

ideal which, if we ma}^ so express it, is eternally

reaJised, and tltc attainment or realisation of whicJi

constitutes the eery meaning and essence of religion.

For religion is the surrender of the finite will to the

infinite, the abnegation of all desire, inclination, voli-

tion, that pertain to me as this private individual self,

the giving up of every aim or activity that points

only to my exclusive pleasure or interest, the abso-

lute identification of my will with the will of God.

Oneness of mind and will w^ith the Divine mind aiid
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will is not tiio future hope and aim of religion, but

its very beginning and birth in the soul. To enter

on the relisfious life is to terminate the struii'ii'le

between my false self and that higher self which is

at once mine and infinitely more than mine, it is

to realise the latter as that with which my whole

spiritual being is identified, so that '

it is no longer

1 that live
'—not any 'I' that I can claim as my own

— ' but God that liveth in me.' The ideal of religion,

when we thus conceive of it, so far from being, like

the false infinite, only the negation of the finite—so

far, in other words, from implying the suppression

of the finite in order to reach it— is an ideal in

reaching and realising which, and only in doing so,

does the finite spirit truly realise itself. As it is

the very life of thought or intelligence to abandon

all opinions and notions that pertain to it merely as

the thought of this particular mind, and to let itself

be dominated by the absolute thought or intelligence

so as to have no other mind than that ; so it is

the glory and life of the finite will to abnegate all

impidse, desire, volition, that is merely its own, and

to become the transparent medium and organ of the

infinite and absolute will, one with it, indivisible from

it. Religion rises above morality in this, that whilst

the ideal of" moralit}^ is only progressively realised,

the ideal of religion is realised here and now.

In that act which constitutes the beginninsf of the

religious life—call it faith, or trust, or self-surren-

U
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der, or by whatever name you will—there is in-

volved the identification of the finite with a life

which is eternally realised. It is the elevation of

the spirit into a region where hope passes into certi-

tude, struggle into conquest, interiuinahle efl:brt and

endeavour into peace and rest.

It is true, indeed, that the religious life is

I progressive : but, understood in the light of the

foregoing idea, religious progress is not progress

towards, but wifhui the sjjhere of the infinite. It

is not the vain attempt by endless finite additions

or increments to become ])ossessed of infinite wealtli,

but it is the endeavour, by the constant exercise

of spiritual activity, to appropriate that infinite

inheritance of which we are already in possession.

The whole future of the religious life is given in

its beginning, but it is given implicitly, as a prin-

ciple which has yet to unfold its hidden riches and

its all-subduing power. The position of the man

who has entered on the religious life is tliat which

pious thought expresses when it speaks of having

put off the old man and put on the new, of being

dead and having our life hid with Clirist in God, of

faith being counted for righteousness, of sin being

no longer imputed to him who believes. The form

of the old or finite life is still present to such an

one, the raw^ material of natural desire and affection

is far from being wholly wrought up by the trans-

forming power of the divine principle that is now
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dominant within ;
but in so far as it remains un-

assimilated, it is present as a thing foreign, ahen

to the true self with which in the imnost spirit of

his being he is identified. Evil, error, imperfection
^

do not I'eally belong to him : they are excrescences

which have no organic relation to his true nature :

they are already virtually, as they will be actually,

suppressed and annulled, and in the very process of

being annulled they become the means of spiritual Z'

progress. Though he is not exempt from tempta-

tion and conflict, though the shame and pain of

temporary defeat may often mark the strife with

evil, these belong but to the vanishing form of his

outward and temporal life : in that inner sphere in

which his true life lies, the struggle is over, the

victory already achieved. Imperfection and finitude

remain indeed, and must for ever remain, in this

sense that the individual is not the whole, that the

member is less than the perfect organism, that the

Hfe of God is greater than the life of man. But, in

another sense, even that limitation has ceased to

exist for him. As the life of the organism is one

and indivisible, because the whole life, and not a part

or portion of it merely, is present in every member,

so it is not a finite but an infinite life which the

spirit lives. It is a divine spirit which animates

and inspires it. In all its activities it is a divine

will that moves it. Every pulse-beat of its life is

the expression and realisation of the life of God.
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Is there any special form in which the rehgious

hfe must exi3ress itself? Can it claim for itself

any outward acts in which its essential character

is distinctively embodied ? We have seen that it

is a life which is ideally or in principle complete
from the beginning, and yet that in the outward,

jjhenomenal life it can only express itself in the

continuous, never-ending succession of acts of which

that life consists. Is there, then, no outward form

in which, as distinguished from the linitude and

imperfection of our ordinary life, the infinite prin-

ciple and essence of the religious life can manifest

itself ? The finite spirit, when it enters into the

sphere of religion, has surrendered and annulled its

finitude, and has no lono-er anv life save that of

absolute oneness with its divine ideal
; yet on the

other hand, as above said, not only is there in the

individual life much which has not vet been sub-

jected to the transforming jiower of the principle

of religion, but that principle can never, under tiie

conditions of the outward and temporal life, fully

and adequately realise itself The ideal unity in

which the spirit lives is refracted in the brokenness

and disharmony of our daily life, and there is no

one act or moment of our ordinary experience in

which we can realise and enjoy all that is involved

in the consciousness of our oneness wdth God. The

satisfaction and blessedness of the divine life is thus,

so far as our common experience goes, ever only a
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goal to be reached, tlie result of a process ever

renewed and never consummated.

Now it is here that we find the place and function

of religious worship. Private devotion, common

prayer, the offices, rites, symbolic acts of religious

worship are expressions of the religious life in its

principle and essence, as a thing realised and com-

plete. In acts of devotion we give manifestation

and embodiment to our inward elevation to that

unity which lies beyond all differences
;
we gather

up our fragmentary temporal life into its antici-

pated eternal harmony ;
we forecast and enjoy

amidst the efforts and struggles of time, the sweet-

ness and rest of the blessed life that is to be. It is

possible, indeed, to carry the finitude and imperfec-

tion of our temporal life into the sphere of devotion,

to make prayer only a reflection of our earthly

anxieties and wants. But the peculiar significance

of prayer lies in this, that therein we rise above

ourselves : we leave behind the interests which

belonof to us as creatures of time : we enter into

that sjihere in which all the discords and evils of

the time world are but deceptive appearances and

illusions, or possess no more reality than the passing-

shadows of clouds that lie here beneath our feet.

The world in which we outwardly live is only the

unreal and the evanescent making believe to be

real
;

the true, the real, the world of unchange-

able and eternal reality, is that in which we pray.
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Nay, in the sphere of devotion we may even leave

behind the wants of the spiritual life— desires

for the communication of spiritual good or the

averting of spiritual evil. Prayer and acts of

devotion may be, indeed, the vehicle of our im-

mediate spiritual desires, of our penitence, our

gratitude, our longings for spiritual strength and

help, our aspiration after moral growth and im-

provement. But even when we pray that evils may
cease, it is, if our prayer be the prayer of faith, be-

cause in spirit we realise that they have already

ceased, because we are in a sphere in which we discern

the nothingness of all that is not of God : even

when we pray that new blessings ma}'' be communi-

cated to us, it is because we realise that already all

things are ours. Our prayer for spiritual improve-

ment, for growth in faith, in purity, in knowledge,

in love, is efficacious, just because of the deeper

conviction on whicli it rests, and which constitutes

the hidden reality of all devotional acts—the breath

and life of that S2)here into which prayer lifts us—
the conviction that we are already perfect, even as

our Father in heaven is perfect.



CHAPTEK X.

RELATION OF THE PHILOSOPHY TO THE HISTORY

OF RELIGION.

r|1HE relation of the Philosophy of PeUgion to

its History may be determined by the general

consideration that all Philosophy is simply the

intelligent study and apprehension of human ex-

perience. For this implies, on the one hand,

that philosophy neither neglects experience, nor

attempts by any a priori method to reach truth in-

dependently of experience ; and on the other hand,

that philosophy has a function of its own for which

the observation and recording of empirical facts is

only preparatory. In religion as elsewhere, ])hil-

osophy is based on experience, but it is something

more than a mere result of empirical induction.

It enables us to put intelligent questions to ex-

perience, and it furnishes the principles by means

of which these questions can be answered. The

truth of this statement will be made obvious by

looking at the subject from the opposite points of
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view, first, of experience, and secondh', of philosopliy;

in other words, by considering what elements are

contributed (1) by history to philosopliy, and (2)

by philosophy to history, in the Philosophy of

Rellgfion.

I. There are certain branches of knowledge in

the study of which we are independent of the

history of the past, others into which a historical

element necessarily enters. In some cases the laws

Vvhich science unfolds are relations of phenomena
which are immediately before us, the results which

it reaches are generalisations from present observa-

tion and experience, and the means of verifying

tliese results are ever ready to our hand. The

Astronomical and Chemical student deals with

objects the knowledge of which is independent,

or all but independent, of the history of their

genesis. The order of the material universe does

not change, the general properties and relations

of material substances remain the same from year

to year and from age to age. The successions of

phenomena which the physical sciences observe are

ever repeating themselves, and there is no need, in

order to understand the meaninof of what is takinor

place before us, to go back to the past history of

nature. Instead of recurring to the past to help us

to interpret the present, in their case it is more true

to say that it is our knowledge of the present which

enables us to understand the meaning of the past.
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It is the knowledge of the laws of nature to which

modern science has attained that throws hirht on

the imperfect observations and hypotheses of former

times.

There are, however, other departments of know-

ledge into which, by their very nature, a historical

element necessarily enters. Wherever science deals

with phenomena which, instead of being constant

or ever recurring, are the manifestations of a process

of development, there it is impossible to understand

the present without reference to the past. To

attain adequate knowledge we must not merely

observe the phenomena before our eyes ;
we must

retrace the whole past history of the object,

carefully follow it through all the progressive

changes it has undergone, and see that which it is

in the light of all that it has been. It is obvious

that this is a jDoint of view in which the Biological

differ from the Physical and Chemical sciences.

When we examine the nature even of an individual

organism, a ^^lant or animal, it is not enough to

observe the phenomena it exhibits at any one stage

of its existence—its form and structure, its various

organs, their functions and modes of action, etc.

For not only do the phenomena of its past history

constitute part of the nature of the plant as well

as those which are immediately present to the

observer, but the latter cannot be truly observed

and understood save in their relation to those prior
u
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facts and phenomena by which they are the rigor-

ously conditioned, and it is only by recurring to

these that we can detect the deepest fact of all

relating to an organism
—the law or principle of its

development. Again, if we pass from individual

organisms to the various species and orders of living

beings of which the Biological sciences treat, it cannot

be questioned that one of the most fruitful sources

of knowledge has been the application to the

history of species of the principle of development.

Whatevei" view we may take of the form in which

theories of development have been presented by

particular writers, we must admit, what all com-

petent naturalists seem to be agreed in asserting,

that the doctrine of development has cast a flood of

light on many phenomena in vegetable and animal

life which formerly were unintelligible (such, e.y.,

as the existence in almost all animal and vegetable

bodies of what are called '

rudimentary organs,'

—
organs which have no present function and

which seem adapted for special purposes which

they never fulfil)
that it has led scientific Biologists

from the mere empiric study of organic forms to

the investigation of the active causes of these

forms and to the endeavour to trace them back

to their origin ;
and that in many ways it has

contributed to that remarkable advance which the

natural sciences have in recent years attained.

It is however when we turn from nature to man,
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and esjiecially to man considered as a spiritual, self-

conscious being, that the princij^le of development

iinds its most important application. Of man above

all other beings it is true that to know what he is,

we must know what he has been. Even as an

individual it is impossible to understand his nature

by looking at it simply as an object of immediate

observation. A spiritual intelligence is not a thing

which we can observe or analyse like a jDiece of

metal or a chemical compound. Consciousness is

not a mere collection or aggregate of '

faculties
'

existing side by side, each complete and self-

contained, but a membered or organic whole every

part of which exists only in and through its relation

to the rest, a unity of differences which has developed

itself by a necessary process and which has, in the

actions and reactions of that process, its very life and

being. To know even the individual mind, there-

fore, you must look not merely to what it is, but

to what it has been. You must see how one

stage of spiritual develoj^ment or one form of

consciousness rises necessarily out of another, you

must retrace through all its course the genetic

movement or process which has made the individual

intellio-ence what it is.

But the individual is himself a part or member of

a larger whole, and it is only by viewing him in

relation to that whole—to the world in which he

lives, the social environment which surrounds him,
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and the history of the race to which he belongs,
—

that we can ever really understand him, Man in

the present is incomprehensible unless we know

the process whereby his consciousness of himself and

of the world has come to be what it is. The indi-

vidual mind cannot be studied or understood as if it

had grown up in a vacuum. Its consciousness is

steeped in the thought and life of the age in w4iich

it lives. It is this which constitutes the atmosphere

of its intellectual life, the formative principle by
which its complexion and character are determined.

Even the greatest and most original minds, though

they may be the foremost exponents of the spirit of

their time, can never isohite themselves from it or

be understood independently of it. And that spirit

again is no self-originated thing. It is the living

result of all the stages through which the thought

and culture of the world has passed to become what

it is. Every step by which the consciousness of man-

kind has emerged from the life of nature and from

the rudest j)rimitive notions of itself and the world

ujD to its present point of advancement, lives in the

present consciousness of the race, transmuted but not

annihilated. The form of time has dropped from

those intellectual and moral struo-o-les, those events

and actions which throusfh successive aoes have dis- ^

tilled themselves into great moveuients of thouoht ;

but there is not one of them which, in its vital
j

results, has not been absorbed into the progressive
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\ life of the Avorld. In tlie case, therefore, of any one

( of those great branches of knowledge which deal,

/ directly or indirectly, with the spiritual life of man

—in the study of Language, of Art, of Politics, of

Pliilosophy
—it may be maintained that without

V widening the Held of observation beyond the pre-

\ sent, and embracing in it what men have been and

thought and done in the past, our apprehension of

,
the object of investigation will be superficial and

inadequate. Is this true also of Religion ?
,

Now, the question whether and how far the prin-

ciple of organic development holds good in the

province of religion, cannot be fully answered with-

out a detailed inquiry into the history of the various

positive religions, and such a task is beyond the

limits of the present work. Meantime it may sufiice

to recur to the fiict which has been pointed out in

reviewing the proofs of the existence of God, viz.,

that these proofs are truly interpreted only when

they are taken as rejDresenting the successive steps

of that process in which the human spirit rises

above the finite, and in which it is forced onward

by the immanent logic of the religious life, from

imperfect to gradually higher and more adequate con-

ceptions of the object of religion. In other words,

the highest proof of the reality of an idea is that in

which reason grasps the inner, genetic nature of its

object, enters into the very process of its formation,

and so recreates it for thoug-ht. When we have thus
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proved a truth, not by the mediation of other and

arbitrarily selected notions, but simply, so to speak,

by looking on and following the path which thought
takes in its own necessary movement, then the

result we reach is grasped with a clearness and

certitude which it is impossible to exceed
;
for this

is a process in which the intelligence identifies

itself, so to speak, with the very object to be known;
or in which the process by which we reach the truth

is, at the same time, the proof that it is the truth.

Moreover— what we are here specially called to

notice—the firmness with which we grasp the result

is in proportion to the clearness with which we

retrace its genesis, the stages or moments which

it jDresupposes and without which it could not be

what it is. Now we have attempted to show in

general outline that it is by such a f)i'<^cess

that our idea of God has been reached, and

this is a process in the study of which philo-

sophy necessarily leans on history. The religious

experience of the world is, in one point of view,

the philosophy of religion ready-made. The

speculative criticism of religion is the history of

religion rightly understood. To follow intelligently

the movement of human thouoht concernino- God

and divine things which the successive positive reli-

gions represent, is to find a philosophy of religion

prepared to our hands. It is true indeed, as we

shall immediately see, that history so contemplated
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contains an element which is more than the series of

facts and events which constitutes its outward form.

The ultimate orisfin of relisfion is not one to which

tradition or historic research, however exact and re-

condite, can penetrate. The development of religion

—the way in which the present ever rises out of the

past
—is a process which cannot be exhibited by a

record, however comprehensive and accurate, of the

successive phenomena which constitute the religious

history of particular nations or races, or of the chro-

nological order in which the various religions have

succeeded each other in the general history of the

world. But, whatever philosophy may contribute to

the explanation of history, it is still on history it

rests, its highest function is to follow history and to

discern its real significance ;
and though it may

finally translate an evolution in time into a process

of thought which transcends time and of wdiich the

former is but the outward expression or symbol, it is

only by beginning, not wdth any audacious attempt

to spin a philosojDhy out of subjective thoughts and

reasonings, but by an exhaustive study of the data

of history, that a true philosophy of religion can be

constructed.

It may be objected that, though the highest proof

of any idea may be an account of the process by

which it has been reached ; yet to trace that pro-

cess, to follow out in their organic connection the

successive steps or moments which are latent in our
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present religious intelligence, does not necessarily

imply any recurrence to outward history. We who

have reached the present stage of religious thought

have all the essential elements of the historic move-

ment in our own consciousness. The microcosm of

the individual mind reflects and reproduces in short-

hand the whole of that process which has taken place

on the grander scale of the world's spiritual history.

But though this is true—^

though, in a sense,

the dialectic of history reproduces itself in brief

compass in the mind by which its results have

been assimilated
; yet, it serves to give us a new and

wonderful appreciation of these results, when we look

back and observe the long struggle, the slow and

cyclical movements by which, step by step, they have

been gained, and when we study the inner connection

and filiation of ideas, not in our own minds merelv,

but as they are represented on the moving canvas of

history. Nor is this all, for as we have seen, the his-

torical method of study is fraught with imjDortant

practical results. It is by recurring to the sources

of our individual experience that we find the key to

its significance and the corrective of its errors and

vao'aries. To know ourselves and the content of

our spiritual life, we must needs go beyond our-

selves. Instead of retiring into our own inner

experience to find there the key to the moral and

spiritual life of the world, it is nearer the truth to

say that without knowing the life of the world we
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have no key to the meaning of our own. The con-

sciousness of self and of all that self contains is not

to be got by mere self-observation or introspection,

it is rather the long and ever advancing result

of our converse with the world without, and

especially with that which is highest in it, the

thoughts and actions of men, and the manifold, ever

changing life of humanity. It is true that all the

knowledge of the objective world which I thus

gain is brought back into and becomes the content,

of my individual experience. But that is simply

because, as a spiritual being, I am more than

individual, because the universal nature that is in

me can break through the isolation of a merely

individual existence, and go forth to find itself,
—the

objective reflex of its own being,
—in that universal

thouoht and reason which moves and lives in nature,

in the inhnitelv diversified interests of human life,

and in the progressive history of the race. Yfe may
add that the religious ideas which the individual

mind works out in the laboratory of its own con-

sciousness nead the corrective of a wider and more

general experience. The basis on which such ideas

or convictions rest is not easily distinguishable from

individual feeling, opinion, sentiment. They may
be only the reflection of the intellectual fashion of

a time—of the dominant but transient tone of

thought of a particular age or society ;
and their

apparent clearness and certitude may be only the
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factitious authority which social consent has lent

to them. It is when we rise above ourselves and

the intellectual or sj^iritual atmosphere in which we

breathe, to live in the light of the universal mind,

and to test the movement of our own thought by
the surer and more unerring march of an intelli-

gence in which individual aberrations are lost, that

we find in the historic movement of thought its

own criticism, in the process of reason its own verifi-

cation.

II. We have seen then, that the history of

religions or of the progressive religious experience

of mankind constitutes a necessary element of the

science of religion; that it is not religion only, but

the history of religion which the philosophy of

religion has to explain, and that, in one point of

view, the history of religion might even be said to be

itself the philosophy of religion. But if so much

must be credited to experience, what function is left

for philosophy 'i If the contribution of histoiy to

philosophy be what w^e have just represented it to be,

what in its turn is the contribution which philosoph}^

renders to history in a philosophy of religion 1

It has been implied in what has been said that

a true philosophy is not open to the reproach of

disdaining experience
—of attempting by any a

Ijriori method to construct a system of religious

ideas,
—or even of approaching experience with its

own presuppositions and forcing the facts which it

)
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finds into a ready-made mould. Yet it is easy to

exaggerate the place and value of experience ;
or

rather, to put the matter more exactly, it is easy

to misconceive what experience really is. To the

uncritical mind there is great plausibility in the

contrast sometimes drawn between the empirical

and the speculative methods. ' Make your mind

the mirror of experience, abjure all preconcep-

tion, take the humble place of the minister and

interpreter of nature, and let the facts speak for

themselves :'
—

nothing surely can be more wholesome

or unexceptionable than such counsels as these ?

Why should we attempt to excogitate from our

minds a theory of the nature of religion, when we

can go to the history of the world and see what

religion actually has been ? Metaphysical theories

and systems are notoriously uncertain, but the solid

results of modern research into the religious notions

and practices of primitive races, the facts which

have been elicited by the recovery and critical

examination of the Vedas and other sacred books,

by the deciphering of inscriptions and monuments,

hj the investigations of Comparative Philology,

etc., as to the religious beliefs and rites of the

ancient nations of the East, and the still more

abundant resources accessible to the student of other

religions
— these fruits of modern inquir\^ have

created a Science of Religions resting on the same

sure basis with the other sciences of experience.
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In this science there is no j^lace for mere subjective
theories and speculations. The humbler but safer

function to which scientific investigatoi's in this

field have had to restrict themselves is the same as

in the other inductive sciences. They have endeav-

oured to reduce the vast store of facts to some clearly

defined groups and classes, and to elicit from a

comparative study of the various religions of the

world some general principles as to the nature of

religious ideas and the conditions of their rise and

development. in this way the subject of religion

has been transferred from the domain of metaphy-
sical or theological speculation to the sure ground
of science.

Now, it is no doubt true that a science of relioion

must be based on experience, and that we can no

more create such a science by a priori methods than

we can create out of our own consciousness a science

of Astronom}^ or Chemistr}^ or Biology. Never-

theless, in this as in other cases, it is possible to

make good the claim of philosophy to be something
more than a reproduction of experience or a classifi-

cation and generalisation of facts. Let us endeavour

to see what that 'something more
'

is.

1. When we are told to 'observe facts,' to make
our minds simply

' the mirror of experience,' we

must, at least, know in a more or less definite wav,

what sort of facts we are in search of—what, amidst

the manifold varieties of human experience, is the
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paHiGiblar kuid of experience we arc to observe. It

is not any or every fact or class of facts that are

relevant to this special inquiry, and we must start

with, at least, so much preliminary knowledge of the

object of investigation as will enable us to pronounce

whether the facts which present themselves have or

have not any bearing upon it. It is not Astronomy
or Botany or Physiology

— not the phenomena
and laws of Nature, which we intend to study,

neither is it Art or Politics, or Ethnology or Com-

parative Philology ;
it is that special department of

human experience, those facts and phenomena of

man's nature and life, which, as distinguished from

all others, belong to the province of what we call

'

Relio'ion.' What then is Peligion ? What do we

mean when we speak of a particular attitude of the

human spirit and its outward manifestations and

expressions as '

religious
'

? It is not the facts

themselves or the history of them which can furnish

the answer to these cpiestions ;
for it is our pre-

supposed knowledge of the answer that lends

special interest to the facts. Facts pertaining to

other provinces of experience may be in various

ways related to this particular subject. The phe-

nomena of Nature, the productions of Art, may
have been either themselves the objects of religious

worship or inseparably connected with these objects

in the mind of the worshipper ; the religious senti-

ment may have expressed itself through the medium
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of poetic fiction or of mythical personification ;
but

it is not as natural phenomena or works of art, or

mythological explanations of nature, that the science

of reliofion has to do with them. In order to be

contemplated in this special jooint of view, these

and other objects of observation or products of

human activity must become related to each other

and to our minds as manifestations of that attitude

or activity of the human spirit which we term
'

Religion.' And to discover what that is, it is not

to experience we can betake ourselves, for that

Avhich we are in quest of, though indivisible from

positive experience, is presupposed in experience

and logically prior to it.

It is true indeed, that when we ask what is the

general idea or j^i'inciple of religion, the answer

must, in one sense, come from experience ; for the

general idea of religion is not a thing which has any

existence or reality apart from experience. There is

no such thing as religion in general aj^art from all

particular or positive religions ;
it is only in and

through particular or positive religious experience

that we have come to know anything about religion.

But neither, in like manner, is there any such thing

as an abstract cause which is no particular cause or

force, or an abstract principle of life which exists

outside of all particular living beings, or an abstract

beauty and morality separate from beautiful objects

and from the actions of rational or moral agents. In
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all these cases the universal, the idea or principle, is

not a thing in the air, a metaphysical entity, with an

independent being of its own, but it is that which

exists and is known in and through the particular

or the multiplicity of particulars which express it.

( )ii the other hand, there is present in all particular

experience an ideal or universal element which is not

dne to experience, inasmuch as no experience would

be possible without it-—an element, therefore, Avhich

experience itself cannot explain or interpret. It is,

for instance, from observation and experiment that

we learn what are the sequences and co-existences

of phenomena in nature—what particular causes are

connected with what particular effects. But the

idea or category of causality itself is not given by

experience, inasmuch as no science of nature would

be possible save on the presupposition that the

order of nature is constant, that its sequences are

not arbitrary bat invariable. Wlien therefore we

desire to know what is the nature and significance

of that idea which every scientific observation or

experiment presupposes
—that hidden ideal element

which constitutes the impulse to all scientific

investigation, and gives to outw^ard experience

its reality and rationality
—it is not to outward

experience itself, nor even to the sciences which

record, and generalise experience, but to that

which is the science of sciences, which deals

Avith those principles of thought on which all
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science rests, in short, it is to pliilosopliy, that we

must have recourse.

In the same way, whilst rehgion has no existence

as a mere abstract notion apart from the positive

reUgions or the rehgious experience of the world,

yet that experience would have no meaning or

interest for us as religious, but for the fact that,

consciously or unconsciously in all our observation

of it, the idea of religion is presupposed. Here, as

elsewhere, the universal or ideal element does not

exist apart from, but realises and expresses itself

in the particular. And here, as elsewhere, it

is not experience or a so-called science of ex-

perience, but philosophy, which is the highest

interpreter of experience, that must examine into

the nature of that ideal element and determine its

import. It is this function of philosophy which

in the foregoing pages we have attempted to fulfil.

There is involved, as we have seen, in man's spiritual

nature a consciousness which goes beyond his con-

sciousness of himself and of thing's without—an

absolute self-consciousness which is the unity of all

thought and being. It is of the very essence of man

as a spiritual, self-conscious being to transcend the

finite, to rise above the world of inner and outer ex-

perience, seeing that neither would have any mean-

ing or reality if they did not rest on and imply a

consciousness deeper than the consciousness of the in-

dividual self, deeper than the consciousness of Nature,
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a universal Mind or Intelligence which is the prius
and the unity of both. It is this capacity of trans-

cending the finite, this affinity to that which is uni-

v^ersal and Infinite, which constitutes the latent gran-

deur of man's nature and has been the secret impulse

to all that is great and noble in the individual life

and in the history of the race. It is this relation

to the Infinite which, above all, gives meaning to the

outward history of religion. Man's spiritual nature

is the form of an infinite content, and morality and

religion are the practical, as philosophy is the specu-

lative, effort to realise it. When we contemplate

the religious experience of man as the endeavour to

make himself one with that Infinite life which bis

spiritual nature presupposes, to renounce himself

and all finite ends, and to become the organ of the

Infinite Mind,—or, in briefer terms, when we con-

ceive of religion as the self- surrender of the human

spirit to the Divine,—we have the key to the religious

experience of mankind. In this idea we find the

answer to the question, why we isolate certain facts

of human history as belonging to religious experience

in distinction from all other experiences. It is in

recognising them as the progressive manifestations

of this idea, the attempts, more or less imperfect, to

give expression and realisation to it, that we discern

the true significance of the various positive religions

as stages in the religious history of the world.

2. It is, then, one function of philosophy to
x -""^
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apprehend and define the fundamental idea of

relio'ion, that idea which determines what special

phenomena of human experience are relevant to

an inquiry into the history of religions. But the

collio-ation of appropriate facts is something far short

of a science or philosophy of religion. When that

task has been accomplished we are as yet in pos-

session only of the materials out of which such a

science is to be constructed. It is the function

of science not merely to observe and register facts,

but to interpret them—to give them rational signifi-

cance and systematic coherence and order. What

we want to know is not merely the historical fact

that the religious principle has at various times and

amono-st various nations and races manifested itself

in certain rites, observances, notions, institutions,
—

at one time apparently running riot in a mere indis-

criminating and arbitrary consecration of material

objects ;
at another expressing itself in a more

regulated nature-worshij), by offerings, sacrifices,

words and acts -of adoration addressed to the sun,

the moon, the bright heavens, the dawn, the winds

and storms ;
at another, embodying its conception

of the Divine, not in the powers of nature, but in a

multiplicity of humanised divinities—individualities

invested with human qualities and relations, and

represented in the idealised forms of Art; or, once

more, transcending all material and finite things

and beings, and finding its object either in a
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mysterious essence which is the negation of the

finite Avorld, or in a hving all-contiolHng power or

personaUty to whose absohite will the whole finite

world is subjected. What we are in search of is not

simply these and other facts of man's religious his-

tory, but the clue to the spiritual meaning and rela-

tions of these facts—some principle by which we can

discern why at one time and place religion took this

form, at another that ;
what is the characteristic

genius and spirit of each religion, and what is meant

by its particular notions and observances. Finally,

we ask of a science of religions that it shall enable

us to estimate the measure of truth which the vari-

ous positive religions contain, and to determine what

is the j^lace and value of each religion, and its

relation to the other religions, not merely as

respects the time of its appearance in history, but

as respects its inner, ideal character. We ask that

it shall tell us whether we are to regard the religious

history of the world as a series of accidental phe-

nomena, i.e., of phenomena determined or modified

only by external conditions, or whether we are to

regard it as the organic evolution of one spiritual

principle advancing through definite stages to a pre-

determined end and goal.

Now it is obvious that, if the 'science of religions'

is to meet these demands, it can only be by viewing

the materials which history supplies, that is, the

facts of the religious experience of man, in the light
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of the fundamental idea of religion itself. It is this

idea which furnishes the only adequate criterion of

the value of each religion and the only adequate

means of determininsc the relation of the various

religions to each other. Even if the only function

of science were the comparison and classification

of facts, it would be impossible for it to fulfil this

function without some principJe of comparison and

classification. But the only adequate principle is

that which carries us beyond accidental resem-

blances and differences, and enables us to penetrate

to the essential nature of the thing itself. Apart

from such a principle, the mere outward form of

fact may easily mislead us. Superficial resem-

blances may lead us to connect religions which

are essentially different, apparent differences to dis-

sociate those between which there is the closest

affinity. A common but inadequate classification,

for example, is that by which religions are divided

into Monotheistic and Polytheistic. In this classifi-

cation the various religions are arranged and gradu-

ated by the application of a mere numerical criterion

to the object of worship. But, from a point of view

so external and superficial, we can learn nothing as to

the essential relations of religions to each other. It

would not be difficult to show that all religions alike

are, in one sense, monotheistic, in another, polytheis-

tic—that they ascribe to the object of worship at once

unity and plurality. The early religion of India,
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the religion of Greece, are polytheistic religions.

But the most eminent English authority on the

Science of Religions has shown that the Gods of the

Vedic Pantheon lose, on close examination, their

separate individuality, and that each for the time

becomes to the mind of the worshipper the represen-

tative of all that is Divine, " Each God is felt at

the time as supreme and absolute, in sj^ite of the

necessary limitation which, to our minds, a plurality

of Gods must entail on every single God."^ Greek

polytheism, again, can be understood only by one

who looks not merely to the many Gods—'the fair

humanities of old religion,' with which the religion

of Beaut}^ iilled the earth and the heavens-—but also

to the dark unity of Fate or Necessity hidden be-

hind, yet enthroned above all, and in the presence

of which the Gods of Olympus sink into finite and

transitory forms. Nor is the mere numerical princii^le

of distinction less fallacious when apj)lied to those

religions which are usually classed as monotheistic.

The God of Christianity is not a numerical unit. In

whatever w^ay we conceive of the doctrine of the

Trinity, it forces us to ascribe distinctions to the

Divine nature, to include plurality as well as unity in

our conception of the Godhead. And even in the

abstract monotheism of the Jewish religion the idea

of God is not a bare unit ;
for Jehovah is a Spiritual

Being who manifests Himself in a diversity of attri-

1 Prof. Max MUller's Hihhert Lectures, p. 285.
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biites or names, and therefore His nature can only

be apprehended as tliat which involves diversity

as well as unitv.

In contrast with this and other arbitrary and in-

adequate classifications, the true classification of

religions must turn, not on accidental differences,

but on those that have reference to the essential

idea of religion itself, and to the measure in which

that idea is expressed or realised in the various posi-

tive religions. In other words, it is the idea of religion

which gives us the key to the significance of each

of the particular religions and the principle which

determines their relative place and worth. For all

religions may be regarded as tlie unconscious effort of

the human spirit in various forms to express that ele-

vation above ourselves and the world, that aspiration

after and rest in an infinite unity of thought and being,

in which the essence of religion has been shown to lie.

To distinguish therefore one religion from another,

to apprehend their reciprocal relations, to pronounce

what religions belong to the same group or class,

and whether one religion or group of religions is

higher or lower than another, is possible only when,

passing by external and arbitrary resemblances and

differences, we ask in what manner and to what^

extent each religion fulfils or realises the funda-

mental idea of all relioion. Moreover it is in

the light of this idea, if at all, that we shall be

able to perceive whether the various religions of
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the world and the succes.sive stages in the history

of individual religions, rise out of each other, not

arbitrarily or in obedience to merely external con-

ditions, but by a natural transition, as the stages

of one organic process. For whatever in the history

of religion we may ascribe to accident and the force

of circumstances, it is only when we approach the

facts and phenomena of religion with a clear appre-

hension of the principle which underlies them that

we can hope to discern in their apjmrently arbitrary

succession the steps of a rational order, the in-

herent, all-dominating activity of an ideal and spirit-

ual development.

III. The view we have now sue'oested of the

relation of the philosophy of religion to its history

could not be fully vindicated and elucidated without

a detailed examination of the various positive reli-

gions. But in order to illustrate what is most

important in it, it will be sufficient to take a single

example from that silent movement of thought

which the researches of modern writers enable us

to trace in the successive phenomena of the eai'ly

religions of India. The relio-ious consciousness

which is reflected in the sacred hynms of the Veda

is, at first view, a polytheistic Nature-worship. But

it is not merely that
; for, in the first place, we do

not find here, as in Fetishism, a mere arbitrary and

indiscrimating ascription of mysterious powers to

material objects-
—an expression of man's craving for
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spiritual help which is little better than the instinc-

tive grasping of the drowning man at any stick or

straw which in his vague terror he can lay hold of.

"Fetishism," says Professor Max Miiller, "is not a

primary form of Religion."
^ The phenomena of

1 Hibbert Lectures, p. 126. Prof. Max Miiller controverts the once popu-
lar notion that all religion begins with Fetishism ; and the above-quoted

phrase, as he employs it, means that Fetishism as we find it among
barbarous races, is not a low or ]irimitive form of religion, but only the

corruption of something higher and better. Barbarism, indeed, is not

relapsed civilisation, nor the religion of savages the corruption of a

primeval revelation common to all mankind. But Fetishism has in all

cases '
its historical and psychological antecedents,' and it is only by the

careful study of the latter that Fetishism can be understood. 'The

fii'st impulse to religion proceeded from a,n incipient perception of the

infinite pressing upon us through the great phenomena of nature and

not from sentiments of surprise or fear called forth by such finite things
as shells or bones.' A Fetish can only be a sign or symbol of ' some

power previously known, which power was originally distinct from the

Fetish, was afterwards believed to reside in it, and in course of time

came to be identified with it.' "When the Fetish-worshipper calls a

stone his God, the important thing is not the piece of matter but the

predicate he attaches to it. The idea of God must be in his conscious-

ness before he could call his Fetish divine.

Now, no doubt Fetishism may and does exist as the degenerate form

of a purer faith, as the fossilised form of what was once instinct with

spiritual life. If Fetish-worship means, as Prof. Max Miiller describes it,

'a superstitious veneration for rubbish,' if Fetishes are material objects

regarded as the means of procuring benefits or averting evils, iri-espec-

tively of any spiritual relation to these objects in the mind of the

worshipper, then it must be admitted that there is scarcely any religion

in which an element of Fetishism is not to be found. Not even the

s])iritual purity and elevation of the Christian faith has been able to

protect it from the intrusion of this unwholesome taint. But though
Fetishism is often the corruption of something better, and is a disease

to which all religions are liable, I venture to think that it may exist,

and that evidence is not wanting that it has existed, independently,
—

not indeed as the earliest form of religion, but as something lower

than anything that can be called religion. It may be conceded that

'an incipient perception of the infinite' must, in one sense, precede
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savage life are equally irrelevant to the religious and

to the moral history of mankind. If morality takes

its rise in the conflict between the ideal of duty

and the life of animal instinct, then we can scarcely

say that man, when he is still almost wholly im-

prisoned in the circle of natural wants and impulses,

has yet entered on his career as a moral being.

And for the same reason the Fetishist can scarcely

be said to have entered into the sphere of religion.

The savage has fears, wants, weaknesses, he is

conscious of dangers which he cannot avoid, de-

sires which he cannot gratify, a sense of depen-

dence and incapacity, and a longing, blind and

instinctive, for help amidst the ever-recurring

exigencies of life. But he has not yet awakened

to any consciousness of any other life than the

life of impulse and desire, he has not risen to

even the savage's veneration for sticks and straws. But the Infinite

is in the mind of the savage only in the sense in which all science and

art are in the mind of the infant—not, that is, as an object of positive

belief or of any attitude of mind that can be called religion, but simply

as an undeveloped capacity or possibility. At best, the savage's worship
of bones, sticks, straws, &c., implies a knowletlge or '

perception of the

infinite'' in the same way and to the same extent as his attempting
to count five on his fingers implies a knowledge of mathematical science,

or as his tatooing his face or smearing his person with woad implies a

knowledge of the Fine Arts. It is the measure in which this latent or

implicit idea of the Infinite is evolved in any religion that constitutes

its value as religion ;
and whatever pure or tiue religious ideas may in

some cases be found to accompany Fetishist observances, if we ask

what religious value these observances taken by themselves possess, or

what religious knowledge they indicate, the answer, it would seem, can

only be that above indicated, viz., that they possess no religious value

whatever.
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any sense of tlie vanity and insufficiency of tlie

things that are seen and temijoral, and therefore

to that need of an object of spiritual reverence,

of an unchanging and abiding reaUty beyond
the shows of tirae, in which rehgion has its

birth. The fetish which he cherishes as the

means of gratifying desires or averting dangers

and calamities, and on wdiich, when disapjDointed,

he vents his irritation by blows and expressions

of impotent anger, or by exchanging it for some

other equally arbitrar}^ object, is not, in any true

sense of the word, an object of religious reverence.

It is no medium of eleva.tion above the finite and

sensible w^orld, it expresses nothing more than a

vague groping after the supernatural, springing from

weakness and fear. At best, it indicates only the

transient, purposeless rise for one moment into the

realm of the invisible, of a being who the next

moment quits his hold of it, and sinks back into the

world of sense. Wonder and fear may be emotions

which precede religion as they precede scientific

knowledge, but in themselves they are no nearer

approximations to religion than they are to science.

It is an altogether different type of human ex-

perience which meets us when we turn to such

religions as the early religion of India. If in

it the objects on which the religious instinct

fastens still belong to Nature, they have at least a

special and distinctive character indicating a prin-
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ci^Dle of selection and the rise of a new spiritual

consciousness in tlie mind of the worshipper. It is

not any or every object in Nature which the Indian

worshipper finds capable of satisfying his spiritual

aspirations ; what he reverences or adores is some-

thing which can be fitly represented only by some

material objects in preference to others—by the

Sun, the Dawn, the daily and nightly Firmament,

the fertile Earth, the Element of Fire, the Winds

and Storms
;
above all, by that from which, as com-

parative philology has shown, all Aryan languages

derive their name for the supreme divinity
—the

bright, all embracing Heavens. The effort to rise

above the finite and variable—^above human change,

imperfection and frailty
—the longing for some per-

manent stay amidst the flux, some boundless and

inexhaustible object of trust amidst the narrowness

and insufficiency of earthly things, expresses itself

here in the worship of an object which has at

least a relative permanence and boundlessness.

For in the material Heavens we have a presence

which, go where we may, is ever above and around

us, expanding as we advance, impenetrable in its

liquid depths, and amidst the instability and evan-

escence of human life, pouring down from age to age,

with no sign of impoverishment or exhaustion, its

wealth of bounty and blessing on the world.

But a polytheistic nature-worship
—-the worship,

that is, of a number of distinct divinities identified
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with different natural objects, or even of any one

of these selected for special reverence—can furnish

at best only a very inadequate satisfaction for the

religious consciousness. Nature as a whole, the

visible universe in its unbroken comj^leteness, may
be to the religious aspirations the symbol of that in-

finite unity after wliich they are groping, but not

that universe broken up into parts. Accordingly we

find, especially towards the close of the religious

epoch reflected in the Vedic hymns, an eflJbrt

manifesting itself to correct this inadequacy by

breaking down the limits which isolate each of the

particular divinities from the rest, and by blending

them in one fluent, indivisible whole, of which the

particular divinity invoked at any one time is re-

garded as the type or representative.
' All the rest

disappear for the moment from the vision of the

poet, and he only who is to fulfil his desires stands

in full light before the eyes of the worshipper.'

Nay
' the consciousness that all the deities are but

different names of one and the same Godhead' is

sometimes enunciated in exj^ress terms in the Veda.

"One poet, for instance, says, 'They call him Indra,

Mitra, Varuna, Agni ;
that which is and is one the

wise name in diverse manners.'
" ^ The multiform

character of the objects of worship thus becomes

evanescent, or there is a latent recognition of a

unity beneath the multijjlicity, of an invisible real-

^ Ilibbcrt Lectures, p. 311.
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ifcy which is neither the Heavens nor the Earth,

nor the Sunshine nor the Storm, which cannot be

represented by any one of these, but which can be

known only as that which transcends them all.

Now this tendency
—the inward movement of the

religious spirit impelling it to rise above material

and visible objects, and to abstract, nut merely from

particular Nature-powers^ but from Nature itself—
I'eaches its full development in the Brahmanic

conception of God. Here we find the religious

consciousness, dissatisfied with the effort to reach

God by the mediation either of the grander objects

of Nature or of the finite world in its totalitv, at-

tempting to pass beyond Nature to the idea of an

invisible essence or realitv transcendino- all finite and

sensible things.
' When the eye has wearied itself

v.^ith seeino" and the ear with hearingf and the imasfi-

nation with the effort to gather up into one vision of

material splendour all the scattered glories of the

visible world, we feel, we know, that that after

which we are seeking is something ineffably greater,'

—such is the attitude of mind expressed by Brah-

manic thought in utterances like these—''Not by

words can we attain unto it, not by the heart, not

by the eye. He alone attains to it who exclaims

'

It is. It is.' Thus may it be perceived and appre-

hended in its essence."
^ " A wise man must anni-

'

Kathaka-Upaiiisliad, qnotel by Biiusen, Oott in der Geschichtc, ii.,

p. 136.
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hilate all objects of sense in his mind, and contem-

plate continually only the One Existence which is

like pure sj^ace, Brahma is without dimensions,

quality, character or distinction."
^

There is yet one other step which is needed to

complete that movement of thought of which the

Indian religions are the expression. The Brahmanic

conception of God, like those which preceded it, con-

tains imperfections which gradually disclose them-

selves, and so create the need for something higher

and the impulse to reach it. It is not only a con-

ception in which it is imjDossible for the spirit of

man to find permanent satisfaction, but one which,

carried out to its logical results, naturally gives rise

to a reaction. It seems, at first sight, difficult to un-

derstand how a religion in which the idea of God is

reached by rising above all that is finite and sensible,

should be associated with a gross polytheistic worship

and a fatalistic morality, such as we know to be the

prevailing characteristic of Brahmanism. If God be

conceived of as the Being which lies behind, and is

simply the negation of, the phenomenal world, how

shall we account for the seeming deification of

almost every object in that world— the heavenly

orbs, the material elements, plants, animals, moun-

tains, rivers, the Indus, the Ganges, the Lotus

flower, etc, ; how shall we account for the unbridled

license of a sensuous idolatry which, not content with

^

Sankara, quoted ihid., p. 138.
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actual existences, invents a thousand monstrosities,

incongruous and offensive shapes and symbols, as ex-

pressions of the Divine? Or again, how should a con-

ception of God which would seem naturally to lead

to an ascetic morality and a life of abstraction from

the world and tlie gratifications of sense, have as its

practical result a social system in which the grossest

impurities are not only permitted, but perpetrated

under the sanction of religion ? The answer is, that

a pantheistic, or rather acosmic, idea of God such

as that of Brahmanism not only offers no hindrance

to idolatr}^ and immorality, but may be said even to

lead to them by a logical necessity. A belief in the

unity of God, as we understand that doctrine, is

indeed incompatible with the belief in many Gods.

A man cannot be a worshipper of the one living and

true God of Christianity and at the same time a

worshipper of the gods many and lords many of

Paganism ; nor, again, can he be a sincere believer

in the pure and perfect object of Christian worship,

and a practiser of gross licentiousness and cruelty.

But that is because in Christianity the unity of God

is not a pantheistic or abstract unity
—the unity, i.e.,

of a Being who is as closely related to any one finite

existence and to any one class of actions as to another.

It is true that to Christian thought and feeling the

world is full of Deity. Christianity sees God in all

things ;
and there is no object however insignificant,

no evanescent aspect of nature, no meanest wayside
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flower, which does not possess for it a divine mean-

ing and reveal to it a divine presence. Nay, to

Christianity we owe also that deeper insight

which can discern a soul of goodness even in

things evil—a divine purpose and plan beneath

the discord of man's passions and the strife and

sin of the world. But the Christian deification

of the world is not an apotheosis of the world as

it is to the outward eye, but of the Avorld as its

hidden significance is revealed, of the world as it is

seen sub specie ceternitatis ; and this is a world into

which reason has infused its own order, in which

spiritual intuition has distinguished the apparent

from the true, the accidental from the essential,

the surface forms and vanishing semblances from

the eternal reality. On the other hand, a religion

which regards God simply as the unknown and

incomprehensible Being or Existence beyond the

finite, can take no account of distinctions in the finite.

In such a religion all finite things stand in one and

the same relation to Him. For a God who is

reached by the negation of all finite determination

is simply the abstract notion of Being ; and all

existences, objects, actions, seeing they have this in

common that they are, bear one and the same

relation to Him. No one of them is nearer to

Him, no one more remote from Him, than an-

other. Beino" manifests itself alike in the mean

and the great, in the vile, obscene, deformed, and
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the noble, the pure and the beautiful. It expresses

itself equally in the lowest and highest forms of

organic life, in reptiles, and beasts of prey, and in

the human form divine. Moral distinctions disap-

pear in such a conception of God. He is no

nearer to the pure in heart than to the heart

which is the haunt of selfish and sensual lusts. The

lowest appetites and the loftiest moral aspirations,

the grossest cruelties and impurities and the most

heroic virtues, are alike consecrated by the presence

of Deity. It is this view of the subject which

accounts for that indiscriminating consecration of

the finite world in its immediate multiplicity of

forms and existences which is the characteristic

of Brahmanic mythology. And it is this view also

which accounts for its defective morality. In a

social system based on such a notion of Deity,

whatever is, simply because it is, is right and divine.

We need not wonder therefore to find in it not only

the tolerance or sanction of vices which spring from

the natural desires, but also of institutions like the

system of Caste, involving and perpetuating inequal-

ities the most cruel and unnatural.

But Brahmanism, as we have said, is not the final

step in that movement of the religious consciousness

which is reflected in the Indian religions. It was

only a one-sided expression of its own idea of God,

and it led by a necessary impulse of reaction to that

phase of reliscious thouofht and feelinof which is
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known as Buddhism. Buddhism, in one point of

view, is a revolt against the immoral and anti-social

results of Brahmanism, the recoil of the aggrieved

moral instincts from the cruel inequalities of Caste

and the separation of religion from morality. But

whatever other influences may have lent force to

the new reliofious movement, it is in the inner logfic

of religion that we find the true secret of its origin.

While both start from a common idea of God,

Brahmanism may be described as the false or ille-

gitimate consecration of the finite, Buddhism as the

recall of the religious consciousness to that ele-

vation above the finite from Avhicli it had fallen

away. The idolatry and false morality of Brah-

manism was, as we have seen, logically connected

with one aspect of its idea of God ; but though

formally, it was not really true to that idea.

When you have begun by saying that no out-

ward material object can represent God, that neither

in the heavens above, nor in the earth beneath,

nor in all things they contain, even if you combined

them in one conception of finite, sensuous greatness,

can you find anything that truly expresses Him;

when, in other words, you have risen beyond all

that is finite in the search after God, and asserted

that it is impossible to name or know Him, or to

sav aught but that He is that which the finite

is not,
—

you cannot legitimately return to rehabi-

litate the world which you have already denied and
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renounced. Tt is not because of wliat the world is,

but of what it is not, that we seek rest in the

Infinite. God is not the being, but the non-being of

all that is seen and temporal ; nay, so little is there

in this religion any trace of a positive movement,

that we may even represent it as saying simply that

God is not-being. So far from religion lending con-

secration to all finite things, to all natural desires

and passions, it teaches us that only by looking on

the world and the Inst tliereof as
'

Maya,' as illusion,

vanity, deceptive appearance, can we get near to

God. So far from saying,
' Whatever is, is right,'

and finding in this the sanction of our natural pas-

sions, our inhuman customs and traditions, it is truer

to say,
' Whatever is, is wrong

'

;
and it is only in

emancipation from the thraldom of sense and habit,

in ceasing from the thoughts, feelings, desires, that

bind us to the finite, in the utter abnegation of

ourselves and the world, that we rise into union

with the Divine. Only in that emptiness is the

Divine fulness hidden.—It is in some such movement

of thought that we discern the explanation of that

which is at first sight so inexplicable in Buddhism—
its conception of God and its morality of negation

and renunciation, culminating in that 'Nirvana'—
that heaven of nothingness

—in which the Buddhist

finds the highest destiny and blessedness of man.

And now when we reached the fiiml stage of the

movement or process of development which we have
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traced in the early religions of India, it seems but a

poor result we have travelled so far to gain. Has

the long struggle of thought with the mystery of

the world and human life issued only in the dis-

covery that God is a negation, and blank annihilation

the final destiny of man ? We answer, that the

result is not valueless viewed even in itself, but

its real value is seen only when we regard it as

a necessary step in the process towards higher

things
— ' a light shining for man in a dark place,

till the day dawn and the day star arise in his

heart.' It is not valueless in itself, because the

very discovery of the nothingness of the world

and the illusoriness and inadequacy of its satis-

factions is already the implicit revelation of that

infinite standard by which we measure them and

pronounce them vain. Though all that men seemed

as yet to know is that this world can never satisfy,

that to yield ourselves up to its passionate desires

and hopes, is only to cheat and delude ourselves ;

yet to know this much implies the latent knowledge

of much more. It implies the virtual presence of

the idea of an infinite, all-satisfying Good, the

prophetic sense of an eternal reality which mocks

and throws contempt on the world's illusions, and

with which in our deepest being we are really

identified. And one who has got so far as this,

though he know not what that reality is, is on the

way to know it. The movement of thought which
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constitutes the reliu'ious life of man cannot be

arrested here any more than at any prior stage of

its course. How this implicit revelation became

exphcit; through what course of inward and outward

discipHne the human spirit had to pass till the God

who revealed Himself within made Himself known

in all the riches of His objective reality to the

consciousness of man
;
how from a spiritual life,

which was only the negation of self, man has

risen to a life in which renunciation of the old

self is the realisation of a new and better self,

abnegation of the finite life ^participation in an

infinite and eternal life—this is the problem which

the scientific student of the history of religions must

set himself to solve. The example we have given,

however, may suffice for our present purpose
—to

show that it is only in the light of the idea of reli-

gion that the history of religions can be understood.

IV. To the foregoing view of the true function

of a science of religions objection may be taken on

various grounds. There are many who recoil from

the notion of an organic development in religion as

seeming to reduce religion to a natural growth,

and so to throw doubt on its objective truth. To

others there is something oftensive in a theory which

beems to include under the common designation of

'

religion
'

the superstitions of heathendom and the

spiritual faith of Christianity, and to assert an

essential relation between the latter and the puer-
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ile and degrading conceptions and impure and

sanguinary rites of barbarous races, or the fabulous

mythologies and the sensuous idolatry of more civi-

lized races. Above all, the idea of an organic

development in religion seems to be inconsistent

with the character of Ghristianitv as a religfion of

divine or supernatural origin. If it does not reduce

Christianity to the same level with other religions,

it at least seems to imply that Christianity is to

be regarded as their natural and necessary product
—the last and highest, perhaps, of the ethnic reli-

gions, but not in its genesis and authority essentially

distinct from them.

There are, however, some considerations which

may serve to modify the aversion which, on these

and similar grounds, many entertain towards the

notion of a historic development in religion.

It is, no doubt, true that historic research into the

origin of religious beliefs has sometimes been pro-

secuted in a sceptical or anti-religious spirit, and

that in tracing the manifestatioji of the religious

sentiment among primitive races, the covert inten-

tion of some writers has been to undermine the

objective truth of religion and to reduce it to a

mere subjective product of human feeling. By such

writers the origin of religion has often been traced,

not to what is hiofhest but to ^hat is lowest in

human nature. Its ultimate source has been found

in the sensuous needs, the timidity and terror.
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the ignonxnce and weakness, the craven fear of

the supernatural, which are the natural character-

istics of barbarous races.

But, in the first place, it is to be considered that

much that has been ascribed to the province of reli-

gion is really foreign to it. Many facts have been

included in the ' natural history of religion
'

and

adduced as illustrating the rise of ' the religious

sentiment,' which have really no relation to religion

at all. Thus, as has been already pointed out, the

phenomena of savage life have no more bearing on

the origin of relio-ion than on the orioin of science

or philosophy or art. But even if religion be so

defined as to embrace some of these phenomena,

it is to be considered that, in this as in other cases,

the real value of a thing is determined, not by its

empirical origin or by the accidents of its outward

history, but by its own inherent nature. The

criterion by which Ave judge of the v/orth of that

which has grown from less to more is not, liow

it arose, but ivhat it is—not what external con-

ditions have contributed to its rise and progress,

but what it has actually become. Reason and

thought in man are what they are, even though

it were proved that the rational has slowly emerged

out of the animal nature ;
nor does mind or intelli-

gence in man become other than it is, whether we

think of him as made ' out of nothing,' or out of

'the dust of the earth,' or as developed by infinitesi-
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mal transitions out of ' the anthropoid ape.' So

again, it is not by looking back to the origin of

science or philosophy that we determine their value

in the scale of human possessions. It may be pos-

sible to show that Astronomy grew out of Astrology,

that modern Chemistry owes much to Alchemy; but

the inherent worth of either of these sciences is not

discredited by the fact that its history includes a

stage when men believed in planetary influences, or

expended their thought and toil on the transmu-

tation of metals and the search for the philosopher's

stone. In like manner, the essential character and

worth of religion, the idea of God which Christi-

anity reveals, the purity and elevation of its moral

teaching, the exalted hopes and aspirations which

it cherishes within us, remain the same, even if it

could be shown that, historically, what is called 'the

religious sentiment' can be traced back to a begin-

ning- much more io^noble than we believe its true

beginning to have been. The real ground for humi-

liation is not in the fetishism out of which religion

is said to have sprung, or in the childish super-

stitions and irrational observances that have been

the accidents of its history, but rather in the ele-

ment of fetishism and unreason that often still

clings to it, in the admixture of vulgar magic which

still deforms its worship and in the remains of

meaningfless and irrational dos^ma which still cor-

rupt its faith.
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Those writers who think to explain, or rather to

explain away, religion, by tracing it back to its sup-

posed empirical origin
—who conceive themselves, for

instance, to have proved, by historic evidence, that

religion is ultimately a product of fear, or abject de-

pendence, or kindred feelings
—overlook the distinc-

tion between the historical beginning of a thing and

its essential principle, or origin in thought. In all
\

ort»-anic existence 'origin' has a double meaning. It

may mean commencement in time, the immediate

l)henomenal fact of beginning or birth; or it may
mean the ideal principle, the conception, or essential

notion which is embodied in the phenomenal form.

It is, however, not the former, but the latter, in

which the true origin
—the ultimate or final cause—

of the tiling is to be sought. The beginning of a

piece of mechanism or a work of art is the first

stroke of the chisel, or the first line which the

pencil inscribes on the canvas. But the real origin

is prior to that,
—in the idea or conception of the

whole, in the creative ideal of the perfect work,

which determines its outward commencement, and

regulates its whole subsequent progress. The true

origin of the plant is not the first stirring of vital

activity and interaction in the seed or germ ; it is

that which dominates and determines the outward

phenomenal beginning, to wit, the essential idea or

principle of the thing, by reason of which this

particle of matter acts differently from all other
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particles
—the potentiality in virtue of which one

piece of matter developes into wheat or oats, an-

other into fruit or flower, a third into oak or elm.

In such cases, there is a sense in which the end is

the real beginning ;
and if we are to seek anywhere

for the true origin of the thing, it is not in the

factual commencement, but in the final result—in

that perfected development towards which, all

through its course, it was tending,, and which was

silently dominating the beginning and every succes-

sive stage of its outward history. In like manner,

whatever b'e the form of human experience from

which w^e date the historical beginning of religion,

it is not in it that we must look for the true origin

and explanation of it. When naturalistic theorists

go back to ransack the earliest traditions of jDrimitive

races, and having lighted on some obscure facts—such

as the ascription of mysterious virtues to material

objects, or the rude attempts to propitiate invisible

powers by sacrifice—forthwith triumphantly point

to these and similar phenomena as the real origin,

the parent source of all religions, the discovery is

only an imaginary one. In religion it is not to the

beo'inning, but to the end that we must look for

the true origin and explanation of its history. The

earliest religious phenomena may contain in them

the promise and potentiality of the religious future

of the world
;
but it is so only because, and in

so far as, the power of the highest or perfect
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religion is already working in them, shaping them

for itself, and so showing itself to be their real

source and orioin.

Nor, finally, is there anything in the idea of

organic development, rightly viewed, which dero-

gates from the claim of Christianity to be a religion

of divine or supernatural origin. It is not the

interest of the apologist for Christianity to sever

it from all connection w'ith the religious thougfht

and culture of the pre-Christian ages. That is

only a narrow and unreflecting piety which makes

light of those anticipations or presentiments of

Christian truth which are to be found in the earlier

religions, or which regards every recognition of a

true spiritual element in these religions as obscur-

ing the claim of Christianity to be regarded as a

revelation from heaven. We do not pay any real

homage to the supernatural by disconnecting it as

much as possible from the natural and human
;
we

render only a spurious tribute to the divine Author

of revelation by supposing that all that through the

long lapse of ages men had believed concerning

Him was error and falsehood, and that the reli-

gious ideas of the past must be Mdped clean out

of the human spirit in order that a new message

from heaven might be written upon it by the finger

of God. On the contrary, if Christianity finds its

highest evidence in the response which its truths

awaken in the spiritual intelligence ;
if its divine
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power is shown, above all, in this, tliat it has

moulded the spiritual life of the world, not mechani-

cally and as by mere outward force, but by the

inward transfusion of its ideas and principles into

all the springs of human thought and action ;
then

it is impossible that Christianity could have been

out of essential relation to the spiritual conscious-

ness of the world and to the discipline of ages

which had made that consciousness what it was.

So obvious is this that the Christian apologist in

our day usually Unds one of his strongest arguments

for the divine origin of Christianity in the fact that

it meets ' the unconscious longings of heathendom.'

It is now one of the recognised lines of apologetic

thought to trace anticipations of Christian doctrine

in the pre-Christian religions, and to point out the

li'uesses at truth, the foreshadowins's of moral and

spiritual ideas, which, under many errors and super-

stitions, can be detected in the sacred books of India

and China and Persia, and in general, in the

religious notions, rites, observances, institutions, of

the heathen world. Writers on this subject urge

with much force that, pure, unmixed error is in-

capable of exerting any permanent influence over

the mind of man, that religions which contained in

them nothing but falsehood or which appealed only

to the baser tendencies of human nature, would have

been destitute of vitality ;
and therefore that that

to which the great religions of antiquity owed their
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wide and lastiiio' success must have been the element

of truth that was in them. As even base money, to

pass current, must have some resemblance to genuine

coin or some admixture of good metal in it, so in

religions which liave spread far and wide and held

their place for ages in the world's belief, we must

be able to detect, as the secret of their power, some

element common to them with that which we regard

as the true religion. Further, all Christian apolo-

gists recognise in Judaism the prophecy and an-

ticipation of Christian truth, and draw from the

historical relations of the two religions one of the

strongest arguments for the divine origin of Chris-

tianity. But the argument does not suffer, but oidy

gains fresh force, if it can be shown that the highest

thought and life, not simply of one isolated and out-

wardly insignificant nation, but of all the races

and nations of the ancient world, constituted a

preparation for it, that the whole order of human

history in the pre-Christian ages pointed to Christ,

and that He was, in this sense,
' the desire of

all nations.'

The same argument is sometimes presented, in

a slightly modified form, by writers who find an

evidence for the divine origin of Christianity in

the fact that Christ appeared
" in the fulness of

the times." A divine design, it is held, can be

traced in the selection of the period at which

the Christian revelation was given to the world.
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Tliere was then a renin il^'iMo coincidence of condi-

tion< t';iV(iur;il)K- to tlu' rccejition ;in(l
r.i)ii(l

diffusion

of the new relii,n<ni ; and anioUList these, special stress

is laid i>n llic fact tliat the nations of the world had

then become united under the universal dominion ot

Rome, and tliat the facilities afiV.rded liv m universal

external polity fu- tlie iiitnxhioti.in ,<\' ;i universal

reliirion were greatly increased by the o^eneral diil'u-

sion of Greek l.-iULTuaufe and <ulMne.

The princijdc uj>on which -uth aruunients are based

is. it must he admitted, a somewhat superficial

ojie. Tt is not a very elevated idea of Providence

which re|)resents it as busvini2f itself in inovidino-

facilities of travel an<l of lapid and safe inter-

communication i'^'V tlie niesseno-ers of the Gospel.

At any rate, if a di\iiic iuterpositi'in i< to lie inferred

IVojii >-ucli external airaugements, as a pre[>aration

for Christianity, it is surely a not less reverential

view of the subject wliich Ir^ads us ii^ trace a deeper

pre}>aration in the movements of men's minds, in the

convergence of manifold spiritual tendencies, and in

the gradual discijdine of the human consciousness

for the rece])tion of tjic universal religion. It' ex-

ternal laeililies of coniniunicaiiou infer di\ine inter-

vention, is the inference less cogent when we see in

the moulding of men's minds, in the proo-ressive reli-

gious experience of mankind, in the gradual forma-

tion of their ideas and tlu- awakening and develop-

ment of their aspirations, a divinely-] )repared way of
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access tor the teachers of Christianity to the spirit

of the waiting world ?

The class of writers to whom we have referred JL^^^^vv^

do not, indeed, altogether ignore conditions of a

somewhat less external character, in the provi-

dential preparation of the world for Chi-istianity.

The time, they argue, w^as pro])itious to Christi-

anity in this respect also, that the old religions

had heconie effete, and tliat mankind w^ere yearn-

ino' for somethino: hetter. These religions liad

proved themselves abortive attempts to solve the

problem of man's spiritual needs, and so had

cleared the way for the announcement of the true

solution. There had been a time when the Pagan

mvthologies were the expression of a real belief,

instinct with the w^armth and vitality of genuine,

though mistaken spiritual convictions. But the

mind of man had outgrowai them. The intellectual

and spiritual life of the civilised world had passed

awuay from the popular religions, and whatever

vitality it still manifested lay not in the sphere

of religion but of j^hilosophy. Even amongst the

uneducated mass the worship of the old gods had

dried up into a superstitious form from which the

life had vanished. Amongst the Hebrew race only,

there still survived a passionate devotion to that

ancient faith wdiich, both in its origin and content,

far transcended the highest of the ethnic religions ;

but even the relio-ion of the Hebrew was affected
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bv the universal blig-iit which had fallen on the

spiritual life of man. Of its lofty monotheism little

more remained than the husk of elaborate cere-

monial in which it had been enshrined
;

its essen-

tial opposition to the beliefs of the heathen world

survived only in the form of a fierce and fanatical

exclusiveness, fed by wild hopes of national conquest

and dominion. Hence Christianity appeared, it is

said, at the moment when the old religions vv^ere

played out, and the stage was cleared for the

entrance of a new faith.

But it needs little reflection to see that in this

representation of the relation of Christianity to

the pre-Christian religions there is, at best, only

half of the truth. It is a conception of the divine

order of the world not less shallow than irreverent,

wdiich regards the religious experience of the pre-

Christian ages only in the light of an abortive

experiment, and represents uncounted generations of

the human race as having been utilised by Provi-

dence merely to prove man's spiritual incapacity and

ineptitude. A less ruthless method might surely

have sufficed to bring out the proof that man can

do nouoiit but err till a deus ex machind comes

down to set him right. Moreover the negative pre-

paration which is all that this argument asserts, cannot

be conceived of as merely negative. The very nega-

tion of the old involves an implicit affirmation of

the new element which is to su2:>plant it. When
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the former heavens and eartli are '

ready to vanish

away,' it can only be because there is already

liovering before men's minds at least a dream of

a 'new heavens and earth wherein dwelleth rioh-

teousness.' Forms and institutions in which the

spiritual life of man had once clothed itself never

die from mere exhaustion. If they betray signs

of dissolution, it is because the thought and life

they embodied have begun to pass beyond them,

and are already feeling their way, with a certain

prophetic consciousness of its nature, after something

higher that is near at hand. The decaying and

dying institutions liave themselves educated the

spirit of man up to the discovery of their own

imperfection. It is the new wine which has burst

the old bottles. Thus the decay of the old religions

Avas not a mere 2)rocess of negation, but one wrought

])y the hidden, implicit energy of the higher trutli

that was yet to be. The cheerless scepticism which

had crept over men's minds and loosened the hold

of former beliefs on their hearts, was already, in

some measure, the unconscious expression of that

higher unborn foith for which tliese old beliefs had

prepared them, and a proof of their organic relation

to it. On the other hand, in superseding the old

religions, the new religion proved its relation to

therii. In destroying them it showed that it com-

prehended tliem— that its own profounder trutli

satisfied the spiritual needs which they had awak-
z
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ened, and reproduced in a higher form all the ele-

ments of truth which had been imperfectly expressed

in them.

What, however, we are here specially concerned to

notice is that the idea of organic development is in

no way inconsistent with the claim of Christianitv

to be regarded as a religion of supernatural or divine

orio^in. There would be some reason for the recoil

of Christian feeling from this idea if it implied

that there is nothing more in Christianity than a

combination of pre-existing elements, or that its

originality consists simply in the reproduction, in a

collective form, of ideas contained in the religions

and in the j)hilosophical and ethical systems of the

ancient w^orld. No divine revelation would be

needed to communicate to the world truths of

which its higher minds were already in possession ;

and those w^ho reo^ard Christianitv as a divine

revelation are naturally alarmed at any theory

which seems to re2:)resent the teaching of Christ

and his apostles, if not as a plagiarism from other

sources, as, at most, the natural outgrowth of

heathen and Je\yish thought.

But such a view of the orio^in of Christianity

is not more historically improbable than it is incon-

sistent with a true idea of organic development.

In whatever w^ay we conceive of the revelation to

the human consciousness of the new and original

element in Christianity, the principle of develop-
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inent, so far from excluding such an element, would

have no meaning without it. It is absolutely

antagonistic to any such notion as that Christian

doctrine is a mere compound of Greek, Oriental,

and Jewish ingredients. However externally ori-

ginated or conditioned, the appearance of Christian-

ity in the world implies a new spiritual movement,

an advance or elevation of the human spirit, which,

though it does not obliterate, transcends all the

results of its past history. To apply the idea of

development to human history is by no means to

find in the old the mechanical or efficient cause of

the new. Foi' in organic development the new,

though presupposing the old, involves the introduc-

tion of a wholly original element, not given in the

old. Hence we are not to conceive that Christianity

could be elaborated out of pre-Christian religions

and philosophies, any more than that life could be

elaborated out of inorganic matter. To apply this

principle to religion is to assert a relation between

Christianity and the earlier stages of man's spiritual

history ; indeed, unless we suppose the human race

to have been annihilated and a new race, out of all

connection or continuity with the former, to have

been created as the receptacle of the new religion

—without some such monstrous supposition, we

must think of Christianity as essentially related to

the antecedent course of man's spiritual life, and

related to it in the way which rational spiritual life,
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by its very nature, involves. But the connection of

Christianity v>dth the past, which we here assert, is

a connection which at the same time involves the

annulling and transmuting of the past by a new

creative spiritual force. To assert it, therefore, is

to hold that Christianity neither borrows nor repro-

duces the imperfect notions of God, be they what

they may—pantheistic, dualistic, anthropomorphic,

monotheistic—in which the religious aspirations of

the old world had embodied themselves. In the

light of this idea we can perceive these imperfect

notions yielding up, under the transforming influence

of Christianity, whatever element of truth lay hid

in them, v>diilst that which was arbitrary and false

falls avv'ay and dies. If, for example, the old

Pantheistic idea that ' the things that are seen

are temporal,' and that beneath all the passing

shadows and semblances of things there is an endur-

ing substance, a reality that is
' without variableness

or shadow of turning'
—if this idea comes to life

again in the Christian consciousness, yet the new

Pantheism does not, like the old, suppress, but

rather elicits and quickens the individuality, the

freedom, the moral life of man. If it savs,
' The

world passeth away and the lust thereof,' it says

also,
' He that doeth \\\q will of God abideth for

ever.' If the antao^onism between P'ood and evil

which gave Dualism its meaning and power sur-

vives in the Christian view of the world, vet the
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new Dualism, unlike that of the old religion, is

consistent with the belief, not only in the ultimate

triumjjh, but in the sole and absolute reality of

good. If it asserts that ' sin hath entered into the

world, and death by sin,' yet it declares that '
all

things are of God,' that '

all things work together

for good to them that love Him,' and that a

time is cominii' when ' God shall be all in all.' If

Christianity claims as its own that idea wdiich

Anthropomorphic religions foreshadowed—that man

is the image of God, and that he is capable of rising

into a Divine fellowship and of being made '

par-

taker of a Divine nature,' yet, in contrast with the

old religions, it raises the human without limiting

or lowering the Divine, and sees in all earthly

goodness a reflexion of the nature of God with-

out making the nature of God a reflexion of the

weakness and imperfections of man. Lastly, if

Christianity contains, in common with Monotheistic

religions, the idea of a God elevated in His absolute

being above the world, unaffected by its limits, in-

capable of being implicated in its imperfections, it

yet enables us at the same time to think of God,

not merely as an Omnipotent Power and Will above

us, but as an Infinite Love within us. It sees in

our purest thoughts and holiest actions God Him-

self
'

working in us to will and to do of His good

]^^)leasure.'
It tells us that ' our bodies are the

temples of His Holy Spirit ;

'

and it sets before
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us a human life as the fullest expression and revela-

tion of the nature and life of God. Thus, whatever

elements of truth, whatever broken and scattered

rays of light the old religions contained, Christianity

takes up into itself, explaining all, harmonising all,

by a divine alchemy transmuting all, yet immeasur-

ably transcending all— '

gathering together in one all

things in heaven and earth
'

in its
' revelation of the

mystery hid from ages,' the revelation of One who

is at one and the same time Father, Son and Spirit ;

above all, through all, and in all, . > / /

F" *

THE END.

IJrinlrb at the elnibtvsitu tSvess

BY ROBERT IIACLEUOSE, 153 WEST NILE STREKT, GLASGOW.
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University of Glasgow, on his Installation as Lord Rector

of the University. By the Right Honourable The Earl
OF Derby. 8vo. is.

DICKSON—Pleading in the Courts of Law of Scot-

land. An Address delivered before the Glasgow Juridical

Society. By W. Gillespie Dickson, LL.D., Advocate,

late Sheriff of Lanarkshire. 8vo. i s.

DICKSON- Introductory Lecture. Delivered at the

Opening of the Divinity Hall, in the University of Glasgow,
Session 1873-74. By William Purdie Dickson, D.D.,

Professor of Divinity. 8vo. is.

DODS—On Preaching, an Address delivered to the Students

of the Free Church College, Glasgow, by Marcus Dods,
D.D. 8vo. 6d.

EGGS 4D. A DOZEN, AND CHICKENS 40, A POUND
ALL THE YEAR ROUND. Containing full and com-

plete information for successful and profitable keeping of

Poultry. Small 8vo. Cheap Edition in Paper Covers.

Eleventh Thousand, is.

" No book has appeared for many years that discusses the subject so

explicitly and exhaustively."
—Daily Kcvicto.

" The most complete little treatise on the rearing of poultry of all kinds,
and the production of eggs that has ever come under our notice."—Ayr
Advertiser.

EWING—Memoir of James Ewing, Esq., of Strathleven,

Formerly Lord Provost of Glasgow, and M.P. for that City.

By the late Rev. Macintosh Mackay, LL.D. Fcap. 4to.

With Portrait. 21s.
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GAIRDNER—Fluctuations in Trade. A Lecture delivered

to the Institute of Accountants. By Charles Gairdner,
Manager of the Union Bank of Scotland. Third Edition.

Demy 8vo. is.

GAIRDNER, Professor—Two Lectures on Books and
Practical Teaching, and on Clinical Instruction.

Being Introductory Addresses delivered in the University
of Glasgow, and in the Western Infirmary. By W. T.

Gairdner, M.D., Professor of Practice of Medicine in the

University of Glasgow, Physician in Ordinary to Her

Majesty the Queen in Scotland. 8vo. is.

GEMMEL—The Tiberiad
; or, The Art of Hebrew Accen-

tuation. A Didactive Poem, in Three Books. By John
Gemmel, M.A., Senior Minister of Free Church at Fairlie.

Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

GLASGOW—Memorabilia of the City of Glasgow.
Selected from the Minute Books of the Burgh, 1568 to

1750. Fcap. 4to. Half Morocco, Gilt Top. Very scarce.

63s.

GLASGOW—The Old Country Houses of the Old
Glasgow Gentry. Illustrated by permanent Photographs.

Royal 4to. Half Red Morocco. Gilt Top. Second Edition.

Very scarce. £10, los.

This is a history of one hundred of the old houses in and around
Glasgow, and of the families who owned and lived in them. To the
local antiquary it is especially interesting as a memorial of the old burgher
aristocracy, of their character and habits, and of the city in which they
lived

;
while to the descendants of the "old gentry" it is interesting as

containing the history of their forefathers and the rise of their families.

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY ALBUM FOR THE NEW
COLLEGE. With a Photograph of the New College.

Edited by Students of the University. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
Scheme of Examinations for 1880, and Report for 1879.

Crown 8vo. 6d.
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GLASGOW UNIVERSITY CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR
1879-80. Published annually. Contains official information

as to the University, the Classes, Graduation in all the

Faculties, Examination Papers, University Fees, Bursaries,

Scholarships and Fellow^ships, and the list of Members ol

the General Council of the University. Crown 8vo. 2s.

GOVETT—Christ's Resurrection and Ours ;
Or I.

Corinthians xv. Expounded. By the Rev. R. Govett,

Norwich. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

GRANT—Christian Baptism Explained. By the late Rev.

William Grant, Ayr. i6mo. is. 6d.

GRANT—The Lord's Supper Explained. By the late

Rev. William Grant, Ayr. Seventh Edition. i6mo. \(\.

GRAY, David—The Poetical Works of David Grav.

Edited by Henry Glassford Bell, late Sheriff of Lanark-

shire. New and enlarged Edition, extra fcap. 8vo. 6s.

" Gems of poetry, exquisitely set."—Glasgcnu Neivs.

JACK—Inaugural Address. Delivered in the University of

Glasgow, November 1879. ^y William Jack, M.A.,

LL.D., Professor of Mathematics in the University of

Glasgow. 8vo. is.

JEBB -The Anabasis of Xenophon.—Book III., with the

Modern Greek Version of Constantine Bardalachos (for the

use of the Greek Classes in the University of Glasgow), and

with an Introduction by R. C. Jebb, M.A., Professor of

Greek in the University of Glasgow. Crown 8vo. 2s.

LEITCH—Practical Educationists and their Systems
OF Teaching. By James Leitch, late Principal of the

Church of Scotland Normal School, Glasgow. Crown 8vo. 6s.

"This capital book presents us, in a compact and well-digested
form, with all that is of most value in the really practical methods of

the greatest educationalists,"—School Board C/ifoituie.
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LEISHMAN—A System of Midwifery, Including the
Diseases of Pregnancy and the Puerperal State.

By William Leishman. M.D., Regius Professor of Mid-

wifery in the University of Glasgow. In one Thick Volume-

Demy 8vo. Nearly 900 pp., with 210 Wood Engravings.
Third Edition, revised. 21s. {Jtist ready.

"
Unquestionably the best modem book on midwifery in our lan-

guage."
—British and Foreign Medico-Chirttrgical Review.

" We have no hesitation in recommending this work to the student
in preference to any other English work in existence."—Medical Press
and Circtdar.

" We have little hesitation in saying that it is the best English work
on the subject."

—Lancet.
" We sliould counsel the student by all means to procure Dr. Leish-

man's work."-—London Medical Record.
" In many respects not only the best treatise on midwifery that we

have seen, but one of the best treatises on any medical subject that has
been published of late years."

—Practitioner.

MACELLAR—Memorials of a Ministry on the Clyde.

Being Sermons preached in Gourock Free Church. By the

late Rev. Robert Macellar. With a Biographical
Notice by the Rev. A. B. Bruce, D.D., Professor of Theo-

logy, Free Church, Glasgow. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 7s.

MACEWEN—Sermons. By the late Alexander MacEwen,
M.A.,D.D., Minister of Claremont Church, Glasgow. Edited

by his Son. With a Memoir. Crown 8vo. 6s.

MACGEORGE—Papers on the Principles and Real
Position of the Free Church. By Andrew Mac-
george. Svo. 6s.

MACLEOD, NORMAN, D.D.—Sermons on the occasion of

his Death, preached in the Barony Parish Church, and the

Barony Chapel,by the Rev. Dr. Watson, Dundee ;
Rev. Dr.

Taylor, Crathie ; Rev. Mr. Grant, St. Mary's, Partick;

and Rev. Mr. Morrison, Dunblane. Svo. is.

M'KINLAY, J. Murray—Poems. Extra fcap. Svo. 3s. 6d.
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M'KENDRICK—Outlines of Physiology, in Its Rela-

tions to Man. By J. Gray M'Kendrick, M.D.,F.R.S.E.,

Professor of Physiology in the University of Glasgow.

Crown 8vo. 750 pages, and 250 Engravings. 12s. 6d.

"We have much pleasure in confidently recommending this work to

students of medicine and others, as being the one of all others of recent

date, best suited for their requirements."
—British Medical Journal.

"An admirable book on pliysiology, well adapted to the wants of the

student, and of practitioners in medicine. Such books as this ought to be

read, not alone by medical and biological students, but by all men of any

pretensions to general culture."—British Quarterly Review.

"The style is clear, and the illustrations numcrotis."—Practitioner.

M'KENDRICK—Lectures on the Graphic Method oe

Physiological Research. By Prof. M'Kendrick.

Illustrated with numerous Engravings. Crown 8vo.

\I/i preparation.

MACMILLAN—Our Lord's Three Raisings from the

Dead. By the Rev. Hugh Macmillan, LL.D., F.R.S.E.,

Author of " Bible Teachings in Nature." Crown 8vo. 6s.

" He has written a book on one of the most trying themes, which is at

once edifying and instructive, full of devotional fervour as of fine thought."

Nonconformist.
"A spirit of earnest piety pervades the book

;
its language is simple and

unaffected, and it abounds in apt and felicitous illustrations."—Scotsman.

MARTYNE—Poems. By Herbert Martyne. Extra fcap.

Svo. 6s.

MAXWELL—Address to the Senatus and General
Council of the University of Glasgow. Delivered

at his Installation as Chancellor of the University, on the

27th April, 1876. By the late Sir William Stirling

Maxwell, K.T., Bart., M.P. Svo. is.

MORTON- The Treatment of Spina Bifida by a New
Method. By James Morton, M.D., Professor of Materia

Medica, Anderson's University, and Surgeon and Clinical

Lecturer of Surgery in the Glasgow Royal Infirmary.

Crown Svo. With Si.x Illustrations. 5s.
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MUIR—The Expression of a Quadratic Surd as a Con-

tinued Fraction. By Thomas Muir, M.A., F.R.S.E.,

Examiner in Mathematics in the University of Glasgow.

8vo. IS. 6d.

MURRAY—Old Cardross, a History. By David Murray.

[In afew days.

NEWTON—Sir Isaac Newton's Principia. Edited by
Sir William Thomson, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow

of St. Peter's College, Cambridge ;
and HUGH Blackburn,

M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ;
Professors

of Natural Philosophy and Mathematics in the University

of Glasgow. Crown 4to. 3 1 s. 6d.

" So far as we have compared it with other copies, this edition seems to

be better than any of its predecessors. The printing and paper are

excellent, and the cuts especially are greatly improved."—Nature.

NICHOL—Tables of European Literature and History,
from a.d. 200 TO 1876. By John Nichol, M.A., Balliol,

Oxon., LL.D., Regius Professor of English Language and

Literature, University of Glasgow. 4to, Cloth. 6s. 6d.

" The tables are clear, and form an admirable companion to the student

of history, or indeed to any one who desires to revise his recollection of

facts."— Times.
" The inspection of these tables reveals more vividly than whole chapters

of eloquent disquisition could the epochs of European history which were

most barren and most productive of great men and stirring events."—Scots-

man.

NICHOL—Tables OF Ancient Literature and History,
FROM B.C. 1500 TO A.D. 200. By PROFESSOR NICHOL.

4to, Cloth. 4s. 6d.

"They constitute a most successful attempt to give interest to the

chronology of literature, by setting before the eye the relation between the

literature and the practical life of mankind."—Observer.

NICHOL—A New Volume of Poems. By Professor

Nichol. \_In Preparation.

OLRIG GRANGE. Sec Smith.
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PORTER—Christian Prophecy : Or Popular Exposi-

tory Lectures on the"Revelation to the Apostle

John. \\\ S. T. Porter. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

PORTER—The Last Sermons in a 41 Years' .Ministry, and

in the 24th Year of Pastorate in the hidependent Church,
in West Bath Street, Glasgow. By S. T. Porter. Crown

8vo. IS. 6d.

PULSFORD—Sermons Preached in Trinity Church,
Glasgow. By William Pulsford, D.D. Crown 8vo.

Cloth, Red Edges. Cheap Edition. 4s. 6d.

" The sermons have much of the brilliancy of thought and style by which
Robertson fascinated his Brighton hearers."—Daily Review.

" The preacher we are made to feel, speaks to us out of the fulness of his

own spiritual and intellectual life. He is a preacher, because he has been
first a thinker."—Sfecfalor.

RANKINE—Songs and Fables. By William J. Mac-

QUORN Rankine, late Professor of Engineering in the

University of Glasgow. With Portrait, and with Ten Illus-

trations by J. B. (Mrs. Hugh Blackburn). Second

Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6s.

"These songs are exceedingly bright, strong, and clever : quite the best

we have seen for long. They are, in our judgment, far superior to those of

Mr. Outram and Lord Neaves, and these are no contemptible singers. An
admirable photograph is prefi.xed to thevohmie."—Aberdeen Journal.

STANLEY, Dean—The Burning Bush. A Sermon preached
before the Glasgow Society of the Sons of Ministers of the

Church of Scotland. By the Very Reverend Arthur
Penrhyn Stanley, D.U., Dean of Westminster. 8vo. is.

STEWART—The Plan of St. Luke's Gospel
;
A Critical

Examination. By the Rev. William Stewart, M.A.,

D.D., Regius Professor of Biblical Criticism in Glasgow
Universitv. 8vo. "^s. 6cl.
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SMITH, Walter C—A New Volume of Poems. \Iinmediately.

SMITH, Walter C—Olrig Grange : a Poem in Six Books.

Edited by Hermann Kunst, Philol. Professor. Third

Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

" This remarkable poem will at once give its anonymous author a high
place among contemporary English poets.

—Examiner.
"The most sickening phase of our civilization has scarcely been exposed

with a surer and quieter point, even by Thackeray himself, than in this

advice of a fashionable and religious mother to her daughter."
—Pall Mall

Gazette.

"The pious self-pity of the worldly mother, and the despair of the

worldly daughter are really brilliantly put. The story is worked out witli

quite uncommon power."—Academy.
" The story itself is very simple, but it is told in powerful and suggestive

verse. The author exhibits a fine and firm discrimination of character, a

glowing and abundant fancy, a subtle eye to read the symbolism of nature,

and great wealth and mastery of language, and he has employed it for

worthy purposes.
"—

Spectator.

SMITH, Walter C—Borland Hall : a Poem in Six Books.

By the Author of
"
Olrig Grange." Second Edition.

Extra fcap. 8vo. 7s.

"
Songs of exquisite beauty stud the poem like gems in some massy work

of beaten gold. Original and vigorous thought, rare dramatic instinct, and

profound knowledge of human nature are embodied in poetry of a very

high class. The poem is not only notable in itself, but full of splendid

promise."
—Scotsman.

"
Lyell's mother, stern and unrepentant, even in death, is a terrible por-

trait, in which we recognize the genius of the author of '

Olrig Grange.'
. . . A style singularly brilliant and passionately fervent, a verse melodi-

ous and various in measure, a command of language, unusually extensive

and apt, and an exquisite sensibility to all natural loveliness." —English
Independent.

SMITH, Walter C—Hilda
;
Among the Broken Gods :

a Poem. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

"That it is characterized by vigorous thinking, delicate fancy, and happy
terms of expression, is admitted on all hands."— Times.

"We gladly welcome it as an attempt in the direction of a novel in verse."

— Westminster Review.
"A poem of remarkable power. It contains much fine thought, and

shows throughout the deepest penetration into present-day tendencies in

belief or no-belief."—British Quarterly Rcvic^o.

SMITH, Walter C— Bishop's Walk ; and Other Poems.

Extra fcap 8vo. 2S. 6d.
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STORY—Creed and Conduct : Sermons preached in Ros-

ncath Church. By the Rev. Robert Herbert Story,

D.D., Minister of the Parish. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

" Characterized throughout by profound earnestness and spirituaHty, and

written in a style at once graceful, clear, and nervous. Dr. Story has made
a well-timed attempt to widen the theology, and at the same time to deepen
and intensify the religious feeling of his coimtrymen."

—Scotsman.

STORY—On Fast Days
;
With reference to more Frequent

Communion, and to Good Friday. By the Rev. Robert

Herbert Story, D.D., Minister of Rosneath. 8vo. is.

"A thoughtful and earnest discussion of a most important question."
—

P.diiibiirgh Courant.
" A very able pamphlet."

—
Glasgoio Herald.

THOMSON, Sir Wilham, LL.D., D.C.L. .SV^- Sir Isaac

Newton's Principia.

VEITCH—The History and Poetry of the Scottish

Border, their Main Features and Relations. By

John Veitch, LL.D., Professor of Logic and Rhetoric in

the University of Glasgow. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

"This is a genuine book. We can heartily recommend it to three classes

of readers—to all who have felt the power of Scott's 'Border Minstrelsy'

(and who with a heart has not ?), to all who care to visit and really to know
that delightsome land, for no other book except the ' Border Minstrelsy

'

itself will so open their eyes to see it
;
to all dwellers in the Borderland who

wish to know, as they ought to know, what constitutes the grace and glory
of their Borderland."—Contemporary Review.

" We feel as if we were hearing the stories, or listening to the snatches of

song among the breezes of the mountains or the moorland, under the

sun-broken mists of the wild glens, or the wooded banks of the Yarrow or

the Tweed."— Times.
"After all the labours of such distinguished men as Scott, Leyden,

Chambers, Aytoun, and others, this volume must assert its right to being
the fullest, most thorough, and most deeply critical work on Border history
and poetry that we have."—British Quarterly Review,

VEITCH—Lucretius and the Atomic Theory. By Pro-

fessor Veitch. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
" We have read this little volume with no ordinary delight. Not only

does Professor Veitch bring out prominently the drift of the philosophy ot

Lucretius, but he never fails to carry with him that rare and refined poetic

sympathy, without which commentary on such a theme becomes hackneyed
and lifeless. Wc warmly recommend the book,"—Nonconformist,
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VEITCH—Hillside Rhymes :

"Among the rocks he went,
And still looked up to sun and cloud
And listened to the wind.''

By John Veitch, LL.D., Professor of Logic and Rhetoric

in the University of Glasgow. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5s.

'' Let any one who cares for fine reflective poetry read for himself and

judge. Next to an autumn day among the hills themselves, commend us
to poems like these, in which so much of the finer breath and spirit of those

pathetic hills is distilled into melody."
—Scotsman.

VEITCH—The Tweed, and Other Poems. By Professor
Veitch. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

"
Every page bears witness to a highly cultivated mind: every page is

also marked by originality and a deep love for nature."— Westminster
Review,

VILLAGE LIFE—A Poem.
" He seems to be a stranger ;

but his present is

A withered branch, that's only green at top."

Extra fcap 8vo. 6s. 6d.

" These are simply the ripest notes tliat have appeared in Scotland for

a time too long to calculate. ... If Scotland can give us a few more
volumes like this, the sooner we have them the better."—Exat>iiiie>:

" A remarkable volume of poetry. 'The Doctor' will stamp the book
as containing originality as well as power. . . . An unpretentious but

worthy book, which will be read by all who have any keen interest in the

progress of English literature."—Standard.
" This ballad (of the Miller of Birlstane) is really admirable. Its style

is so dramatic and its action so impetuous, that one cannot fail to be

delighted with it."—Scotsman.

WADDELL—OSSIAN AND THE CLYDE, FiNGAL IN IRELAND,
Oscar in Iceland ; or, Ossian Historical and Authentic.

By P. Hately Wat dell, LL.D. 4to. 12s. 6d.

YOUNG— Geology of the Clyde Valley. With Plates.

By John Young, M.D., Professor of Natural History and

Geology, Glasgow University. Svo. is.
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